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But if history teaches us anything, it is that we must resist aggres-
sion or it will destroy our freedoms. Appeasement does not work.
As was the case in the s, we see in Saddam Hussein an ag-
gressive dictator threatening neighbors.

—President George Bush, August , 

What if someone had listened to Winston Churchill and stood up
to Adolf Hitler earlier? How many peoples’ lives might have been
saved, and how many American lives might have been saved?

—President Bill Clinton, March , 

More than fifty years after the collapse of the Third Reich, America’s cru-
sade against nazism still exerts a powerful hold over the popular imagina-
tion. Not only do books, films, and TV documentaries on the subject con-
tinue to proliferate, but politicians, recognizing the resonance that this era
still possesses, remain quick to compare every threat to U.S. security in
terms of the danger posed by nazism in the s and s. So in their
time, Stalin, Ho Chi Minh, Saddam Hussein, and Slobodan Milosevic have
all been depicted as the new Adolf Hitler, no doubt in the hope that if the
public equated them with this archetype of evil then they would both un-
derstand the nature of the enemy and rally behind the administration’s calls
for an energetic response.1

Implicit in this harking back to World War II is the notion that Amer-
ica’s crusade against nazism was a uniquely popular war—that, unlike the
subsequent conflicts in Korea and Vietnam, on this occasion the populace
was united behind the government, doggedly determined to eradicate an
undeniably expansionist and barbarous foe. Such a conception is endorsed
by historians in numerous works, both scholarly and popular. According
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to Richard Polenberg, for example, “nearly all Americans accepted the ne-
cessity of taking part in World War II after Pearl Harbor,” largely because
they felt “a common sense of danger and [a shared] hatred of the enemy.”
John Morton Blum concurs. In his view, “the president enjoyed the un-
questioning support of his countrymen,” who not only shared his diagno-
sis of the nature of the enemy but also fully endorsed his strategies for de-
stroying this foe. Studs Terkel, meanwhile, has described World War II as
“a different kind of war. . . . It was not fratricidal. It was not, most of us pro-
foundly believed, ‘imperialistic.’ Our enemy was, patently, obscene: the
Holocaust maker. It was one war that many who would have resisted ‘your
other wars’ supported enthusiastically.” Thus it was, in his pithy phrase,
“the Good War.”2

That World War II was a “good war” appears, in retrospect, to be an
almost unassailable assertion. Clearly, there was a broad consensus within
the United States that the country’s involvement in the conflict was neces-
sary and vital. Clearly, too, any popular discontent remained within distinct
bounds— on this occasion, for instance, there was no vocal and influential
peace movement. Moreover, World War II undoubtedly had a profound,
even beneficial, impact on America, not least because of the extraordinary
achievements of the domestic economy, as war orders swiftly pulled the
nation out of a depression that had lingered for more than a decade. “War
is hell,” observes Mark H. Leff. “But for millions of Americans on the
booming home front, World War II was also a hell of a war.”3

Yet viewed from a different perspective, the notion that World War II
was a widely popular crusade seems somewhat overdrawn. With hindsight
it might appear obvious that this was a just war; it might even seem safe to
assume that there was little scope for opposition, apathy, or doubt when the
enemy was as perfidious and brutal as Adolf Hitler. But at the time, the
U.S. president, Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR), was not always so confident.
Indeed, what frequently struck FDR was not the high levels of support for
the war, but the constant mutterings of discontent, the lack of awareness of
the true nature of the enemy, and the sometimes half-hearted support for
his administration’s policies. 

This book explores exactly how Franklin Roosevelt perceived do-
mestic public opinion during the war, especially the extent to which he felt
the American people fully shared his conception of nazism. To do so, I
draw on a wide array of original primary sources—not only the numerous
letters, memoranda, and minutes of meetings that shed light on Roo-
sevelt’s private beliefs about the German problem, but also the wealth of
opinion polls, media surveys, and newspapers he used to monitor the pop-
ular mood.

Chapter  sets the scene, by showing how in the years before 
FDR’s growing concerns about the Nazi threat were rarely shared by an
isolationist public. Moreover, as chapter  demonstrates, even the shock of
Pearl Harbor failed to jolt Americans out of their basic ignorance of what
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nazism stood for, the danger it posed, and the brutal techniques it em-
ployed. In the early period of the war, morale also seemed exceedingly brit-
tle, dependent largely on battlefield fortunes and likely to wane the minute
things went badly.4 And although these problems started to ease in , as
the United States took the offensive and news of Nazi atrocities began to
filter out, other troubles soon emerged to take their place. In chapter , for
example, I highlight the glaring division that emerged during  and
 over how to treat Germany in the postwar period. Specifically, whereas
FDR’s thinking hardened considerably during this period, so that he in-
creasingly advocated a harsh peace that would punish the entire German
nation, even at this late stage the U.S. public generally retained a more
moderate view, with a clear majority still content to blame only a few lead-
ing Nazis for all the aggression and brutality.

Constantly plagued by such difficulties, the president’s perception of
public opinion was thus a far cry from the cozy, consensual atmosphere
often portrayed in popular histories. How did Roosevelt respond? What
attempts did he make to paper over or repair these constant cracks in the fa-
cade of domestic unity? These questions quickly lead us away from the his-
torian’s task of tracing the president’s and public’s perceptions of the Third
Reich, and into the more vexed and contested political science debate over
the exact nature of the relationship between opinion and policy. At the
heart of this literature is the central question: who influences whom? Is the
government able to ignore popular discontent, partly because public opin-
ion is essentially a disparate, ignorant, and amorphous mass, and partly be-
cause officials can easily use their control over the means of communication
to eradicate dissent and foster consensus?5 Or is the government in some
way accountable to the public? In particular, does it bow to popular pres-
sure, changing course whenever opinion polls and media surveys show
that official thinking is out of step with mass attitudes?6

According to Walter Lippmann, during wars this relationship between
opinion and policy follows a distinct pattern. In Lippmann’s conception,
when a foreign threat emerges most Americans initially lag behind their
leaders in recognizing potential danger, since to them it appears too remote
to warrant U.S. involvement. In order to shake the public from this torpor,
the government has to engage in a vigorous crusade. This it does by de-
picting the enemy as “altogether evil” and thereby inciting the masses “to
paroxysms of hatred.” In adopting this course, American leaders are able to
forge a popular consensus behind the war effort. But such rhetoric also
serves to narrow their options at a later date, since a public convinced that
the enemy is evil is hardly likely to support a negotiated agreement; only
unconditional surrender, and the total eradication of the evil, will do.7 Such
propaganda also makes it extremely difficult for democracies to pursue a
balance-of-power strategy, because this often requires the flexibility to turn
yesterday’s enemy into today’s friend, while the public tends to be reluctant
to sanction an alliance with a nation so recently depicted as the Devil in-
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carnate.8 Concurring with this analysis, the noted diplomat and scholar
George F. Kennan has wondered whether the American democracy is

not uncomfortably similar to one of those prehistoric monsters with a body
as long as this room and the brain the size of a pin: he lies there in his com-
fortable primeval mud and pays little attention to his environment; he is slow
to wrath—in fact, you practically have to whack his tail off to make him
aware that his interests are being disturbed; but, once he grasps this, he lays
about him with such blind determination that he not only destroys his ad-
versary but largely wrecks his native habitat.9

This conception has exerted a powerful, if subtle and indirect, influence
over the literature on America’s involvement in World War II. To begin
with, an isolationist America was clearly slow to recognize the danger
posed by the Axis dictators. According to some historians, in order to
arouse the public, the government increasingly depicted “the Japanese and
Germans alike [as] stripped of [all] their humanity.”10 Consequently,
Americans came to hate their enemies; by the war’s end, many had a par-
ticularly vehement animus toward Germany. Most also started to demand
harsh measures, from blanket bombing of Axis cities to unconditional sur-
render and complete deindustrialization.11 Richard Overy, for instance, ar-
gues that the public’s response to government rhetoric “invited support for
unconditional surrender,” the famous formula that FDR announced in
January . “Since most of the war had been spent presenting the enemy
as an abomination,” he writes, by  there could be “no question of ne-
gotiation or compromise. Roosevelt’s call for unconditional surrender,
though made casually at the Casablanca Conference, without reference to
anyone, was the logical outcome of the Allied view of the enemy. The
moral chasm between them had been made too wide to bridge.”12

How accurate are these claims? Did the Roosevelt administration re-
ally seek to whip up popular hatred against the enemy? Did the American
people increasingly begin to loathe each and every German? And was it ul-
timately the case that public opinion distorted policy, forcing rational and
even-headed statesmen into intemperate and excessive actions? To answer
these questions requires exploring the complex relationship between opin-
ion and policy—both the attempts made by the government to shape and
mold mass attitudes, and the impact that the popular mood had on officials’
actions. The remainder of this introduction therefore looks at the central
methodological problems that crop up in any consideration of the inter-
action between public opinion and foreign policy.

In chapters , , and , the focus will be on the propaganda attempts the ad-
ministration made to spark enthusiasm for the war, banish ignorance about
the enemy, and generate support for its policies. Here, before analyzing the
content of the message that Roosevelt sought to disseminate, I first seek to
uncover the opinion-persuading channels that the president had at his dis-
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posal. A key aspect of the Lippmann/Kennan approach is that public opin-
ion can only be aroused from its torpor and lethargy by a vigorous crusade,
which exaggerates and oversells the danger. Put another way, rather than
educating the public by “providing correct, helpful information,” officials
seek to manipulate it by providing “false, incorrect, biased, or selective in-
formation.”13 To discover whether this was the case, I compare the gov-
ernment’s public rhetoric with its private view of the enemy. Was its in-
formation campaign a reiteration of true convictions, or was the danger
somehow accentuated for public consumption? When assessing the con-
tent of the administration’s message, two techniques are employed: a qual-
itative analysis to examine the central themes that were developed, and a
quantitative analysis of key words to reveal the frequency and consistency
with which they were employed.

Throughout these chapters I also look at the efforts made by the
White House to coordinate its message with other departments and agen-
cies in the federal bureaucracy. The emphasis in previous work on Amer-
ican domestic propaganda activities during World War II has been on the
bureaucratic rivalries that developed between the newly formed Office of
War Information (OWI), and the War, Navy, and State departments.14

Given, too, the notoriously fractious nature of Roosevelt’s “competitive”
bureaucratic structure, I take care to focus on the information efforts of the
entire government.15 It is then possible to judge whether the entire admin-
istration “sang from the same tune sheet,” or whether, as Donald Cameron
Watt argues, the president’s message was often drowned out by a “ca-
cophony of discordant notes.”16

By examining the Roosevelt administration’s propaganda campaign to-
ward Germany in this light, two novel and original themes emerge. The
first is that, although the president never explicitly controlled the output of
other executive departments and agencies, there was nevertheless an im-
pressive degree of tacit cooperation in the government’s output. The sec-
ond is that Roosevelt deliberately (if sometimes reluctantly) eschewed a
vigorous and exaggerated crusade aimed at whipping up a mass frenzy
against the enemy. In fact, he continually focused only on the ideological
threat posed by nazism and persistently refused to indict the entire German
nation even after he became privately convinced that the mass of Germans
were little better than their Nazi masters. As chapter  reveals, there were
various reasons for this circumspection and timidity, including fears of
alienating German-American voters, bureaucratic inertia, and the need to
counter Nazi claims that the Allies intended to enslave Germany. But per-
haps the most important factor was that in the later years of the war Roo-
sevelt was increasingly a prisoner of his own rhetoric, unable after years of
exonerating the German people suddenly to change course and start exco-
riating them for the crimes committed in Europe.

That the president’s propaganda campaign was consistently cautious
helps to explain why the public continued to lag behind the government in
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its attitudes toward Germany, reluctant in the early years to recognize the
full extent of the Nazi threat, and opposed in the later period to a harsh
peace directed at the entire German nation. It also leads us naturally to the
final theme of this book: the extent to which the public’s moderate think-
ing about Germany had an impact on FDR’s actions. Of all the problems
addressed in these pages, this is the one that raises the most difficult
methodological problems. After all, it is no easy task to uncover a states-
man’s motivation for adopting a particular course, let alone to isolate the
impact that one variable has on any individual’s thinking. The following
pages therefore look in some detail at the questions that need to be clarified
and the sources that have to be consulted in any consideration of the impact
of opinion on policy.

One obvious problem in this area is the difficulty of actually defining the
concept of public opinion. The work of political scientists James N. Rose-
nau and Gabriel Almond is useful here, since it attempts to provide some
structure to this amorphous mass. They begin by dividing public opinion
into two sets. The smallest group, around  percent of the population, con-
sists of the “opinion makers,” those with access to society’s channels of
communications. The rest are then lumped together under the heading of
“opinion holders,” before being further subdivided into two groups: the
“attentive public” “who are greatly concerned and well-informed” about
foreign policy issues, and the “mass public” “who are totally unconcerned
and uninformed about world affairs.”17 In this book, these distinctions will
be used as a point of reference. However, since my principal goal is not to
obtain an objective assessment of what actually constitutes public opinion,
but rather to assess the impact it had on government thinking, my defini-
tion of public opinion is confined to whatever the Roosevelt administration
deemed it to be.18

In chapter , I begin by uncovering the opinion-gauging channels
FDR constructed in order to monitor the popular mood, that is, the opin-
ion and media surveys he received, and the newspapers and letters he
read.19 However, because it is possible that Roosevelt consulted a wide
array of opinion polls but then dismissed them as unreliable or irrelevant I
also look at his sensitivity to this information. This entails uncovering the
president’s normative beliefs about public opinion. As two political scien-
tists, Douglas Foyle and Philip Powlick, have both argued, if officials tend
to view public opinion as an uninformed and amorphous mass, then they
are more inclined to ignore it when making decisions, confident that it can
be manipulated to support their preferences at a later date. Conversely, if
they believe public opinion ought to play a role in the policy process, then
they are more likely to try to monitor and take account of it.20

Next, it is necessary to find out the president’s practical beliefs about
public opinion. When he consulted the data he received, what did he deem
most important? Was he more sensitive to polls, media surveys, newspa-
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pers, or the mailbag? If it was opinion polls, did he view all the polling
agencies as equally reliable? Moreover, did he focus principally on current
opinion, as recorded by these sources, or was he more concerned with past
opinion, based on long-term learning of what Americans had traditionally
been prepared to accept? Perhaps he focused on “anticipated future opin-
ion,” projections of how the public would be likely to respond to a partic-
ular initiative, which also tend to be based on assessments of how Ameri-
cans have reacted in the past.21 Finally, it is also important to bear in mind
that the nature of a government’s public opinion problems can fluctuate.
On some issues, for instance, only a plurality will be opposed to the official
line, whereas on others popular discontent might be overwhelming; at
other times, too, it may be the case that the people generally support the
government, but that their attitudes are perceived as superficial or transi-
tory. If such differences occurred, did they matter? Was the president’s
sensitivity conditional on the level and intensity of opposition?22

Chapters  and  then seek to establish what impact this material had
on policy. In chapter , I examine the extent to which the public wielded an
influence over the key decisions of grand strategy, including the second-
front problem and the Allied bombing campaign, while in chapter  I re-
veal how popular opinion played a role in the debates over how to treat
postwar Germany. In both, I try to determine at what stage of the process
opinion played a role.23 At the most fundamental level, it could have deter-
mined all the president’s beliefs. Indeed, when H.L. Mencken joked that 
if FDR “became convinced tomorrow that coming out for cannibalism
would get him the votes he so sorely needs, he would begin fattening up a
missionary in the White House backyard come Wednesday,” or when
James MacGregor Burns characterizes Roosevelt as a “pussyfooting politi-
cian,” who in his first term “seemed to float almost helplessly on the flood
tide of isolationism,” both are implying that he had few convictions and
would do whatever was popular.24 Put another way, they both suggest that
the structure of his belief system was open, that he was a situational politi-
cian who, whenever exposed to new data on American attitudes, would
alter his assumptions and policy preferences accordingly.25

But how true was this with regard to Germany? Did Roosevelt really
have no basic convictions about this enemy? Of course, even if he did have
a clear set of clear assumptions about the Third Reich, which not only
helped him define the problem but also shaped his personal proclivities for
solving it, public opinion still could have entered the equation at a lower
level. To start with, if FDR favored one policy option and the public pre-
ferred another, mass opinion might still have determined the actual choice
he decided to adopt; in other words, it might have been the case, as Fred-
erick W. Marks contends, that FDR’s foreign policy choices merely “sprang
from a political strategy geared almost exclusively to movement on the
home front.”26 And even if irrelevant here, Roosevelt’s decision about
when to announce the policy and the arguments to be employed to garner
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support for it might have been heavily shaped by his reading of mass sen-
timent. Thomas Graham, for one, asserts that “public opinion influences
presidential decisions primarily about tactics, timing, and political com-
munications strategy, rather than determining the ultimate goals of an ad-
ministration’s foreign policy.”27

To sum up, then, when examining the impact of opinion on policy, I
seek to establish the stage at which it played a role: Did it determine all the
president’s thoughts? Did it simply play a role in his choice of option? Did
it only govern the timing of policy implementation? 

But how is it possible to demonstrate if there was any link between the
president’s perception of, and sensitivity to, public opinion on the one
hand, and his beliefs, choices, and timing on the other? One way is to trace
whether public opinion was on FDR’s mind at these different stages.28 By
examining sources such as minutes of meetings, memoranda of conversa-
tions, letters, and diaries, and by closely assessing the context within which
each reference to the popular mood was invoked, inferences can then be
drawn as to the relative significance he accorded to this one variable.

Process tracing is not without its drawbacks, however. For a start, it is
rare indeed that officials discuss a particular problem, then refer to the lat-
est polling data, and finally mechanically change their minds so as to adopt
the popular course. In fact, as the political scientist Ole Holsti points out,
there are often few references to public opinion in the surviving docu-
ments, not because decision makers did not take it into account, but be-
cause “attention to public attitudes [was] so deeply ingrained . . . into work-
ing habits that it was unnecessary to make explicit references to it.”
Similarly, the historian Melvin Small asserts that officials who believe that
opinion should not play a role are frequently reluctant to bring up the sub-
ject, even if it is determining their actions, because to do so “would be to
abnegate their sworn responsibility to maintain national security, insulated
from the vagaries of uninformed and emotional currents of opinion.”29 On
the other hand, even when officials do refer directly to public attitudes dur-
ing policy discussions, they may be using it instrumentally, to bolster their
case, rather than invoking it in a representational manner. As one OWI of-
ficial complained at the time, officials tended to use “social sciences the
way a drunk uses a lamppost, for support rather than for illumination.”30

When references were made to public opinion, care must therefore be
taken to assess if it was not simply being employed as a prop to support a
particular viewpoint.

Because references to popular opinion might be absent from policy
discussions, or conversely because even allusions to it must be treated with
caution, this study supplements process tracing with the congruence pro-
cedure. The aim of this technique is to deduce whether or not the decision
maker’s beliefs about public preferences were consistent with his choices
at each stage of the policy process.31 So, for example, if the president’s as-
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sumptions, decisions, and timing were all in diametric opposition to his
reading of the popular mood, then public opinion can be written off as an
irrelevant factor. But if his actions were in some way congruent, then we
can conclude that popular opinion probably played some role. Determining
exactly how important it was  requires an analysis of other possible influen-
tial variables. Indeed, simply to suggest that because the public favored op-
tion “A” and the government chose option “A,” then opinion must have
determined policy would be to ascribe exaggerated causal weight to this
one factor.32

To avoid this pitfall, I consider other factors that might also explain the
outcome. In the literature on U.S. policy in World War II, three non-pub-
lic-opinion variables are often emphasized. The first is Roosevelt’s private
beliefs. As we have already seen, one preliminary task is to look at the pres-
ident’s thoughts in order to see whether or not they were completely con-
trolled by public opinion. If they were not, then what role did FDR’s image
of the enemy play in shaping policy? Did the chosen initiatives simply re-
flect his personal preferences? The second common explanation for policy
outcomes in this period revolves around bureaucratic infighting. Numer-
ous historians have not only focused on FDR’s “competitive” bureaucratic
organizational structure but have also argued that the ensuing chaos this
created merely enabled each agency to pursue its own preferred course. So
in this conception, U.S. policy simply emerged from the squabbles and
feuds between various government agencies.33 The third and final alterna-
tive interpretation centers on Big Three diplomacy. According to writers
such as Robin Edmonds, Herbert Feis, and Steve Weiss, it was the strug-
gles with Britain over when and where to strike at Germany, or with Stalin
over the shape of postwar Europe, which essentially determined which ini-
tiatives were undertaken. In this view, American policy was thus simply a
product of the give and take of alliance bargaining.34

Ultimately, then, an examination of alternative explanations allows us
not only to avoid making exaggerated claims for the role of opinion in de-
termining policy, but also to assess the extent of its impact, whether it was
controlling, restraining, reinforcing, or irrelevant.

Chapters  and  employ these methods (see diagram) to explore the
opinion-policy relationship and, by so doing, shed some new light on the
mainsprings of U.S. policy toward Germany during World War II. In-
deed, my emphasis is very different from  previous studies, which have
been so preoccupied with tracing the origins of the Cold War back to this
period that they have viewed the German problem purely as an irritant re-
sponsible for the downward spiral of superpower relations. By directing
the spotlight on the domestic context of decision making, I attempt to
demonstrate when and to what extent the popular mood was an important
variable conditioning and constraining key choices—how in  mass
opposition to a formal and full involvement in the conflict forced FDR to
espouse a limited-war strategy; how after the winter of – liberal
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criticism of the Darlan deal persuaded him to enunciate unconditional sur-
render; how during the course of  concern that the U.S. public would
fail to support an air strategy based on the slaughter of German civilians
encouraged him to exaggerate the precision of Allied bombing; and how in
the autumn of  press criticism compelled him to back away from a
punitive plan to pastoralize and dismember Germany in the midst of that
year’s presidential election campaign.

As the narrative unfolds, this book therefore has three central themes—
the public’s sometimes half-hearted support for the war, the government’s
cautious propaganda response, and the important influence opinion exerted
over policy choices. Even on its own, each of these themes provides a fas-
cinating story of American attitudes toward strategy and diplomacy at a
watershed in U.S. history—the point at which the nation finally eschewed
isolationism and emerged as a superpower.

But this is not the only contribution made in the following pages. This
book also helps to show how the prisms through which Americans often
tend to view their participation in World War II actually serve to distort,
rather than illuminate, the reality. Indeed, rather than a universally popu-
lar war, or an excessive and overheated campaign, the pages that follow re-
veal that America’s home front struggle against nazism is best viewed as a
“cautious crusade.”
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The Setting
,   ,  
    

My problem is to get the American people to
think of conceivable consequences without
scaring the American people into thinking
that they are going to be dragged into this
war.

—FDR, December , 

March , , was a cold, gray day in
Washington. As Americans contem-
plated a fourth year of economic de-
pression, of bank panics, burgeoning
unemployment, and plummeting in-
comes, Franklin D. Roosevelt took 
the presidential oath of office, carefully
enunciating his determination to pre-
serve, protect, and defend the Constitu-
tion. Then, turning to the large crowd
that had assembled outside the Capitol,
the new president began the task of try-

ing to revive hope and confidence, famously assuring his audience that they
had nothing to fear but fear itself before stressing his intention to act boldly
and quickly. After announcing that he was calling a special session of Con-
gress to deal with the economic situation, Roosevelt ended with a warning.
If Congress refused to act, he declared, he would ask it “for the one re-
maining instrument to meet the crisis—broad executive power to wage
war against the emergency, as great as the power that would be given to me
if we were in fact invaded by a foreign foe.”1

Unknown to Roosevelt at this stage, in Germany the prevailing eco-
nomic chaos had just brought to power a foreign foe that would ultimately
present an even greater challenge to America than the long depression, for





Adolf Hitler had recently been appointed the German chancellor. On
March , the day after FDR’s first inauguration, Hitler was able to consol-
idate his control over the German government when the Nazis gained a
slim but sufficient victory at the polls. As the new American president set
about valiantly trying to revive the ailing U.S. economy, confident that
success in this task would consolidate America’s democratic institutions
and make a broad grant of executive power unnecessary, the new German
chancellor had a very different set of priorities. Within weeks Hitler had
secured passage of an enabling act permitting him to bypass the Reichstag.
Within months he had moved to ban trade unions, eradicate rival political
parties, and oppress the church. And within years he had not only con-
structed an efficient military machine but had also used this to terrorize Eu-
rope, sweeping away almost all his potential rivals and completely over-
turning the balance of power on the continent. 

How did Americans respond to this new threat? In retrospect, of
course, Hitler’s assault on western civilization appears almost preordained,
his actions once in office simply a fulfillment of the goals he had announced
in Mein Kampf. Yet at the time, hardly anyone envisaged what was about to
happen. After all, the Nazis had inherited a country that was also mired in
depression, Hitler was anxious to mask his real aims until Germany be-
came sufficiently strong, and in any case both the president and public were
far more preoccupied with bread-and-butter issues closer to home. Small
wonder, then, that FDR, like many Americans, was initially bewildered
and bemused by what was going on in Europe, by the pace of change, the
periodic crises, and the overall direction of events. “Things are moving so
fast,” Roosevelt complained at one stage in , “that I feel my opinion of
the situation today may be completely changed tomorrow.”2

As the decade progressed, however, this uncertainty slowly started to
evaporate. Over time, FDR gradually came to recognize the threat that
Hitler posed. Many Americans, although remaining complacent about the
proximity of the danger, also came to hate everything that the Nazis stood
for. This chapter explores the learning process that occurred in the years
leading up to Pearl Harbor. It begins by uncovering FDR’s image of Ger-
many—his unfolding assessment of Hitler’s intentions and the Reich’s ca-
pabilities. It then examines the president’s sensitivity to, and perception of,
public opinion: the opinion-gauging channels he developed, the credence
he gave to them, and the information they conveyed on the German ques-
tion. Throughout this period, Roosevelt constantly worried that much of
the population did not truly understand the extent of the danger. The final
section therefore looks at the impact that these mass attitudes had on pres-
idential actions—the attempts FDR made to change the popular mood
and the extent to which domestic opinion determined the choices Roo-
sevelt actually took.

             



Fear Mixed with Hope: FDR’s Image 
of Germany before Pearl Harbor

The man who entered the White House in March  was supremely con-
fident in his ability to handle the pressures and demands of the job. Roo-
sevelt, as one political scientist points out, “had a love affair with power. 
. . . Almost alone among our presidents, [he] had no conception of the of-
fice to live up to; he was it. His image of the office was himself-in-office.”
FDR was also extremely optimistic and energetic by nature. Faced with a
severe economic crisis, his immediate instinct was to search for creative so-
lutions for the country’s economic ills. “It is common sense,” he once fa-
mously remarked, “to take a method and try it. If it fails, admit it frankly
and try another. But above all, try something.”3

FDR’s confidence, optimism, and desire for action permeated his first
months in office, the hectic one hundred days when fifteen major relief and
recovery measures were hastily cobbled together and swiftly passed through
a compliant Congress. This New Deal, although failing to spark a signifi-
cant economic revival, was to remain one of Roosevelt’s major political
achievements, and he naturally expended much of his initial energy on for-
mulating and implementing it. But even during these first frenetic months,
the new president still found the odd moment to monitor what was going
on in Hitler’s new Reich. The image he gleaned was not at all comforting,
because FDR soon realized that Hitler’s domestic activities clashed with
much of what he was trying to achieve in America.

A firm believer in the virtue and efficacy of democracy, Roosevelt was
certainly troubled by the Nazi effort to stamp out dissent, bloodily suppress
opponents, and establish a one-party state. An intermittent advocate of free
trade, he was also somewhat uneasy about the new regime’s attempt to de-
tach and isolate the new Reich from the international economic system.
And a proponent of using state power to improve the lot of the populace, he
was increasingly disturbed by the Nazi persecution of the Jews, and tacitly
(but not publicly) supported other politicians and diplomats when they
openly criticized the boycott of Jewish shops in Germany.4

But Roosevelt also recognized that the Nazis initially had little power
to do any real damage outside Germany’s borders. They had, after all, only
reached political prominence because the country was in complete chaos,
the economy in tatters, and the social fabric in danger of unraveling. As
FDR recalled later, “when this man Hitler came into control of the Ger-
man Government, Germany [was] busted, . . . a complete and utter failure,
a nation that owed everybody, disorganized, not worth considering as a
force in the world.”5 The vital question, therefore, was whether the Führer
would be able to effect a recovery. Could this erratic and unbalanced
“madman” really revive the economy and increase German power suffi-
ciently to start spreading his pernicious and violent influence beyond Ger-
man borders? Until  Roosevelt was not entirely sure, and this uncer-

           



tainty was to pervade his response to the Third Reich during these first
years.

On the surface, of course, Hitler soon appeared to be presiding over a
rapid reversal in Germany’s fortunes, at least in the military sphere. In Oc-
tober  he brazenly walked out of the Geneva Disarmament Confer-
ence, following this up in March  with the reintroduction of conscrip-
tion and the creation of the Luftwaffe. A year later the Führer showed even
less regard for Germany’s treaty commitments when he sent in troops to
remilitarize the Rhineland, while in  and  he was able to end Ger-
many’s diplomatic isolation by concluding pacts with two other revisionist
powers, Italy and Japan. 

Eyeing all these developments with a measure of unease and alarm,
Roosevelt soon conceded that “from the point of view of the group which
now controls the destinies of the German people, their policy is succeeding
admirably.”6 For one thing, rearmament seemed to be giving a much-
needed boost to the economy; as FDR put it in , “there is no one un-
employed in Germany, they are all working in war orders.”7 More omi-
nously, the president also felt that Germany was accumulating the resources
to expand in some shape or form. From time to time, he even worried that
these moves implied that Hitler, together with the Italians and the Japa-
nese, had aggressive and belligerent intentions.8 Thus, in October 
and March  he remarked that, while the vast bulk of the “people of the
world really want peace and disarmament,” the Nazis were part of a small
minority who, “headed in the opposite direction, block our efforts.”9 By
, he believed that these “bandit nations” had reached “a secret agree-
ment delimiting their spheres of influence.” Whereas Japan would have a
“free hand” in Asia, Germany would “be left to wreak her will against
Austria, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Lithuania etc.”10

Rearmament and the emerging Axis alliance were clearly ominous de-
velopments, but at this stage Roosevelt was still optimistic that Hitler’s
early successes were based on very frail foundations. This was partly be-
cause FDR was not entirely convinced that the Nazis’ eradication of democ-
racy and Hitler’s rearmament program were signs that the entire German
nation was irredeemably authoritarian or aggressive. “I still believe,” he
wrote to a friend in April , “that in every country the people them-
selves are more peaceably and liberally inclined than their governments.”11

Recent developments in Germany, he recognized, had “complicated”
things a bit. But FDR nevertheless continued to maintain that the German
people possessed a number of important virtues, including a regard for
family life and a respect for property rights. Sometimes he even sympa-
thized with this “unfortunate” nation for having to suffer the misfortune of
living under the Nazi “type of government.”12

Roosevelt’s willingness to distinguish between Nazis and Germans
was partly predicated on a good deal of hard empirical evidence from am-
bassadors and contacts in Europe. In his first years in the White House

             



FDR periodically prodded his officials to delve below the surface of the
Nazi state, beneath the superficial propaganda picture of a “happy, prosper-
ous people,” in order to discover how ordinary Germans really felt about
their government, because he was “convinced that all is not well at the bot-
tom.”13 He then eagerly read those reports that pointed to the existence of
a large, if disparate and mute, opposition to the Nazi regime. Thus, from
 to  Ambassador William E. Dodd in Berlin—himself a firm be-
liever that the German people were “by nature more democratic than any
other great race in Europe”14—frequently referred to “a new and deep
cleavage in German people,” asserting that between  and  percent op-
posed the Nazi regime.15 At the same time, other officials pointed the 
existence of “moderates” within the German government who favored ac-
commodation and were opposed to Nazi excesses, while some sources
stressed that the German home front was “beginning to seethe and creak
under the surface.”16 Occasionally, Roosevelt did concede that this discon-
tent was not readily apparent to the casual observer because true German
sentiment was repressed by Hitler’s security state and obscured by Josef
Goebbels’s propaganda machinery.17 But he nevertheless felt that this con-
trol over the population was tenuous. And he was therefore convinced that,
if only the peaceably inclined people were freed from the shackles of total-
itarian repression and propaganda, then their voice might well play a role in
restraining Hitler.

As the Nazis began to feverishly rearm, Roosevelt also hoped that this
lack of internal political support would be exacerbated by economic diffi-
culties. His optimism here stemmed largely from the belief that the enor-
mous sums Hitler was spending on the military would ultimately backfire.
Although deficit spending lay at the heart of many New Deal projects,
FDR always felt that governments should not spend dramatically more
than they could afford.18 He was convinced, too, that an arms build-up was
the most damaging way to waste a nation’s resources; as he once told an
aide, “don’t forget what I discovered—that over ninety percent of all na-
tional deficits from  to  were caused by payments for past, present,
and future wars.”19 It was hardly surprising, therefore, that Roosevelt felt
that Hitler’s costly rearmament program brought with it the high proba-
bility of bankruptcy, and that this could only briefly be staved off through
the Nazis’ “tricky” financial policies.”20

In Roosevelt’s opinion, the fragile nature of the Nazi economy offered
both a threat and an opportunity. On the one hand, he was periodically con-
cerned that these economic problems might encourage the Führer to lash
out aggressively. As he noted on one occasion, “Hitler—bad shape —war
as way out.”21 But on the other hand, Roosevelt’s own experience of de-
pression politics had left him with an acute awareness of the connection be-
tween economic health and political legitimacy. So as the German econ-
omy started to descend back into recession, perhaps even bankruptcy, he
believed that the Nazis would find it extremely difficult to remain in power

           



and that an internal implosion and revolution was highly likely. In January
, FDR enunciated such a view to the cabinet. “Since the first of the
year,” he asserted, “the economic situation in Germany has been getting
very bad. Business is on the downgrade.” The same was true in Italy and
Japan. The president therefore had “the hope . . . that the type of govern-
ment represented by these three countries is being severely tested from the
inside, especially in Germany, and that there may be a break in the logjam.”22

Initially, then, Roosevelt’s perception of German strength was deeply
ambivalent. While he recognized that the Nazis were clearly acquiring the
power to do some damage beyond their borders, he detected numerous
signs below the surface that Hitler’s rearmament program was engendering
political and economic difficulties. FDR naturally hoped that the Führer
might soon become a victim of these internal stresses and strains. But if he
did not—if he remained in charge and continued to build arms and con-
solidate the Axis alliance —then this raised the problem of what exactly
were Hitler’s goals. How, in particular, did the Führer intend to use these
new armed forces?

In this period, this was also a question to which the president had no
clear answer, again largely because the available evidence was either murky
or somewhat contradictory. Thus, in  FDR received a copy of Mein
Kampf, but he felt that the translation had been “so expurgated as to give a
totally false view of what Hitler is and says—the German original would
make a very different story.”23 Thereafter, he frequently worried that the
willingness of top Nazis to boast that “that Germany intended to pay no at-
tention to treaties” might denote that their goals were neither conservative
nor limited.24 But at the same time Roosevelt remained fairly optimistic that
perhaps the Nazis only wanted to revise the most objectionable clauses of
the Versailles Treaty. In these years, this was what Hitler himself declared
in public. And for all his rapid rearmament, he had yet to engage in an
overt action that could not be explained away under the guise of seeking ei-
ther equality of arms or national self-determination.

Unable to clearly identify the scope or nature of the German problem,
Roosevelt was naturally somewhat ambivalent when it came to formulating
proposed solutions. Occasionally, he was inclined toward ideas whose 
central thrust was to block Hitler, such as a direct appeal to the German
people or a quarantine that would bring the fragile Nazi economy to its
knees.25 But at this stage, Roosevelt’s attention was not focused purely on
containment. Instead, although vividly aware of the potential perils of ap-
peasing untrustworthy “gangsters,” FDR before October  refused to
abandon all hope that Hitler had relatively limited aims that could be sati-
ated by negotiation—and if an agreement was in the offing he was deter-
mined to be, if not a leading player, then at least an enthusiastic spectator.26

This explains why he endorsed the Welles Plan in the winter of ‒,
which aimed partly at giving a boost to British negotiations with Germany
and Italy. And when this proved a nonstarter, the president even intermit-

             



tently expressed some sympathy for the British attempts at appeasement,
stating that he “would be the first to cheer” if Neville Chamberlain suc-
ceeded in clinching a deal with Hitler.27

Roosevelt’s fragile faith in the efficacy of appeasement did not long outlast
the Munich crisis of October , however. In Asia, war had erupted be-
tween Japan and China the previous summer, providing the Japanese army
with the opportunity to launch a series of offensives that placed it in con-
trol of most of China’s major cities. In Europe, Hitler then sparked a series
of crises throughout , unilaterally uniting Austria with the Reich in
March, before pressuring Czechoslovakia to cede the German-speaking
Sudetenland the following fall. At the Munich Conference in October,
Britain and France sanctioned Germany’s acquisition of the Sudetenland in
a desperate attempt to avoid war. But Hitler refused to be appeased. The
following March, he shocked the democracies by forcibly annexing the
rump of Czechoslovakia. In response to this blatant violation of the Munich
agreement, Neville Chamberlain grudgingly moved to protect Hitler’s next
likely victims, and Europe again prepared for war.

On the back of these events, FDR finally became convinced that Hitler’s
actions were part of a conscious and planned attempt not only to transform
the European status quo but also to make inroads into Africa, Latin Amer-
ica, and even the United States. In January , he told the Senate Military
Affairs Committee that the administration now had “rather definite infor-
mation as to what the ultimate objective of Hitler was,” namely, “world
domination,” which would proceed step by step until Germany had effected
“the gradual encirclement of the U.S. by the removal of its first line of de-
fense.”28 Hitler’s actions during the Czechoslovak crisis—his obduracy in
negotiations, his aggressive speechmaking, and his decision to ignore the
Munich agreement by marching into Prague —also confirmed that nego-
tiating with such a character was pointless and futile.29 Soon after the 
cession of the Sudetenland to Germany, FDR began to express second
thoughts about having urged Hitler to “sit down around the table and make
peace.” A year later, when told of Hitler’s claim that the Polish issue was his
last demand, and that after solving it he would retire from public life and
simply paint, Roosevelt’s reaction was one of astonished disbelief. “The
president,” one top official recorded, “related this in an amused tone and
said that the report was so unique that he had put it in his private files.”30

But did Hitler now have the capabilities to achieve his ambitions? By
 Roosevelt was starting to recognize symbiotic relationship between
Nazi success and German power, for Hitler’s every move clearly seemed to
bolster his confidence. He also felt that events such as the Anschluss, the
carving up of Czechoslovakia, and now the invasion of Poland were se-
verely disrupting the distribution of power in Central Europe, thereby
making it all but inevitable that this region’s remaining states would join
the bandwagon behind Germany.31 And he feared too that all these gains

           



were providing the Nazis with the ability to place pressure on Latin Amer-
ica, both economically, by threatening to cut off their exports to Europe,
and covertly, through the use of agents in those countries with large Ger-
man immigrant populations.32

Still, the Nazi threat remained distant, largely because Britain and
France were now willing to stand up to Hitler. In March , Chamber-
lain finally offered a guarantee to Poland, and when Germany invaded this
country on September  both London and Paris duly (if reluctantly) de-
clared war. As FDR began to contemplate the possible outcome of this
conflict, he reached the tentative conclusion that defense would prevail on
land.33 With a stalemate likely to develop on the western front—with the
Germans unable to overcome the Maginot line and the French unable to
penetrate the German frontier—the two vital theaters would be the sea
and the air. In the former, Roosevelt felt that Britain and France would
control the Atlantic and Mediterranean, thereby strangling supplies to
Germany, with all that this implied for the politically and economically
vulnerable Nazi regime. In the air, however, he recognized that the Ger-
mans enjoyed a distinct advantage, mainly because of Hitler’s early start in
rearming. But even here, he was hopeful that, if the Allies were allowed ac-
cess to U.S. resources, they could quickly catch up.34 He was also confident
“that the morale of the German people would crack under aerial attacks
much sooner than that of the French or the English.” As this statement re-
veals, the final weapon in Roosevelt’s armory remained the persistent hope
that Hitler’s ambitions would be thwarted by Germany’s internal vulnera-
bilities. The president’s “own hunch,” one official recorded in September
, “was that by June  the Germans either will have gained ascen-
dancy over the French and the English, or there will be a revolution inside
Germany itself.”35

Of course, by June  it was Hitler who was ascendant. On May , the
Wehrmacht, Germany’s efficient new army, launched a devastating blitz-
krieg through Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, and northern France, crash-
ing through the French defenses on the Meuse near Sedan and cutting the
Allied forces in two within a week. After remnants of the British army
managed to escape at Dunkirk, it only took the Germans another two-and-
a-half weeks to overcome the last French resistance. An armistice was then
concluded on June .36

This dramatic change in fortunes greatly heightened Roosevelt’s fear
that Hitler now had the ability to menace the Americas directly. Initially, he
worried that the French fleet might fall into German hands.37 Then, after
the British reduced this danger by destroying the great French naval base at
Mers-el-Kébir, his focus shifted to the prospect that many South American
states might defect to the Nazi camp, particularly because “ percent of the
normal exports of Latin America have been lost due to the war” and thus
they would benefit economically by leaning toward Germany.38 Finally,

             



during the winter and spring of ‒, as the Wehrmacht seemingly
marched at will through the Balkans and the Mediterranean, Roosevelt
started to fret that a German triumph in North Africa, especially in the re-
gion around Dakar, might open a path for an invasion across the South At-
lantic, or perhaps even a long distance bombing campaign against the
United States itself.39 By May , this final worry was even disturbing the
president’s sleep patterns; as he told a group of aides, his recent nightmares
had been dominated by images of the Luftwaffe bombing New York and
his being forced to shelter in a bomb-proof cave “until a squadron of Ger-
man planes” had passed over.40

Yet even during the darkest months of  and  Roosevelt’s op-
timism never faded entirely. This was partly because the fall of France had
not eliminated all the obstacles in Germany’s way, for Britain remained
stubbornly in the fight and in June  Hitler added to his growing list of
enemies by attacking the Soviet Union. Admittedly, there were times in the
summer of  and the spring of  when Roosevelt worried that a be-
leaguered Britain was on the verge of disaster, but for the most part he felt
that, with Winston Churchill at the helm, Britain could withstand the Nazi
onslaught and thereby block Hitler’s path to complete control of the At-
lantic and Mediterranean.41 He was also relatively confident that the USSR
would come out on top after Hitler launched his invasion on June , .
As he explained in a revealing comment just four days later, “now comes
this Russian diversion. If it is more than just that it will mean the liberation
of Europe from Nazi domination—and at the same time I do not think we
need to worry about any possibility of Russian domination.”42

Although sometimes frustrated by signs of the German people’s en-
thusiastic reaction to the Wehrmacht’s victories, Roosevelt also remained
hopeful that the Nazi regime was internally vulnerable. In particular, with
Hitler’s empire now encompassing much of continental Europe, the pres-
ident thought the Third Reich would find it difficult to digest its enormous
territorial gains; as he put it on one occasion, “The economic and organi-
zational stresses and strains of taking over Eastern Europe will make the
going increasingly hard.”43 Thus, even in the midst of Hitler’s incredible
success, FDR remained eager for information that pointed to internal
weakness and unrest. During March and April , he read with interest
the variety of reports that repeatedly stressed that “the standard of living of
the German people has lowered by nearly one fifth since ” and that the
Third Reich was suffering from labor shortages and transport problems.44

Of course, there was still the danger that such internal vulnerabilities might
encourage Hitler to lash out even more aggressively—in January , for
example, FDR passed on to Churchill a report that suggested that “Ger-
many will have to find food for the occupied countries and will [thus]
move into [the] Balkans and possibly [the] Ukraine.”45 But even after these
moves had come to fruition, reports of Germany’s internal woes persisted,
replete with indications of “despair” and “misery,” of morale deteriorating

           



as the Wehrmacht failed speedily to defeat the Red Army, and of workers
revolting under the pressure of British bombs.46

So even with Hitler apparently at the height of his power, Roosevelt’s
image of Germany remained complex and ambiguous. Although he clearly
feared Germany’s capabilities and Hitler’s ambitions, at the same time he
generally remained confident that there were elements within the Reich
who were more peacefully inclined than their leaders, that those forcibly
occupied would eventually rebel, and that, in any case, dramatic rearma-
ment would ultimately lead to an internal economic collapse. But if these
were FDR’s underlying assumptions, what were his policy preferences? If
he had been able to base policy purely on his own inclinations, what
courses would he have favored?

One important consideration was the relative importance to be accorded to
the Nazi danger. By the end of , Roosevelt was increasingly convinced
that the world was polarizing into two camps, with a monolithic Axis bloc
menacing U.S. interests in Asia as well as Europe and the Mediterranean.47

But which of the three Axis powers posed the greatest danger? Which one
should America seek to counter first?

Italy was of no great concern. In Roosevelt’s opinion Mussolini was a
shameless opportunist, anxious “to play the role of jackal to Hitler’s lion.”
But Italian morale, especially in its armed forces, was far too fragile to sus-
tain a long war of aggression. As FDR ungenerously remarked at the start
of June , Italian soldiers would fight tolerably well while they were on
the offensive, but “once they were stopped, they were through, and if the
line were ever turned, they would run like rabbits.”48

The Japanese, however, could not be dismissed so lightly. FDR had
long feared that Japan, like Germany, was in the grip of dangerous mili-
tarists, its own “Junker crowd,” who were bent on rearmament and expan-
sion. He was particularly disturbed by the ferocious and savage war this
group was waging in China. More ominously, if the Japanese were allowed
to continue in this vein, especially by expanding into Indochina and the
Dutch East Indies, then the president was concerned that this would have
negative repercussions for the U.S. economy, for the Japanese would un-
doubtedly seek to exclude all American trade from this region so they
could exploit it for their own narrow ends.49 But as with Germany, Roo-
sevelt’s image of Japan was not purely negative. He also believed this nation
was plagued by its own internal problems. Economically, Japan was clearly
dependent on the United States for vital raw materials. Politically, the pres-
ident recognized that the civil government in Tokyo had no real control
over the Japanese army in China. He was also keenly aware of the serious
splits within the Japanese armed services over how best to proceed in
Asia.50

Roosevelt therefore viewed both Germany and Japan through a simi-
lar framework of fears and hopes, but with one vital difference: in his opin-

             



ion, the Japanese threat clearly paled next to the danger posed by Hitler and
the Nazis, who aimed at world, rather than regional, domination. Unlike
the Japanese, the Nazis also had a military machine impressive enough to
directly menace the Western Hemisphere, especially if Britain or the USSR
were to collapse. Moreover, although the Third Reich was undoubtedly
plagued by its own internal problems, Roosevelt felt that Japan’s weak-
nesses, especially in the economic sphere, were far more acute. As a result
of all these calculations, the president strongly believed that Nazi Germany
posed the most powerful threat to U.S. interests and that America’s ener-
gies had to be directed principally at this danger. Wherever possible, the
conflict in Asia had to be contained and dampened so that scarce U.S. re-
sources would not be diverted away from Europe.51

By the end of , Roosevelt had also reached the conclusion that
Hitler and the Nazis were such a threat to European stability that an en-
during peace could only be achieved after “Hitlerism” had been totally
eradicated. After the Munich crisis it certainly seemed pointless to negoti-
ate with a regime that habitually violated treaties and used any respite from
conflict to regroup for a new round of fighting. The president therefore
abandoned any last lingering hopes in appeasement. Indeed, although he
sent Sumner Welles on a “special mission” to confer with Hitler, Mus-
solini, and the other key European leaders in February , FDR no longer
seriously entertained the prospect of brokering a peace deal; rather, the aim
of the Welles mission was merely to obtain information about European
conditions and silence critics at home.52 The following year, the presi-
dent’s adamant opposition to anything that smacked of appeasement was
clearly revealed in a letter sent to a close aide. “You were quite right,” he
informed Admiral William D. Leahy, “in expressing the opinion that this
country will not join any effort to bring about a negotiated peace with
Nazism. This attitude of our[s] should be clear by now to all the world.”53

But how to defeat the Third Reich? FDR’s clear preference was to use
all methods short of direct U.S. involvement in the fighting. Even in 
and  he remained confident that an internally fragile regime might be
eradicated relatively cheaply by blockade, bombing, and psychological
warfare. But increasingly, the president’s central goal was to extend U.S.
aid to all those fighting Germany. Before May , when Roosevelt was
relatively confident that France and Britain would emerge victorious, this
policy was unproblematic. Thereafter, as the president’s fears and hopes
waxed and waned, so did his belief in the efficacy of sending material
abroad. 

The president was particularly pessimistic during the dark days of June
and July , as the French sued for peace and Churchill’s new govern-
ment frantically prepared for a German invasion. For a brief period, he was
even reluctant to gamble on Britain’s survival, fearing that if he guessed
wrong he would not only “further enrage Hitler” but would also be in ef-
fect handing the Germans some of America’s very limited military mate-

           



rial. It was only in August , after the British neutralized the French
fleet at Mers-el-Kébir and began to demonstrate that they might hold out
against the Luftwaffe, that FDR began referring to his “‘hunch’—not nec-
essarily based on cold figures, that [Britain had] . . . turned the corner.”54

By the following spring, after the series of debacles in Greece, Crete, and
North Africa, together with mounting shipping losses in the Atlantic, he
was again anxious about Britain’s prospects.55 And this time it took the
German invasion of the USSR to raise his spirits. Not only did Roosevelt
believe that Stalin and communism paled in comparison to the very real
danger posed by Hitler and the Nazis, but (especially in July and August
) he was also confident that the Red Army would hold out and even-
tually defeat the Wehrmacht. As a result, he was willing to extend U.S. aid
to the Soviets and was soon prodding the War Department to hasten deliv-
ery of key equipment.56

Whenever Roosevelt was confident that his proxies could sustain the
struggle against the Nazis, there was little need for more drastic action. Es-
sentially, this was the case right up until the fall of , since, for all the
waning optimism of June‒July  and April‒May , the defeat of
Britain was never at any stage imminent. He could therefore move one step
at a time —extending limited amounts of material in the fall and winter of
, making the more comprehensive commitment of Lend-Lease the
following March, and then seeking to ensure that these supplies reached
their destination during the summer—in the belief that each move might
be enough to win the war. Not until September‒October  was it nec-
essary to think in terms of additional measures. And then, with the
Wehrmacht breaking through Red Army lines in the vicinity of Moscow,
it suddenly appeared that methods short of war were no longer sufficient.
This was certainly the view of Harry L. Hopkins who now was “all for”
America’s direct involvement in the conflict, because “I . . . don’t believe
we can ever lick Hitler with a Lend-Lease program.”57 Roosevelt’s per-
sonal opinion is more difficult to discern, but there are a number of indica-
tions that he probably agreed with his closest adviser.

In theory, the president was not violently opposed to America’s formal
involvement in the war, if it was absolutely essential to U.S. security. As
early as September  he had contemplated the various dangers to the
United States, especially the prospect that the Germans might “establish a
naval base in the Atlantic islands, say the Azores,” and had concluded that
it would be foolish to pledge publicly that the United States would defi-
nitely stay out of the conflict.58 Then in May  he had mentioned to the
treasury secretary, Henry Morgenthau, Jr., that the United States could
well be at war within two or three months.59 During , moreover, while
he tried to contain and dampen events in Asia, Roosevelt was determined
to take steps to protect the Atlantic from the U-boat danger, well aware that
policies such as “shoot on sight” carried the distinct risk of war.60 And on
at least seven occasions during the first half of  he even intimated that

             



he would welcome a German retaliation in the Atlantic, since he could then
use this to justify more belligerent American action against the Nazis.61

Roosevelt also had no fundamental aversion to the idea of sending
American troops abroad. This was apparent in his decision to authorize
talks between American and British military planners in the first months of
. Although keen to keep these meetings secret, the president knew
what conclusions were reached and was undoubtedly aware that their main
recommendation was to “build up the necessary [land] forces for the even-
tual offensive against Germany.”62 During the spring and summer, FDR
then talked about the desirability of organizing a ,-man American
Expeditionary Force (AEF) that could be used outside the Western Hemi-
sphere. He also favored deploying U.S. forces overseas, in areas ranging
from the Azores to Iceland.63 Finally, the president’s recognition of the
need to deploy American ground troops against the Wehrmacht was
demonstrated right after Pearl Harbor, when he quickly became a cham-
pion of using U.S. troops, commenting to Churchill on December  that
“he was anxious that American land forces should give their support as
quickly as possible wherever they could be most helpful.”64

By the fall of , therefore, Roosevelt was not only increasingly fear-
ful of the danger posed by Nazi intentions and capabilities, but he also had
no fundamental aversion either to war or to U.S. troops fighting in it. In
this context, it seems likely that he now deemed it desirable for the U.S. to
become fully and formally engaged in the conflict.65 In other words, had
FDR been able to work in a domestic vacuum, then his burgeoning fears
would have encouraged him to advocate a mixture of measures, centering
around the use of land troops but backed up with subsidiary tools to
weaken the fragile Nazi state.66 But, of course, Roosevelt was not simply
free to act on his personal proclivities. He also had to take into account the
views of the American public. We therefore need to look at the president’s
sensitivity to the domestic environment—the role he thought it ought to
play in the foreign-policy process—and to examine the mechanisms he
employed to gauge it, the content that these channels conveyed, and the
impact that these perceptions actually had on the choices taken and the
speeches made.

The “Great Debate”: Public Opinion and 
Nazi Germany before Pearl Harbor

Although Roosevelt sometimes mused about the desirability of working in
an environment free from prying journalists or the fluctuating moods of the
masses, he was nevertheless acutely aware that, in actuality, the domestic
mood could not merely be ignored.67 This stemmed largely from his belief
that a president’s ability to decide on a course of action and then shape
opinion behind it was strictly limited. “The public psychology,” he fre-

           



quently stressed, “cannot, because of human weakness, be attuned for long
periods of time to a constant repetition of the highest note in the scale”;
thus, in a country where “there is a free and sensational Press people tire of
seeing the same name day after day in the important headlines, the same
voice night after night on the radio.”68 FDR also recognized that even on
those select occasions when mass opinion was prepared to listen and take
note of what their leaders said, many groups would not meekly accept each
and every course that was proposed. He was therefore mystified whenever
anyone suggested that he ignore public opinion and act like a “dictator.”
“Can you see the expressions on the faces of the Congress or on the Edi-
tors of the Boston Transcript and Boston Herald,” he remarked on one oc-
casion. “I am not even considering what the Boston Irish or the Kansas
New Englanders would do.” Small wonder, then, that Roosevelt believed
that domestic developments had to be monitored, that it was vital “to watch
Congress and public opinion like a hawk.”69 But what were his channels
for doing so? And how reliable did he deem each different source?

The president always paid particularly close attention to the shifting at-
titudes of opinion makers, especially media figures such as journalists, ed-
itors, and commentators. These individuals commonly hold an ambiguous
position, since their role is split between reflecting and forming the opin-
ions of others. Newspaper editors, for instance, are often divided between
the need to sell papers, and hence to tell their readers what they want
to hear, and the desire to pedal their own beliefs, and thus to tell their 
readers what they ought to hear.70 Roosevelt’s attitudes toward the media
starkly reflected this ambiguity. On the one hand, as a majority of newspa-
per proprietors started to turn against the New Deal with a vengeance,
FDR became increasingly convinced that the pages of around  percent of
the press were full of malicious misrepresentations, with the worst offend-
ers being the triumvirate of powerful newspaper barons: William Ran-
dolph Hearst, who controlled around  percent of all American dailies, as
well as thirteen magazines, eight radio stations, and two motion picture
companies; Colonel Robert R. McCormick, who owned the influential
Chicago Daily Tribune; and Cissy Patterson, who published the New York
Daily News.71 In Roosevelt’s eyes, these owners were simply out to “per-
vert” and “attack” every administration move in an attempt to “confuse the
public mind.” The one saving grace, he thought, was that their organs “do
not carry any particular weight of expression of public opinion.”72 “I have
closer contact with the people than any man in this room,” he told the
American Society of Newspaper Editors in April , not only because
most “papers are regional, [and] often tend to have [a] parochial, local
bias,” but also because many journalists tended simply to echo the view-
points and prejudices of their bosses.73 Moreover, as he repeatedly pointed
out, for all their attacks on the New Deal, publishers and owners had been
spectacularly unsuccessful in shifting mass opinion. After all, FDR had
won in a landslide in the  election, despite the overwhelming opposi-

             



tion of the media. If anything, he felt that his most vehement newspapers
critics “so overdid it that the public saw through it,” and thus their “attacks
gained us votes.”74

Yet, for all these expressions of disgust about the biased tone of press
coverage and for all these declarations of doubt that newspapers reflected
the views of the wider public, Roosevelt not only remained inordinately
sensitive to press criticism but also could never entirely rid himself of the
thought that perhaps the press’s views did matter. An avid newspaper
reader, he scoured the New York Times and Herald Tribune, the Baltimore
Sun, Chicago Tribune, Washington Post and Times Herald—with special at-
tention to the editorial page —before beginning his official working day.75

From March , the president was also interested in receiving a weekly
survey of editorial opinion, written in a somewhat fawning tone and fuzzy
style by Alan Barth, an employee initially in the Treasury Department and
later in the Office of Facts and Figures (OFF).76 Then in July , he
asked Lowell Mellett, a White House aide and director of the Office of
Government Reports (OGR), to prepare a weekly final screening of edi-
torial opinion. Thereafter, the OGR began compiling the “Weekly Analy-
sis of Press Reaction,” which employed basic statistical techniques to 
monitor editorials in more than three hundred newspapers, journals, and
magazines across the country.77

While Roosevelt had access to a variety of media surveys, these were
not his only source for gauging opinion. The president was also keen to
monitor both the opinions of prominent groups and the mood in key re-
gions. To this end, he established informal “back-channel” connections
with figures like John Franklin Carter, a New Deal journalist and author,
who headed a special intelligence-gathering unit for the president, and
Morris L. Ernst, a prominent lawyer and civil libertarian, who gathered
gossipy “tidbits” from his informal parties with the prominent opinion
makers and then reported them back to the White House. Both were col-
orful figures who strove to present their findings in a lively and engaging
manner. And their output tended to appeal to a president always on the
lookout for information that provided color, shade, and the hidden human
dimension that was so often lacking from dour conventional sources.78

Roosevelt also reveled in personal contact. During an average day he
spent a quarter of his fourteen working hours on the phone, engaged in
four to six hours of appointments with between ten to fifteen people, and
still found time for biweekly press conferences and regular meetings with
congressional leaders. Like Abraham Lincoln seventy-five years earlier,
FDR viewed many of these discussions as akin to a “public opinion bath”
—an opportunity to discern what reporters, legislators, and prominent in-
dividuals thought on the key issues of the day.79 His wife’s tireless trips
around the country performed a similar function. For a president confined
to a wheelchair since a polio attack in , it was undoubtedly useful to re-
ceive interesting snippets of firsthand information from Eleanor on condi-

           



tions and trends in important states, especially since they were invariably
tinged with her passionate concern for the poor, the underprivileged, and
the unemployed.80 Finally, the White House also received five to eight
thousand letters a day. Believing this to be a good measure of the issues on
which people felt intensely about, the president, as the White House mail
clerk later wrote, “always showed a keen interest in the mail and kept close
watch on its trend.”81

By September , however, all these sources were declining in tan-
dem with FDR’s increased exposure to public opinion polls, a device that
purported to show not what particular regions or groups thought, but what
“the entire population as a unit believed.”82 In the late s, new “scien-
tific” techniques, pioneered by George Gallup and Elmo Roper, had rev-
olutionized opinion polling, helping to banish the memory of the 
Reader’s Digest straw poll that had confidently predicted a Republican
presidential victory, only to see Roosevelt sweep the country with the
largest landslide in American history.83 Of course, even by , despite
their new status as a scientific measurement, polls were not entirely reli-
able. Not only did the possibility of massive error remain (as was demon-
strated by the Truman-Dewey miscalculation of ), but the pollsters
themselves recognized that polling on matters of fact, such as the number
of people who had listened to a Roosevelt fireside chat, was far more accu-
rate than results on attitudes, what people actually thought of the broadcast.
In particular, pollsters were less able to measure the depth of feeling, the
intensity with which individuals held beliefs, and thus were unable to con-
clude with any certainty whether public attitudes on a particular issue were
firmly fixed or merely transitory.84 Our problem, however, is not so much
with the reliability of the data being produced at this time; rather, we are
essentially concerned with the extent to which the president accepted these
poll findings as accurate. How sensitive, then, was he to these new data?

Initially, FDR was a somewhat ambivalent recipient of these new 
“scientific” polls. From September  he was certainly intrigued both 
by Elmo Roper’s findings, sent to him directly by Fortune magazine, and by
data obtained from newspaper proprietors like Eugene Meyer of the Wash-
ington Post.85 But as the  election neared, he was also increasingly sus-
picious and skeptical of one particular polling agency: George Gallup’s
American Institute of Public Opinion (AIPO). This was because Gallup was
a Republican supporter who had underestimated FDR’s vote in  and
was now “known to be very strongly for Willkie.” Given this track record,
during the summer and autumn of  Roosevelt began talking about the
prospect that Gallup would rig his findings so as to create a false momen-
tum that would boost the GOP’s electoral hopes.86

Distrustful of Gallup, Roosevelt started to shun his findings, but he did
not give up on polling data altogether. For a start, the president remained
“interested” in Fortune’s results, viewing them as “more nearly accurate
than the Gallup poll.”87 More importantly, from the beginning of August

             



 he began utilizing the services of Hadley Cantril, who with financial
help from Gerald C. Lambert had established the Office of Public Opinion
Research (OPOR) at Princeton University. Unlike Gallup, Cantril was an
ardent liberal and known supporter of the president’s policies. Although he
used some of Gallup’s facilities, Cantril was not tarnished by this connec-
tion, as FDR’s aides were anxious to point out that—“the replies are not
seen by the Gallup organization,” Mellett stressed in August , “and the
tabulation is made by the professors themselves.” In a further attempt to
make Cantril more appealing, Mellett added that Cantril used more ex-
tensive sampling techniques than his Republican-leaning colleague.88

Roosevelt was soon convinced. That summer he met with the pollster, de-
scribed his “special” polls as “extremely interesting,” and even began sub-
mitting questions that he wanted surveyed.89 In return, Cantril went to
great lengths to supply his results promptly, in a clear and concise manner.
Very soon he had become one of FDR’s chief channels for gauging the
mood of the American people.90

Although Roosevelt was satisfied that one pollster provided an accurate
portrayal of mass opinion, increasingly he also wanted to supplement this
information with additional reports from the OFF, a bureau established in
October  partly to monitor the domestic environment.91 Within two
months, the OFF’s Bureau of Intelligence (BoI) started to compile a more
comprehensive analysis of mass attitudes: the Survey of Intelligence Mate-
rials. The BoI frequently using findings from other polling agencies, but it
attempted more than a simple regurgitation of their conclusions. Its 
employees also monitored reaction to the administration’s main informa-
tion campaigns, provided detailed and sustained examination of public at-
titudes on specific issues, and most importantly, analyzed the attitudes of
both the general public and specific groups “carefully correlat[ing] . . . one
set of opinion with others” in an attempt to judge the “intensity with which
opinions are held, their susceptibility to change, the degree to which they
conform to social pressures, and the extent to which they are spontaneous
and genuine.”92 Roosevelt was deeply interested in these reports, and even
requested back copies when there were any omissions from his files. And
as the president’s interest grew, so did the sophistication of the BoI’s out-
put. By February  it had been expanded from its original cursory four
or five pages of general comment, to fifteen to twenty pages of more care-
ful and comprehensive analysis on the public’s response to specific foreign-
policy issues.93

These, then, were the varied and extensive channels for monitoring
American attitudes that the president had developed. But what did they
convey? What were Roosevelt’s broad perceptions of mass sentiment to-
ward Germany in the period before December , ?

In October , Cordell Hull remarked that editorial comment on foreign
affairs combined “a wide resentment against the Hitler Government (as

           



distinguished from the German people) together with a unanimous opin-
ion that we must not allow ourselves to become involved in European po-
litical developments.”94 In this one sentence, Roosevelt’s secretary of state
neatly summarized the main strands that were to characterize American
opinion toward the Third Reich throughout the s.

For a start, an overwhelming majority of the public clearly detested the
Nazi regime, both for its internal brutality and external bellicosity. Jewish-
American groups were naturally appalled and horrified by the Nazis’ treat-
ment of Jews and in  quickly instigated a boycott of German products.
They found a measure of support within Congress, where Samuel Dick-
stein launched an investigation into Nazi propaganda in the United States in
 and a number of leading legislators condemned the Nazis’ early acts
as “sickening and terrifying.” Opinion makers on the spot overwhelmingly
agreed. Some of the best reporting in these years was conducted by a group
of highly talented journalists, including Edgar Ansel Mowrer, William L.
Shirer, and Frederick T. Birchall, whose antipathy toward the Nazis was
sharpened by the daily grind of living in the Reich, with all its oppressive
restrictions, clumsy repressions, and burgeoning militarism. Whenever
opportunity and censorship permitted, these reporters hastened to tell
Americans of the litany of crimes and misdemeanors committed by Hitler
and his cronies, from the bullying and suppression of opponents at home to
the bullying and annexation of enemies abroad.95 Increasingly, it was a
record that few editors dared to ignore. By , even the Chicago Tribune,
one of the most vehemently anti-Roosevelt and isolationist papers, was at-
tacking the Nazis, declaring that “it would be a strange man indeed who
could stomach their creed and their attitudes.”96

By this benchmark there were indeed few “strange” people in the
United States, for the first “scientific” polls clearly revealed a widespread
dislike of the Nazi regime. This was particularly evident during the winter
of ‒, in the wake of Munich and the infamous Kristallnacht pogrom,
when pollsters found that  percent of Americans felt German demands
on the Sudetenland to have been unjustified,  percent refused to believe
Hitler’s claim that he had no more territorial ambitions, and  percent
strongly disapproved of the Nazis’ treatment of the Jews.97 A year later,
when the president began to receive copies of the Fortune poll, the results
were similar. From the very start of the war in Europe,  percent wanted
the Allies to win; a mere  percent favored Hitler and the Nazis.98 A clear
majority also had no doubt that the current conflict had been caused by
“Hitler’s greed for land and lust for power,” while only  percent main-
tained it was the result of “England and France . . . trying to stop Germany
from becoming a really strong power.” As Fortune informed the president,
almost all Americans regarded “this as Hitler’s personal war, and the guilt
as mostly his.”99

Yet at this stage, American detestation of the Führer did not translate
into a deep-seated dislike of the German people. In fact, American attitudes

             



toward Germany and the Germans had undergone a profound change in the
years since . During the Great War, George Creel’s Committee of Pub-
lic Information (CPI) had successfully whipped up a mass hysteria against
all things German, disseminating dubious atrocity stories and propagating
the notion that the Germans were an inherently aggressive and warlike peo-
ple.100 In the intervening years, however, passions had slowly cooled. This
was partly because there had long been an ambivalence at the heart of the
American image of Germany.101 Although from the turn of the century,
many Americans had perceived Kaiser Wilhelm II’s Reich to be excessively
militaristic, authoritarian, and arrogant, not everyone had felt this way.102

Conservative Germanophile academics, for instance, had frequently stressed
how “the Teutonic character was in good part responsible for modern
democracy,” progressive publicists had periodically highlighted Germany’s
much-vaunted penchant for efficiency, and Wilsonian liberals had some-
times been willing to distinguish between aggressive authoritarian leaders
and the more pacific German public. Most of these positive images had been
briefly submerged beneath a wave of anti-German hysteria in  and ,
but, after the Great War ended, Creel’s vigorous crusade against all things
German had gradually been discredited. In the s, it was revealed that
much of this wartime propaganda had been exaggerated, and in some cases
even blatantly manufactured. In the s, popular revisionist historians and
a congressional investigation by the Nye Committee helped bolster the view
that American involvement in the Great War had not been the product of ag-
gressive and brutal actions by the German “Hun.” Instead, Nye and his co-
horts singled out American businessmen and British propagandists, whose
devious machinations had maneuvered the United States into a conflict that,
by implication, barely threatened the nation’s interests.103

Faced with such evidence, many opinion makers held a relatively be-
nign view of the German people. One of the most influential columnists
was Walter Lippmann, whose razor-sharp reflections on topical issues ap-
peared in around  newspapers with an estimated circulation of about 
million. Lippmann, of Jewish descent, naturally disliked the new Nazi
regime, but he was nevertheless quick to remind his readers that the Ger-
mans were “a genuinely civilized people.”104 So did many others. Through-
out the s, even vehement Nazi haters emphasized the Germans’ apa-
thy, perhaps even opposition, to Hitler’s deeds. Thus William Shirer, in
his popular broadcasts from Berlin, repeatedly pointed to the absence of
war fever and the desire for peace amongst the masses, while the promi-
nent columnist and commentator Walter Winchell informed the president
that “Hitler does not represent the true will of the vast civilian population
of Germany.”105 Little that happened after the outbreak of war shook this
conviction. As Barth reported to the White House in August , almost
all the media still maintained that any “peace must not be punitive. As yet
there is little disposition in the U.S. to blame the German people for the
crimes of their Nazi Government.”106

           



Polls suggested widespread popular support for this sentiment. Ac-
cording to Fortune, in October  two-thirds of the population was “anti-
Hitler rather than anti-German.” “It would surely take a tremendously co-
gent propaganda campaign,” the magazine therefore concluded, “plus a
number of frightful German blunders, to induce a state of mind as we suf-
fered in , when German music was banned from the opera and to bear
a German name was to risk ostracism.”

A host of other polls bolstered this conclusion. In October , for
instance, the White House received data indicating that a plurality clearly
viewed German-Americans as the best foreign-born citizens.107 Two
months later a Fortune poll revealed little support for a harsh peace. While
more than half the population wanted to “crush Hitler but not the Ger-
mans,” only  percent opted for partition and a mere  percent favored
Germany’s complete disarmament.108

Like their president, then, in the period before Pearl Harbor a major-
ity of Americans viewed the Third Reich with a degree of ambiguity, de-
testing the Nazi regime but refusing to extend this to a hatred of all things
German. Increasingly, however, the debate within the United States did
not center purely on images of the Third Reich. Far more important was
the question of whether or not Nazi Germany actually posed a direct threat
to the country. And here the consensus quickly broke down.

The s were the high-water mark of American isolationism. Preoccu-
pied with day-to-day economic issues, disillusioned with America’s in-
volvement in the Great War, and concerned lest U.S. participation in an-
other foreign conflict irrevocably destroy the nation’s constitutional and
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Which of these statements comes closest to your own idea of Germany?

The German people are essentially peace loving and kindly, but they have been
unfortunate in being misled, too often, by ruthless and ambitious rulers. (.%)

The German people have always had an irresponsible fondness for brute force and
conquest which makes the country a menace to world peace so long as it is allowed
to be strong enough to fight. (.%)

The needs of Germany’s expanding population compel her to seek to conquer
because other jealous powers try to keep her from expanding in a normal way.
(.%)

The best way for peace in Europe is to allow Germany, with her great organizing
ability, to integrate the small nations of Europe. (.%)

Don’t know. (.%)

Source: Fortune (December ), pp. ‒, attached to Yorke to Early, November , ,
OF , FDRL.



social fabric, until  much of the population shared a number of core
convictions, each of which seemed to suggest that the Nazis, for all their
internal brutality and external bellicosity, presented no direct threat to the
United States.109

The first was a keen faith in American impregnability. In the past, the
Atlantic and Pacific oceans had offered an almost impenetrable barrier to
potential aggressors. During the s, despite Hitler’s rearmament pro-
gram and aggressive designs, many Americans still thought it highly
doubtful that the Third Reich could ever directly menace the United
States. For one thing, the Nazis would have to overcome both the French
army and British navy, and throughout the winter of ‒ a clear ma-
jority of mass opinion optimistically believed that the two democracies
would prevail and defeat Germany. Even if the aggressive dictators were to
blast their way past these obstacles, most Americans remained so confident
in their country’s natural security that they felt this would have few tangi-
ble repercussions for the United States. This explains why as late as Janu-
ary  only  percent of respondents were willing to use U.S. military
power to protect the Philippines from armed invasion. Astonishingly, a
mere  percent thought Brazil worth defending with force, a figure that
only rose to  percent when it came to neighboring Mexico.110 As such
figures demonstrate, a significant section of the public apparently deemed
the country to be so strategically immune that U.S. colonies and the Mon-
roe Doctrine could both be abandoned with impunity.

While strategic invulnerability meant the United States could remain
aloof from external events, an overwhelming desire to remain at peace 
coupled with a fear of foreign entanglements suggested to many that this
course should be adopted. Throughout the s, a vast majority of the
public was appalled by the very prospect of involvement in another faraway
war, even if it was to contain the aggressive Hitler. This was clearly
demonstrated in , by one of the very first straw polls, which found that
 percent wanted to stay out of any conflict. As Roosevelt correctly ac-
knowledged, he was up “against a public psychology of long standing—a
psychology which comes very close to saying ‘Peace at any price.’”111

For Americans desperate to remain out of any future conflict, it also
seemed vital to avoid any needless political entanglements. The neutrality
legislation enacted between  and , with its prohibitions on the sale
and shipment of arms and munitions to belligerents, was just the most ob-
vious manifestation of this desire for a unilateralist foreign policy. Another
was the continued preference for some form of “impartial neutrality” even
after the outbreak of war. As Fortune informed Roosevelt in November
, only  percent clearly favored a policy of aiding the democracies
short of war, while more than  percent advocated the selling of goods to
both sides—the Nazis as well as the Allies— on a cash-and-carry basis.112

The president, increasingly convinced of the need to contain and erad-
icate nazism, was palpably disturbed by the persistence of such attitudes.

           



“The country as a whole,” he complained in December , “does not yet
have any deep sense of world crisis.” “What worries me, especially,” he
wrote that same month, “is that public opinion over here is patting itself on
the back every morning and thanking God for the Atlantic Ocean (and the
Pacific Ocean).”113 Yet even as FDR spoke, Hitler was planning a series of
dramatic moves that would soon shake, and in some cases erode, much of
the population’s faith in the core tenets of the isolationist creed.

The first to be affected was the complacent sense of American im-
pregnability. In June and July, in the immediate aftermath of Hitler’s dra-
matic and stunning blitzkrieg through Scandinavia and Western Europe,
polling data revealed a sharp increase in respondents who believed they
would be personally affected by the war, up from  percent in March, to
 percent in July, and  percent by the following January.114 In July, Roo-
sevelt also learned that  percent pessimistically thought Germany would
go to war with the United States within the next ten years, a figure that rose
to  percent by September.115 A poll conducted in August  also in-
formed him that many Americans suddenly regarded more areas as vital to
U.S. security, including Bermuda, Brazil, and Mexico.

Another immediate impact of this new mood of heightened insecurity
was a clamor for increased preparedness at home. In the shock that fol-
lowed the fall of France, Congress appropriated all the funds, and more,
that the president and his military advisers asked for, allocating $ billion
to the armed forces in June, when in April legislators had been reluctant to
even approve military expenditures of $ million.116 Amongst the mass
public, support for compulsory military service also shot up, from  per-
cent in October  to  percent June .117 And if worst came to
worst, and Germany did emerge triumphant in Europe,  percent of
Americans wanted the United States to “arm to the teeth,” while only 
percent thought the United States could get along peacefully with the
Third Reich.118

But should America do more? Should it seek to supply aid to those
countries already fighting the Nazis? What about actually entering the
war? In the eighteen months leading up to Pearl Harbor, these were the
questions that sparked the vitriolic “great debate.” On one side of this
heated and often acrimonious exchange stood a significant minority of
congressional, elite, and mass opinion, opposed to any steps that might re-
sult in American involvement in the war. Although most of these diehard
isolationists were not overtly sympathetic to the Nazi cause, Roosevelt was
constantly on the lookout for information that linked mainstream leaders,
like Gerald P. Nye, Burton K. Wheeler, Charles Lindbergh, and Hamilton
Fish, to out-and-out pro-Hitler extremists like the American Bund, the Sil-
ver Shirts, and Father Charles Coughlin.119 He also thought that, at best,
these figures were acting as a “transmission belt” for Nazi propagandists.120

After all, isolationists were keen to stress that Germany posed no threat to
the United States; they also espoused the view that communism was a far

             



greater menace than Hitler and the Third Reich. More importantly, they
refused even to accept the need for aiding Britain, since, in their opinion,
this would not only denude the United States of vital equipment but would
also drag the country directly into the conflict. Rather than getting in-
volved in European squabbles, they advocated building up America’s own
defenses.121 Some even pushed for a negotiated peace between the warring
parties, regardless of either Hitler’s past record in respecting agreements or
the fact that this would ratify large territorial gains for Germany.122

Roosevelt, though, was increasingly aware that isolationists no longer
dominated the political scene. During , interventionist groups like the
Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies (CDAAA), the Fight
for Freedom Committee, and the “warhawks” of the Century Group also
began to organize. Most remained in close contact with the administration
and were employed by it to counter the main tenets of the isolationist
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If a major foreign power actually threatened to take 
over any of the following countries by armed  
invasion,would you be willing to see the United Jan. Jan. Aug. 
States come to its rescue with armed forces? 1939 (%) 1940 (%) 1940 (%)

Canada Yes 73.1 74.2 87.8
No 17.3 14.6 6.8
Don’t know 9.6 11.2 5.4

Hawaii Yes — 55.1 74.0
No — 25.3 12.5
Don’t know — 19.6 13.5

The Philippines Yes 46.3 54.0 62.5
No 37.2 26.4 20.3
Don’t know 16.5 19.6 14.2

Mexico Yes 43.0 54.5 76.5
No 40.6 28.4 12.5
Don’t know 16.4 17.1 11.0

Brazil Yes 27.1 36.8 54.7
No 53.7 40.0 24.9
Don’t know 19.2 23.2 20.4

Bermuda Yes — 33.9 60.3
No — 39.9 19.1
Don’t know — 26.2 20.6

Belgium Yes — 7.9 —
No — 72.5 —
Don’t know — 19.6 —

Sources: Compiled from Fortune, undated, received by the White House, December , ,
OF , FDRL; Fortune (August ) OF , FDRL.



creed.123 Their central claim was that the Nazis posed a direct threat to the
United States, one that was certainly far more pressing than the specter of
communism.124 As a result, not only did they believe that a negotiated
peace with the perfidious Hitler was out of the question but they also
pushed vigorously for a policy of all aid to Britain.125 Beyond that, how-
ever, there was less consensus. Some, like the CDAAA’s chairman,
William Allen White, only supported aid to Britain because they saw it was
a way of keeping the United States out of the war, while others (most no-
tably in the Fight for Freedom Committee after April ) wanted the
United States to enter the conflict as a full belligerent.126

As this “great debate” unfolded, Roosevelt soon recognized that the
sheer force of events was encouraging most Americans to adopt a moder-
ate interventionist stance. Apart from a brief blip after news of the French
armistice in June, most certainly remained remarkably optimistic that
Britain would survive and prevail. Confident that arms sent to Britain would
not simply end up in Hitler’s hands, many also quickly abandoned their
support of “impartial neutrality” Thus in September polls indicated that 
percent of Americans favored supplying destroyers to Britain, while  per-
cent supported sending more airplanes.127

This was the climate surrounding the  presidential election cam-
paign. Both candidates were essentially products of the international crisis.
In Roosevelt’s case, it enabled him to bypass the two-term tradition. In
Willkie’s, it propelled him from an unknown outsider, supported by only 
percent of the population on May , to the GOP’s nominee six weeks later,
preferred to the inexperienced Dewey and the isolationist Taft.128
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Wendell Willkie began his bid for the presidency as an avowed inter-
ventionist, anxious to stress that he was “in agreement with many of the
basic international objectives of this administration at the present time.”129

Detesting nazism and recognizing that a victory for the Third Reich would
place the United States in mortal danger, he initially attempted to distin-
guish himself from the incumbent only by charging that a Republican pres-
ident would do a much better job of stimulating arms production, aiding
Britain, and forging a national consensus.130 Unfortunately for Willkie,
however, such a message failed to dent Roosevelt’s lead in the polls, and by
October the desperation of Republican party bosses was forcing him to
make a dramatic shift in emphasis. The last weeks of the campaign were
therefore marked by increasingly bitter and partisan charges, as Willkie
began to claim that Roosevelt’s aid-to-Britain policy would mire the
United States in the conflict. “On the basis of his past performance with
pledges to the people,” he declared on October , “if you re-elect him
you may expect war in April .”131

According to the polls, Americans seemed ready to accept this last
charge by a very small margin. In August,  percent thought the Repub-
licans would keep the United States out of the war, compared to  percent
who believed the Democrats would. But by the same token,  percent also
felt the incumbent was better equipped to build up American defenses,
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while only  percent supported Willkie on this issue.132 Most voters were
also far clearer about Roosevelt’s policy preferences on the key foreign-
policy issues.

With the electorate more confident in Roosevelt’s ability to adminis-
ter aid to Britain, with many in lower-income brackets still supporting the
architect of the New Deal, and with some internationalists switching to the
Democratic ticket and helping to offset the defection of Italian-, Irish-, and
German-Americans who opposed the president’s foreign-policy stance,
FDR was reelected for an unprecedented third term in November.133

Buoyed by this fresh mandate, Roosevelt quickly turned his attention
toward offering more concrete aid to Britain, secure in the knowledge that
this policy enjoyed broad levels of support. In March, he obtained passage
of the Lend-Lease Act, helped by Willkie who dismissed his previous jibes
at the president as mere campaign rhetoric. Thereafter, the president rec-
ognized that most Americans endorsed extending aid to Britain, even if it
meant risking war. He was also confident that there was little support for
appeasing Hitler. As Cantril informed the White House in the summer of
, despite a peace drive by isolationists, only  percent supported ne-
gotiations, while  percent now rejected the idea out of hand.134

With the war clearly starting to assume global proportions, FDR was
increasingly heartened by the fact that most Americans seemed to share his
sense of priorities. This was particularly true after Germany’s invasion of
Russia, when neither the media nor the mass public seemed tempted to
support Hitler’s anticommunist crusade, despite the anti-Soviet rumblings
emanating from many isolationist quarters. According to Cantril, although
there was little enthusiasm as yet for sending U.S. materiel to the Russians,
 percent of those polled did favor a Soviet victory (a figure that only
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What should the U.S. do? Oct.  (%) Dec.  (%) July  (%)

Enter the war at some stage . . .
}. }. }.

Help the Allies, but don’t
enter the war . . .

Impartial neutrality—sell 
goods to both sides on a 
cash-and-carry basis . . .

Help Germany . . .

Other/Don’t know . . .

Sources: Fortune (October ), PPF , FDRL; Fortune (December ), attached to
Yorke to Early, November , , OF , FDRL; ibid., June , .



dropped to  percent among Catholics), while a mere  percent wanted
Germany to win.135

Equally pleasing was the fact that most Americans seemed to endorse
Roosevelt’s view that Japanese posed a distinctly secondary threat. True,
since  the American press had universally denounced Japanese actions
in Manchuria, and since the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese war in  a
clear majority of mass opinion had expressed sympathy for the Chinese
cause. When prodded by pollsters, most respondents had also advocated
stiff action to halt and contain Japanese aggression, supporting measures
like sanctions or an arms embargo by large margins.136 But at the same
time, the public’s desire for action in Asia did not run very deep. As early as
, while war raged in China but Europe remained precariously at peace,
popular attention remained fixated on the Czech crisis and the Nazi perse-
cution of the Jews. In a poll of the most interesting news stories of that
year, these two European events clearly came out on top, with the struggle
between China and Japan relegated to ninth place, behind the World Series
and a New England hurricane.137 Thereafter the media, while lavishing
column space and editorial judgments on the dramatic and newsworthy
stories flooding in from Europe, tended to treat the Sino-Japanese war as a
distant sideshow, of little direct importance to American security. Even as
late as July , Barth reported that the press was failing to take Japan se-
riously. “The prevailing editorial judgment,” he concluded, “is that four
years of warfare has exhausted the Japanese, undermined their economy,
and revealed them as a second-rate power. . . . A great many commentators
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Which of these things do you think 
Roosevelt will favor, and which do Will Will not Don’t
you think Willkie will favor? favor (%) favor (%) know (%)

Selling naval vessels to Britain
Roosevelt 82.0 3.7 14.3
Willkie 42.3 11.7 46.0

Beginning compulsory military training
Roosevelt 91.2 1.4 7.4
Willkie 47.1 9.1 43.8

Not letting any South American
country establish a pro-Hitler
government

Roosevelt 83.9 4.3 11.8
Willkie 65.2 3.7 31.1

Source: Fortune, undated, PPF , FDRL.



cherish the conviction that the American Pacific fleet would polish off
Japanese sea power between daybreak and breakfast—with the Atlantic
fleet tied behind its back, at that.” Nor did the mass public seem overly con-
cerned with events in Asia. In one poll conducted during December ,
Cantril found that  percent of respondents had no idea where Singapore
was, while  percent had no opinion when asked the simple factual ques-
tion of whether Japanese seizure of the Dutch East Indies would greatly
improve its oil supply position.138

With America’s gaze directed firmly toward Europe, in the months
leading up to Pearl Harbor there was certainly no clamor for U.S. re-
sources to be directed toward containing, controlling, or defeating the
Japanese. Nor was there any real support for doing more in Europe than
extending aid to those fighting Hitler. Even in , with Britain suffering
a series of reverses in the Mediterranean, the public retained an over-
whelming confidence, verging on complacency, that Britain would ulti-
mately prevail on its own. 

Indeed, to many Americans the danger still seemed so remote that they
saw no need to make any real sacrifices. Most certainly refused to believe
that it was necessary to get directly involved in the fighting. As Cantril
found in January, only  percent of the public said they would vote for a
declaration of war. This figure then edged up slowly to  percent in April
and to  percent in June, but it only ever remained less than a third of the
total.139 Small wonder, then, that the president told the British ambassador
the following October that “his perpetual problem was to steer a course be-
tween the two factors represented by: () The wish of  percent of Amer-
icans to keep out of [the] war; () The wish of  percent of Americans to
do everything to break Hitler, even if it means war.”140 Put another way,
FDR clearly recognized that Americans were now prepared to help Britain,
whatever the risks. But he also knew that they remained adamantly op-
posed to a direct, unlimited, and formal involvement in the conflict. 

It remains to be seen how the president reacted to this situation. What
attempts did he make to mould popular opinion and to what extent did
these mass attitudes wield a decisive influence over policy outcomes dur-
ing this period?

Cautious in Deed: FDR, Public Opinion, 
and Nazi Germany before Pearl Harbor

Faced with a public that did not really comprehend what was going on
overseas, Roosevelt privately admitted that he was “in the midst of the long
process of education,” attempting “slowly but surely” to jog the American
people out of their lack of concern with foreign affairs.141 To accomplish
this difficult and thankless task, he had at his disposal a variety of opinion-
persuading channels. Since the very start of his presidency, FDR had been

             



holding regular press conferences. Every Tuesday and Friday about a hun-
dred reporters would cram so tightly into the Oval Office that some had to
squeeze up close to the president’s cluttered desk. Roosevelt always strove
to create a relaxed and easygoing atmosphere in these sessions. Before the
conference officially began, he would engage in small talk and banter with
journalists. On the signal “all in,” the president would sit back in his chair,
cigarette holder clenched between his teeth, and wait for the interrogation
to start. Having abolished the old convention of formal written questions,
which had made many of his predecessors’ press conferences dull and pre-
dictable affairs, FDR could in theory be quizzed on almost any matter. But
he was rarely caught unprepared or off guard. Before each conference, his
press secretary, Stephen T. Early, himself a highly experienced newspaper-
man, thoroughly briefed the president on possible lines of inquiry; occa-
sionally, Early even went as far as to plant questions with friendly journal-
ists. More often than not, Roosevelt would then try to set the agenda by
announcing a breaking news story. Journalists would be handed a press re-
lease, which clearly staked out the government’s position, while FDR went
on to place his own particular spin on the issue, normally peppering his
comments with tips on how it could best be written up. Once the question-
ing was underway, the president proved himself a master at evading sensi-
tive or thorny matters, sometimes refusing to speculate on “iffy” questions,
sometimes professing not to have read the relevant documents, and some-
times cracking a timely joke that distracted everyone’s attention.142

Although Roosevelt kept a tight rein over his press conferences, re-
porters continued to flock to these sessions in droves. Some may have sus-
pected that they were being skillfully used by the president to propagate the
administration’s message, but the vast majority appreciated the fact that, as
FDR put it, they were “welcomed as gentlemen, not suspected as spies.”
Journalists also recognized the obvious news value of these conferences.
Not only was each meeting shrewdly scheduled to cater for newspaper
deadlines, but the president invariably went out of his way to explain com-
plex issues and policies in simple, straightforward language that made great
copy. And then there was Roosevelt’s charisma. Even after two terms of
office, the president could still put on the greatest show in town; as one top
editor told him in , “for box office attraction you leave Clark Gable
gasping for breath.”143

Opinion makers also appreciated the other, less visible, White House
innovations. Every morning, Steve Early met with reporters to inform
them of the president’s schedule and to forewarn them of stories that were
likely to break that day. Early also had a wire service telegram machine in-
stalled in his office so he could monitor the earliest press service reports
and then step in to correct falsehoods and respond to criticisms. And when
there were no major news stories on the horizon, Early’s office made sure
that it had numerous smaller items on hand that journalists could use to fill
up column space.144

           



The president, meanwhile, intermittently sought to establish more in-
formal relationships with key media figures. From time to time, he would
correspond or meet up with influential publishers, such as the Arthur
Sulzberger of the New York Times or Eugene Meyer of the Washington
Post. On other occasions, he would invite columnists like Arthur Krock,
Anne O’Hare McCormick, and Walter Winchell to the White House or
Hyde Park, where he would provide them with an exclusive interview—
much to the chagrin of the rest of the press corps. FDR’s goal was to try to
convert these top opinion makers into consistent administration support-
ers, but he was not always successful. Krock, for instance, continued to
pursue a fiercely independent line, much to the consternation of the presi-
dent who by  was referring to him as someone who “never in his
whole life said a really decent thing about a human being without qualify-
ing it by some nasty dig.”145

As this comment suggests, despite all his attempts to influence the
media’s output, Roosevelt never lost his deep-seated distrust of the press
—his firm conviction that the vast majority of publishers, editors, and
columnists were out to get both him and the New Deal. Only by speaking
directly to the American people did he believe it was truly possible to by-
pass this perceived bias—“give them all the facts,” he once said to an aide,
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“and I would rather much trust the judgment of ,, Americans
than I would that of any artificially selected few.”146 In an average year, the
president therefore made between three and four informal “fireside chats,”
delivered a couple of addresses to Congress (including the annual state of
the union message), and also spoke before a host of smaller and more spe-
cialized audiences in Washington and across the country. About twenty-
five of these would be broadcast directly to the nation.147

Before each speech, Roosevelt and his aides would collect a wealth of
information, from polls to press clippings and letters, on the various sub-
jects to be tackled. By , the president generally relied on three men to
sort through these and fashion them into a rough draft: Samuel I. Rosen-
man, a New York state judge who had worked for FDR since the late
s; Robert E. Sherwood, the staunchly pro-interventionist playwright;
and Harry Hopkins, Roosevelt’s closest confidant who lived and worked in
the Lincoln Bedroom on the second floor of the White House. A few days
before a keynote address, the three men would gather in the Cabinet Room
adjacent to the president’s Oval Office, using the large table to arrange the
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array of suggestions that had to be fitted into the text. Ten or more drafts
would then go to the president for discussion, revision, and finally ap-
proval. Fortified by Coca-Cola, beer, and the odd glass of bourbon, the
team would often work late into the night, carefully scrutinizing each
phrase to ensure that it carried the desired message and hit the correct note.
It was always the president, however, who had the final word. And it was
frequently Roosevelt who would be responsible for the speech’s most
striking imagery or its more pungent passages.148

When it was time to deliver the speech, especially if it was a fireside
chat, Roosevelt would be wheeled into the Diplomatic Reception Room on
the ground floor of the White House. Seated behind a desk, surrounded by
microphones, technicians, and guests, the president would then begin to
speak in slow, measured tones, averaging about one hundred words a
minute. By common consent, his versatile voice was ideally suited to the
radio.149 The public certainly flocked to their sets in huge numbers to listen
to him. By the start of the s there were  million radio receivers
throughout the country, which meant that  percent of the American peo-
ple could be reached directly in their homes.150 Whenever Roosevelt took
to the airwaves, more than two-thirds of households would huddle around
their radios, anxious to hear the president’s interpretation of the worsening
international situation.

While there was no doubting that the charismatic president was the
administration’s star performer, Roosevelt never had the stage entirely to
himself. To deal with the depression and now the international crisis, FDR
had created a host of new government departments and agencies, and each
one was anxious to disseminate its own particular message to the American
public. Roosevelt quickly realized the dangers this presented, for if differ-
ent factions within the administration began emitting discordant noises
then this could easily drown out, confuse, or obscure his own carefully
crafted message. In an attempt to minimize this risk, the White House de-
creed that all statistical data had to be released centrally. Increasingly, cab-
inet officials were also encouraged to clear major policy statements with
Early’s press office, while the president was always exceedingly anxious to
plug unofficial leaks. On more than one occasion, he lectured his cabinet
members on the dangers of discussing matters informally with the press;
from time to time, he even gathered information on the social activities of
subordinates in order to monitor the relationships they developed with re-
porters.151 Behind the scenes, then, the Roosevelt administration may well
have been an unwieldy amalgam of competing individuals and interests,
but the president at least tried to ensure that it presented a fairly united
front to the outside world.

In the years before Pearl Harbor, full of “dread that my talks should be so
frequent as to lose their effectiveness,” the president used these channels
selectively, reserving them for two broad purposes.152 On a variety of oc-

             



casions, he sought to mobilize opinion behind a specific initiative. This was
particularly important because the practicalities of aiding a Britain lurching
from crisis to crisis ran into one congressional hurdle after another, and
FDR realized that legislators were more likely to support a particular pol-
icy if surveys and polls showed it to be widely popular. Thus, between
September and October  he made a concerted effort to sell neutrality
revision so that weapons could be supplied to the democracies on a cash-
and-carry basis. Then, from January to March  he lobbied extensively
on behalf of the Lend-Lease bill. And finally, in the fall of  he again
tried to garner popular support for neutrality revision, this time so that
merchant boats could be armed.

Aware that events were the most powerful persuader of mass opinion,
Roosevelt also periodically used fireside chats to drive home the full im-
plications of any change in the external environment, so as to further erode
the public’s complacency about European developments. This was espe-
cially true in May and June , when he sought to sharpen the growing
fear that Germany might be able to threaten the United States. As he com-
mented at the time, events have “at least . . . given me the opportunity to
bring home the seriousness of the world situation to the type of American
who has hitherto believed, in much too large numbers, that no matter what
happens there will be little effect on this country.”153 This motive was also
uppermost in his mind in September , when he used news of the sink-
ing of the USS Greer to denounce the Nazis for piracy on the high seas and
to announce that the U.S. Navy would begin shooting German U-boats on
sight.154

Prior to Pearl Harbor, the content of Roosevelt’s public message was
a complex synthesis, which partly reflected the president’s private hopes
and fears and partly responded to perceived public pressures, with the bal-
ance fluctuating over time. Until the fall of France, the prevailing isola-
tionist mood made it difficult for FDR to engage in little more than the
most cautious attempts at education. From time to time, he certainly en-
deavored to make Americans more aware that the globe was shrinking, that
there was “a solidarity and interdependence” about the modern world, and
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Date Subject Homes Listening % of Total Homes

5/27/1941 “National Emergency” 53,800,000 69.8

9/11/1941 “Freedom of the Seas” 50,100,000 67.0  

12/9/1941 “War with Japan” 62,100,000 79.0  

2/23/1942 “Fighting Defeatism” 61,365,000 78.1
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that they could not simply “close all doors and windows” and ignore ex-
ternal developments. He also talked publicly about his concern over the
growth of “deadly armaments,” as well as the trend away “from the obser-
vance both of the letter and the spirit of treaties.”155 But, recognizing that
Americans overwhelmingly opposed any entanglement in European affairs,
the president was always careful to retain a public veneer of impartiality.
Not once did he actually name the aggressors; instead, he only alluded to
the fact that these tended to be “those nations where democracy has been
discarded or has never developed.”156 Nor was he anxious to outline meas-
ures for dealing with these expansionist powers. Even after delivering his
famous quarantine speech in October , in which he spoke of peaceful
nations coming together to tackle the “present reign of terror and interna-
tional lawlessness,” FDR was quick to describe this as an “attitude” not a
program.157 Just over a year later, having made the decision to supply air-
planes to the democracies, he then went to great lengths to keep this secret,
and even after the news crept out he refused to acknowledge directly that
his policy was “to assist or facilitate France in buying planes in this coun-
try.”158 It was a similar story after war finally erupted in Europe. Although
the president rejected Woodrow Wilson’s example of twenty-five years
earlier and failed to ask Americans to be neutral in thought, he nevertheless
refused even to speculate on who was to blame for starting the war, indi-
cating that this was best “left to the historians.”159

Rather than go out on a limb in his set-piece public addresses, Roo-
sevelt preferred to use more indirect channels to convey his own increas-
ingly “un-neutral” thoughts. In off-the-record meetings with congress-
men and reporters during , the president made no bones about his
opposition to nazism and his desire to support Britain and France. He also
had no qualms about encouraging others to take on the burden of indicting
the Nazis. Within the administration the most vocal opponents of Hitler
were Harold L. Ickes, the pugnacious secretary of the interior, and Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., the aggressive if somewhat inarticulate secretary of the
treasury. Both were anxious to inform the public of the Nazi danger. Some-
times they even went too far; on one occasion toward the end of , for
instance, Ickes caused a minor diplomatic incident when he made a partic-
ularly bitter denunciation of Hitler’s ideas and methods.160

As soon as the war started, the White House also began to encourage
other prominent opinion makers to take up the fight against neutrality. The
president, anxious for bipartisan support, was especially keen to forge tacit
alliances with key Republicans, such as Henry L. Stimson, Frank Knox,
and William Allen White. Not only did he keep in touch with such figures,
encouraging them to make aggressive speeches and then praising their ef-
forts, but in June  he also appointed Stimson and Knox to the positions
of secretary of war and the navy, in a bold attempt to boost the bipartisan
and interventionist image of his cabinet.161

Roosevelt was playing a typically complex and subtle game. Publicly,

             



his stance was exceedingly cautious. In all his main speeches he was care-
ful to avoid “scaring the American people into thinking that they are going
to be dragged into the war.”162 But behind the scenes the president was cer-
tainly not idle. Instead, he increasingly went to great lengths to encourage
other opinion makers to say and do things that were thought too contro-
versial to emanate directly from the White House.163

It was not until the turbulent months of May and June , with
Hitler’s stunning victories in Europe suddenly making FDR’s bid for a
third term feasible, that the president’s own speeches suddenly became
somewhat bolder. Both these developments certainly gave Roosevelt the
opportunity and motive to heighten the public’s concern about the war, for
if Americans became convinced that they needed an experienced leader to
see them through this crisis, then his reelection chances would undoubt-
edly grow. The president was therefore quick to start talking about the im-
plications of the German victory, pointing out on May  that “the past two
weeks have meant the shattering of many illusions,” especially to those
who thought the United States was safe behind its Atlantic barrier. Not
only was it now possible for air power to strike quickly across this body 
of water, but, if democracies continued to perish then America might 
soon be in the position of a prisoner who, in FDR’s words, is “handcuffed, 
hungry, and fed through bars from day to day by contemptuous unpitying
masters.”164

Roosevelt also avidly seized on the new lines of argument to deploy
against his political opponents. Back in the early s, he had often lumped
Republicans together with “economic royalists,” blaming both for the ad-
vent of the depression. Now he sought to equate isolationist Republicans
with fifth columnists and appeasers. Republicans, he insisted on May ,
, had the same leadership record “of timidity, of weakness, of short-
sightedness that governed the policy of the confused, reactionary govern-
ments in France and England before the war.”165

Yet even now, Roosevelt’s cautious instincts were never far from the
surface. Throughout the summer and fall he still habitually refused to name
the offending aggressors. Of course, it was never difficult to recognize the
aggressive dictatorial threat that FDR constantly referred to. But before
December , , he only employed the term Nazi on five occasions, and
two of these were in a speech on October , , that dealt with the New
Deal’s internal opponents. Essentially, this caution stemmed from electoral
concerns, especially the fact that the Italian-American community had re-
acted angrily when on June  the president had fiercely attacked Mussolini
for his cowardly invasion of France. Although FDR had been elated by this
speech, relieved that “for once” he had been able to state “what was really
on his mind,” he was also aware that if such candor was extended to the
Führer he could well alienate another bloc of voters. Unwilling to take
such a risk before November, he persisted with his strategy of not naming
the enemy.166

           



As the presidential campaign started to heat up after Labor Day,
Willkie’s dramatic claim that Roosevelt would soon lead the country into
war also forced the president to tailor his public message to electoral needs.
In the first weeks of the campaign, Roosevelt was reluctant to enter the
fray, preferring to cultivate the image of an elder statesman preoccupied
with weighty matters of defense and security. By the start of October,
however, as Willkie’s charges became more extravagant and his polling fig-
ures improved, the president decided it was time to take to the stump. He
began by lambasting his political opponents for importing “certain propa-
ganda techniques, created and developed in dictator countries,” into the
current campaign—including the constant repetition of falsehoods. In the
eyes of Democratic party bosses, Willkie’s depiction of FDR as a “war-
monger” was the biggest “falsehood” of all; they also worried that this
charge might be disastrous to the president’s election chances. In complete
agreement, FDR decided to respond. On a number of occasions, he had 
already repeatedly pledged to keep the United States out of the war, but 
always with the caveat “except in case of attack.” Just days before the 
election, he decided to omit this important qualification. “Your boys,” he
starkly and (in)famously told a large audience in Boston on October ,
“are not going to be sent into any foreign wars.”167

The president continued to repeat this pledge even after he secured re-
election. “Our national policy is not directed toward war,” he maintained
toward the end of December. “Its sole purpose is to keep war away from
our country and our people.” With the election safely behind him, how-
ever, Roosevelt felt freer to abandon some of his old circumspection. With
Britain in desperate need for more concrete aid, he also thought the situa-
tion demanded a far more forthright and aggressive statement of the danger
posed by the Nazis. On December , , the very evening that London
endured one of its worst bombing raids, FDR launched into his first direct
and sustained public attack on the Third Reich in a dramatic fireside chat.
“The Nazi masters of Germany,” he declared, “have made it clear that they
intend not only to dominate all life and thought in their own country, but
also to enslave the whole of Europe, and then use the resources of Europe
to dominate the world.” Negotiating with such a danger was patently point-
less. “The experience of the past two years,” he continued, “has proven be-
yond doubt that no nation can appease Nazis. No man can tame a tiger into
a kitten by stroking it. There can be no appeasement with ruthlessness.
There can be no reasoning with an incendiary bomb. We know now that a
nation can have peace with the Nazis only at the price of total surrender.”168

As the “great debate” reached its pitch, Roosevelt was not slow to 
encourage other opinion makers to support his efforts. Close links were
forged with interventionist pressure groups, such as the CDAAA, the
Century Group, and the Council for Democracy. Influential columnists,
including Dorothy Thompson and Walter Winchell, also helped out with
the preparation of administration speeches or acted as “semi-official” gov-

             



ernment spokespersons. In December , the North American Newspa-
per Alliance even offered the White House a column that could be used to
rally support for its foreign policy. Inside the administration, the deeply
cautious State Department also started to join in the chorus of disapproval
against the Third Reich. Until the end of , Cordell Hull had consis-
tently refused to aggressively lash out against the dictators and had often at-
tempted to tone down the utterances of other officials. During , how-
ever, Hull finally started to speak out, both in a series of addresses and 
in testimony before Congress in support of Lend-Lease and Neutrality 
revision.169

The message enunciated through all these channels was simple: Hitler
and the Nazis posed a clear and immediate danger to U.S. security. Dur-
ing the course of  FDR mentioned Hitler and the Nazis by name on
more than  occasions. He also left his audience in little doubt that the
Third Reich was qualitatively different from any other danger that Ameri-
cans faced. “Although Prussian autocracy was bad enough,” he declared in
the spring, “nazi-ism is far worse. Nazi forces are not seeking mere modi-
fications in colonial maps or in minor European boundaries. They openly
seek the destruction of all elective systems of government on every conti-
nent—including our own; they seek to establish systems of government
based on the regimentation of all human beings by a handful of individual
rulers who have seized power by force.”170

By contrast, Roosevelt only made four references to Japan in the
eleven months leading up to Pearl Harbor, largely because he did not want
the public’s attention to be diverted away from Europe. And even after
September , when Germany, Italy, and Japan tightened their relation-
ship by signing the Tripartite Pact, the president only deployed the term
Axis very sparingly. 

But how to eradicate this Nazi menace? From June , the president
began to make it clear that the United States would use its productive ca-
pacity to supply Britain with the tools for fighting Germany. America, he
famously declared, would become the “arsenal of democracy.”171 Yet such
claims continued to arouse isolationist suspicions that methods short of war
would be insufficient and that FDR’s real aim was to get the United States
directly involved in the fighting. In response, Roosevelt went out of his
way to emphasize his private hope that nazism might simply implode of its
own vulnerabilities. “The spiritually unconquered,” he declared in a na-
tionwide broadcast on May , not only “Austrians, Czechs, Poles, Nor-
wegians, Dutch, Frenchmen, Greeks, Southern Slavs,” but “even those
Italians and Germans who themselves have been enslaved . . . will prove to
be a powerful force in the final disruption of the Nazi system.”172 The Al-
lies, he stressed five months later, would not have to defeat the Third Reich
militarily; containing it would be enough “because dictatorship of the
Hitler type can live only through continuing victories and increasing con-
quests. The facts of the year  are proof that a mighty German army

           



and tired German people can crumble rapidly and go to pieces when they
are faced with successful resistance.”173

By the fall of , both in order to jog the American people out of
their complacency and to mobilize support for particular policies, Roo-
sevelt had therefore developed a public message that not only stressed the
expansionist, perfidious, and brutal nature of the Nazi regime, but also
pointed to its internal fragility. By doing so, the president had not engaged
in a vigorous crusade, which aimed to manipulate public opinion by over-
selling the danger. Nor had he “unwittingly” cultivated the impression that
only the Nazis—and not the mass of Germans—were to blame.174 Far
from it. To start with, convinced that attempts at education had to be spo-
radic, concerned before May  about scaring “the American people
into thinking that they will be dragged into the war,” and anxious before
the election not to further alienate the German-American community,
Roosevelt had been persistently cautious in his public utterances. Only

             

Who Is the Enemy? A Quantitative Content Analysis of FDR’s Speeches,
‒

2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H 1H 2H
1937 1938 1938 1939 1939 1940 1940 1941 1941

Unnamed/
dictatorship 2 2 6 4 4 16 24 31 7

Hitler/Nazism — — — — 2 — 13 42 110

German(y)/
German people — — — — — — 7 19 16

Mussolini/Fascist/
Italian govt. — 2 2 — 2 9 1 — 1  

Italy/Italian 
people — — — — — — 1 — —

Japanese govt. 2 — — — — — — — —

Japan/Japanese 
people — — — — — 1 — — 4

Axis — — — — — — 11 5 7  

Source: Compiled from FDR, Public Papers, vols. ‒.

Notes: This table is compiled only from FDR’s speeches and addresses; his remarks in press
conferences and before congressional leaders have not been included.

“Unnamed/Dictatorship” category includes references to an unspecified enemy: i.e.,
“nations” engaged in international lawlessness (October , ); “the new philosophies of
force” (January , ); “anti-Christian forces” (October , ); and the “mighty forces
of aggression” (October , ).

The “Germany” category does not include references to Germany as a geographic
location, (i.e., when something was happening “inside Germany”), nor does it include those
instances when the Nazi regime is distinguished from the German people (i.e., “the Nazi
masters of Germany” [December , ] is only counted under Nazism).



after external events had helped to shift the basic contours of the popular
mood, as they increasingly did after the fall of France, and only after elec-
toral concerns had not become so pressing, did he abandon such prudence.
But even then, FDR neither exaggerated nor masked the extent of the dan-
ger; rather, by  he was at last making public the private fears and hopes
he had long entertained about the menace posed by Hitler and his cohorts. 

But what about the other side of the equation? What role did public opin-
ion play in determining policy during this period? As we have seen, Roo-
sevelt was not simply an ardent Germanophobe who had long wanted to
use America’s full strength to defeat this inherently aggressive threat and
had only been restrained from doing so by a more prudent and pacific pub-
lic.175 Instead, for much of the period up to September  both the pres-
ident and the public remained generally hopeful that measures short of war
would be sufficient to defeat the Third Reich, and as a result the domestic
environment only played a role at the margins. It was not until the fall of
, when FDR’s fears started to grow but most Americans remained op-
posed to full and formal involvement in the war, that public opinion began
to have a decisive impact on the most important policy question of the pe-
riod: should the United States fully and formally enter the war?

By this stage, hardly any of the president’s national security advisers
were opposed to American belligerency in Europe. Gone were the old
struggles between the army and navy over whether Germany or Japan pre-
sented the greatest threat. Largely absent, too, was the bureaucratic chaos
that seemed to mark so many other areas of policy making in the Roosevelt
administration. In fact, whereas FDR normally sought to divide and rule
—shunning a neat hierarchical bureaucratic structure in which each
agency and individual had a clearly delineated function and preferring in-
stead to give the same task to competing bodies—in this “decision-mak-
ing universe” the lines of authority were relatively clear. In September
, FDR had placed the Joint Board under his direct authority in the Ex-
ecutive Office, giving him the chance to monitor and control the activities
of army and navy planners.176 As the international crisis deepened, he then
began to meet regularly and informally with the navy top brass, largely be-
cause he wanted to keep a close eye on fleet deployments as the Battle of the
Atlantic started to unfold. Although his relations with the army were al-
ways more distant and less relaxed, the president increasingly came to ad-
mire both Henry Stimson, the aging but highly experienced secretary of
war, and George C. Marshall, the cold and somewhat aloof chief of staff.
More and more, he also relied on Harry Hopkins, his closest adviser, as a
conduit to the military to convey messages, iron out misunderstandings,
and coordinate the proliferating problems with strategy and supply.177

By  all these officials agreed that Germany was the main enemy
and that to beat it would, in Marshall’s words, “evidently” require “large
ground forces.” As early as November , Harold Stark, the chief of

           



naval operations, had stressed in his famous “Plan Dog” memorandum that
Germany could only be defeated by “military successes on shore, facili-
tated possibly by over-extension and by internal antagonisms developed by
the Axis’s conquests.” “Alone,” he concluded, “the British Empire lacks
the man power and the material means to master Germany.” It was a point
endorsed the following September by the Joint Board planners. “Germany
and her European satellites can not be defeated by the European powers
fighting against her,” they insisted. “Therefore, if our European enemies
are to be defeated, it will be necessary for the United States to enter the
war, and to employ a part of its armed forces offensively in the Eastern At-
lantic, in Europe, or Africa.”178

America’s two “quasi-Allies” wholeheartedly concurred. From the
start of his premiership, Winston Churchill’s strategy for victory had
rested firmly on the hope that the United States would enter the war. Dur-
ing , as the cords that bound Britain and America became “thicker,
more tangled, and more secure”—with the proliferation of correspon-
dence between prime minister and president, Harry Hopkins visiting Lon-
don to discern the condition and needs of the island kingdom, and the two
leaders consummating their budding relationship by meeting at Placentia
Bay—Churchill became ever more ardent in his calls for American bel-
ligerency. In August, he even warned Roosevelt that if by the spring of
 the United States had still not entered the war and the Soviets had
been compelled to sue for peace, then hope would undoubtedly die in
Britain and he “would not answer for the consequences.” 

Signals emanating from Moscow were equally disturbing. In August,
the president sent Hopkins to the U.S.S.R. to assess its chances for sur-
vival. Although he was deeply relieved by  Hopkins’s conclusion that the
Soviets would survive the German onslaught, within weeks this optimism
seemed somewhat misplaced. With the Wehrmacht pushing ever deeper
into Soviet territory, capturing Smolensk and Kiev and menacing Lenin-
grad and Moscow, Stalin was soon making the first of his many requests for
a second front. In evident desperation, the Soviet leader even began to emit
strong hints that the U.S.S.R. would make peace unless America entered
the war and the British launched an invasion of Western Europe.179

The president was therefore under pressure from both advisers and al-
lies to plunge America directly into the war. Given his own mounting fears,
it also seems likely that had Roosevelt been free to act he would probably
have favored a balanced response to the Nazi danger, based primarily on the
use of U.S. land power and only supported by bombing, blockade, and psy-
chological warfare. After all, with the Wehrmacht marching from success
to success, it seemed increasingly difficult either to maintain that Germany
would be thwarted by Britain and the U.S.S.R. or to insist that it might col-
lapse of its own accord. Nor was FDR fundamentally opposed to war or the
deployment of American ground troops overseas. 

Yet between September and December  the president was not

             



willing to act on either his own preferences or the demands of his aides and
allies. In July, he instructed Hopkins before his trip to Britain and the
U.S.S.R. that there should be “no talk about war.” Then in November,
when asked by the press whether the time had come to end diplomatic re-
lations with Germany, he responded that “we don’t want a declared war
with Germany because we are acting in defense —self-defense.”180

What is more, for all his desire after December  to get U.S. troops
quickly involved in the action, during the second half of  Roosevelt’s
musings were constantly skewed in favor of lesser means of defeating
Hitler. In the summer, Hopkins recorded that FDR was increasingly “a be-
liever in bombing as the only means of gaining victory.” The president, as
Morgenthau discovered, seemed convinced that if the British “sent a hun-
dred planes over Germany for military objectives that ten of them should
bomb some of the smaller towns that have never been bombed before.”
“That,” he stressed, “is the only way to break the German morale.”181

On a host of other occasions during , Roosevelt also intimated
that propaganda and psychological warfare would play a vital role in un-
dermining the Nazis’ fragile rule. Thus, he not only prodded his officials to
devise ways of getting more news broadcast to occupied Europe, but also
created the Office of Coordinator of Information in order to initiate “an ef-
fective psychological attack . . . against the Axis.” Just days after the Ger-
man invasion of the U.S.S.R., he then sent a questionnaire “to all Consuls
who have been thrown out of Axis or Axis-occupied territories,” asking
them to report on prospective “means for lowering morale,” “times when
bombing would be most effective,” the state of food supplies and housing,
the effectiveness of British propaganda, and the “vulnerability of Party and
leaders and means for taking advantage thereof.”182 Apparently confident
that such measures would be sufficient on their own, in September Roo-
sevelt briefly contemplated reducing the size of the U.S. Army.183 That same
month, he even told Stimson that an official Allied decision to invade and
crush Germany would be counterproductive, since this would harden the
German people’s support for their regime and thereby clash with the logic
underpinning the use of bombing and psychological warfare.184

Why was Roosevelt still so reluctant to enter the war formally and so
willing to express confidence in means short of direct involvement? Such
assertions of optimism were certainly not congruent with the desires of mil-
itary advisers and alliance partners; increasingly, they did not even reflect
the president’s own perception of the international environment. Instead,
FDR’s caution stemmed partly from America’s patent lack of preparedness
and partly from pressing domestic constraints.

In stark contrast to Hitler’s Germany, which had been rearming since
, the United States had only seriously started to build up its military
forces after the shock of the French collapse. Much progress had been
made in the intervening months, but by the fall of  Roosevelt was only
too aware that the United States lacked the men and materiel to make a de-

           



cisive difference on the battlefield any time soon. Not only was a mere 
percent of the nation’s industrial capacity devoted to defense, but the ship-
ping shortage was so acute that war planners estimated that there was only
enough capacity to move fifty thousand men with their supplies and equip-
ment to an overseas theater. The U.S. Army was also small and untrained.
Whereas Hitler had launched  battle-hardened divisions against the So-
viet Union in June, Roosevelt could only expect to have  divisions ready
by the end of the year. Given the many competing demands on U.S. re-
sources, from sending aid to Britain and the U.S.S.R. to deterring the
looming Japanese threat in the Pacific, it was hardly surprising that, in the
words of one top official, the president believed “he simply did not have
enough butter to cover the bread.”185

America was also mentally unprepared to enter the war, and this was
probably the decisive reason for the president’s caution in . Isolation-
ist groups, although in a steadily declining minority, remained vociferously
opposed to any additional involvement in the conflict. As Roosevelt rec-
ognized, if he came out in favor of full belligerency he would undoubtedly
face a stubborn and well-organized minority determined to undermine do-
mestic unity at a time when harmony was vital for a successful war effort.
The president also realized that the mass public was opposed to the de-
ployment of troops abroad unless the United States was directly attacked.
As early as November  he had remarked that sending a large army
abroad was “politically out of the question”; a year later he was again wor-
ried about increasing troop levels because the public would not accept a
large rise “without undue excitement.”186 After November , Roo-
sevelt’s caution on this point was dramatically reinforced by his categori-
cal pledge not to send U.S. troops abroad. It was probably heightened, too,
by the discontent emerging from the military training camps, where the
poor morale of the new recruits was increasingly filtering into newspaper
articles and legislative debates.187

But above all, Roosevelt still could not escape the stark reality that
there was little popular support for America’s formal involvement in the
conflict. Any declaration of war would have to go before a Congress that in
August only authorized an extension of the military draft by one vote and
in November only narrowly revised the Neutrality Act.188 And legislators
were hardly likely to vote for a declaration at a time when opinion polls
demonstrated that less than a third of the populace supported such a
course. Small wonder, then, that FDR continually alluded to the fact that
“the American people as a whole desire now to remain out of the war.”189

As he remarked to Lord Halifax in October, even “if he asked for a decla-
ration of war he wouldn’t get it, and opinion would swing against him. He
therefore intended to go on doing whatever he best could to help us,” be-
lieving that “declarations of war were . . . out of fashion.”190

Aware that without a dramatic threat to U.S. security public opinion
was fundamentally averse to both a formal declaration of war and the de-

             



ployment of ground troops abroad, Roosevelt believed it impossible to
push for such a course. In the fall of , this overwhelming popular op-
position also encouraged FDR to overemphasize his hopes at a time when
such optimism was being profoundly shaken by the Wehrmacht’s contin-
ued victories. After all, it was far easier to stress that bombing, psycholog-
ical warfare, and the use of proxies would defeat the fragile Third Reich
when the alternative —the direct and unlimited involvement of the US in
the European war—was unacceptable to a majority of mass and congres-
sional opinion. 

From September to December , public opinion therefore acted as
an important constraint when it came to the final policy choice of taking
America into the war. Indeed, in these anxious and frustrating months,
FDR still felt it would take at least one more dramatic incident to change
the popular mood and enable him to lead a united and determined America
into the war. 

The president did not have long to wait.

           





America’s 
Phony War

    

Reports from many points indicate a growing
parallel between the attitude of the American
public today toward the war and the attitude
of the French public in . The French
knew they were at war and theoretically real-
ized that an all out effort was necessary, but
the war was something on the other side of
the Maginot Line. The American public is
losing its first up-surge of feeling after Pearl
Harbor, and increasingly thinks of the war as
something on the other side of the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans. Long-term educational
programs should correct this, but in the
meantime specific steps should be taken from
time to time to overcome the apathy in plants
and elsewhere.

—Committee of War Information 
Meeting, January , 

The first Japanese planes swooped in
low over Pearl Harbor shortly after : A.M., local time. Within minutes
bombs and torpedoes were raining down on American battleships, cruis-
ers, and destroyers, as they sat inert and largely defenseless, moored so
closely together that they offered the most inviting of targets. By the time
the attack was over, the carnage left by the Japanese was appalling: eighteen
U.S. naval vessels had been sunk or severely damaged,  aircraft had
been destroyed, and , men lay dead with another , wounded. By
any standards it was a disaster of the first magnitude. 

Franklin Roosevelt was eating a quiet lunch at his desk with Harry
Hopkins when he first heard the news. For the past few days the atmo-





sphere in the White House had been tense, as officials anxiously awaited
word of the next developments, not just in Asia where the Japanese seemed
poised to make a decisive move, but also in Russia where the Germans
were closing in on Moscow. Now the waiting was over. With Stalin having
just launched a desperate defensive counterstroke on the outskirts of
Moscow, the Japanese had—in the most brazen, violent, and unexpected
of fashions—finally  ended all the uncertainty in Asia.

On hearing word of the Japanese attack, the White House immediately
erupted into a frenzy of frenetic activity. Aides hurried to and fro, clutch-
ing the latest dispatches. Cabinet officers and congressional leaders de-
scended on the Executive Mansion, desperate for the most up-to-date in-
formation. Everyone seemed nervous and agitated—everyone, that is,
except the president. As he sat quietly at his desk trying to come to terms
with the scale of the disaster, Roosevelt’s mood was a complex blend of
horror and relief—horror that the navy had been so disastrously “caught
unawares,” but relief that at long last the momentous decision of whether
or not the United States should enter the war had been made for him. Torn
between these conflicting emotions, FDR called Steve Early and calmly
dictated a statement informing the American people of the attack. He wanted
it released immediately.1

The news quickly filtered out. Soon radio stations were hastening to
interrupt their scheduled broadcasts, journalists were frantically preparing
special editions, and Americans across the nation were hurrying to inform
each other of the first sketchy details of the attack. Everywhere the first 
reaction was one of stunned shock, but soon this gave way to a mood of
angry determination. Within days, a survey by Time, Life, and Fortune
found an America “deeply resentful of the treachery. Vengeance-bent,
confident of victory, dazzled by cataclysm,” the nation now demanded war,
with “little second thought yet of the cost.”2

Even former isolationists shared this view. In Congress, all but one
voted for declarations of war against Japan, Germany, and Italy, while the
Republican leadership pledged to support the war effort and offered to ad-
journ politics “for the duration.” Outside the capital, the America First or-
ganization disbanded four days after Pearl Harbor, and one of its most
prominent members, Charles Lindbergh, privately conceded that he could
“see nothing to do under the circumstances except to fight.” “If I had been
in Congress,” he continued, “I certainly would have voted for a declaration
of war.”3 Summarizing the abrupt change in mood, Alan Barth noted that
“commentators of all political hues are in agreement that the first Japanese
bomb dropped upon Hawaii wrought suddenly the miracle which no
amount of logic or persuasion had previously been able to achieve.” Isola-
tionism, he therefore believed, “was the initial casualty of the war.”4

Although the public now seemed united behind the war effort, the
president’s public opinion problems were by no means over. Pearl Harbor
had undoubtedly generated widespread support for full and formal in-
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volvement in the war, but it had also diverted the public’s gaze toward
Asia; all of a sudden Japan, not Germany, seemed to be the number one
enemy. Moreover, when it came to the European conflict, many Americans
still seemed to be afflicted by a “Maginot mentality”—a defensive mindset
underpinned by a complacent optimism that the war could be easily won.5

According to some surveys, there even appeared to be a worrying igno-
rance about the true nature of the Nazi enemy and the threat it posed to the
United States. This chapter focuses on one dimension of the government’s
response to these problems: the information campaign it designed to
counter these moods by educating the populace about the danger posed by
Hitler’s Germany. 

Public Opinion and Nazi Germany, 
December  to June 

With the United States formally and fully in the war, Roosevelt was more
determined than ever to monitor mass attitudes. In January, he expressed
delight when the head of the OFF, Archibald MacLeish, sent him opinion
surveys, and within weeks he was even requesting copies of all the bureau’s
main reports. According to one official, OFF data were so valued at the
White House because it was “based on what was regarded as the best avail-
able information about the thinking of the American people.”6

At the outset, at least, these surveys confirmed that Pearl Harbor had
removed the one major constraint that had shackled the president during
the second half of . “An overwhelming majority of the press,” the
OFF concluded in January, now “accepted the prospect of an American
Expeditionary Force (AEF) as wise and necessary.” “In the press as a
whole,” Barth declared a few weeks later, “the defensive psychology
which prevailed before Pearl Harbor has now largely disappeared. There is
no longer a myopic watching of the ramparts . . . [but] a desire to strike the
enemy on his home ground.”7 Opinion polls reinforced these somewhat
vague musings. In March,  percent of Americans favored sending the
U.S. Army abroad, while only  percent opposed such a course. A month
later, in a survey of the “specific grievances” held by residents in five main
cities, the rural Midwest, and the rural South, “misgivings about AEF”
came fifth in a list of eight, behind anti-British, anti-Russian, and anti-labor
sentiment, and was a concern of only  percent in the cities,  percent in
the Midwest, and a mere  percent in the South.8

While most officials were naturally pleased by such findings, some
were concerned that these changing attitudes were merely a transitory phe-
nomenon. As early as December , the Committee of War Information
(CWI)—a body consisting of members from all main departments whose
task was to co-ordinate the administration’s domestic propaganda efforts—
began to worry that the “emotional upsurge following Pearl Harbor will

             



not last forever.” “There is [an] immediate danger,” it fretted, “that the
public will relapse into a defensive psychology.”9 The president agreed.
Moving speedily to counter such a possibility, he proclaimed on January 
that “we cannot wage this war in a defensive spirit.” The United States had
to keep the enemy “far from our shores,” he told a congressional and na-
tional audience, “for we intend to bring this battle to him on his home
grounds. American armed forces must be used at any place in all the world
where it seems advisable to engage the forces of the enemy.”10

For a growing number of Americans, the Pacific suddenly appeared to
be the one place that U.S. troops were most needed. This calculation was
based partly on a desire for vengeance after Japan’s sneak attack on Hawaii.
But increasingly it was also a reaction to the appalling series of defeats suf-
fered by the Allies in the wake of Pearl Harbor. In the last weeks of ,
Guam, Wake Island, and Hong Kong were all lost to the marauding Japa-
nese, as were the two main pillars of British naval power in the region, the
battleships Prince of Wales and Repulse. The New Year brought even
worse news. In the middle of February, Singapore, the centerpiece of
Britain’s defenses in Southeast Asia, fell after only token resistance, round-
ing off what Time termed the “worst week of the century.” In March, the
situation deteriorated still further with the loss of Java and Rangoon, the
latter threatening the supply route to Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist gov-
ernment in China, while in May the Philippines finally succumbed when
General Jonathan M. Wainwright capitulated on Bataan. The fate of ABDA,
the command structure for the Americans, British, Dutch, and Australians
in the region, symbolized the extent of the catastrophe. Formed on January
, it was dissolved  days later in the midst of the apparently irrepressible
Japanese advance.11

Stunned by this string of disasters, the media swiftly abandoned its pre-
vious neglect of the Pacific conflict. Between December and March, edito-
rial coverage of the Japanese war began to far outweigh the interest shown
in the conflict with Germany. Newspapers across the political spectrum also
started to express the view that Japan rather than Germany offered the most
immediate danger to the United States. Not only did formerly isolationist
newspapers such as the Chicago Tribune now argue that “for the present, at
least, our single war aim must be the crushing of the Japanese,” “the prin-
cipal and proximate enemy,” but mainstream organs like the New York
Times also believed that the Japanese drive had to be halted. Smaller news-
papers, such as the Denver Post, chipped in too, with a racist rationale, as-
serting that “Japanese power must be destroyed so completely that the Pa-
cific Ocean will be a white man’s ocean from now on.”12

At first glance, the mass public did not seem to share the press’ con-
viction that Japan was the main enemy. In April, when pollsters asked a na-
tional sample who they considered to be the “number one enemy,”  per-
cent said Germany and only  percent said Japan. But, as the OFF quickly
realized, initial impressions could easily mislead. Indeed, although a plu-
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rality now thought that Germany was the main enemy, when the question
was altered to the more important, Who should the United States concen-
trate on fighting? then there was a dramatic change in the result. On this
issue,  percent believed the United States should focus on Japan, while
only  percent wanted to direct men and materiel against Germany. Con-
fusingly, then, more people viewed Germany as the main enemy, but most
favored attacking “Asia first,” largely because, as the OFF concluded,
Americans looked upon Japan as the more immediate threat, and there was
a hard core of racially motivated antipathy.13

To a president firmly convinced of the need to fight “Germany first,”
this was a disturbing development. But it was by no means the only prob-
lem he now faced. Accompanying the defeats on the battlefield was the
reappearance of isolationist sentiment, or “divisionism,” as the administra-
tion now liked to label it. In April, a concerned OFF began to note that
“perhaps as much as one fifth of the American people, or approximately 
million adults,” were still willing to follow the lead of traditional “Roo-
sevelt haters” like Hearst, McCormick, and Patterson. “It is no accident,”
it reported, “that this group is similar in composition, though not equal in
size, to that portion of the population which, prior to American participa-
tion in the war, constituted the isolationist bloc.”14

The administration employed the term divisionist “to designate all
those persons who, from various motives and with varying degrees of in-
tensity, oppose and obstruct” the prosecution of the war against the Axis.15

Although a far smaller group than the isolationists of  and , offi-
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cials believed these individuals still clung to many of the outmoded shib-
boleths that had proved so popular with a stubborn minority before Pearl
Harbor. One was a belief that every effort should be focused on defending
the continental United States. As Japan now appeared to offer the greatest
menace to the mainland, divisionists felt that American strength should be
accumulated on the West Coast. Moreover, turning away from Europe
would also have the advantage of halting U.S. aid to two of America’s true
enemies: Imperialist Britain and Bolshevik Russia. Isolationist enmity to-
ward the former was reawakened both by reports of Indian pressure for in-
dependence during the spring, which sharpened the traditional American
distaste for the British Empire, and by the series of military defeats, which
seemed to demonstrate Britain’s liability as an ally.16 But the Soviet Union
was by far and away the divisionists’ main concern. With the Red Army
resurgent at the gates of Moscow in December and January, pushing back
the Wehrmacht more than  miles in some places, a number of iso-
lationist papers even began to paint “the Russians as being on the road to
victory.” “This picture,” the OFF noted on March , “has manifestly been
presented in an effort to instill a fear that Communism will spread over the
whole of Europe, and to make us feel the Nazis are no longer a menace.”17

Fearing bolshevism more than nazism, many divisionists even advo-
cated a negotiated peace with Germany that would leave not only the Third
Reich but also its conquests essentially intact. Far from rejecting such an
idea out of hand, a significant minority of the mass public ominously ap-
peared to support such a course. In January one poll found that  percent
of Americans would be willing “to end the war and discuss peace terms
with the German army, if it were to take over the reins of government from
Hitler.” Of these, “slightly more than one-tenth” indicated that “they
would favor the acceptance of a peace offer made by Hitler on the basis of
the territorial and political situation existing at that time.” In this context, the
OFF feared that “efforts are now being inaugurated to make such a course
palatable to the American people by calling it a ‘negotiated victory.’ The
rationalization offered is that further fighting can produce only defeat or at
best stalemate.”18 Roosevelt shared this concern. “The real trouble,” he re-
marked privately in March, comes from “a gang which unfortunately sur-
vives—made up mostly of those who were isolationists before December
Seventh and who are actuated today by various motives in their effort to in-
still disunity in the country. . . . The hearts of these people are not in unity
and some of them still want a negotiated peace.”19

That the mass public might be susceptible to this divisionist pressure
was deemed all the more likely given the growing evidence that American
confidence was sagging. The defeats of late winter and early spring did not
merely embolden the isolationists; they also helped create a general growth
in pessimism, embodied in the feeling that, as the New York Herald Tribune
put it, “The War Can Be Lost.”20 This was demonstrated in a OFF report,
which found that mass opinion was generally less confident, with a rise
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among both those who felt that the victory might not be completely deci-
sive and those who thought the result would be stalemate.

The reemergence of isolationism and pessimism, though, were only
two elements of the problem. The other was far less tangible, but affected a
larger portion of the populace and was soon creating even greater anxiety.
This was the appearance of a vague and inchoate popular mood described
variously as apathy or complacency. It was, as Barth reported in February, a
difficult concept to define. “It may amount to smugness—and, on the
other hand, to a mere absence of hysteria or defeatism.” More commonly,
it was applied to the “conviction that the American people as a whole do
not appreciate the seriousness of the situation confronting them today.”21

Essentially, then, it was far removed from the pessimistic feeling reported
by many pollsters. After all, pessimism denoted a belief that the war could
or would be lost, while complacency implied that the war would be won so
easily that there was little need for any extra effort. One looked fearfully at
the power and success of the enemy; the other remained blasé and over-
confident about America’s own strength. Yet these two separate strands
were commonly linked together by an administration fearful that anything
that smacked either of defeatism, pessimism, or complacency might “lead
to a great enlargement of the divisionist ranks.”22

Although all three strands were frequently lumped together under the
heading of morale, it was the last of these moods, complacency, which
leapt to center stage in the minds of most opinion makers during the first
weeks of . On February , the New York Times asserted that “the coun-
try is too complacent, too overconfident about the war,” and backed up this
claim with a poll that showed an overwhelming majority felt America was
already doing enough to defeat the enemy.
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a. There is no question that the U.S. 
and her Allies will win the war and 
be able to write the peace terms. . .

b. We will win the war all right, but 
the losers will be strong enough 
so we will have to make some 
concessions too. . .

c. We won’t be defeated, but neither 
will the Axis—the war will end 
in a draw. . .

d. I am afraid the Axis powers will 
have a pretty good chance to 
win the war. . .

Source: “Survey of Intelligence Material,” No. , March , , PSF (Subject): OWI,
FDRL.



“Many other newspapers echo this theme,” Barth noted, “urging the
public to be on guard against overconfidence or the expectation of an easy
victory.”23 The president himself became directly aware of the press’ new
preoccupation on February , when he was asked to comment on the 
welter of reports about “complacency . . . in the face of bad news in the 
Pacific.”24

What lay behind such sentiments? According to many OFF reports,
the combined problems of divisionism, defeatism, and complacency were
all being fuelled by one final problem: a pervasive ignorance about the true
nature of the enemy and the reasons for fighting the war. This is not to say
that Americans had suddenly gone soft on the Nazis. Far from it. Only at
the extreme margins of U.S. society was there any sympathy for Hitler and
his cronies—and even here, the likes of Father Coughlin, Gerald L. K.
Smith, and the American Bund would soon be either silenced or impris-
oned by the government. Rather, the problem was more complex. As offi-
cials began to scratch below the surface of American attitudes they started
to find a worrying lack of real knowledge about the nature, aims, and ca-
pabilities of the Nazi enemy.

In the first days and weeks after Pearl Harbor, the president and his of-
ficials tried their best to rectify this. Roosevelt, for his part, frequently re-
ferred to the catalogue of aggressive deeds committed by Hitler since .
He also repeatedly stressed that the war was being waged not against the
German people but against the insidious Nazi regime. In Germany, he de-
clared, power was imposed from above on an inert and enslaved mass:
“With them it all comes from the top. It is done only on order from the
Ruler. It is carried out by uniformed servants of the Ruler. It is based, in
great part, on direction, compulsion, and fear. And the Rulers are not con-
cerned with human beings as human beings but as mere slaves of the
state — or as cannon fodder.”25

The president’s efforts were also supplemented by the work of the
OFF, part of whose remit was to “facilitate a widespread and accurate un-
derstanding of the status and progress of the national defense effort.”
Under Archibald MacLeish, who was anxious to pursue a “strategy of
truth” by releasing information that “neither perverted nor colored” the
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war news, the OFF quickly expanded its functions to encompass not only
the coordination of all major administration speeches but also the dissem-
ination of its own message.26 For this latter task, MacLeish used FDR’s ut-
terances as his “information blueprint.” Dissecting the president’s words,
he devised three themes that Roosevelt had stressed and that could be de-
veloped by the OFF to provide the public with a clearer picture of the
enemy, namely, a “statement of U.S. objectives,” including an assessment
of the impact that Axis militarism would have on “every day American
life”; the “nature of the enemy,” particularly the fact that the Nazis were
bent on world domination; and the Allies’ “counterstrategy,” especially the
need to stop the Wehrmacht with vigorous offensive operations. Mac-
Leish’s aim was to get other officials to deliver speeches, or to produce
OFF posters, pamphlets, and radio programs, which the media could 
repeat, republish, and rebroadcast. Once furnished with such material,
MacLeish hoped that journalists would echo the government’s themes and
thereby disseminate the official message to a wider audience.27

In the first months of , however, despite Roosevelt’s speeches and
MacLeish’s aspirations, the OFF doubted that its message was getting
through. Part of the problem was that these efforts were still in their in-
fancy, and so most posters, pamphlets, and radio programs had yet to reach
a wide audience. But the OFF was also hampered by a distinct lack of au-
thority. While it sought to develop its own message, it had little power
over the press releases issued by other departments—a weakness that was
only made worse by the president’s decision to give the army and the navy
the task of determining what war-related news could be released.28 Nor did
the OFF really have the resources to carry out its tasks. MacLeish himself
tried hard to combine his leadership of the government’s propaganda ef-
forts with his other duties as the librarian of Congress. But only supported
by a staff of about four hundred, who had a wide array of tasks, from mon-
itoring popular attitudes to coordinating the government’s output, it soon
became apparent that the OFF was seriously undermanned.29

Given these problems, it was hardly surprising that the administration
as a whole provided fewer cues on the nature of the enemy than MacLeish
and the OFF would have liked. In February, for instance, other govern-
ment departments (excluding the White House) issued forty-two speeches
and statements. But only seven of these focused on America’s objectives in
the war, three on the nature of the Axis conspiracy, and five on the allies’
counter strategy. “Some progress has been made toward familiarizing the
American people with the fundamental themes enunciated by President
Roosevelt in his great message on the State of the Union,” the OFF con-
cluded in March. “But the treatment of these themes by Government
spokesmen appears to have been uneven and, in some instances, wholly 
inadequate.”30

Without much of a lead from the government and preoccupied with
events in the Pacific, the OFF quickly concluded that the media was ig-

             



noring its halting and sporadic efforts. During February and March, an ex-
amination of  newspapers found less than two hundred stories each
week on the administration’s three main themes. This lack of interest con-
tinued into April, May, and June, when these same papers ran only slightly
more than one hundred editorials a week on subjects relating to the enemy.31

To make matters worse, throughout March there was a similar paucity of
coverage by radio commentators, with only thirteen stories reiterating
America’s goals, thirty-two calling for an offensive strategy in Europe, and
one emphasizing the basic traits of the Nazis. Nor were the newsreels any
different. Although about  percent of the -plus stories that appeared
each month on MGM, Fox, Paramount, Pathé, and Universal were related
in some way to the war, only one of these dealt specifically with the enemy
in April, two in May, and none in June.32

Even those few articles that did discuss Nazi Germany during this pe-
riod were nevertheless a disappointment to the OFF. “The press evalua-
tion of the enemy is fuzzy,” complained Barth. “There is no sharp-focus
picture. Rather the enemy is presented as a composite of barbarisms, an in-
tangible entity.” Indeed, sometimes the Nazis were portrayed as treacher-
ous and deceitful, at other times as brutal and ruthless; until the middle of
June there was also a tendency to depict Axis leaders as madmen, fools, or
maniacs.33 According to the OFF, the isolated newsreel stories on this sub-
ject were similarly ambiguous and superficial. “The newsreel treatment of
the enemy,” declared one survey, “is unfortunate in that it lends itself to an
easy optimism. Either the enemy is not mentioned at all, or he is obviously
silly and inept, with musical comedy names, or is greatly inferior to us. . . .
Who are we fighting? Scarcely a mention and never a sober statement is
made about enemy strength, of the risks involved, or what we must un-
dergo to subdue our strong adversaries.”34

In the absence of concentrated and consistent leads from either the
government or the mass media, the OFF believed that the mass of people
remained “badly informed.” In one report that circulated within the agency,
officials expressed concern that the public “do not know the enemy; they
do not realize his strength, his deceit, his utter disregard of decency and
humanity; they still do not grasp the fact that he can win, nor the horrors
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OFF Objective Feb. 15–21 Feb. 22–28 Mar. 1–7 Mar 1–15 Total

U.S. objectives 29 65 30 1 125  
Nature of Nazi conspiracy 45 56 54 101 256  
UN counter strategy 47 79 77 36 230  

Total 121 191 161 138 611  

Sources: OFF, “Survey of Intelligence Material,” No. , April , , PSF(Subject) OWI,
FDRL; and No. ,  April ; OFF, “Media Trend Report,” No. , March , , Entry
, box , RG, NA



that await us if he does win.”35 Such worries naturally found their way into
the surveys that gravitated up to the White House. In January, one poll re-
vealed that only  percent of those questioned had even heard of the At-
lantic Charter, the list of war aims announced by Roosevelt and Churchill
the previous August, and less than a third of these could identify one of its
eight points.36 Six months later, the OFF found that only  percent ad-
mitted they had any notion of the war’s significance. Those uneducated
about the nature of the enemy, concluded another report, were “inclined to
take a shorter view of the war, to think less of the ultimate menace of Hitler
and more of settling scores with the Japs in the Pacific.”37

During the spring of , top officials were again preoccupied with a va-
riety of public opinion problems. Admittedly, these were not of the same
order as those that had plagued the president before December . There
was no longer an overwhelming opposition to formal involvement in the
war, nor was there a basic antipathy to deploying a land army overseas;
even “Asia-first” sentiment might well prove to be ephemeral, a product of
temporary reverses in the Pacific. Yet, for all these caveats, the adminis-
tration was deeply concerned. After all, complacency, defeatism, and igno-
rance might breathe new life into the waning isolationist movement; they
might also hamper, perhaps even destroy, the war effort by encouraging
workers to slacken or by prompting citizens to favor a negotiated peace.
The government’s principal worry therefore stemmed from the possible
future ramifications of these different public opinion trends—the prospect
that, although only budding difficulties at present, they might blossom into
fully grown problems in the future. It therefore decided to make a more
concerted effort to educate mass opinion. On February , Roosevelt wrote
to MacLeish, remarking that the “difficulties the American people must
face in following and understanding this war have been constantly on my
mind.”38 At a cabinet meeting three days later “the question of morale was
raised and complaint made of our failure to do something about it.”39 A
month later the OFF, grumbling that there still “appears to be a conspicu-
ous neglect of the important information objective referred to as the ‘nature
of the enemy,’” concluded that “emphasis on this theme seems a prerequi-
site to understanding the need for all-out fighting.” It therefore felt the
time was ripe to devise a comprehensive educational campaign aimed at
promoting “a balanced awareness of the war’s significance as a whole.”40

Defining the Nature of the Nazi Enemy: 
The Administration’s Information Campaign,

February to November 

One obvious method of jolting Americans out of their complacency and
educating those unaware of the nature of the enemy was to foster a deep ha-

             



tred of all things German. This was the claim of a number of influential fig-
ures, both inside and outside the government. On January , for instance,
General Henry J. Riley told a large audience on NBC Blue’s America’s
Town Hall Meeting of the Air that the United States could only win the war
if it hated the enemy. The German-born Swiss emigrant historian, Emil
Ludwig, made a similar point in a widely read article. “Americans feel they
are fighting against Hitler and not the German people,” he asserted. “This
is a false and dangerous belief, which will lead to the same deceptions as the
last war. . . . Hitler is Germany.”41

At a cabinet meeting on April  both Henry Morgenthau and Harold
Ickes took up this issue in an attempt to change the government’s infor-
mation policy. Morgenthau began by arguing “with great force and
earnestness that our people ought to be taught to ‘hate Germany.’ . . . ‘If we
do not hate the Germans we will end by hating each other.’” And when the
secretary of agriculture, Claude Wickard, “raised the question of whether
it was the Germans or Hitler we should hate,” Ickes first “snorted” and
then “blurted out that there was no difference between the German rulers
and the German people; that this had been the true from the times of Cae-
sar.” “The goose-step,” he concluded, “was a perfect expression of the Ger-
man character.”42

Roosevelt was not convinced, however. At cabinet, he did not tackle
Morgenthau and Ickes head on, but, as the latter complained, simply “al-
lowed the discussion to trail off into nothingness.”43 Then, in subsequent
weeks, rather than shift the emphasis on to hatred of the Germans as a
whole, he drew the distinction between the people and regime even more
starkly than before, albeit with the caveat that the Germans were being hood-
winked or enslaved by their rulers. Indeed, as an OFF content analysis of
presidential and State Department speeches discovered, in the period from
April to August FDR used the terms “Hitler(ite)” and/or “Nazi(s/ism)” 
percent more than ambiguous term, “German(y).” And this conclusion was
confirmed by a qualitative analysis of presidential statements. In a fireside
chat on April , for example, Roosevelt pointed out that “in the German
and Italian peoples themselves there is a growing conviction that the cause of
Nazism and Fascism is hopeless—that their political and military leaders
have led them along the bitter road that leads not to world conquest but to
final defeat,” while on June  he asked “the German people, still dominated
by their Nazi whipmasters,” whether they were happy with “the mecha-
nized hell of Hitler’s new order.”44

At this stage, Roosevelt was also deeply reluctant to engage in any ac-
tivity that might be construed as anti-German. In the winter, not only did
he tactfully refuse to meet with Emil Ludwig—even though Ludwig had
spent some time in the White House during the s researching what
was to become “a most friendly and sympathetic” biography of the presi-
dent—but he was also distinctly lukewarm about the idea of employing
this Germanophobe in the OFF.45 In stark contrast, FDR had no qualms
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about attempting to locate the “more than twenty-four former members of
the German Reichstag now living in the U.S.” He thought they might
“make a very good publicity story,” one that would no doubt emphasize
that many “good” Germans detested the Nazis.46 Meanwhile, when it came
to the mass of German-Americans, Roosevelt’s attitude was crystal clear:
he adamantly opposed any campaign to hound or roundup the ,-
strong German-American community, on the basis that this would have a
very “bad effect on morale.”47

Roosevelt’s clear rejection of a hate campaign stemmed from a variety
of concerns. One was the distinct lack of popular support for pursuing such
a course. Throughout , Ludwig, Morgenthau, and Ickes were lonely,
isolated voices, for the vast majority of Americans continued to make a
sharp distinction between evil Nazis and the mass of the German popula-
tion. This was reflected in the fact that only one editorial out of the three
hundred monitored by the OGR actually endorsed Ludwig’s anti-German
stance. When the British ambassador, Lord Halifax, also called publicly for
a harsher peace than that imposed on Germany in , the media simply
ignored his speech altogether.48 The mass public was similarly uninter-
ested; as MacLeish concluded, Americans were just not prepared to support
a race war against the entire German nation.49

But Roosevelt was not merely pandering to public opinion. At this
stage, distinguishing between Nazis and Germans also reflected his own
private image of the enemy. America’s entry into the war had not dented
FDR’s hopes that many Germans opposed or were apathetic toward
Hitler’s regime. “There must be in Germany elements,” he remarked pri-
vately toward the end of , “now thoroughly subdued, but who at the

             

Who Is the Enemy? A Quantitative Content Analysis of Speeches by Top
Officials, December  to July 

Roosevelt Wallace Hull Welles  

Hitler/Nazi 55 20 7 33
Germany 33 11 3 18  
Berlin 5 — 1 —

Hirohito/warlords 5 — 6 2  
Japan 105 5 4 35  
Tokyo 6 — 1 —

Mussolini/Fascist 6 3 1 —
Italy 14 1 2 3  
Rome 3 – — —

Dictators 1 — — —
Axis 26 — 3 24  
Militarists 1 — — —

Sources: FDR, Public Papers, vols. ‒; Lyness to Pettee, “Who Is the Enemy? Peoples?
Or Regimes?” August , , entry , box , RG , NA.



proper time will, I am sure, rise, and protest against the atrocities, against
the whole Hitler system.”50 Largely for this reason, Roosevelt remained
optimistic that the Nazi regime would be vulnerable to a psychological-
warfare campaign. As he stressed in May, the time was now ripe to “make
a distinction between the Nazi gang and the German people,” in order “to
accelerate the process of political change there.”51 The following month he
acted on this belief by bringing Ernst “Putzi” Hanfstaengl to the United
States. Confident that this ex-Nazi and former associate of Hitler might be
able to devise a propaganda message that would undermine the Third
Reich, the president installed Hanfstaengl in a farmhouse just outside
Washington, provided him with a short-wave radio and numerous creature
comforts, and then asked him to devise messages that would appeal to the
mass of Germans.52

When it came to foreign propaganda, the president and his advisers
were in complete agreement that the bulk of Germans had to be dis-
tinguished from the “fascist cliques.”53 Of course, the government’s do-
mestic information campaign did not have to reflect foreign propaganda
imperatives. But Roosevelt, clearly believing in the existence of “good”
Germans, saw no reason to whip up American hatred against the entire na-
tion. Along with some of his top officials, he also realized that, as a practi-
cal matter, it would be all but impossible to keep the foreign and domestic
campaigns distinct, because the press could easily monitor the message
being relayed to occupied Europe and then quickly publicize any differ-
ences between the two. Propaganda was therefore deemed to be something
of a double-edged sword, with both a domestic and foreign component.
More to the point, the president recognized that it was both undesirable
and impractical to disseminate widely differing messages in these two
spheres.54

For Roosevelt, then, America’s entry into the war, together with the prob-
lems of complacency, defeatism, divisionism, and ignorance, did not ne-
cessitate any change in his public depiction of the enemy. The Nazis not
the Germans were still painted as the central culprits. But how much co-
ordination was there with other officials? To what extent were the presi-
dent’s utterances echoed or obscured by the output of other departments
and agencies? 

This question is important because during the course of  the dy-
namics of Roosevelt’s relationship with the press began to change ever so
slightly. The war certainly increased the president’s preoccupation with se-
curity. Immediately after Pearl Harbor he became more and more deter-
mined to withhold information, fearing that any slip or careless phrase
might provide the enemy with vital intelligence. In a February fireside
chat, Roosevelt attempted to justify his growing reticence, commenting
that the public had to realize that “in many cases details of military opera-
tions cannot be disclosed until we are absolutely certain that the announce-
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ment will not give to the enemy information which he does not already
possess.” But this did not change the fact that his press conferences were
becoming less informative than before. “Getting nowhere fast” was now a
more common refrain amongst frustrated journalists faced with the presi-
dent’s skillful stonewalling.55

Slowly but perceptibly FDR also started to reduce his exposure to the
press and public. Although concerns about security were partly to blame
for this as well, the enormous presidential workload increasingly took its
toll. In the last weeks of December and the first weeks of January, Roo-
sevelt was preoccupied with a full-scale military conference in Washington
with Churchill and the British. The prime minister journeyed to Hyde
Park and Washington again in June, and on each occasion he invariably
managed to exhaust the president with his tremendous energy and idio-
syncratic sleeping habits. Also taxing were the myriad of problems that
continued to flood into the Oval Office —questions of grand strategy and
supply, problems of labor and race relations, and quarrels between the va-
riety of new agencies that sprung up to administer the war effort. Each one
demanded a response and each one ate in to the president’s day. Roosevelt
increasingly craved periods of peace and quiet away from the pressures of
Washington. At the start of the year he began to escape more frequently to
his family home in Hyde Park. From the summer he also started to use a
retreat named Shangri-La (now Camp David) in the Maryland woods,
while in September he took a long and ostensibly secret train ride around
the country to inspect the nation’s booming war industries.56

All of these excursions certainly helped the president to recharge his
batteries, but they also meant canceling a number of press conferences. In
February, Time noted that FDR had not been able to make two recent ses-
sions and had cut a third down to a cursory three minutes. Unlike in pre-
vious years, Roosevelt also refused to play a prominent part in the mid-
term congressional election campaign, preferring to appear aloof, as a
national war leader above petty party squabbles.57 This is not to say that the
president was invisible or mute during ; in fact, he made three promi-
nent fireside chats and still held around seventy press conferences. It was
more a case that, with the pressure of work and the demands of the war, he
was gradually becoming more selective in his public appearances.

As Roosevelt receded ever so slightly into the background as opinion
persuader, his place was partially filled by the newly established Office of
War Information (OWI). Throughout the spring, MacLeish, for all his ef-
forts to produce radio shows, pamphlets, and posters, had become increas-
ingly frustrated with his agency’s lack of authority over coordinating day-
to-day news and had therefore pressed for the creation of a new bureau.
Journalists were also directing their fire at this aspect of the OFF’s work,
especially the dearth of material released on military reverses and the du-
plication of information disseminated on more mundane matters.58 As pres-
sure for reform mounted, FDR responded in June by creating the OWI

             



under the leadership of the highly popular radio commentator, Elmer
Davis. With more than two thousand employees situated in  regional
offices, the OWI was charged not only with coordinating “the war infor-
mational activities of all Federal departments and agencies,” but also with
formulating and carrying out, “through the use of press, radio, motion pic-
tures and other facilities, information programs designed to facilitate the
development of an informed and intelligent understanding, at home and
abroad, of the status and progress of the war effort.”59

In practice, this meant that one of the OWI’s main tasks was to define
how the enemy would be portrayed to the American public. Back in March,
top officials in the OFF had already discussed “whether the policy of the
Government should [be to] differentiate between the Hitler government
and the German people,” only to defer the matter when “extreme differ-
ence[s] in point[s] of view were expressed.”60 Two months later, however,
when the Committee of War Information also debated “whether or not the
government should seek to develop hatred of the Germans,” the main
paper submitted on this subject concluded that “there are more arguments
con than pro.” These included the probability that mass hatred will have
“unfortunate results at the peace table” and that “a campaign to arouse ha-
tred might easily backfire, simply because there is such a mistrust of atroc-
ity propaganda.”61

Throughout the summer and fall, the OWI effectively endorsed this
rejection of a hate campaign. This was partly because, as one memorandum
contended, it would be far easier to establish a durable postwar order if ha-
tred was not directed at each and every German. “Indiscriminate hatred
may be a mighty weapon,” it stressed, “but it is likely to be impeding to a
satisfactory peace.”62 But above all, the OWI recognized that the president
clearly opposed a hate campaign. Although the White House had issued no
specific guidelines, even the most cursory glance at FDR’s speeches
demonstrated his conviction that the “enemy is not the German people 
. . . but the militaristic and fascist cliques.”63

Determined to follow the president’s tacit lead, the OWI quickly sin-
gled out Hitler and his cohorts as the main enemy. As it hastened to tell
radio networks, “the American people must have a clear picture of the
Nazis, the ruthless planned route by which they came to power, their cold
dismissal of every humanitarian principle, the subjugation in all things of
the individual to the state.”64 The OWI’s own radio series, “You Can’t Do
Business With Hitler,” unambiguously made the same point throughout
.65 So did a series of speeches by top presidential advisers, cabinet
members, and State Department officials. “First and foremost,” announced
Harry Hopkins in a typical comment, “we are fighting to destroy com-
pletely Hitler’s power.” “How long the German people will be able to bear
up under this offensive from their own government,” declared Francis
Biddle, the attorney general, “is as much one of the unpredictables of this
war as the military engagements.”66
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At the heart of the administration’s indictment of nazism was an em-
phasis on the fundamental clash between Hitler’s ideology and the most
cherished principles of American life. This was a central point of a series of
thirty-minute radio dramas produced by the OWI, entitled “This Is Our
Enemy.” Aired throughout , this show sought to demonstrate how in
Germany churches had been destroyed, private life had been abolished,
justice had been perverted, and emphasis had been given to a racial and not
civic brand of nationalism. “Our enemy,” remarked the narrator in one
episode, “holds these things to be self-evident; that all men are created un-
equal, that they are endowed by their creator with inalienable virtues if
they be Germans, and that they are fit only for slavery if they not be Ger-
mans”—even though the “Nazi theory of German racial superiority is
completely false to scientific fact.”67 This Nazi challenge to Americanism
became a central theme in government films, too. In Price of Victory, for
instance, a fifteen-minute short released in , Henry Wallace described
 years of progress stemming from the American Revolution of ,
which the Nazis now wanted to completely reverse.68

Yet this desire to focus on the ideological nature of the enemy raised
one very awkward problem: the country currently shouldering the greatest
burden in the struggle against Hitler was not a bastion of democratic virtue
but Stalin’s own form of totalitarian dictatorship. The administration never
devised a coordinated or planned response to this dilemma. But noises em-
anating from a variety of sources did nevertheless create the impression
that, at the very least, the Soviet menace paled in comparison to the Third
Reich; they also left no one in any doubt that the Red Army was a valued
ally in the struggle against Hitler. This was certainly the thrust of Joseph E.
Davies’s bestseller, Mission to Moscow, which was published in  with
the permission of the State Department. Davies, a former ambassador to
the Soviet Union and occasional confidant of the president, hastened to tell
his readers that, unlike the fascists, the “Russians did not seek to revolu-
tionize the world, but [wanted] rather to create an egalitarian society in
which all men would be governed according to ethical principles.” Roo-
sevelt was instrumental in getting this book turned into a full-length
movie —apparently he told the boss of Warner Brothers, “Jack, this pic-
ture must be made.”69 At the start of , the president also made great
play of the fact that the Soviets had signed the UN Declaration (a series of
principles that were supposed to unite and guide all those fighting the
Axis). As he was keen to advertise, by doing so Stalin had pledged “to de-
fend life, liberty independence, and religious freedom, and to preserve
human rights and justice in their own lands . . . in a common struggle
against savage and brutal forces seeking to subjugate the world.”70

While the president and his close associates attempted to minimize the
Soviet danger, the OWI sought to establish that the Nazis were the only
real threat to the United States—that only Hitler had the intentions and the
capabilities to truly menace the Western Hemisphere. Driving home this

             



point was vitally important, because isolationism had long been predicated
on the conviction that America was essentially impregnable behind its At-
lantic barrier; now, divisionism, complacency, and “Asia-first” sentiment
also seemed to be rooted in a similar optimism that faraway European
countries posed no immediate danger to the Western Hemisphere. One
way to erode this dogged faith was to demonstrate once and for all that
Hitler actually intended world, and not merely European, domination, and
that he hoped at some stage to launch an invasion of the United States. This
task was taken up by the radio series “You Can’t Do Business With
Hitler,” which detailed Hitler’s over-all plan to conquer the Americas. It
was also at the heart of the OWI’s Information Guide. In this set of instruc-
tions, officials were told to stress that the “enemy wants what we’ve got. 
. . . He wants all our manpower to work for him in the way he tells it to. He
wants all our factories making goods for him. He wants all the natural re-
sources of America—its coal, iron, lumber—so he can become rich and
more powerful.”71

With Nazi intentions established, the OWI turned next to the Third
Reich’s capabilities, the means it could employ to achieve this end. The
OWI began by repeating Roosevelt’s old refrain that technology was shrink-
ing the globe. As the Information Guide put it, “the enemy faces us across
two oceans that are not so wide as they used to be. . . . Today there is no
such thing as faraway.”72 Officials also emphasized the importance of geo-
politics in Nazi thinking. The OWI, for example, prodded publications
like Collier’s to publish articles on this subject, while Hadley Cantril used
the New Republic as a platform to talk of Hitler’s “elaborate system of geo-
politics,” which “aims to divide the world’s resources and peoples into a
great system of production and distribution for those who are at the foun-
tainhead of the German empire.”73

According to the OWI, the Nazis also had a powerful weapon closer
to home: fifth-column agents and Quisling collaborators, who first sought
to engender and exploit a mood of complacency and defeatism within tar-
get states and then acted as Hitler’s stooges once the Nazis emerged victo-
rious. Here, the French example played an important role in the govern-
ment’s efforts. After all, the swift French collapse in June  had not
only been one of the most shocking, unexpected, and pivotal events of the
war, it also appeared to provide a number of parallels to America’s present
position. To start with, France in  and the United States in  both
seemed to be plagued by poor morale —not just by complacency and de-
featism, but also by a “Maginot mentality,” an unwarranted faith that the
country was safe behind a defensive barrier. In France, traitorous collabo-
rators had then apparently capitalized on this apathy and pessimism in order
to pave the way for Hitler’s stunning victory. What lay in store for the
United States?

As early as May , Roosevelt had publicly alluded to the dangers
presented by these fifth columnists. Throughout  and , although
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the president and the State Department were keen to maintain diplomatic
relations with Marshal Philippe Pétain’s Vichy regime, both nevertheless
made periodic attacks on the worst of the French collaborators, describing
Pierre Laval and Admiral Jean-François Darlan as Nazi stooges who had
delivered their countries “politically, economically, socially, and militarily
to Hitler.”74 The OWI now sought to build on this. In the two main pam-
phlets it published during , these “hirelings of the ‘New Order’” were
condemned not just for laying the groundwork for the Nazis’ military suc-
cesses but also for carrying out much of the Führer’s dirty work. From
here, of course, it was but a short step to stress that America had its very
own fifth columnists—the divisionists who were attempting to exacerbate
the public’s apathy and pessimism in order to “destroy our national unity,
create unrest in all groups of the population, and deflect us from our major
purpose —the defeat of the Axis.”75 Nor was it too difficult to start smear-
ing everyone who grumbled and complained as “sixth columnists”—as
misguided individuals “who spread the propaganda, wittingly or unwit-
tingly, originated by the fifth columnists.”76

In addition to demonstrating that Hitler had the ability to threaten the
Western Hemisphere, the OWI was also keen to illuminate the prospective
dangers to the United States if the Third Reich did emerge victorious,
mainly by highlighting the brutal methods the Nazis and their cohorts were
employing in the countries they had already overrun. Officials certainly
had a wealth of information at their fingertips, especially now that the first
unconfirmed and sporadic reports on the mass destruction of Jews in Rus-
sia were starting to arrive. Within the administration, however, there was
an acute awareness that atrocity stories had to be treated with extreme cau-
tion.77 On the one hand, because the current conflict had been raging for
almost three years, some officials feared that the public was becoming de-
sensitized to the horrific acts being committed in Europe. Conversely, oth-
ers felt that the scale of Nazi brutality was so great as to be beyond the
scope of most people’s understanding; as the OWI Information Guide put
it, “the recitation of enemy atrocities is often so horrible that decent Amer-
icans find it hard to believe that they really happen.”78

To make the public truly aware of the extent of Nazi acts, the govern-
ment took great pains to make its atrocity stories comprehensible. For the
most part, it hoped to achieve this by dramatizing particular events. Often,
these were anniversaries of notorious acts, such as the May  burning of
books.79 But far more important was the decision in June  to “immor-
talize” Lidice, the town eradicated by the Nazis in  retaliation for Reinhard
Heydrich’s assassination. “For ten years or more,” began MacLeish in a
fact sheet distributed to radio stations, “Americans have heard and read the
stories of Axis terror East and West. The shooting of innocent hostages has
become such a regular commonplace that we look for it in our papers as if
it were the daily box score. But that was before Lidice! In that single act the
Nazis brought home to the American people the full frightfulness 

             



. . . the utter immorality . . . of the Nazi system.”80 To bring it home still
further, officials went into high gear throughout June, issuing press re-
leases and posters, sponsoring radio programs, and even encouraging the
formation of the Lidice Lives Committee, under the chairmanship of
Joseph E. Davies, which enlisted nearly  prominent persons as spon-
sors, including Albert Einstein, Eduard Benes, William O. Douglas, Thomas
Mann, and Rex Stout.81

Using specific events like Lidice as a symbol of Nazi brutality also by-
passed another problem. Most officials recalled that during the Great War
the Bryce Commission had catalogued numerous German acts of savagery
in Belgium only to see its work condemned as a tissue of lies in .82 The
result of this, as one OFF memorandum put it, was that Americans were
now skeptical of the veracity of barbarity reports.83 Officials therefore had
to find a method of detaching their efforts from any connection with the
tainted activities of World War I; in other words, they had to ensure that
their atrocity stories were not only comprehensible but also believable. 

To achieve this, the OWI used four main techniques. First, its radio
programs and films enlisted experts who were intimately associated with 
a particular field. Thus, the radio series “You Can’t Do Business With
Hitler” was hosted by Douglas Miller, who had been in Berlin for fifteen
years as U.S. commercial attaché, while an OWI radio special, “The Na-
ture of the Enemy,” had Gerhart H. Seger, a former member of the Ger-
man Reichstag, discussing the Nazis’ use of slave labor, and the Reverend
Henry Smith Leiper, American secretary of the World Council of Churches,
talking about the Nazis’ desecration of religion.84 Second, all those offi-
cially involved with highlighting Nazi brutality were told to avoid exag-
geration. “Report atrocity stories straight,” they were instructed by the
OWI’s Information Guide. “Don’t overdramatize or give them added hor-
ror.”85 Third, because at this stage many officials were themselves skeptical
about evidence that suggested the systematic destruction of the Jews, the
OWI focused instead on Nazi atrocities against civilians in the occupied
countries. Here, the figures were in the hundreds, and so were more likely
to be deemed credible by the public than claims that the Nazis were slaugh-
tering thousands, even millions, in specially constructed death camps.86

These lesser acts were also emphasized because they were based on the
Nazis own figures; the pamphlet Unconquered People, for example, pointed
out that the Germans themselves had admitted shooting “ persons in
Yugoslavia,  in Poland,  in Belgium.”87 Indeed, a fourth tactic was to in-
dict the Nazi leadership with its own words and statistics. The Lidice mas-
sacre had first been publicized by Heinrich Himmler, the head of the SS. In
fact sheets to radio stations MacLeish continued to use “quotations from
Nazi officials and Nazi sources [to] reveal the established Nazi ideology to-
ward conquered people.” Himmler, for instance, had also made no secret
of his desire “to eliminate non-Germans in the occupied eastern territory
to prevent the ‘weakening’ of the German strain.”88
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Of course, emphasizing the Nazis’ brutal acts in occupied Europe car-
ried the implication that the guilty would have to be punished. This goal
was made explicit by the president in two statements in the late summer,
the background to which also revealed many of Roosevelt’s deeper con-
victions about his administration’s information campaign. For a start, FDR
was well aware of the double-edged nature of propaganda, the fact that it
had both a foreign and domestic component. Hence, he decided in August,
and again in October, that the time was ripe to make “an authoritative pres-
entation of the atrocities committed by the Germans,” not merely “to deter
those committing the atrocities by naming their names and letting them
know that they are being watched by the civilized world,” but also because
this would further “help to keep the people of the U.S. informed of the na-
ture of our enemies, spurring us to renewed efforts to defeat them.”89 Al-
though anxious to make a public stand against war crimes, the president
was also keen to retain the distinction between Nazi leaders and the Ger-
man people. In August, Roosevelt therefore announced that he had evi-
dence “concerning the barbaric crimes being committed against civilian
populations in occupied countries, particularly in the continent of Europe”
and revealed that the Allies would establish a Commission for the Investi-
gation of War Crimes. But while he advocated meting out “just and sure
punishment” to the ringleaders, he also emphasized that “the number of
persons eventually found guilty will undoubtedly be extremely small com-
pared to the total enemy populations.” “The president,” explained Welles,
“believes it essential that a clear cut statement of this character be made to
prevent the implication that the Allied Governments intend to undertake
mass executions.”90

In the administration’s information campaign, then, there was no mistaking
who the European enemy was: it was clearly confined to the ideological
menace posed by Hitler and his Quisling partners in crime. When it came
to Asia, however, officials found it far harder to depict the enemy in such
narrow terms. Some certainly tried. Throughout , the president’s
keynote speeches were peppered with phrases separating the Japanese peo-
ple from “their savage lords of slaughter.”91 MacLeish also spoke for a
number of officials in both the OFF and then OWI when he stressed that
“the enemy is not the German people or the Italian people or the Japanese
people, but the militaristic and fascist cliques in control of the destinies of
these three countries.”92 Ambassador Joseph S. Grew, the most prominent
official spokesman on Japan during the latter half of , made a similar
point. Grew, who arrived back in the United States in June after more than
ten years in Japan, made no bones about the long, bloody struggle that lay
ahead. But he also repeatedly alluded to the existence of moderates within
Japanese society, of liberal elements, some of whom he “admired, re-
spected, and loved.”93

Yet increasingly this distinction between Japanese militarists and mod-

             



erates was largely drowned out by the overwhelming tendency of govern-
ment spokesmen to indict each and every Japanese person. Part of the
problem was the lack of a ready symbol, a Hitler or a jack-booted Nazi,
that could be used as shorthand for the Japanese leadership. Throughout
 certain formulations were tried, including “warlordism” and “Nip-
ponism,” but none ever caught on. As a result, officials from the president
down often found it easier to talk about “the Nazis, Fascists, and Japa-
nese”—to conflate the European enemy with the “brutal Nazi” but inflate
the Asian menace to the “wily Jap.”94

But, of course, there was more to it than a lack of ready terminology.
Outrage at the sneak attack on Pearl Harbor combined with a knee-jerk
racist antipathy to the “yellow peril” also encouraged many officials to be-
lieve that Japan was a monolithic entity—that, as one top general put it, “a
Jap is a Jap.”95 Despite the OWI’s initial good intentions, even this organ-
ization found it increasingly difficult to resist the temptation. “Our line has
not tended to differentiate much between the Japanese people and the mil-
itarists,” one of its policy directives explained toward the end of the year,
“mainly because there is presently no group or class of any importance in
Japan opposed to the war.”96 The president also fell into the same habit.
Between December and July, he singled out the “emperor” or the “war-
lords” five times. But this was greatly overshadowed by the fact that he
used the blanket (if somewhat ambiguous) terms Japan or the Japanese on
no less than  occasions.97

In the atmosphere of shock and outrage that greeted news of Pearl
Harbor, the general thrust of official utterances was largely in tune with the
dominant public sentiment. Indeed, the media was already employing
crude racial stereotypes to depict the Asian enemy. Time, for instance, has-
tened to teach its readers about the telltale racial attributes that distin-
guished the Chinese ally from the “Jap” enemy, including the Japanese in-
clination toward dogmatism and arrogance and a tendency to “laugh loudly
at the wrong time.” Hollywood films were no different; invariably, they
employed epithets such as “Japs, beasts, yellow monkeys, nips, or slant-
eyed rats” to describe the perpetrator of Pearl Harbor.98 Throughout the
West Coast as a whole, there was also mounting pressure to round-up and
incarcerate the ,-strong Japanese-American community—pressure
that the administration notoriously caved in to. In February, Roosevelt
signed Executive Order , which paved the way for Japanese-Ameri-
cans to be herded into the ten “relocation centers,” where they would be
forced to sit out much of the war in primitive and depressing conditions.99

Although shocking in retrospect, this relocation of Japanese-Ameri-
cans caused barely a ripple of protest at the time, because much of the mass
public seemed prone to agree with the anti-Japanese sentiment that under-
pinned this action. True, polls often appeared to paint an ambivalent pic-
ture. Thus, in one survey conducted in April a plurality of  percent
thought that the Japanese would “always want war” (which was hardly a
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ringing condemnation), while in another poll published in September
three-fifths of Americans deemed the Japanese government, rather than the
people, to be the main enemy. But such figures were treated with care by
many in the administration. The BoI, for one, was keen to point out that
Americans had a far more benign attitude toward the Germans— only 
percent, for instance, felt that the German people were inherently warlike.
More importantly, as soon as pollsters scratched below the surface, they de-
tected the very distinct likelihood that American attitudes toward Japan
were about to harden. As one survey put it, there seemed to be a “danger-
ous possibility that American animus will be directed exclusively, on racial
grounds, against the Japanese” in the very near future. Because “many al-
ready believe the ‘the Japs aren’t like us,’” stressed another report, “the
present feeling of tolerance may flare into a hatred of the Japanese more
readily than it would in the case of Italians and Germans.”100

Indicting the entire Japanese nation therefore seemed likely to play
well with the public. But its very popularity also highlighted a clear danger
inherent in this course: the probability that the administration’s own efforts
might fuel, rather than dampen, the growing public desire to pursue an
“Asia-first” strategy. After all, the more Americans became aroused by the
racial and monolithic nature of the “yellow peril,” then the more they
might be tempted to press for extra resources to be directed toward the 
Pacific.101

One way of responding to this problem was simply to drop all refer-
ences to the Asian war. This had been Roosevelt’s strategy during the first
eleven months of . Now, it was the course often adopted by the OFF
and OWI. Throughout the spring and summer, as both organizations began
to devise their own pamphlets, posters, and radio shows, officials were def-
initely quick to fix the spotlight firmly on Hitler rather than the Japanese.
Thus, both Divide and Conquer and The Unconquered People, the two main
pamphlets released in , focused purely on the Nazis’ means and ends.
Likewise, of the numerous radio shows the government produced during
 and , only a very small minority examined events in Asia; almost
all explored Hitler’s intentions, Germany’s capabilities, and the Nazis’ bru-
tality.102

Although the president himself may have preferred to continue with
his old policy of publicly ignoring developments in the Pacific War, after
Pearl Harbor there was just no way he could escape talking about Japanese
aggression in Hawaii, the Philippines, Malaya, and Burma. So instead of re-
maining silent, Roosevelt decided to counter “Asia-first” sentiment by
downplaying the intentions and capabilities of this Asian enemy. In his
public speeches, the president now frequently referred to the Japanese as a
perfidious and aggressive foe. But he was also at pains to point out that they
were only junior partners in a global enterprise directed from Berlin. By fo-
cusing on this Axis conspiracy, with Nazi Germany clearly in the vanguard,
prodding and encouraging the other members into military expansion, the

             



president hoped to bring home the global nature of the war. He also wanted
to encourage Americans to focus on defeating the ringleader first, despite
the string of disasters in the Pacific. 

This new emphasis was evident just days after Pearl Harbor. The
Axis, FDR declared on December , “is a collaboration so well calculated
that all the continents of the world, and all the oceans, are now considered
by the Axis strategists as one gigantic battlefield.” This alliance, moreover,
had only one clear leader. “Your Government knows,” he continued, “that
for weeks Germany has been telling Japan that if Japan did not attack the
United States, Japan would not share in dividing the spoils with Germany
when peace came. She was promised by Germany that if she came in she
would receive the complete and perpetual control of the whole Pacific
area.” This point was reiterated on numerous other occasions. A month
later, for instance, Roosevelt declared to a large national audience that

The dreams of empire of the Japanese and Fascist leaders were modest in
comparison with the gargantuan aspirations of Hitler and the Nazis. Even
before they came to power in , their plans for that conquest had been
drawn. Those plans provided for the ultimate domination, not of any one
section of the world, but of the whole earth and the oceans on it. When
Hitler organized his Berlin-Rome-Tokyo alliance, all these plans of con-
quest became a single plan.103

Unlike Nazi Germany, Japan also lacked the strength to win the war,
let alone to truly menace the Western Hemisphere. This was a point FDR
was anxious to make even at the depths of Allied fortunes in Asia. Amer-
ica, he insisted, clearly had the far “greater resources,” which would enable
it to “out build Japan and ultimately overthrow her on sea, on land, and in
the air.”104 Frank Knox, the secretary of the navy, put it far more colorfully.
As he told an audience in Boston in June, Japan simply did not have the
power to achieve her immense ambitions. “As my mother used to say to
me at the dinner table —‘his eyes are bigger than his tummy.’ The Jap will
never eat his dinner; he’ll wish he had never ordered it!”105

By the summer and fall of , as the administration began to develop and
expand on these themes, officials began to detect a growing media interest.
The president was certainly adept at captivating the nation. Whenever he
took to the airwaves, his speeches not only continued to reach a huge mass
audience —estimated at approximately  percent of the population for his
February  broadcast106—but were also widely reported and discussed in
newspapers and on the radio. After his February fireside chat, for instance,
 editorials discussed the speech, while a majority of the  editorials
that commented upon his April broadcast applauded the president for his
“stirring and inspirational summons for all-out effort.”107

The OFF and the OWI enjoyed similar success when they released
pamphlets depicting the enemy. In March, the OFF was inundated with .
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million requests for Divide and Conquer, “the most astonishing response in
such a short space of time for any government pamphlet ever published.” It
was also able to persuade the three wire services to carry extensive stories
on the booklet, which ensured an additional audience estimated at more
than  million.108 When the OWI published a follow-up, The Unconquered
People, four months later, the response was equally impressive, with four-
teen metropolitan newspapers, including PM Daily, the Washington Post,
and New York Times, devoting a total of  inches of space to this story of
the European struggle against Nazis and their Quisling cohorts.109

According to government surveys, this increased coverage was having
a profound impact on media and mass attitudes, so that a clear majority of
both were now starting to share more fully the administration’s conception
of the enemy. Of course, Americans had long detested nazism. With the
government continuing to distinguish between the Nazi leadership and the
bulk of Germans, it was hardly surprising that Hitler and his cohorts were
still singled out as the main enemy. In July, for example, only two editori-
als out of more than three hundred monitored by the OGR subscribed to
the view that the German nation was beyond the pale.110 Polls indicated that
the mass public clearly shared this view. Throughout the summer, when
Americans were asked whether they felt the “chief enemy is the German
people as a whole or the German government,” an overwhelming majority
of  percent were quick to blame the “government only,” while just  per-
cent blamed the people, and only  percent blamed both. Other surveys
gave further substance to this verdict. The BoI, for instance, found “a
marked tendency among Americans to believe, even today, that the Ger-
man army and people are disloyal to their government,” while among the
small minority who thought that “the German people are behind Hitler,
the most common explanation offered in support of the opinion was that
they are forced to be, or are afraid to be otherwise.”111

Although this basic antipathy toward the Nazis was not new, the ad-
ministration did notice a perceptible change in the volume and depth of
media coverage. “Editorials are now making use of almost every bit of
news which can serve as a springboard for attacking the Axis,” the BoI’s
Media Division concluded on September , “and the volume of such com-
ment continues to grow.”112 The press was certainly quick to pick up on the
administration’s attempt to make Lidice an “immortal” symbol of Nazi
brutality. Prodded by a barrage of press releases, fact sheets, and posters,
editorial coverage of Nazi savagery shot up, from an average of  a week
before June  to more than  a week after, when “the story of Lidice
was told and re-told.”113

The government’s preoccupation with making atrocity material both
intelligible and believable paid especially rich dividends. “Perhaps the rea-
son for the emotional impact of Lidice’s fate,” explained a New York Herald
Tribune editorial on June , “is that it was restricted enough to be com-
prehensible. . . . Lidice was Hitlerism in capsule form—very real, very

             



terrible.”114 The media also had no qualms about using government-
produced material because the source for the story—Himmler’s own words
and deeds—was clearly unimpeachable. As a result, journalists flocked to
use OFF press releases, which in turn helped to ensure that the basic por-
trayal of the enemy conformed closely to the administration’s view.115

Bombarded by such stories from both the administration and the
media, the mass public now seemed to have a deeper awareness of what the
Third Reich really stood for. As the OWI informed Roosevelt in Septem-
ber, “the number of people believing that they have a grasp of the war’s
significance has increased markedly since the early part of June.”116 One in-
dication of this was the fact that a growing portion now acknowledged that
the Nazis had global aspirations, demonstrated by an OPOR poll that
found that  percent of respondents now agreed that Germany and Japan
“will divide the whole world between them, including the United States.”117

By the fall, Americans also appeared to have few illusions about the sav-
agery of the Nazis. True, as the first sketchy reports filtered out from occu-
pied Europe that Jews were being slaughtered in vast numbers, only a small
cross-section of the public, consisting largely of Jewish leaders, union bosses,
and liberal intellectuals, really took much notice.118 But the outrage at Lidice
did penetrate deeply into the national consciousness. In the wake of the ad-
ministration’s attempts to highlight this massacre, the BoI was able to inform
the president that “Americans appear to have a vivid awareness of the ruth-
less treatment which Germany has meted out to the conquered countries of
Europe.” When asked to describe how people in these countries were treated,
almost all responded with terms such as “cruelly,” “as slaves,” or “killing
them.”119 An overwhelming majority also had no illusions about the harsh
treatment that would be in store for the United States if the Nazis were to
emerge victorious:  percent thought they would extract reparations,  per-
cent thought they would kill America’s political and business leaders, and 
percent thought “they would take our food away so they could starve us.”120

The public generally blamed Hitler and a few Nazis for such deeds, but
there was also a growing recognition that the Führer had willing accom-
plices throughout occupied Europe. During , many opinion makers
from across the political spectrum began to lavish attention on the Quislings,
Lavals, and Darlans who actually carried out so much of the dirty work. As
the BoI pointed out, Laval was widely loathed by the American press and
“was commonly portrayed in the form of a mustached rat or diminutive
Führer.”121 A number of journalists were also beginning to question why the
United States still retained formal relations with the Vichy regime. In the
week ending April , for instance, only  editorials opposed the “continued
appeasement of Vichy.” But two weeks later, after Laval returned to power,
this figure had jumped to , with almost all calling for a “re-examination
of policies toward Vichy.”122 As Barth put it, “many commentators now urge
tough tactics in dealing with the Vichy government; they regard it as being
in the Axis camp beyond redemption.”123
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When it came to dealing with those responsible for all the brutality,
redemption was not a word that sprang readily to many American minds.
As Roosevelt was informed in September, a majority of Americans now fa-
vored “harsh” treatment for top Nazis, with almost a half wanting to “kill
them; do away with them.” Hardly anyone, however, advocated harsh treat-
ment for the mass of Germans. According to one OWI survey, Americans
still felt little rancor toward the German people as a whole. “The over-
whelming belief was that they should be kept under control and prevented
from re-arming, but that they should be treated with kindness.”124 The
comparison with popular attitudes toward Japan was especially marked.
Demonstrating the public’s far greater hatred of the Asian enemy, one sur-
vey found that “roughly seven times as many Americans say that we can
get along better with the Germans after this war as say we can get along
better with the Japanese.”

Lingering Public Opinion Problems, 
February to November 

During the summer and fall, then, a series of polls and surveys indicated
that the press and public basically accepted the image of the enemy devel-
oped by the president and the OWI. Yet, despite all these reassuring indi-
cations, the administration was not entirely satisfied that it had solved all its
public opinion problems. Morale was one area that continued to be a partic-
ular cause for concern. Of course, the very nature of the complacency issue
meant it was likely to linger, because any official who claimed that the pub-
lic was no longer complacent was likely to be condemned for being too san-
guine! But as military fortunes ebbed and flowed, so Roosevelt continued to
worry about, and try to react to, this and other perceived morale difficulties.

Throughout much of , Allied fortunes appeared to be on a down-
ward trajectory. During the winter and early spring, with Japan on the
march throughout the Pacific, the news from the fighting fronts was almost
uniformly bad. Not until May and June, as the U.S. Navy halted the Japa-
nese tide in two battles at Coral Sea and Midway, was there any reason for
good cheer, and this was soon dampened by developments in Europe and
North Africa. In May, the Germans won yet another overwhelming victory
against the Red Army, this time around Kharkov, which provided them
with an ideal launching pad to begin their summer campaign—a highly
ambitious attempt to drive southwest toward Stalingrad and into the Cau-
casus. In June, Erwin Rommel then scored a stunning victory in North
Africa, capturing Tobruk and pushing into Egypt. Desperate defensive
battles subsequently helped to hinder the German offensives in southern
Russia and North Africa, as well as holding up the Japanese incursion onto
Guadalcanal. But all in all, the first ten months of  were a depressing
time for Allied arms.

             



Although the news from the fighting fronts was generally bad, Amer-
ican morale tended to fluctuate feverishly between optimism and pessi-
mism—much to the president’s exasperation. Roosevelt certainly did his
best to try to smooth out the peaks and troughs. In February, when faced
with the twin problems of complacency and defeatism that greeted Japan’s
marauding advances, he focused firmly on the very real hardships ahead
and the need for Americans to give their all to the war effort.125 By the
spring, however, as news filtered through of successes at Coral Sea and
Midway, FDR’s worries shifted somewhat, and he now attempted to cau-
tion against excessive mood swings. “In a war,” he lectured the press on
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May , “public opinion—and news—goes up and down with things
which look big at the moment that actually are merely a part of a war. All
we can do to prevent those ups and downs the better it will be for the war
effort. It is going to be a long war, and there is no reason for being over-
optimistic one week and over-pessimistic the next week.”126

As if to back-up FDR’s prediction, by the start of July the OWI sud-
denly noted “a dramatic shift from ebullience to gloom.” This new “real-
ism,” it fretted, “coming so suddenly on the heels of pervasive over-confi-
dence, contains elements which may be disturbing to national morale.”127

Yet within weeks Roosevelt received other surveys revealing that more
people thought the war was going well than badly, even though the Ger-
man campaign on the Eastern Front was still rolling inexorably forward to-
ward the Volga and the Caucasus.128 Deeply frustrated, the president had to
turn his attention back toward complacency. The press, he grumbled in
August, was far “too optimistic,” for its reports were holding out “too
great [a] hope of Allied success against superior forces both in men and
materiel.”129

Despite all his efforts to keep popular opinion on an even keel, Roo-
sevelt was acutely aware of his inability to prevent the press and public from
reading too much into each and every event. But this was not the only as-
pect of the problem. Trying to improve morale also complicated certain el-
ements of the administration’s nature-of-the-enemy campaign. 

This first became evident in January and February. In the first few
weeks after Pearl Harbor, a central component of the government’s edu-
cational message had been that the Nazi regime was so mendacious, brutal,
and expansive that a negotiated peace was out of the question. The Allies’
only possible goal, Roosevelt repeatedly declared, was “complete and total
victory.” By the start of the New Year, however, the president suddenly
deemed it prudent to play down the prospects of victory and to drop any
references to the postwar world. His reasoning was simple: with the pub-
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June  ‒ Aug.  ‒ Aug.  ‒
How do you think the war is going now? July  (%) Aug.  (%) Sept.  (%)

War going well, improving   

Badly, slowly   

Sometimes well, sometimes badly   

Don’t know, nervous confused   

Don’t know/not ascertainable   

Sources: “Intelligence Report: Realism and the Offensive Spirit,” October , , PSF
(Subject): OWI, FDRL. See also “How the War Appears to be Going: Trends—July to
September ,” September , , entry , box , RG , NA.



lic suffering from excessive complacency, FDR shied away from any
phrase that might create the impression that the war would soon be over.
So not only were calls for “complete and total victory” promptly expunged
from his public utterances, but the president was now especially reluctant to
get involved in any public discussion about war aims at this stage, admon-
ishing journalists to focus on winning the war “before we start determining
all the details of geography and the forms of government, and boundaries
and things like that.”130

Roosevelt and his officials were also convinced that complacency
could best be dampened by highlighting the very real danger the Nazis
posed to the United States. As MacLeish stressed in April, it was vital to
make the public aware that “we can be defeated,” that “America can lose,”
and that “It Can Happen Here!”131 But complacency was only one aspect of
the morale problem; from time to time officials also worried that the pub-
lic might be excessively defeatist. Consequently, any talk of the Nazis being
able either to invade the United States or to win the war had to be handled
with extreme care. Indeed, such themes could not be used too frequently,
for fear that they might tempt a defeatist public to give up the fight alto-
gether and opt for a compromise peace. How this served to complicate the
government’s information campaign was best illustrated by an episode in
April. At this stage, the president was anxious to fire the public’s imagina-
tion by asking them to find a name for the current conflict. Roosevelt 
favored the label, “Survival War,” since he felt that excessive optimism
might be dampened if people realized that the stakes were nothing less than
“the survival of our civilization, the survival of our democracy, the survival
of our hemisphere.” But he was soon backing away from this suggestion
because, as his speech writer, Samuel Rosenman, pointed out, at a time of
one military setback after another, “some of us feel that the term the ‘War
of Survival’ is somewhat defeatist in nature.”132

Compounding these difficulties was the lack of a coordinated govern-
ment response to the cluster of morale problems. Whereas the OWI and
top officials had effectively followed the president’s lead in indicting the
brutal and expansionist Nazis, when it came to reacting to the peaks and
troughs—to fine-tuning the public mood so that it overreacted neither to
defeat nor victory—the administration’s efforts were not so harmonious.
Essentially, this was because the OWI, like the OFF before it, was unable
to gain complete authority over the daily news output of executive branch.
Not only did other departments continue to issue their own press releases,
“often [being] careless in their clearance with OWI,” but the army and
navy also retained a tight grip on the release over casualty figures and news
of U.S. battles. In the navy’s case this meant that often very little was made
public; as Elmer Davis later complained, he always suspected that the
navy’s “idea of war information was that there should be just one commu-
niqué. Some morning we would announce that the war was won and that
we had won it.”133 With the OWI unable to fulfill its promise of releasing
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truthful information that gave “the public a clear and accurate picture of 
. . . the war,” it was hardly surprising that the press now began to turn the
tables on the government, accusing it of engendering complacency. The
most common criticism among both friendly and opposition newspapers,
noted the OWI, was that the administration deliberately withholds bad
news.134

Underpinning the administration’s continued concern about the state of
morale, and especially the public’s penchant to be overoptimistic, was the
feeling that, although mass opinion might now have a basic awareness of
the main characteristics of nazism, this might not be held with any great in-
tensity. In other words, officials were fearful that, while the people might
be familiar with the brutal and expansionist nature of the Nazi regime, their
complacency nevertheless implied that they had doubts that the threat was
imminent and a misplaced confidence that defeating Germany would be
easy. Even now, there appeared to be a continued detachment, passivity,
perhaps even apathy about the whole war. As one OWI report to the pres-
ident put it, the government’s information campaign had convinced the
people, “on an intellectual level, that it is sensible to fight fascism. But it has
not kindled their imagination.”135

A number of other trends appeared to reinforce this lack of fervor.
One was the fact that media and mass antipathy toward the Nazis was not
yet fierce enough to engender consistent support for a “Germany-first”
strategy. By July, polls were suddenly indicating yet another distinct shift
in mass opinion, so that a plurality of Americans now shared Roosevelt’s
view that U.S. resources should be concentrated against the Wehrmacht.
But just as complacency and defeatism still oscillated in response to exter-
nal events, so the OWI also felt that this rekindled desire to focus against
the Third Reich was merely a product of battlefield fortunes. As it reported
to the president in September, the American people have “tended to de-
mand the strongest action against the member of the Axis which is on the
attack.”136 This in itself was troubling, for it meant the new support for
“Germany first” might only be transitory and could easily be reversed if
battlefield fortunes changed, regardless of the fact that the government had
expended much time and effort attempting to convince the people of the
need to focus on the Nazi threat to America’s very existence.

Another sign of a general lack of zeal in the public’s opposition toward
Germany was the persistence of sentiment in favor of a negotiated peace.
Here, too, the evidence initially suggested widespread support for the gov-
ernment line. In September, one opinion poll revealed that  percent of
the population was opposed to discussing peace terms with the enemy,
while in October a number of the Republican congressmen seeking re-
election signed a manifesto stating that they would oppose any attempt at
a negotiated peace and would instead seek to prosecute the war vigorously
until “complete decisive victory is won.”137 But again, officials were less

             



concerned with such surface facts; rather, what caught their attention was
not that most opposed negotiation but that so many favored it. On Septem-
ber , in a confidential report sent to the president, Cantril highlighted the
growing support for a compromise peace, if the German army was to
“overthrow Hitler and agreed to stop the war and discuss peace.” A third
of all Americans would be willing to talk with the German generals; and of
these,  percent identified the German army with the German people.138

Of course, administration rhetoric had hardly helped to dissuade such
sentiment. Not only had Roosevelt and his officials continued to separate
the regime from the people, thereby creating the impression that if the
Nazis were overthrown then negotiation might be possible, but they had
also paid scant attention to the more subtle distinction between the German
army and the German people. At this stage, however, officials ignored this
possible side effect of their own information campaign and blamed such 
attitudes on two familiar villains. “A willingness to accept a negotiated
peace,” asserted one report that filtered up to the White House, “is symp-
tomatic of unhealthy morale,” and those who held such opinions “appar-
ently fail to grasp the issues and the purposes of the war or to visualize the
consequences of defeat.”139 Negotiated-peace sentiment, the president
complained, was merely a product of machinations by divisionists and
“Roosevelt-haters,” those who only wanted to win the war “(a) if at the
same time, Russia is defeated, (b) at the same time, England is defeated, (c)
at the same time, Roosevelt is defeated.”140

As this statement demonstrates, even after ten months of war FDR re-
mained concerned about the dogged persistence of divisionism. Once
more, a cursory glance at the opinion polls hardly seemed to confirm the
president’s anxiety. In two surveys that caught the attention of top State
Department officials it was clear that internationalism had grown markedly
since Pearl Harbor, with almost three-quarters of the public now in favor
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Which one of these do you 
think the U.S. ought to do 
now in the war against Mar.  ‒ May  ‒
Germany and Japan? April  (%) May  (%) July ‒ (%) July ‒ (%)

Concentrate on Japan    

Concentrate on Germany    

Concentrate on both —   

Withdraw to home —   

Not ascertainable    

Source: “Intelligence Report: Trends in American Public Opinion Since Pearl Harbor,”
September , , PSF (Subject): OWI, FDRL. 



of U.S. participation in an international organization. Such results, how-
ever, obscured the tenor of much political discourse undertaken through-
out the summer and fall, both by FDR’s opponents in the press and by Re-
publican congressional candidates. As one report sent to Welles in July
reported, the Hearst-Patterson-McCormick newspapers were continuing a
“policy of obstructing, beclouding, and misrepresenting the aims of the
government.”141 More importantly, for all the indications that the Republi-
can Party was about to embrace interventionism, the isolationist bloc re-
mained remarkably resilient in November’s congressional election. “Isola-
tionism” gloated the GOP party organ after the results were all in, “laid a
very large egg.” Of “ members of the House of Representatives who
survived the primaries and who were selected for purging by the ‘inter-
ventionist’ groups,  were elected and only  were defeated.”142 This re-
action was shared by other conservative newspapers. The Detroit News, for
example, called the election result “a protest against stumbling and fum-
bling,” while the Scripps-Howard press declared that “the people at the
polls were protesting inefficient, ankle-deep conduct of the war.”143 For
these journalists, then, complacency, the persistence of isolationism, and a
general unease about the course of the war had apparently filtered through
to the one opinion poll that really mattered: the ballot box.

After nearly a year of war, Roosevelt and his top officials still feared that
the American people were by no means united behind the war effort. In
that time, the administration had made numerous efforts to counter five
specific problems: “Asia-first” sentiment, divisionism, defeatism, compla-
cency, and ignorance. In seeking to educate the public about the nature of
the Nazi enemy, it had also been able to coordinate its response. While the
president had provided few explicit leads, the OFF, OWI, and most top
officials had all been willing to echo his central theme: namely, that Hitler
and the Nazis, because of their expansionist and brutal goals, were the true
number-one enemy. But despite this clear depiction of an ideological men-
ace, the government had hardly been engaged in a vigorous crusade aimed
at manipulating public opinion by exaggerating the danger. For one thing,
the president and his propagandists had constantly rejected appeals to fo-
ment hatred against all Germans; Roosevelt, in particular, had simply been
content to repeat his private image of the enemy, publicly emphasizing his
hopes as well as his fears. When highlighting the savage or aggressive na-
ture of nazism, the OWI had also been anxious to make its comments
comprehensible and believable. But it had failed to inform the public about
the true extent of the Third Reich’s heinous conduct. Most conspicuously,
of course, it had remained silent about the genocide of the Jews that was
now starting to unfold across occupied Europe.

In response to these concerted, coordinated, but somewhat restrained
efforts, there were indications that most Americans were now more acutely
aware of the danger posed by Hitler and his cohorts. But while most con-

             



tinued to believe that nazism was beyond the pale, that it was so brutal and
dangerous that appeasement would be pointless, not all drew the same im-
plications from this conclusion. Indeed, partly because the administration
had been keen to emphasize the danger from the Nazi leadership rather
than the German people, a significant minority felt that negotiation would
be desirable if the Hitler state was ever overthrown. Officials also feared
that this emerging consensus on the nature of the Nazi enemy was not in-
tensely held. They were especially preoccupied with the fact that public at-
titudes still tended to fluctuate in line with battlefield fortunes, so that on
many issues popular opinion remained confused and confusing. 

Ultimately, then, the government clearly recognized that it could not
mould popular opinion at will. It might be able to bolster the public’s ex-
isting hatred of nazism, pointing out the intentions and capabilities of
Hitler and his ilk. But it could not generate sustained and deep-seated sup-
port for a “Germany-first” strategy, nor could it prevent the ebbs and flows
in morale. As the president’s attention turned toward the problems of
grand strategy, he was therefore acutely aware that he faced a stubborn and
persistent set of public opinion problems that still had the potential to ham-
per, and perhaps even endanger, the nation’s war effort.
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Planning
Germany’s Defeat

    

Apparently our political system would re-
quire major operations this year in Africa.

—General George C. Marshall, 
July , 

Winston Churchill was at Chequers on
Sunday, December , , relaxing at
the prime minister’s official retreat with
John G. Winant, the American ambas-
sador, and Averell Harriman, the pres-
ident’s envoy. After a somewhat sub-
dued dinner, the three men gathered
around the radio set to catch the BBC’s
nine o’clock news. As the announcer
began to recount the first sketchy de-
tails of a Japanese attack on Hawaii,
everyone in the room was stunned, for
it seemed scarcely credible that the

Japanese would be foolish enough to launch a direct assault on U.S. terri-
tory. Churchill, desperate for additional information, immediately placed a
transatlantic call to the White House. “It’s quite true,” the president soon
confirmed. “They have attacked us at Pearl Harbor. We are all in the same
boat now.” When he put down the phone, Churchill was ecstatic. Confi-
dent that American power would prove decisive in the struggle against the
Axis, he now deemed victory to be certain. “All the rest,” as he later put it,
“was merely the proper application of overwhelming force.”1

Yet Churchill’s burst of optimism greatly minimized the problems that
lay ahead. While there was no doubting that the Allies had far more raw





strength than the Axis, it was by no means clear exactly how this over-
whelming force could best be applied. Should it be deployed against Ger-
many or Japan first? Should American power be translated into a large land
army or should the United States remain the “arsenal of democracy”?
When should the first attacks be unleashed? And where was the best loca-
tion to launch any assault? Even with America plunged directly into the
war, these were questions that would continue to plague Allied leaders. 

As President Roosevelt struggled to the find the answers, he never for
one moment forgot about the phony war mentality that still afflicted many
of his fellow countrymen—the brittle morale, the fragile support for
“Germany first,” the lack of real awareness about the Nazi menace. But
while the president remained deeply sensitive to the vagaries of the popu-
lar mood, this did not mean that there was a simple correlation between
public opinion and policy outcomes. It was not merely the case of the pres-
ident bowing to a popular clamor for an immediate second front. Nor was
he purely preoccupied with launching an invasion before the impending
congressional elections. In fact, when it came to grand strategy, public
opinion only entered Franklin Roosevelt’s calculations in a highly subtle
and complicated manner. 

Toward the First Offensive: FDR, Public Opinion,
and Grand Strategy, January to October 

On December , less than a week after the Pearl Harbor attack, Winston
Churchill and a retinue of advisers boarded the Duke of York, bound for
the United States and a full-scale military conference with the new bel-
ligerent. On arriving in Washington, the prime minister was immediately
installed as a guest in the White House. From here, he soon pitched in to
help FDR with his information campaign, appearing unexpectedly at a
presidential press conference on December  and delivering an impas-
sioned address to a joint session of Congress three days later.

Churchill, like Roosevelt, had a natural flair for publicity, and his ef-
forts played exceedingly well with the press and public. But when it came to
the mechanics of decision-making it soon became clear that the two men
had very different styles. The prime minister always seemed to be at the hub
of a great deal of activity and noise, reeling off missives, dressing down
subordinates, rushing off to be wherever the action was. The president,
however, preferred to work at a more leisurely pace and needed frequent
periods of rest and relaxation. The prime minister was also a hands-on ad-
ministrator, who liked to meet frequently and regularly with his military
chiefs, bombarding them with suggestions and intervening in their prob-
lems both large and small. The president, however, tended to remain in the
background, a more remote figure, whose views were often difficult to
fathom but who rarely bothered subordinates with detailed questions about
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operational or tactical problems.2 Moreover, the prime minister generally
conducted the bulk of his business in writing, developing his thoughts in
verbose but articulate memoranda and sending off instructions in precise
and detailed minutes. The president, however, had a distinct aversion to
writing anything down, and not only discouraged his officials from taking
notes in meetings but on one occasion even asked top aides to falsify the
documentary record so as to obscure the record for future researchers!3

With the two men living and working in such close proximity, their
contrasting styles and clashing egos occasionally surfaced. Churchill, for
instance, “would slump in silence” whenever the president dominated the
conversation: he was not accustomed to being upstaged. Roosevelt, mean-
while, would sometimes get overly tired as the conversation extended into
the early hours of the morning: he was not used to such late-night sessions.
But on the whole, the time the two spent together over Christmas and New
Year helped to cement both their friendship and the alliance. The president
even began to recognize the merits of some of the prime minister’s work-
ing habits. Roosevelt was certainly impressed by the way Churchill was
kept informed of the very latest military developments, and soon had a
map room installed in the White House so that he too could receive the
most up-to-date information and intelligence.4 FDR also recognized that
he would need a new organization not just to coordinate military planning
more efficiently but also to deal with the British military chiefs on an equal
footing. In January, he therefore created the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS),
consisting of General Marshall; Henry “Hap” Arnold, the air chief; and
Ernest J. King, the new chief of naval operations. 

Yet for some of the president’s top advisers, these innovations did not
address the real problem. With the Allies suffering one defeat after an-
other, they worried that the president’s style was particularly ill suited to
the demands and complexities of determining grand strategy. Roosevelt’s
reluctance to meet formally with the Joint Chiefs as a body seemed to be
one handicap. But even worse, the president (like the press he often lam-
basted) sometimes appeared to get too easily distracted by news of each
and every fluctuation in Allied fortunes. Marshall, for one, frequently de-
spaired of FDR’s “cigarette-holder gesture,” his tendency to muse casually
about new operations in response to the latest change on the battlefield.
Stimson agreed. “The same qualities which endear him to his country-
men,” he grumbled in May, “militate against the firmness of his execution
at a time like this.”5

Marshall and Stimson certainly had reason to be upset with the presi-
dent, for in  they were vehemently opposed to many of his central pol-
icy preferences. But their specific criticisms about the damaging effects of
Roosevelt’s administrative style were wide of the mark. FDR undoubtedly
liked to work in a relatively calm, relaxed, and informal manner, but this
did not mean he was either too detached or overly indecisive. Indeed, he
may have shied away from scheduled and structured meetings with the JCS

             



as a whole, but he still invited the navy top brass to the White House on a
regular basis (Admiral King was a visitor at least forty-two times during
). He also continued to use Harry Hopkins as his liaison with Marshall
and the army, and from July he had his own personal chief of staff, in the
guise of Admiral William D. Leahy, who was not only a full member of the
Joint Chiefs but was also charged with the task of being the president’s
“leg man, a collector of military advice, a summarizer.”6 More to the point,
FDR may have had an infuriating propensity to let meetings and discus-
sions wander off the point, but as soon as he began to focus his mind on the
core problems of grand strategy, no one could doubt that he had a clear and
firm grasp of exactly what he wanted and why he wanted it. 

Since the late s, Roosevelt had been convinced that Nazi Germany 
was the most powerful and dangerous of America’s enemies. As soon as
Churchill arrived in the White House, the president wasted no time in
agreeing with the British that Germany was the prime enemy and its defeat
was the key to victory. Until the Third Reich was defeated, Allied troops
would have to remain on the defensive in Asia.7

During the dark, depressing winter of ‒, some inroads were
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made into this “Germany-first” principle. This was the period when the
Japanese were on the rampage, overrunning Allied positions in Malaya, the
Philippines, and the Dutch East Indies, and so merely defending an area
from Australia to the Aleutian islands required a seemingly endless supply
of Allied men and materiel. Roosevelt, increasingly concerned that “the
Japanese were getting awfully close to home,” quickly bowed to the logic
of the situation. By June, the president and his military advisers had agreed
to send , troops to the Pacific, which was already , more than
the War Department had planned to have in this theater by the end of the
year. During the spring, FDR then endorsed a token bombing attack on
the Japanese mainland, the so-called Doolittle Raid, in an attempt to take
the war to the perpetrator of Pearl Harbor. And at the same time, he was
also aware of the great strides being made by the navy after the debacle of
December. In May, the reorganized Pacific Fleet managed to fight a cred-
itable draw against the Japanese in the Coral Sea; a month later it won a de-
cisive victory at Midway.8

Yet for Roosevelt, these early deployments were only ad hoc and de-
fensive ripostes to the unfolding military threat. Although they took valu-
able resources away from the European theater, in his opinion they did
nothing to undermine the commitment to launch America’s first major of-
fensive against the Germans. Increasingly, however, the president faced in-
tense pressure to reassess his thinking on this subject. Admiral King, the
hard-bitten, blunt-talking new commander of the U.S. Fleet, was especially
keen to see even more resources directed to Asia, fearing that any delay in
dealing with the Japanese would give the enemy the opportunity to “drive
hard” at the remaining Allied outposts. Douglas MacArthur agreed. Hav-
ing ignominiously escaped the military disaster engulfing the Philippines in
March, MacArthur was now desperate to use his new base in Australia to
strike back at the Japanese. During the summer, he got a measure of sup-
port from a surprising source. In July, General Marshall, up to now an ar-
dent partisan of a “Germany-first” strategy, briefly got the Joint Chiefs to
endorse an “Asia-first” policy, if the alternative was to fritter away Ameri-
can resources in secondary sideshows like North Africa.9

Significantly, in their attempts to prod the president to backtrack from
“Germany first,” these military men all contended that a majority of Amer-
icans strongly favored such a course. The United States, declared Mac-
Arthur on May , should take the offensive against Japan at “the earliest
possible moment” in order to “satisfy American public opinion by provid-
ing an adequate effort in the only theatre which is charged exclusively to
the U.S.” “Decisive action against Japan,” noted Marshall on July ,
“would be highly popular throughout the U.S., particularly on the West
Coast.”10

The president refused to agree, however, and brushed off such claims
as a “red herring.”11 In large part, this was due to his perception of the mil-
itary situation. “It seems unwise to attempt a major offensive in the Pacific

             



area,” he wrote to his top advisers on July , “because of the time in-
volved— one to two years—and the total lack of effect on Germany of
such a major offensive.”12 To ignore the Third Reich for this length of
time would also provide the Wehrmacht with a perfect opportunity to de-
stroy the Red Army, and, as he remarked in June, “Germany would be
very strong if Russia collapsed”—certainly stronger and more dangerous
than Japan was ever likely to be. The Atlantic area, he therefore believed,
“calls for essentially offensive operations,” for this was the best method “of
aiding Russia in the destruction of as many Germans and German material
as possible.”13

But FDR also ignored the arguments of his military advisers because
he was aware they were using “public opinion” instrumentally, to bolster
their arguments, and were not championing a widely popular cause. In-
deed, contrary to the claims not only of MacArthur and the JCS but also of
many subsequent historians, Roosevelt was not at this stage deeply con-
cerned “that public pressure for a Pacific-first approach was reaching dan-
gerous proportions.”14 True, between January and March, with the Japa-
nese army rampant, he was told that “the pendulum of editorial attention”
had increasingly swung from the Atlantic to the Pacific, while in April and
May the OFF informed him that almost two-thirds of mass opinion wanted
to focus U.S. resources against Japan.15 But at the same time, he was also
aware that such views were not held with any intensity. As early as April,
a clear plurality of Americans still viewed Germany as “the number-one
enemy,” while over the spring and summer, in the wake of Japanese defeats
and German victories, the remaining support for “Asia-first” strategy also
started to wane. Thereafter, although the mass attitudes remained a worry,
with public approval for “Germany first” likely to crumble as soon as bat-
tlefield fortunes changed, there was by no means the popular furor, the
overwhelming public pressure, that would have been necessary for the
president even to contemplate reassessing such a deeply held conviction.16

As a result, by May FDR could confidently proclaim “that Hitler was the
chief enemy,” and that although “it had been difficult to put that view
across, . . . in his opinion, it was now accepted.”17

If Roosevelt’s first aim was to focus U.S. efforts against the Third
Reich, his second goal was to deploy American ground troops against the
Wehrmacht. This is not to say that the president’s old hopes that the fragile
Hitler state might be eradicated relatively cheaply had entirely vanished. In
May, he agreed with one adviser that “there was beginning to be a con-
sciousness of defeat and [the German] people were beginning to look
around for the next thing.” In July, he remarked in a similar vein “that re-
ports from inside Germany continued to be bad” and that it was his “con-
viction that if Russia can hold out and if the Middle East can hold out, Ger-
many cannot successfully pass another winter.”18

But while the president remained somewhat sanguine about the
prospects of an internal collapse, he no longer saw this as a central method
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of eradicating nazism. Instead, abandoning his pre‒Pearl Harbor aversion
to sending U.S. troops abroad, FDR began to favor a more balanced ap-
proach to defeating the Third Reich. This retained subsidiary means such
as air power or propaganda to loosen the Nazis’ grip on power, but the
principal emphasis was now on the use of U.S. ground troops to defeat 
the powerful German army. As Roosevelt remarked on May , while the
“State Department is in receipt of many dispatches from the neutral capitals
of Europe telling of the steadily deteriorating position of the Axis,” and
“while the indications were hopeful, nevertheless ‘We can’t . . . win this
war by hoping that Germany will lose it.’”19 “Propaganda or other meas-
ures designed to break down morale within the enemy ranks are important
elements in the conduct of the war,” he stressed on another occasion. “It
will, however, be through the force of our ever-growing strength of arms
that the enemy wherever he be shall and will be thoroughly defeated.”20 In
practice, this meant that, whereas in September  the president had con-
templated reducing the size of the U.S. Army, by January  he agreed
to the War Department’s plan to increase troop levels to . million by the
end of the year, and also contemplated increasing the army to  million by
July  and  million by July .21

FDR’s views on the means required to defeat Germany had under-
gone a distinct shift. But what explains this newfound desire to construct a
large army and send it abroad? What variable had changed between the fall
of  and the beginning of ? Roosevelt’s sudden conversion can
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hardly be attributed to the fluctuating dictates of alliance politics, because
both before and after December  Churchill and Stalin had been anxious
for the United States to throw its full weight onto the scales. Nor did it
stem from shifting bureaucratic pressures, since the bulk of FDR’s military
advisers had also long been convinced of the need to send U.S. land forces
abroad. It was not even the product of a mounting pessimism that the Hitler
regime might not implode internally and that bombing and psychological
warfare might not therefore suffice. After all, as the Red Army drove the
Wehrmacht back from the gates of Moscow during the winter, Roosevelt
received numerous reports stressing that “many Germans are nervous and
worried,” that “discord between the Party and population is growing,” and
that “Hitler and other officials of the Nazi Party are having difficulty with
the army.”22 As we have seen, he also remained firmly inclined to accept
the accuracy of such information. 

The only variable that changed markedly during this period was pub-
lic opinion. Put simply, in the fall of , FDR’s public and private utter-
ances had been skewed exclusively toward propaganda and bombing be-
cause of the overwhelming popular opposition to sending American troops
abroad. Now that Pearl Harbor had removed this controlling constraint,
the president suddenly felt free to place primary emphasis on the use of
ground troops, confident that such an approach “will work out in full ac-
cord with [the] trend of public opinion here.”23

With the president’s blessing and few overt signs of public dissatisfaction,
the U.S. Army began to grow in dramatic fashion during . Millions of
new recruits headed south, destined for one of the  training camps
where they would receive basic training, indoctrination about Allied war
aims, and then more specialized instruction in radio communications and
the use of different types of weapons. By the end of the year, many of these
soldiers had been organized into thirty-seven new divisions.

As America finally developed the fighting capacity to confront the
Wehrmacht, the president and his advisers turned their attention to when
and where these troops should be deployed. Throughout the spring and
summer, Roosevelt’s concentration was firmly fixed on the problem of tim-
ing. Indeed, by this stage the president was not content merely to endorse
the use of ground troops. He also fervently and repeatedly stressed the need
to get the army into battle against Germans at the earliest possible moment.
“It is of the highest importance,” he instructed Marshall, King, and Hop-
kins in July, “that U.S. ground troops be brought into action against the
enemy in .” “The necessities of the case,” he declared on another oc-
casion, “call for action in —not .”24 But what necessitated such
prompt action? 

Again, there were sound military reasons underpinning FDR’s con-
victions. Most obviously, with the German army deep inside Soviet terri-
tory, and driving south into the Caucasus and toward the Volga by the end
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of June, something had to be done to aid a Red Army that, according to
the president, was “killing more Germans and destroying more Axis ma-
terial than all the twenty-five united nations put together.”25 To discuss
exactly how America could help, the president invited Stalin’s foreign min-
ister, Vyacheslav Molotov, to Washington toward the end of May. The
Russian proved a difficult guest. Not only was his distrust of foreigners so
great that he kept a pistol under his bed at night, but he also remained con-
spicuously immune to Roosevelt’s charm. According to one contemporary
joke Molotov only knew four English words—“yes,” “no,” and “second
front”—and his meetings in the White House certainly seemed to bear this
out. After four days, the president was in doubt that the one thing the So-
viets craved was an immediate cross-channel attack to draw German divi-
sions away from the Eastern Front. At a time when the Red Army was in
the throes of yet another military disaster, this time around Kharkov where
the Germans captured nearly , soldiers, Roosevelt was anxious to
oblige. On June , he therefore gave the Soviets a promise, albeit qualified
with some doubts about feasibility, that the United States would do its ut-
most to open up a second front in .26

A few weeks later the British arrived in town. Like Molotov, Churchill
and his advisers hoped to prod the Americans into an active role as soon as
possible, but preferably in the Mediterranean where British military for-
tunes had just reached their nadir with the fall of Tobruk. The surrender of
this vital port was a tremendous blow to the prime minister, and back in
London moves were already afoot to stage a vote of no confidence on his
handling of the war. Characteristically, Churchill wasted no time in trying
to shore up his position. Using his proximity to the president, he began by
lobbying for U.S. tanks to be sent to the Middle East to bolster Britain’s ail-
ing defenses. The Americans duly obliged, but the prime minister was not
content to leave matters there. He was also angling for an Anglo-American
invasion of Northwest Africa, in the firm belief that this would present an
acute threat to the entire Axis position in the Mediterranean.27

The president was therefore under intense pressure from both his
main allies to hasten the deployment of U.S. ground troops, and this might
well have resulted in a decision for action in , even had no other factors
been involved. But alliance diplomacy was not the president’s only concern.
Public opinion also entered into his calculations and greatly reinforced his
desire to get Americans fighting Germans as quickly as possible.

It is worth examining in some detail exactly how domestic politics
shaped Roosevelt’s actions, because there was no simple and direct rela-
tionship between popular opinion and government policy. In the first
place, it was not simply the case that “the public was screaming for a second
front” and that FDR bowed to this pressure.28 To be sure, throughout the
spring and summer the president was aware that more and more newspa-
pers were lobbying for immediate offensive action. Whereas the OFF
monitored only fourteen editorials supporting such a course in the week

             



ending April , this had risen to twenty-seven for the week ending June 
and to forty-three for the week ending July .29 At the start of July, even
divisionist organs like the Chicago Tribune and Washington Times-Herald
began calling for a second front. Within two weeks they were joined by
mainstream papers like the New York Times and Washington Post, who
jumped on the bandwagon when it became clear that the Wehrmacht was
now heading swiftly toward the key city of Stalingrad.30 Monitoring these
trends for the president, by July  the OWI began to note that the treat-
ment of the news was becoming “feverish,” with “demand for vigorous of-
fensive action against Germany [now being] voiced by the nation’s out-
standing commentators.”31

Yet it seems doubtful whether this mounting popular pressure had any
direct bearing on Roosevelt’s decision to seek prompt action in , since
the media’s second-front campaign only began in earnest after the presi-
dent’s mind had already been made up. Indeed, FDR had expressed a de-
sire to get U.S. troops quickly into action against the Wehrmacht through-
out the spring, long before the nation’s editors started to grasp this issue.32

The decision to act in  was then basically taken on June , a month be-
fore the media’s treatment of this issue became “feverish.”33

It was also clear to Roosevelt that pressure for a second front lacked
intensity. Although most opinion makers were discussing this subject by
the end of July, the president was dismissive and scathing about their con-
clusions. Public opinion on strategic matters, he remarked at one point
during the summer, “is made largely by the commentators and columnists
who had little understanding” of these matters “and are for the most part
rather shallow thinkers.”34 As if to confirm FDR’s skepticism, the press’
interest in the whole matter also ebbed quickly during August and Sep-
tember, as Red Army resistance stiffened around Stalingrad and the Allies
launched an ill-fated raid along the French coast at Dieppe. According to
one OWI survey, by the end of September most newspapers were almost
completely ignoring the broad aspects of this issue.35 Moreover, while de-
mand for action from opinion makers was belated and brief, the attitude of
the mass public was permissive rather than pressurizing. “They have been
taught that the road to victory must be opened by offensive action,” the
OWI concluded in October, in the only survey received by the White
House that closely monitored popular opinion on this subject. But most
Americans were hardly calling vehemently for an immediate attack; on this
subject mass opinion remained far from fervent.

While direct popular pressure therefore played a minimal role in Roo-
sevelt’s calculations, a desire to shape the outcome of the November con-
gressional poll was also a subsidiary concern. Of course, the president was
not oblivious to the electoral rewards that might be reaped by a successful
attack. During July and August he therefore pushed constantly for an of-
fensive to be launched by October , so that it would occur before polling
day. For a brief period he also considered reducing the military personnel
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involved by one-third when told that sufficient shipping was not available
for a swift attack.36 And on one occasion when Marshall went to the White
House for a consultation about operational planning, the president even
jokingly “held up his hands in an attitude of prayer and said ‘please make
it before Election Day.’” But although FDR naturally preferred a preelec-
tion offensive, believing that this might rally voters behind the Democratic
party, this was not a controlling factor. As Marshall later testified, when it
became clear that because of the time-consuming process of converting
ocean liners into troop ships the earliest possible date for an invasion would
be five days after the congressional poll, the president “never said a word.”
He simply left the military alone to take care of the necessary tactical plan-
ning and to come up with their own timetable.37

Roosevelt’s desire for action in , then, was neither a product of in-
tense popular pressure for a second front nor principally the result of elec-
toral politics. Instead, the president’s motives on this question only become
clear in light of his perception of public opinion, both his old difficulties
dating back to before Pearl Harbor and the current problems that his in-
formation campaign had failed to resolve. On the one hand, FDR had not
forgotten that throughout  the poor morale of conscripts in military
camps had quickly become a subject of national debate. When combined
with his fear that the public’s new-found desire for offensive action might
prove ephemeral, the president was naturally anxious not to retain vast
numbers of troops in training camps throughout the United States, where
their continued discontent might well provide divisionists with an oppor-
tunity to fuel the public’s traditional distrust of large standing armies. In-
stead, Roosevelt preferred to send the GIs abroad quickly. As he remarked
in June, rather than having “a serious political problem of having a vast
army here in this country trained and ready to fight,” he wanted it made
clear “that our government was insisting upon our taking an appropriate
part in the war, not only by sea and air but by our ground forces as well.”38

But by sending the army off to fight in , Roosevelt was not merely
seeking to remove a potential object of divisionist criticism. He was also at-
tempting to set the agenda, to create an incident that would alter the main
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contours of public opinion. He had, after all, long been aware that impor-
tant external incidents such as France’s fall or Pearl Harbor had had a pro-
found impact on popular attitudes. And in the first months of , with
both morale and support for “Germany first” fluctuating in line with mili-
tary fortunes, it was again apparent that events were a powerful persuader.
Given these lessons, it was hardly surprising that FDR was convinced that
prompt action could well help to solve his lingering public opinion prob-
lems. In particular, if GIs were fighting the Wehrmacht, this would un-
doubtedly dominate media coverage and the minds of the mass public,
thereby leading to a relative decline in interest in the Asia conflict. As a re-
sult, popular support for “Germany first,” which had previously depended
on the intensity of fighting in the respective theatres, might well become
more firmly ingrained. Furthermore, stories and pictures of Americans in
mortal combat with German soldiers might also engender a greater aware-
ness about the war in Europe, while a string of victories would undoubt-
edly assuage the closely related morale problems of apathy and defeatism.
Small wonder, then, that as FDR remarked in one meeting with Churchill,
it was “very important to morale, to give this country a feeling that they are
in the war, . . . to have American troops fighting somewhere across the At-
lantic.” Or, as Marshall later conceded, “the leader in a democracy has to
keep the people entertained.”39

For Roosevelt, it was essential to begin this task of entertaining the
people as soon as possible. On June , he therefore used the occasion of
Molotov’s visit to publicly announce that the Allies had reached a full 
understanding “with regard to the urgent tasks of creating a second front 
in Europe in .” Almost two weeks later, on the first anniversary of
Hitler’s invasion of the Soviet Union, Harry Hopkins then publicly reiter-
ated this commitment, declaring that the United States would establish a sec-
ond, third, and fourth front if necessary. On the back of such pronounce-
ments, the press was not slow to speculate on the significance of General
Dwight D. Eisenhower’s appointment to head the newly created “European
Theater of Operations for U.S. Forces” based in London. According to the
nation’s media, this was nothing less than a “second front staff,” a sure sign
that U.S. troops would soon be on the move against the Nazis.40

But where exactly? By July, Roosevelt’s determination to use a land
force against the Germans in  had effectively decided this final prob-
lem. Given the logistical problems of mounting an invasion on the French
coast, especially the lack of transport ships, which made it possible to land
only six to eight divisions to face far greater German forces, any cross-
channel assault in  would be an extremely hazardous operation.41 In
FDR’s opinion this left North Africa as the most viable alternative. But be-
fore he could carry this point he had to confront staunch opposition from
his military advisers. The root of the problem was that, while Roosevelt was
concerned primarily with timing, for Marshall and Stimson the top prior-
ity was location. Both greatly preferred opening a second front in France.
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This would confront the Germans in a vital area and would consequently
force Hitler to divert resources from the Eastern Front. It would also avoid
the dissipation of American men and material to marginal regions. “To 
defeat the Germans,” Marshall believed, “we must have overwhelming
power, and Northwest Europe was the only front on which this over-
whelming superiority was logistically possible. It was, therefore, sound
strategy to concentrate on this front and divert minimum resources only to
other fronts.”42

The president was not initially opposed to a direct attack on the Euro-
pean continent, but he was increasingly concerned about the risks involved.
“A second front against Germany,” he remarked on April , “should not
be opened rashly but it should be done if it offered a reasonable chance of
success.”43 He was also worried about the time it would take to launch an
attack in France, becoming more and more convinced that a successful in-
vasion could not be undertaken in .44 But Churchill, not Roosevelt,
was the most outspoken opponent of any immediate landing in France,
since Britain would have to provide the bulk of the troops for such a risky
undertaking at this time, and the prime minister was extremely reluctant to
meet the Wehrmacht head-on before a peripheral strategy had consider-
ably worn down German strength.45 Churchill, after all, faced his own do-
mestic problems and, having just survived a vote of no confidence in the
wake of Tobruk’s fall, he was not anxious to send British troops off on a 
sacrifice mission across the channel, where in all likelihood they would ei-
ther be slaughtered or be forced into another humiliating Dunkirk-style
evacuation.

By July, the respective positions were clearly drawn. On one hand,
Churchill was firmly against a cross-channel invasion in , instead fa-
voring an offensive in the Mediterranean where the bulk of Britains’s of-
fensive had been directed since . On the other hand, the JCS were pre-
pared to abandon Europe altogether, preferring an “Asia-first” strategy
rather than see American resources dissipated in a marginal area.46 Roo-
sevelt, meanwhile, remained adamant that U.S. troops should be brought
into action against Germany in . With Britain opposed to sacrificing
their troops in an invasion of France that year, he worked hard to push his
Joint Chiefs into accepting the North African alternative. For a start, he ar-
gued in a series of discussions at the beginning of July, “Asia first” was an
unrealistic option. Not only were there no detailed plans on which to base
such a dramatic shift in policy, but as he told Marshall, this “is exactly what
Germany hoped the United States would do following Pearl Harbor.”
FDR also believed that a North African invasion had its advantages, re-
peatedly stressing that it would forestall Nazi penetration into Dakar, an
area that provided Germany with its best opportunity to launch an attack
against the Americas.47

Bombarded by the president’s arguments, and unable to shift British
opposition in a series of meetings between July  and , the Joint Chiefs

             



finally succumbed and the decision was taken to launch an offensive in 
the fall against Morocco and Algeria under the code-name Operation
TORCH. “I am, of course, very happy in the result,” Roosevelt wrote to
Churchill three days later, and “I cannot help feeling that the past week
represented a turning point in the whole war.”48

By the late summer, planning for Operation TORCH was proceeding
apace. Public opinion had played a role in this first major decision of
American World War II grand strategy, but not in a simple or straight-
forward manner. Roosevelt was not merely preoccupied with electoral 
politics, since he ultimately accepted that the invasion would have to be
launched after polling day. Nor were his decisions congruent with direct
popular pressure for a second front, because this largely came in July, at
least a month after his mind had already been made up on this issue. In-
stead, public opinion only entered presidential calculations in three distinct
and subtle ways. First, when it came to deciding who was the main enemy,
Roosevelt was basically able to ignore popular support for an “Asia-first”
strategy, aware that mass attitudes were far from firm and tended to fluctu-
ate in line with battlefield fortunes. Second, on the subject of what means to
employ, FDR had initially been faced with a far different domestic envi-
ronment. Indeed, before December  he was acutely aware of the intense
and overwhelming opposition to the use of land troops, and thus in this pe-
riod public opinion acted as a controlling constraint. Only as the domestic
environment became more permissive after Pearl Harbor did Roosevelt
begin to explicitly advocate the need for land forces to defeat the Third
Reich. Finally, on the question of when and where to launch the first attack,
the president’s decision to push for prompt action, although partially a
product of a desire to aid the ailing Soviets, was also reinforced by a need
to solve his lingering public opinion difficulties. Instead of simply reacting
to opinion, FDR was hoping to shape it. His aim was to employ American
troops against the Wehrmacht as a method of finally eradicating the linger-
ing problems of apathy, defeatism, and weak support for a “Germany-first”
strategy, and North Africa was the only feasible area for such action in
.

“A Revolution in Political Sentiment”? 
Public Opinion and the Aftermath of TORCH,

November  to May 

In the early morning of November , sixty-five thousand U.S. and British
troops waded ashore at Casablanca, Oran, and Algiers to begin the first
major American offensive of the war. Despite its hazardous nature, the
possibility that “the Allies might find themselves in a long campaign fought
for very secondary objectives at the end of tenuous supply lines which ran
across submarine-infested seas,” the attack proceeded smoothly. The At-
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lantic remained calm, the landings were mostly unopposed, and key air-
fields and installations were soon under Allied control.49 As Roosevelt had
hoped, the initial success of Operation TORCH also had a tremendous
impact on mass attitudes. Just as in May , when the Wehrmacht’s at-
tack on the Low Countries and France ended the period of European
Phony War, so now the North African invasion seemed to have brought
the American Phony War and its attendant public opinion problems to a
hasty conclusion. As one report to the president concluded, there has been
“a revolution in political sentiment toward you and your conduct of the
war since the African coup.”50

Essentially, this “revolution” had three main components. In the first
place, the morale problem seemed to dissolve. The administration, long
preoccupied with the twin concerns of complacency and defeatism, now
felt there was an almost universal optimism about the course of the war.
Opinion makers were especially quick to depict TORCH as part of a global
and coordinated Allied offensive that was pushing back the Axis on every
front—from Stalingrad to El Alamein to Guadalcanal. The press had al-
ready been fixated on the struggle in Stalingrad since late summer, lavish-
ing great attention on the street-by-street battle and praying that the Sovi-
ets could hold on as the German effort reached its height in mid-October.
When the Red Army then launched its counteroffensive just eleven days
after TORCH, almost all editorial writers believed the two events to be
inextricably linked.51 Coming on the heels of British success at El Alamein
and the stout defense by U.S. troops at Guadalcanal, many even stressed
that these victories heralded the ultimate demise of Nazi Germany. As the
Christian Science Monitor concluded, the combined impact of all four battles
would change the fortunes of war dramatically. “Whereas Berlin once
planned the moves and did the conquering, today it is the United Nations
who have gained the sword of initiative and who have set German divi-
sions shifting back and cross the map of Europe in an attempt to plug a
dozen more invasion holes.”52 A few weeks later, the first anniversary of
Pearl Harbor provided another opportunity to focus on this swift reversal
of fortune. Editorial writers, noted the OWI, were now in the process of
reviewing the first year of the war, and were “conclud[ing] that it had
turned out well. The United Nations were held to be on the march—
wresting the offensive from an enemy which a year ago had been on the 
attack.”53

Optimism and confidence were now suddenly the main ingredients of
the popular mood. In the middle of November, an administration study of
major headlines in twenty metropolitan centers indicated that “ percent
of them blazoned good news stories from one or another fighting fronts.
Editorial comment was scarcely less buoyant.”54 Most elements of the mass
public also seemed to have discarded any defeatist thoughts. By late No-
vember, almost three-quarters now believed that the United States was
winning the war, compared to less than half in mid-October. A similar
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change was recorded on the question of whether the United States would
ultimately emerge victorious.

As well as boosting morale, TORCH also seemed to generate further
support for a “Germany-first” strategy. Most newspaper analysts were cer-
tainly quick to picture the North African landings as the harbinger to a real
second front, which they speculated might lead to a direct Anglo-Ameri-
can assault on “Hitler’s soft southern flank.” Even habitual “Asia-first”
partisans like the Denver Post now echoed this line, predicting that when
the North African campaign was won by the Allies they would then “be in
a position to strike and strike hard at the most vulnerable link in the Axis
chain—Italy.”55 There seemed to be a growing acceptance too of the ad-
ministration’s view that Germany was the main enemy, and that as soon as
it had been defeated Japan would be isolated and hence doomed. As the
OWI put it, the “prevailing disposition” amongst commentators was that,
“as for Japan—it would be just a matter of time, once the Germans had
been knocked out.”56

The final effect of the November successes was to weaken support for
isolationism. Just four days after the start of TORCH, John Franklin Carter
informed FDR that even die-hard “Roosevelt haters” now suddenly ap-
preciated the war’s significance. In a report filled with the kind of anecdotal
evidence the president usually liked, Carter wrote of a crusty old Republi-
can hack who had no love for the administration. Previously, the journal-
ist admitted, he had done “little real serious thinking about the war.” But
now, with his son in Africa, the journalist had for the first time “begun to
do some really independent thinking about this whole mess” and was even
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contemplating volunteer work in the civilian services, perhaps even sign-
ing up with the military.57

The administration had long felt that distrust of America’s two main al-
lies had been a main pillar of divisionist sentiment, but this too appeared to
be changing. The previous February, for instance, at the height of the iso-
lationist resurgence, the OWI found that “no more than  percent of the
American people were willing to credit the British with making an all-out
war effort.” Now, with the Eighth Army’s success at El Alamein, with Roo-
sevelt anxious to inform reporters that “Montgomery’s army [was] only
equipped in a ‘minor’ way by the U.S.,” and with British soldiers also fight-
ing alongside GIs in North Africa, this mood quickly changed.58 By the end
of November, almost three-quarters felt that Britain was pulling its weight,
and for the first time “the approval expressed for the British war effort
equaled that expressed for the United States.” Attitudes toward the Soviets
followed a similar course, with respect also replacing mistrust. According
to the OWI, the “deep admiration people feel about Russia’s valiant resis-
tance to Nazi aggression is having its effect.” A majority of  percent now
believed that, after the war was over, the Soviet Union could “be depended
upon to co-operate with us,” up from  percent in February.59

The president and his top advisers were naturally pleased by these
changes. FDR, Hull, and Welles, although recognizing that “every admin-
istration had to be watchful not to get too far in advance of its public opin-
ion,” were definitely not about to mourn the apparent passing of isolation-
ism.60 Nor were they overly concerned by the public’s prevailing
optimism, since, unlike the old complacent attitude, this seemed to be
based on a realistic assessment of concrete achievements. As the OWI suc-
cinctly put it, “the growth of optimism registered by these opinions is not
necessarily unhealthy by any means.”61

By the start of  it therefore seemed that planned events like
TORCH could indeed have a tremendous and immediate impact on mass
attitudes. But this did not mean that the administration’s public opinion
problems were now over. Most obviously, there remained the very distinct
likelihood that a series of unforeseen incidents might well intervene and
undo all the good work. 

In February , Madame Chiang Kai-shek became the latest in the long
string of foreign visitors to the White House. In the middle of the month,
the Chinese leader’s wife clearly betrayed the underlying purpose of her
visit when she went before a joint session of Congress to criticize those
strategists who considered “the defeat of the Japanese as of relative unim-
portance and that Hitler is our first concern.”62 At a time when the Red
Army was capitalizing on its Stalingrad victory by pushing the Germans
back more than four hundred miles to Kharkov, Madame Chiang’s analy-
sis seemed particularly persuasive to anyone worried that America’s exces-
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sive focus on Europe would inadvertently help to spread communism. In
the spring, William Bullitt explicitly expressed this concern to the presi-
dent, writing that if Germany were defeated first, and “if we have a hard
fight against Japan while the Soviet Union is at peace and Great Britain is
fighting only conservatively, we shall have no decisive voice in the settle-
ment in Europe.”63 Almost coincidentally, the White House received evi-
dence that the Japanese had executed American aviators captured during
the Doolittle Raid. Roosevelt quickly realized that by publicizing this in-
formation he would provide further ammunition to those clamoring for
more action in the Pacific. But, “deeply stirred and horrified” by this inci-
dent, and determined to warn the Japanese that the United States would
bring those responsible to justice, he never contemplated suppressing it.
Instead, on April  he issued a statement calling this act “barbarous” and
declaring that “it will make the American people more determined than
ever to blot out the shameless militarism of Japan.”64

For many Republicans, emboldened by their gains in the 
midterm elections, this series of events seemed to offer the perfect oppor-
tunity to revive calls for an “Asia-first” strategy. They certainly took little
time in mounting what, according to Raymond Gramm Swing, was “by all
odds the best promoted campaign that Washington has ever been subjected
to.”65 Their first wave of attacks came in the middle of February, when the
OWI noted that “the ex-isolationist press took Madame Chiang’s remarks
as support for their position that Japan should be regarded as our prime
enemy.”66 Then, in April and May numerous congressmen from across the
political spectrum went on record calling for the eradication of the nation
that was slaughtering U.S. airmen.67

As Congress turned up the heat, the White House became increasingly
concerned about the wider political implications underpinning this cam-
paign. On March , Carter reported to Roosevelt that top members of the
GOP were intending to use the “Asia-first” issue as a centerpiece in the
following year’s presidential campaign. They planned to argue that while
“the Democrats (you) are specialists in and preoccupied with European af-
fairs[,] . . . the Republicans (Willkie, Luce, & Co.) are specialists in Pacific
and Asiatic affairs; therefore, in , with the defeat of Hitler imminent, it
will be sound policy to switch from the war-administration of the Euro-
pean-minded Democrats to a war administration of Asiatic-minded Re-
publicans.”68 Such a political strategy seemed feasible not only because of
the noises emanating from Capitol Hill. Toward the end of March, Cantril
forwarded to the White House a poll result suggesting that MacArthur was
the strongest potential presidential contender in , with a favorable rat-
ing of  percent,  points more than his closest rival, Senator Robert
Taft.69 If the general did become the Republican candidate in a year’s time,
there was little doubt that greater effort in the Pacific would be a pivotal
issue in his campaign.

To make matters worse, during February and March this possible po-

             



litical threat became intertwined with a controversy in Congress over the
size of the U.S. Army. Roosevelt had long been worried by the public’s
deep-seated aversion to a large standing army. Polls published during 
had hardly helped to allay these concerns, for they revealed that a major-
ity of Americans continued to oppose inducting eighteen- and nineteen-
year-olds into the army. By the start of February, with the new Republican
intake helping to spark six separate congressional investigations into the al-
location of American manpower resources, Senator John Bankhead then
led a high-profile attack against the administration’s decision to build up 
a large army. These men, he declared, would be better used to produce
weapons that could then be distributed to those allies who desperately
needed them, most notably China. To bolster his arguments, Bankhead
even argued that America’s first major defeat by the Germans, at Kasserine
Pass on February , was principally a product of the administration’s de-
termination to build up an oversized and poorly equipped army, at the ex-
pense of production.70 Divisionist organs were predictably quick to support
such claims, but during the first weeks of February the OWI also found “a
three-to-one majority” in the press in favor of reducing the planned size of
the army. Even more ominously, liberals were starting to join the band-
wagon, claiming that the creation of a large army might well condemn the
United States to an excessively militaristic future.71

Faced with such pressure, Roosevelt decided to take the offensive. In
January, he became the first sitting president to fly when he made the long
and arduous journey to Casablanca to meet with Churchill and the British.
On his return, FDR hastened to point out to reporters the deeper implica-
tions of this trip, especially the new proximity of the Mediterranean and
European theatres in an age of air power. In a press conference on Febru-
ary , before speaking of the “direct threat” a German takeover of Dakar
would have posed “against Brazil and this continent,” he revealed how
quickly he had covered this distance. “It’s an amazing thing,” he informed
reporters; “Wednesday in Liberia, Thursday in Brazil! And I don’t like fly-
ing!” Later that same day, in a nationally broadcast speech he then pointed
out that America’s main priority remained the launching of “actual inva-
sions of the continent of Europe,” and took pains to stress that the United
States had “definite offensive plans for offensive operations” in Asia. A
week later, in a joint press conference with Madame Chiang, he also told
reporters that he was trying to “find ways and means” to increase aid to
China, albeit with careful emphasis on the enormous logistical problems
involved.72

Other officials and prominent individuals helped to bolster the presi-
dent’s efforts. Military leaders were quick to testify before Congress on the
need for a large army, pointing out that a force of . million by the end of
the year was essential if planned operations were to be successful. They
also promised to ensure that these men would be employed as efficiently as
possible. In March, Stimson then decisively supported this message in a na-
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tionally broadcast speech, which documented how the United States had
sufficient manpower to meet both production and military targets.73 When
it came to combating the “Asia-first” campaign, Marshall prevailed on the
president to release a statement in February, publicly praising General
MacArthur’s “tremendous and remarkably efficient bombardments” of the
enemy and stressing how these have “made a great impression on our peo-
ple.”74 Winston Churchill also stepped into the breach. Addressing a joint
session of Congress in May, the prime minister made a bold and success-
ful attempt to undo Madame Chiang’s efforts by clearly restating the rea-
sons why the Allies sought to strike at the Nazis first.75

While in public the administration moved to dampen criticism, in pri-
vate the president never wavered in his commitment to focus on the defeat
of Germany. In February, aware that Madame Chiang was a focal point of
the “Asia-first” campaign, he remarked to the British ambassador that he
was “scared stiff” of the Generalissimo’s wife and informed Morgenthau
that he was “just crazy to get her out of the country.”76 Then, at the third
Washington Conference with the British in May, he not only reaffirmed his
adherence to the “Germany-first” principle but also came out staunchly in
favor of launching a cross-channel attack at the earliest possible date, prob-
ably in the spring of .77 The Asia lobby had therefore failed miserably
in its attempt to pressure the president. But why was Roosevelt able to
brush off this campaign so easily? 

Part of the answer stems from FDR’s perception of public opinion.
For all the intensity of their efforts, Republicans and divisionists enjoyed
little success in generating widespread support for their cause. Even in the
days immediately after Madame Chiang’s speech, the OWI concluded that
“comment, in general, concurred in the desirability of providing additional
supplies for China, but avoided commitment as to the relative importance
of the European and Asiatic fronts.”78 “American sentiment,” according to
a New York Times editorial, typical of many, “is in favor of sending to
China everything that can possibly be delivered now, [but] it concentrates
on Germany for the moment . . . because greater forces are massed in Eu-
rope and there is a better chance of beating Hitler first.”79 Although polls
were somewhat sparse, their findings indicated that on this issue mass opin-
ion remained far from fervent. In February, a Gallup poll revealed that 
percent of respondents considered Japan to be the “number-one enemy,”
but by June this figure had dwindled to a paltry  percent, whereas  per-
cent advocated focusing on Germany.80 Again, there was hardly the over-
whelming and intense opposition that would have been required if the
president was even to consider abandoning this fundamental principle. 

Nor did the pressure to scale down the size of the army amount to
much in the end. This was partly because Stimson made such a persuasive
case in a radio address in March. According to the OWI, within days of
this performance most of the media had been quickly converted into sup-
porters of the administration’s stance on this issue. Such an about-turn in

             



the press probably helped inject a note of caution into the debates on Capi-
tol Hill. But legislators were also extremely reluctant to go against the expert
testimony of the president’s top military advisers. As the War Department’s
head of public relations succinctly put it, “despite all the talk, Congress isn’t
sure, and members will not risk their political necks by taking a position
where they might be charged with sabotaging the war effort.”81

Yet the nature of this popular opposition was only part of the reason
why the president paid so little heed to it. He was also well aware that the
current course of the conflict was itself starting to weaken his opponents’
more extreme claims. After all, by this stage the United States was not com-
pletely ignoring the war in the Pacific. The defeats in the first months of
 had already sucked in large numbers of troops. In July, the JCS then
sanctioned CCS , which in light of the postponement of a cross-channel
attack in favor of Operation TORCH permitted certain  “readjustments 
. . . for the purpose of furthering offensive operations in the Pacific.”82

Throughout the fall and winter American forces had also been mustered in
order to halt and then defeat the Japanese at Guadalcanal, while at the third
Washington Conference in May  planners deemed that the Allies
would soon have sufficient resources to contemplate an attack on the
Solomons, the Marshalls, and the Carolines.83 Consequently, even though
Europe remained the principal focus, the exigencies of actually fighting the
war had led to an impressive accumulation of American power in the Pa-
cific. And this in turn was serving to weaken the assertions of those who
charged the administration with neglecting this theater altogether.

Taking the War to the Heart of the Reich, 
January to November 

At the start of the New Year, with TORCH well underway and Roo-
sevelt’s gaze still fixed firmly on the European war, the president, prime
minister, and their military staffs journeyed to Casablanca to discuss their
next moves. Both leaders could hardly wait to escape to this “comfortable
oasis in the desert” in the midst of a wartime winter, and the whole excur-
sion had something of a holiday feel to it. The president certainly appreci-
ated the opportunity to meet up with his two sons who were serving in the
North African theater. He also reveled in becoming the first president
since Lincoln to visit a war zone and took every opportunity to inspect the
front-line troops, no doubt well aware that photographs of the commander-
in-chief saluting GIs, meeting with the flamboyant General George S. Pat-
ton, and eating an open-air lunch with officers would soon be appearing in
every daily newspaper.84

Yet, despite all the opportunities for relaxation and publicity, Roo-
sevelt could not escape the problems of grand strategy for long. At
Casablanca, the central question he faced was how to follow up TORCH.
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When it came to land operations, the simple answer was that it remained
too early to tell. With Eisenhower’s army still bogged down in North
Africa, the Combined Chiefs decided to defer any firm commitment about
when and where to attack the European mainland until the battlefield situ-
ation was clearer. The only operation they approved was an invasion of
Sicily, tentatively scheduled for July.85 In the interim, it was clearly desir-
able to do something more. But what exactly? The British were already en-
gaged in a full-scale bombing campaign of the Reich, attempting to
weaken both its fighting capacity and its morale. What did the Americans
think about extending this still further?

The president’s position was never in any doubt. During , Roo-
sevelt continued to allude to the merits of an air campaign, remarking in
September that “if the U.S. bombers were able to continue effectively to
bomb Germany during daylight, and the RAF during the night, . . . [then]
Germany was in for ‘a hot time for the rest of the war.’”86 At Casablanca,
when air chiefs raised the possibility of a combined bombing offensive,
Roosevelt did not hesitate to proffer his full support. Along with Churchill,
he sanctioned an air campaign aimed at “the progressive destruction and
dislocation of the German military, industry and economic systems, and
the undermining of the morale of the German people to a point where
their capacity for armed resistance is fatally weakened.”87 Soon thereafter,
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the American Air Force (AAF) used this directive to begin stepping up
preparations for daylight raids on the Reich. With the British already en-
gaged in nighttime area bombing, by the summer the two air forces were
pounding Germany’s industrial heartland around the clock. The apogee of
their efforts came on July ‒, with a sustained attack on Hamburg,
which left more than forty thousand civilians dead.

The president closely monitored the fruits of his Casablanca decision.
Most days he would pay at least one visit to the White House Map Room,
a small, low-ceilinged room on the first floor, where large charts of the var-
ious battle zones adorned the walls and kept him up-to-date with the very
latest developments in the war. By July , FDR was in no doubt as to the
scale of the Allies’ unfolding efforts, for incoming intelligence clearly de-
tailed how more than , tons of bombs had been dropped on Hamburg,
starting “many large fires [that] merged into a conflagration covering the
whole city.”88 Yet this catalogue of death and destruction left him largely
unmoved. Rather than expressing any qualms about the slaughter, he pri-
vately commented with satisfaction on the efficacy of modern air power.
“The complete destruction of Hamburg,” he remarked at the start of Au-
gust, “is an impressive demonstration of what can be done by long-range
bombing.”89

Roosevelt’s lack of remorse should come as no surprise. Although the
AAF was keen to experiment with daylight precision bombing, with its
focus on Germany’s industrial base, the president had always been more
inclined toward area bombing, which targeted civilians. This was largely
because the hopeful strand in his image of the enemy encouraged him to
think that air power might quickly exacerbate the latent tensions between
the people and their regime. By depressing morale, he even hoped that it
might set the scene for an internal revolution.90

Yet FDR had failed to make such subtleties clear to the American
public. Instead, on numerous occasions he had merely pointed out that the
Nazis were the culpable criminals, while the mass of Germans were simply
their innocent victims. It was not beyond the realm of possibility, there-
fore, that popular opinion might start to recoil in disgust if faced with a
strategy that was brazenly based on the slaughter of huge numbers of
blameless civilians. To make matters worse, back in September  FDR
had explicitly made this link when appealing to belligerents to eschew aer-
ial bombing. This form of “inhuman barbarism,” he had asserted, would
simply target “hundreds of thousands of innocent human beings who have
no responsibility for, and who are not even remotely participating in, the
hostilities which have now broken out.”91 In  and , as the Luft-
waffe went into action over the skies of Western Europe and Britain, Roo-
sevelt had then used the fate of Rotterdam and Coventry to highlight the
ruthless barbarity of Nazi war making. As a result, Americans might now
start to wonder if their own Air Force was acting in a manner little differ-
ent from their savage Nazi counterparts.
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In this context, Roosevelt’s concerns about a possible adverse public
reaction to Allied bombing become clear. He was hardly worried about the
state of current opinion, because media surveys and opinion polls indicated
that at present there were few signs of protest. As early as the first week of
May , as the RAF’s efforts had begun to gather pace, more than a hun-
dred editorials had “hailed” the continuous RAF bombing of German in-
dustrial areas. Three months later,  editorials had even urged a more
intensive bombing campaign against Germany, in the belief that “salvation
of Allies may lie in all-out air attacks.”92 Once the round-the-clock raids
got underway, the OWI continued to note that press and radio comment
considered them effective, “both in disrupting German production and in
undermining German morale.” A number of commentators even pointed
out “with obvious satisfaction that the raids were greater than any ever
made on England by the Luftwaffe.”93

However, the president did remain troubled by the possibility of fu-
ture opposition if Americans thought the Allies were callously targeting
civilians. He was especially convinced that there would be little popular
support for, and perhaps much mass opposition to, terror bombings and
reprisal raids. As he remarked on one occasion, “although the people of
the U.S. [were] deeply incensed at the barbaric treatment which the Nazis
are meting out, . . . I am nevertheless convinced that they are not prepared
to resort to such measures as the indiscriminate bombing of the civilian
population of enemy countries.”94

Given this conclusion, Roosevelt trod carefully when portraying the
Allied effort to the American people. Whereas in private his rationale for
bombing rested on targeting civilians in order to provoke a political im-
plosion by depressing morale, in public he now emphasized that the Amer-
icans and British were specifically targeting industry in order to precipitate
an economic collapse by depriving manufacturers of key raw materials. As
he declared in one speech, “We are not bombing tenements for the sheer
sadistic pleasure of killing, as the Nazis did. We are striking devastating
blows at carefully selected, clearly identified strategic objectives—facto-
ries, shipyards, munitions dumps, transportation facilities, which make it
possible for the Nazis to wage war.”95 Such claims were eagerly backed up
by air leaders, who had long been preoccupied with the need to cultivate
mass support for bombing in order to improve their chances of achieving
independent status as a separate branch of the armed services. AAF chief of
staff, Henry “Hap” Arnold, was especially anxious to go on record de-
scribing terror bombing as “abhorrent to our humanity, our sense of de-
cency.” He also warned his aircrews that careless bombing would “inten-
sify feelings of hatred in the ‘victim populations,’ poisoning relationships
between countries after the fighting ended.”96 Meanwhile, the OWI
sought to reassure the public about the efforts of both the AAF and RAF.
In its factual radio program “This Is Official,” which aimed at educating
the American public about various aspects of the war effort, the question

             



was asked in July: “In what way does the present Allied air offensive on
Germany differ from the Germans bombing of Britain back in ?” The
answer was crystal clear. Allied Air Forces “accurately and scientifically”
planned only to destroy targets “of military or production importance in a
strict order of priority.” Allied bombing was also “more accurate, whether
it be the daylight bombing of the AAF, . . . or the night ‘Area bombing’
with the RAF’s giant blockbusters.” Modern methods, it mendaciously
claimed, made Allied efforts “so accurate that industrial sections of cities
can be wiped out, area by area.”97

While Roosevelt saw an air campaign as an ideal way to soften up the
Reich, he no longer viewed bombing as a central method of winning the
war. Indeed, his thinking on the means required to defeat Germany had
evolved considerably since the summer of . With the U.S. Army total-
ing around  million and with the public no longer adamantly opposed to
deploying these troops abroad, the president now firmly believed that vic-
tory would only come after a full-scale invasion of Europe. But this still
raised that fundamental question: when and where should the next blows
be landed?

As Roosevelt began to ponder this problem during the spring of ,
he was quick to recognize the profound change in the public’s attitude to-
ward the war. TORCH had clearly worked its magic. Over the winter,
America’s first offensive had not only helped to undermine defeatism and
apathy, it had also generated a greater interest in the European conflict, as
well as confining “Asia-first” sentiment to a divisionist minority with no
“real public opinion behind them.”98 Now, with Eisenhower’s armies fi-
nally emerging victorious in May, capturing Tunis and around ,
Axis soldiers by the middle of the month, Americans were quick to lavish
praise on the president and his strategic vision. In June, when the Demo-
cratic National Committee conducted a survey in a string of key congres-
sional districts, it found that a vast majority of voters strongly endorsed
FDR’s “leadership and courage in running the war.” Overwhelming num-
bers also expressed their approval for the general way in which the war was
being handled on the military fronts.99

Basking in the afterglow of military victory, Roosevelt soon reached
the conclusion that public opinion was no longer such an important con-
sideration when it came to the timing of the next offensive. Unlike , he
no longer deemed it so essential to speed up aggressive action in order to
arouse the American people from a phony-war style torpor. But this was
not his only calculation. The president also felt he could safely ignore pub-
lic opinion when it came to the location of America’s next assault. What lay
behind his confidence on this issue?

To a large extent, it was not new. Even in , FDR had only fretted
about the popular mood when it came to the timing of the first campaign.
His general attitude had been that Americans were not worried whether
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the United States attacked France, North Africa, the Middle East, or Nor-
way; all they craved was action soon.100 Now, he had a number of concrete
indications that the public remained agnostic on this issue. One was the ob-
vious fact that most opinion makers were not calling fervently for action in
any particular region. Quite the opposite: most still seemed content to
leave this matter in the hands of those with the requisite information and
authority.101 Polling data that percolated up to the White House also con-
tinued to suggest that popular attitudes were permissive rather than pres-
surizing. Polls published in June, for instance, revealed that  percent of
Americans thought an invasion of Europe would be necessary to defeat the
Germans, while  percent believed that such an attack would now suc-
ceed. But pollsters conspicuously failed to specify exactly where in Europe
this attack should come. In fact, not one single survey addressed the prob-
lem of whether the United States should opt for a cross-channel assault
rather than a Mediterranean offensive.102 Small wonder, then, that Roo-
sevelt believed he had a good deal of freedom on this subject. At the start
of May, when the Joint Chiefs had the temerity to suggest that the Ameri-
can people would only support the use of U.S. troops in particular regions,
he was certainly quick to dismiss their arguments out of hand. Such claims,
he colorfully replied, were pure “spinach.”103

Actually it was quite fortunate that the president felt he could safely ig-
nore public opinion when it came to the timing and whereabouts of the
next offensive, because although TORCH increased room for maneuver
on the domestic front, it had precisely the opposite effect on short-term
military planning. Indeed, the decision to attack North Africa in , to-
gether with the subsequent failure to defeat the Germans quickly, drasti-
cally narrowed options for . By May, with the Mediterranean already
containing twenty-five Allied divisions and with time rapidly running out
for launching an alternative campaign that summer, there seemed to be lit-
tle alternative to continuing in same direction for the time being. In July,
the precariousness of the internal situation in Italy also encouraged the Al-
lies to continue probing at Hitler’s “soft underbelly.” When Mussolini was
overthrown toward the end of the month, the opportunity to knock one of
the three main Axis powers out of the war was just too good to miss. Even
General Marshall, long suspicious of channeling U.S. forces into the “suc-
tion pump” of the Mediterranean, now supported an invasion of Italy. With
Roosevelt and Churchill wholeheartedly endorsing the decision, on Sep-
tember  Allied troops landed on the Italian mainland at Salerno, just south
of Naples.104

Operations for the remainder of  were thus a natural outgrowth of
TORCH. But what should the Allies do in ? Should they pour more
resources into the Mediterranean, or should they husband men and ma-
teriel in Britain for a large-scale assault on the French coast? This key
question precipitated much heated debate between the three allies through-
out . Stalin, in particular, still had very definite views about where the

             



Anglo-Americans should concentrate their efforts. Already deeply skepti-
cal of the merits of TORCH, in March the Soviet leader made it perfectly
clear that he did not consider an attack on Sicily to be a substitute for a
cross-channel invasion. In July, when it was obvious that no assault of
France would be forthcoming that year, Stalin recalled his ambassadors
from the United States and Britain.105 These developments had a consider-
able impact on Roosevelt’s thinking. In his opinion, America and Britain
now had to begin planning for a second front in France in the spring of
, since this was clearly the only way of truly placating the increasingly
suspicious Stalin and thereby cementing a dangerously fractious alliance. 

Underpinning the president’s decision to opt for a cross-channel inva-
sion was also the stark fact that America now had sufficient resources to en-
gage in such an operation. Gone were the old days of  when unpre-
paredness had bolstered Roosevelt’s reluctance to get directly involved in
the war. Gone too were the days of  when the lack of trained troops
and shipping meant that a cross-channel assault had not been feasible.
American industry was now in high gear, churning out a staggering
eighty-six thousand aircraft and almost thirty thousand tanks during the
course of .106 The U.S. army was also generating enough divisions
available for an attack in , and hopefully there would soon be sufficient
landing craft to get these troops to France with all the necessary equip-
ment. As FDR cheerfully remarked in August , “our available means
seem to fit in pretty well with our plans.” The president was even opti-
mistic that the United States now had sufficient resources to carry out a
second front on its own, in the event of a British refusal to participate in
such an operation.107

And for much of  it seemed all too likely that the British might
well be reluctant to participate. Churchill was clearly still less than enam-
ored with the prospects of attacking the French coast. Whereas the presi-
dent and the Joint Chiefs wanted the campaigns in Sicily and Italy to be
strictly limited so that enough resources could be mustered for an attack on
the French coast in the spring of , the prime minister eloquently and
doggedly advocated a more flexible course. Not only did Churchill want to
make any attack on France dependent on the decline of German strength
but he also wanted to make sure that the Allies were in a position to exploit
any opportunity that arose in the Mediterranean. This difference of opin-
ion reached such a pitch at both the third Washington Conference in May
and the first Quebec Conference in August that in some meetings subor-
dinates had to be cleared from the room so that the Combined Chiefs could
air their disagreements “off the record.” Tentative compromise agree-
ments were nevertheless hammered out on both occasions. Even so, a firm
British commitment to a second front remained highly elusive. The whole
matter was therefore left in abeyance until the first Big Three meeting at
the end of November.108

Roosevelt arrived in Tehran determined to build up a close personal
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rapport with Stalin. Indicative of the president’s general attitude was his
decision to move into secure (and undoubtedly bugged) accommodation in
the Soviet compound, after reports emerged that there were Axis assassins
in the city. When it came to problems of grand strategy, however, the por-
tents for a U.S.-Soviet understanding were somewhat ominous. In recent
weeks, Soviet officials had suddenly and mysteriously become more luke-
warm on the whole idea of an attack on France. To make matters worse,
Marshall, long the most articulate American champion of a cross-channel
assault, went missing on the afternoon of the vital first plenary meeting.
After a scheduling mix-up, he had gone sightseeing around the Iranian
capital with “Hap” Arnold.109

But if the president entered the first Tehran meeting with a feeling of
trepidation, this was not to last. As soon as Roosevelt asked whether the
Soviets preferred a cross-channel invasion or further campaigns in the
Mediterranean, it was clear that Stalin would cast the deciding vote in favor
of the American position. An invasion of the French coast, the Soviet
leader unequivocally declared, was “still the best” method of striking right
at heart of the Reich. Churchill, never one to give up without a struggle,
did his best to argue and complain, but to no avail. Outvoted two-to-one,
the British had no choice but to succumb. In one swift moment, Stalin had
put an end to almost two years of strategic wrangling. With Eisenhower
soon to be appointed supreme commander, detailed planning could now
begin in earnest for Operation OVERLORD, the Anglo-American inva-
sion of northern France.110

At long last the central question of grand strategy in Europe had been
agreed on. With Germany now patently on the defensive, not only in the
east and south but also in the sea and air, attention turned quickly toward
victory. On their way back from Tehran, the Combined Chiefs even in-
dulged in an informal guessing game of when the war would end. In a
straw poll conducted by Marshall, the consensus was “that if Germany
does not crack at the end of the winter, she will not until [the] fall [of
].”111 For military leaders, then, victory might not be imminent, but it
was certainly inevitable. In a similar mood of confidence, the president also
turned his attention from war to peace, and especially to the pressing ques-
tion: what to do with postwar Germany?

             





The Politics of
Unconditional Surrender

    

Secretary Hull . . . hoped that in your speech
tonight you could include a paragraph which
would rebut the charge sometimes made that
we are planning to deliver Europe to the 
Fascists.

—Adolf A. Berle to FDR, 
February , 

Sunday January , , the last full
day of the Casablanca Conference,
dawned warm and sunny. Around mid-
day Roosevelt and Churchill went onto
the lawn just outside the president’s
villa. A short while later, the newspa-
permen who had made the long trek to
North Africa were invited to sit down
and make themselves comfortable. As
they huddled around the two leaders,
most reporters probably expected to

hear nothing more than the normal platitudes of a wartime press confer-
ence. After all, the president and prime minister, desperate not to give any-
thing away to the enemy, were only likely to talk in vague generalities about
the need to help the Soviets or to get more troops into action against the
Axis. To most, it probably seemed that the lead story would be the exotic
location of this third wartime meeting, rather than anything the two leaders
were about to say.

Then Roosevelt dropped his bombshell. Invoking a loose and inaccu-
rate historical analogy about how Ulysses S. Grant had dealt with Robert
E. Lee at the end of the Civil War, the president revealed, in no uncertain





terms, his “determination that peace can come to the world only by the
total elimination of German and Japanese war power. . . . The elimination
of German, Japanese, and Italian war power,” he added with a flourish,
“means the unconditional surrender by Germany, Italy, and Japan.” To
drive the point home, he ended by imploring journalists to depict the
Casablanca Conference as “the ‘unconditional surrender meeting.’”1

Roosevelt’s casual pronouncement before a few reporters on a sunny
afternoon in North Africa has long been the subject of controversy. Quite
apart from the vexed question of whether this formula prolonged the war
by encouraging the Germans to resist more fanatically, historians have
been unable to reach a consensus on FDR’s motivation for making this
statement at this particular time. In his memoirs, Winston Churchill’s only
contribution was to downplay any complicity in the whole affair.2 Sub-
sequently, a number of writers have posited a link between the president’s
action and the domestic outrage over the so-called Darlan deal—the
arrangement made in November  to stop French forces in North
Africa from fighting the Allies.3 Many others have altogether ignored this
connection, however.4 And even among those who believe the Darlan deal
was crucial, there has been little assessment of why FDR waited until the
end of January to make the announcement, more than two months after the
deal had been struck and exactly one month after Darlan had been re-
moved from the scene by an assassin’s bullet. Previous works have also
tended to neglect the role that other public opinion trends might have
played in this decision and almost all have remained silent about why Roo-
sevelt constantly reiterated unconditional surrender during  and .5

This chapter aims to clarify this episode and rectify these omissions, as
well as to examine how much weight should be ascribed to the domestic
environment when explaining Franklin Roosevelt’s deeply controversial
Casablanca proclamation.

Defusing the Debate over “Darlanism,” 
November  to February 

That Roosevelt was privately inclined to favor unconditional surrender
comes as no surprise. Ever since the Munich crisis of  he had been
convinced of the futility of even talking to the perfidious Hitler. It was
hardly unexpected, therefore, that when State Department planners from
the Subcommittee on Security Issues came to him in May  and stated
“that nothing short of unconditional surrender by the principal enemies,
Germany, and Japan, could be accepted,” the president did not dispute
their decision.6 The puzzle, then, is not why FDR favored unconditional
surrender, because it clearly stemmed directly from his image of the Nazi
enemy; rather, it is in the timing of the announcement: why did he decide
to enunciate it explicitly at the Casablanca Conference in January ?

             



One contributing but subordinate factor was the president’s fluctuating
assessments of the complacency problem. Put simply, whenever overopti-
mism was not a worry, Roosevelt was always more inclined to talk publicly
about the prospect of defeating the enemy. This was the case between De-
cember  and January  when, untroubled by the possibility of  fu-
eling overconfidence, he had made at least fifteen public references to the
perils of appeasement and the consequent need to utterly destroy the Hitler
state. For a brief period after Pearl Harbor, he had even been prepared to
declare that America’s central objective was “victory, final and complete,”
which meant the “smashing of militarism imposed by warlords upon their
enslaved peoples.”7

Yet from February , as Roosevelt’s fears of overconfidence
mounted, such talk about the prospects of peace and the postwar world
rapidly dropped out of the president’s public repertoire. From February to
September , FDR made only three indirect and rather feeble excur-
sions into this territory, and then merely to state that the Allies, not the
Axis, “will make the final peace,” that “victory is essential,” and that “this
great war effort must be carried through to its victorious conclusion.”8 As
he told one official in May, “the whole attitude ought to be talk on the pes-
simistic side, lest anyone get the idea that the war would be easy.”9 Officials
on the Committee of War Information wholeheartedly agreed. As one of
its members put it, “the theme to the country should be based on the as-
sumption that we would not talk too much of peace and the world there-
after, until the war was won.”10 Thus, for much of , with the adminis-
tration shying away from mentioning any war aims in public, Roosevelt
was naturally not tempted to start talking about his support for uncondi-
tional surrender.

Only with the spate of Allied victories and the resulting change in the
popular mood did this constraint ease. After November , the president
often continued to adopt a cautious posture, informing a press conference
that he did not want to induce overoptimism by speculating about the prob-
able end of the war and telling the Herald Tribune forum that “there can be
no coasting to victory.”11 But at the same time, with America on the offen-
sive, defeatism assuaged, and public confidence justly reflecting Allied suc-
cess, he also believed that the moment was ripe to start talking again about
the prospects of defeating the enemy. “Today,” he therefore declared just
three days after TORCH, “we know and they [the Axis] know that they
have conquered nothing. Today, they face inevitable, final defeat.” German
superiority, he reiterated six weeks later, “has gone —forever. Yes, the
Nazis and the Fascists have asked for it—and they are going to get it.”12

More importantly, Roosevelt also started to offer certain hints about “the
victorious peace which surely will come.”13 In November, he suggested
that Clark Eichelberger, a prominent internationalist, float “a trial balloon”
on his plan that “four policemen” patrol the postwar world and enforce dis-
armament. In his keynote speeches, Roosevelt also began to return to the

                                    



theme of smashing the Axis. Our task in , he declared on New Year’s
Day, is “to press on with the massed forces of humanity till the bandit as-
sault on civilization is completely crushed.”14

But while the “revolution in political sentiment” that accompanied TORCH
and the victories at Stalingrad and El Alamein helped to create a permissive
environment that enabled the president to start talking tentatively about
victory and war aims, this was not the only significant development at this
time. Back in October, both Washington and London had decided that to
neutralize, or at least minimize, French opposition to their North African
attack, they would have to supplement the military campaign with some
form of political maneuver. For this reason, the Americans dispatched
General Mark Clark to Algiers in an attempt to persuade French general
Charles Mast not to oppose the Allied landings. They also brought in
Henri-Honoré Giraud, in the hope that French forces would rally behind
this anti-German general who had only recently escaped from a Nazi
prison. More ominously, the administration contemplated negotiating with
Admiral Jean-François Darlan, commander-in-chief of all Vichy forces
and number-two figure in the Vichy government, who happened to be vis-
iting his ill son in Algiers. In the immediate aftermath of the Allied land-
ings, when it quickly became apparent that both Mast and Giraud had lit-
tle standing with the French forces in North Africa, and that only Darlan
had the requisite authority to conclude a cease-fire, General Clark began
discussions with Darlan. On November  the so-called Darlan deal was
struck, by which the Allies accepted Darlan as the head of civil adminis-
tration in North Africa and in return Darlan agreed to a cease-fire that
stopped the fighting in French Morocco and Algeria.15

For Clark and his superior officer, General Eisenhower, this develop-
ment was perfectly compatible with instructions received from Washing-
ton. They also believed it offered important military advantages, since it ef-
fectively nullified a potential enemy that was more than double the size of
the Allied force.16 Yet, for all its practical benefits, dealing with Darlan
raised obvious problems. In particular, the administration had long de-
picted Quisling collaborators as “diminutive Führers” who simply aided
the malevolent Axis cause. And Darlan seemed to be very much of this ilk,
having held numerous positions in the Vichy government. As Bullitt ad-
vised the president, “his acts as head of Pétain’s governing apparatus hung
like an albatross around his neck. He cannot get it off.” The military, too,
conceded as much, for in the pep talk given to U.S. troops landing in
North Africa, Darlan was described as a “Nazi rat” little different from the
likes of Laval.17

It would not have been surprising, then, if a public told to treat Nazi
collaborators as brutal archenemies quickly began to recoil in disgust at this
deal. The initial popular reaction, however, was remarkably mild. On No-
vember  and , noted the BoI, “press and radio commentators revealed

             



perplexity and, in some cases, dismay over the political maneuvers in
North Africa.” But while “the position of Darlan was widely questioned,”
at this early stage most remained guarded in their criticism, unwilling to
condemn a deal that could well reduce casualties. As the popular broad-
caster, Raymond Gram Swing, put it: “It all comes down to . . . the deci-
sion to save American and British and French lives, and to save invaluable
manpower for the real enemy, and to save time.”18 The nation’s legislators,
meanwhile, remained preoccupied with thorny domestic issues, much to
the president’s relief. As he remarked on November , “luckily for me the
Congress has been interested in the Poll Tax matter, so I have had no
repercussions about the Darlan affair from that body.”19

Exceptions to this relatively mute and moderate reaction came from
just two sources, but both were to prove extremely important. On Novem-
ber  CBS reporter Edward R. Murrow broadcast to America from Lon-
don. After revealing his astonishment at the deal, he accused Darlan of
having adopted “Gestapo methods.” The admiral had “intensified anti-
Semitic measures” in France, argued Murrow. “His police force [had]
helped the Germans round up Alsatian refugees. . . . And now this man is
given political dominion over North Africa, with American support.”
“Wherever American forces go,” he concluded, “they will carry with them
food and money and power, and the Quislings will rally to our sides if we
permit it.”20 Two days later, in a memorandum sent to both Cordell Hull
and the War Department, Walter Lippmann concurred with this analysis.
For Lippmann, the deal called into question America’s war aims. “What
we do with the first country liberated by American arms will obviously
have the profoundest influence as an example and as a precedent upon all
other occupied territory in Europe. It is self evident,” he asserted, “that 
we must dispel any idea that we shall recognize and uphold Quisling 
governments.”21

Although such bitter criticism was not widespread, with most com-
mentators merely acting perplexed rather than outraged, the administra-
tion’s perception of public opinion was very much shaped by the argu-
ments of these two opinion makers. Henry Morgenthau was particularly
distressed by Murrow’s broadcast, and on November  phoned Sumner
Welles for an explanation.22 Pressure was building from other quarters, too.
Elmer Davis and Cordell Hull both wanted Roosevelt to make a statement
on the matter, while Davis hurried to inform Henry Stimson that Wendell
Willkie was due to give a radio address at the Herald Tribune Forum, in
which he intended to castigate the administration for appeasing Quislings
and would describe Darlan as “Hitler’s tool.”23

Well aware that “a lot of people have gotten quite upset about our deal-
ings with Darlan,” the president decided to respond through a combina-
tion of censorship and persuasion.24 To begin with, on November  he
gave Eisenhower his “complete support,” but was careful to warn him “that
we do not trust Darlan” and “that it is impossible to keep a collaborator of

                                    



Hitler and one whom we believe to be a Fascist in civil power any longer
than is absolutely necessary.”25 That same day FDR’s subordinates were
also busy. While Marshall sought to placate potential critics on Capitol
Hill, his staff not only asked the press to refrain from commenting on the
political situation in North Africa but also prevented the release of movie
footage containing pictures of Eisenhower and the French Admiral on the
basis that “less said about Darlan the better.”26 In a similar vein, Stimson
called Willkie just an hour before he was scheduled to make a keynote
radio broadcast and prevailed on his fellow Republican to drop any refer-
ences to Darlan. A relieved FDR then listened to the speech and later con-
gratulated Stimson for this prompt action.27

But it was also clear to the president that a complete news blackout
would probably engender as much critical comment as it would allay. The
next day Roosevelt attempted to clarify the situation, by persuading his
more vehement critics of its temporary nature. He began by calling in
Morgenthau and assuring him “that there have been no promises of any
kind made to Darlan as to the future, and they [the military] can throw him
overboard any minute they want to.”28 Then in a press conference he
stressed to reporters that the deal was “only a temporary expedient, justi-
fied solely by the stress of battle”— one that had been improvised by sol-
diers on the ground in order to save American lives and would be jetti-
soned as soon as the military situation improved. To drive home the point,
he quoted the old Balkan proverb: “My children, you are permitted in time
of great danger to walk with the Devil until you have crossed the bridge.”29

In the first days after this press conference most newspapers were will-
ing to go along with this “walk with Devil” because of Roosevelt’s assur-
ance that it was a one-off temporary expedient based purely on military cal-
culations. Thus, two of the most influential daily newspapers, the New York
Times and Washington Post, both supported the president, arguing that his
statement ought to “clear the air of misconceptions and misunderstandings
that have arisen as a result” of this whole episode.30 Far more importantly,
FDR also appeared to have placated Walter Lippmann. In his column on
November , Lippmann still warned against making Darlan a permanent
ally, since this would set a dangerous precedent. But, accepting that the deal
was only a temporary expedient, he now saw the whole episode in a new
light and even praised the administration for the “unplanned but wisely
improvised fashion” by which it had brought “to an orderly end the power
of Vichy France in Africa.”31

Yet the media’s support for the Darlan deal remained highly fragile.
On one hand, Roosevelt was hardly reassured by the fact that his most 
vociferous support was coming from the ranks of conservatives and divi-
sionists. As the BoI noted, “reactionaries” were encouraged by “proof that
we are real politicians after all—fighting for our own interests not for
Wilsonian ideals,” while anticommunists were reassured by what they felt
to be the administration’s abandonment of the moral high ground. “This

             



proves,” wrote one isolationist commentator, “that our alliance with Rus-
sia is not so ideological as we feared, but opportunistic just as in the case of
Darlan.”32 On the other hand, middle-of-the-road newspapers and liberal
commentators were only willing to accept the present arrangement as long
as it did not set a precedent, and they were particularly sensitive to any sign
that the United States was abandoning its hatred of nazism and Nazi col-
laborators. Thus, indications either that Darlan’s position was permanent,
or that he was a harbinger of things to come, were apt to rekindle the con-
troversy. As the New York Times clearly warned: “One Darlan may have
been necessary. But one Darlan is enough.”33

It was in this context that a second wave of press protest and indigna-
tion, more intensive and widespread than the first, started to mount. The
backdrop to this was a series of reports in December that not only demon-
strated that Darlan was consolidating his position in North Africa but also
told of the War Department’s attempt to set up an Austrian Legion with al-
legiance to the Hapsburg dynasty. The press was also busy publicizing an
arrangement that the State Department had concluded with Vice-Admiral
Georges Robert “under which this fascist-minded man, this admirer of Pé-
tain, remains in power for the duration and, apparently all the French dem-
ocrats on Martinique remain in jail.”34 In his New York Times column,
Arthur Krock had already raised suspicions that the administration was
about to abandon its crusade against nazism and instead seek to end the war
by a whole series of tawdry deals with Fascist elements, when he revealed
that an anonymous administration official had informed him that the “war
has forced us idealists and democrats to quantitative rather than qualitative,
morality as the test. If, for example, Göring should offer to come over with
a few planes, we don’t want him. He will cost more than he will contribute.
But if he can bring the Luftwaffe with him we’ll receive him.”35 Other
newspapers were now quick to express their concern that the United States
was contracting “a Darlan habit,” with Henry Luce’s Time providing per-
haps the most lucid rendition. “The U.S.,” it pointed out,

was doing business, if not with Hitler, with one of his stooges, Admiral
Jean-François Darlan. The invasion of North Africa was the first great po-
litical-military adventure of the United States in World War II. Its tone
would set the tone for others to come. How could the U.S. Government,
opponent of fascism, exponent of the Atlantic Charter, explain this? Was not
freedom to come in the wake of Americans? If Norway were invaded, would
the United States thenceforth move to strengthen the hand of Vidkun Quis-
ling?36

And, it might have added, by the same token if Germany were invaded,
would the United States thenceforth move to strengthen the hand of Her-
mann Göring?

It was therefore the implications of these arrangements for the future,
rather than the initial Darlan deal, that fueled the mounting furor. This was

                                    



demonstrated most clearly by the events of late December and early Janu-
ary. On Christmas Eve, Darlan was assassinated by a young French royal-
ist. Although this appeared to remove the major irritant from the scene, the
administration enjoyed only a brief respite, for within two weeks popular
protest had not merely been rekindled but had reached its apex. This time,
the cause was Marcel Peyrouton’s appointment as governor general of Al-
geria. Unlike the original Darlan deal, which the administration had been
able to portray as an improvised affair only made possible by the admiral’s
fortuitous presence in Algiers, Peyrouton had been specifically brought to
North Africa by Robert D. Murphy, the U.S. minister to French North
Africa. Moreover, Peyrouton’s record as Vichy interior minister marked
him as one of the most vicious and brutal of all French collaborators.

These two points were quickly picked up by the press, and as the OWI
noted they brought media “anxiety to a ferment.” While the Washington
Post called the Peyrouton deal the “last straw,” Walter Lippmann, relatively
quiet since the middle of November, soon seized upon a story in the Amer-
ican Mercury magazine. This purported to elucidate Hull’s belief that “there
are likely to be other deals with other Darlans in other conquered and
Axis-dominated countries,” perhaps even with Germans who overthrew
“the Nazi gang.” Rejecting this as totally unacceptable, Lippmann sug-
gested that “nothing ought to suit us better . . . than unconditional surren-
der.”37 Both Lippmann and the Washington Post were especially “severe”
in their condemnation of Murphy, whom they held responsible for the dis-
astrous appointment of Peyrouton. “It was high time that Murphy was re-
moved from his job,” the Post editorialized on January , “where his lack
of understanding of the realities, his readiness to appease the time-serving
and double-dealing Vichy bureaucrats, and his general incompetence
make him a very dangerous man to have in a highly difficult spot.”38

In contrast to the rather lackluster popular response to the initial Dar-
lan deal, the White House mailbag began to bulge with letters of protest
over Peyrouton. Typical of many was the wire sent by the Washington
Heights Republican Club, denouncing the appointment as “a disgrace and
a contradiction of every noble aim.”39 Likewise, the OWI was inundated
with spontaneous and unsolicited comments from its correspondence pan-
els. “I am convinced,” declared one letter writer “that the government is
not aware of the intensity of the feeling of vast numbers of people, and
more particularly, of those people who have supported the war from the be-
ginning and the president from the days of his ‘quarantine’ speech [of ]
in Chicago and before.”40

By the beginning of December this persistent criticism was beginning
to take its toll on top officials. Cordell Hull, whose State Department was
bearing the brunt of the press’s disapproval, “was very much exercised” by
Walter Lippmann’s initial attack, and in a series of press conferences
throughout December and January he berated the media for ignoring the
main issues.41 By all accounts Roosevelt, too, was stung by the media’s re-

             



peated assaults. Rosenman, his speechwriter and long-time friend, could
not remember a time when the president was so deeply affected by a polit-
ical attack. On occasion, he later recalled, FDR would refuse to discuss the
matter at all, while at other times, he would bitterly read aloud the press’s
criticisms.42 At one cabinet meeting he even flew into a rage when the
North African situation was broached, stating that “there had been alto-
gether too much power-grabbing and back-biting” by his top officials.43

Finally, on December , in an attempt to escape from this mounting in-
dignation, and perhaps even quell it with a dramatic gesture, Roosevelt de-
cided to meet with Churchill in North Africa. “I have just made up my
mind,” he cabled the prime minister, “to go along with the Africa idea—
on the theory that public opinion here will gasp but be satisfied when they
hear about it after it is over.” “Incidentally,” he continued, “it would also
do me personally an enormous amount of good to get out of the political
atmosphere of Washington for a couple of weeks.”44

But before he could escape the hostile environment of the capital,
Roosevelt had another problem to handle. For the past six months FDR’s
“back-channel” operative, John Franklin Carter, had been dealing with
Ernst “Putzi” Hanfstaengl, a former friend of Hitler who had fled to
Britain in  and had been transferred to North America four years later.
With Roosevelt’s approval, Hanfstaengl had been supplying the adminis-
tration with information about Nazi Germany under the code-name “Sedg-
wick.” On December , for example, in response to a specific request from
the president on “how word could effectively be brought to reach the Ger-
man people . . . that we do not propose a general massacre of the Ger-
mans,” Hanfstaengl reported that he believed an internal revolution was
likely and that “we might find a German Darlan . . . in addition to people
like Schacht and Neurath to end it all.” Given the political climate at this
time, particularly the press’s sensitivity to anything that smacked of nego-
tiation with Nazis or Nazi sympathizers, the president was obviously anx-
ious to keep this “S-Project” secret, and all the relevant documentation 
was accordingly marked “very confidential.” At the turn of the year, how-
ever, news leaked to Hearst’s Cosmopolitan magazine of Hanfstaengl’s
presence in the United States. Roosevelt acted promptly. He called in
Carter and gave him verbal instructions to “make a quick deal with the ed-
itor of Cosmopolitan.” Subsequently, the magazine agreed to put the story
on hold for a month, thus providing the administration with time both to
defuse the current wave of criticism over its deals with Nazi collaborators
and to brief the press about Hanfstaengl’s connection with the govern-
ment. Carter then moved to assure selected reporters that Hanfstaengl “is
devoid of political or diplomatic significance in terms of German political
life” and so “none of the issues involved in North Africa can arise in this
connection.” This seemed to work. Indeed when, on January , Carter fi-
nally referred publicly to Hanfstaengl, the media’s reaction was surpris-
ingly mild.45

                                    



As well as acting behind the scenes to defuse this potential problem,
Roosevelt also made more public attempts to dampen the existing furor.
On December , responding to the second wave of press criticism, he is-
sued a press release that argued that the people of North Africa “have def-
initely allied themselves on the side of liberalism against all that the Axis
stands for.”46 On January , he then made another effort to reassure his
critics, this time in his high-profile annual message to Congress. The war,
he declared, was essentially between two ways of life, “between those who
put their faith in the people and those who put their faith in dictators and
tyrants.” Further negotiation with such tyrants, he continued, was out of
the question. We have learned “that if we do not pull the fangs out of the
predatory animals of this world, they will multiply and grow in strength—
and they will be at our throats again once more in a short generation.”47

Two days later Roosevelt began the eight-thousand-mile journey to
Casablanca. On arrival, the president found that the political pressure in
the United States had not died down, despite both his reassurances to the
press and Darlan’s death. On January , for example, Hull cabled to 
the absent president a lengthy paraphrase of a United Press article that
blamed Eisenhower “for public confusion on the situation in French North
Africa.”48 A note wired to Casablanca by Elmer Davis was even more ex-
plicit. “Most urgently hope Peyrouton will be excluded from any post or
trust or authority,” he pleaded to the president. “Would find it extremely
difficult to explain to the American people.”49 Even though Roosevelt had
initially been unaware of the arrangement to bring Peyrouton to Africa, he
was not willing to bow to such pressure. Instead, acutely aware that “at
home the newspapers have been making such a mountain out of rather a
small hill,” the president looked for another way of reassuring his critics
that further “walks with the Devil” were not being contemplated.50

Publicizing his support for unconditional surrender seemed an ob-
vious choice. Once in Casablanca, FDR soon broached the subject to
Churchill, who then hurried to consult with his War Cabinet back in Lon-
don. Roosevelt also got Harry Hopkins to prepare some background brief-
ing notes, which expanded on and defined the formula. The president was
therefore fully prepared and primed by the time he met with reporters on
the lawn outside his villa on January . He began proceedings at this fate-
ful press conference by pointing out that while unconditional surrender
was an idea we have all had “in our hearts and heads before,” it was now
time to express it openly. Retaining the distinction between the enemy
leaders and their peoples that had characterized his rhetoric since the start
of the war, he declared that “unconditional surrender means not the de-
struction of the German populace, nor the Italian or Japanese populace, but
does mean the destruction of a philosophy in Germany, Italy, and Japan
which is based on the conquest and subjugation of other people.” The
Casablanca Conference, he dramatically concluded, should therefore be
“called the ‘unconditional surrender meeting.’”51

             



Back home, the response to this announcement was not exactly what
the president had expected. True, on January  the OWI reported that
“insistence on unconditional Axis surrender was enthusiastically sup-
ported,” with many commentators keen to point out this now meant “that
negotiated peace proposals would be given no ear in London or Washing-
ton.”52 But with a welter of other important news stories also competing for
limited space, the significance of this proclamation tended to be obscured.
Indeed, liberal magazines like Nation and the New Republic, still preoccu-
pied with the Peyrouton affair, barely mentioned unconditional surrender
at all. Toward the middle of the political spectrum, Time magazine hailed
the fact that there had been “complete agreement” between America and
Britain on unconditional surrender, but compared to other events sur-
rounding the conference it deemed this to be quite tame. “No other presi-
dent since Lincoln,” Time emphasized, “had ever visited a battle theatre.
No president had ever left the U.S. in wartime. None had ever been to
Africa. None had ever traveled in an airplane. Now came Franklin Roo-
sevelt, nd president of the U.S., to shatter all four precedents at once.”
“We are a strangely provincial people,” mused David Lawrence in U.S.
News. “Notwithstanding that the trans-Atlantic journey by airplane has be-
come a commonplace in war as well as peace, the newspaper headlines em-
phasized far more the fact that a president of the U.S. has flown across the
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ocean to North Africa than they did the transcendent significance of the
conference itself.”53

On his return to Washington, FDR quickly became aware of the lim-
ited impact of his unconditional-surrender announcement. On February ,
still suffering from a virus he picked up in Africa, the president called in
congressional leaders to brief them about his trip. Roosevelt normally rev-
eled in such occasions, happy for an excuse to regale his visitors with anec-
dotes and stories of his travels. But this time, when it soon became clear that
the congressmen were overly concerned with Peyrouton, he “immediately
became very indignant.”54 It was a similar story the following day, when re-
porters were quick to question FDR about the “hard knocks” Hull had
taken over “the political situation in North Africa.” Impatiently, the presi-
dent again went through the various justifications for his generals’ actions.55

Pressure from the attentive public also continued unabated. On Feb-
ruary , Roosevelt received one telegram that pleaded with him “to clear
up the doubts and suspicions regarding the political situation in North
Africa  …  and tell us, too, that unconditional surrender means what Lin-
coln meant it to mean, no armistice, no treaties, but utter and complete
submission without terms or conditions and without malice.”56 FDR took
careful notice of this message, even filing it under suggestions for “speech
material.” He then decided to act, in order to reemphasize the importance
of unconditional surrender and to clarify its meaning. A perfect opportu-
nity was provided by a high-profile speech before the White House Press
Correspondents’ Association scheduled for February , his first public ad-
dress since returning from Casablanca.

The president and his advisers worked intensively on this speech all
through February  and most of the following morning. While doing so,
they were bombarded by suggestions from various sources. The most im-
portant was Harry Hopkins, who advised Roosevelt to handle the African
situation “briefly and forcefully.” “I hope that you will say that the United
Nations have no intention of sacrificing thousands of lives in order to put
the Lavals and Quislings of this world into power anywhere on this
earth.”57 The State Department fully agreed. Hull, who was ill at home,
called Berle and asked him to pass on to the president his hope “that in
your speech tonight you . . . include a paragraph which would rebut the
charge that is sometimes made that we are planning on delivering Europe
to the Fascists.”58 Roosevelt duly obliged. In a press conference the next
afternoon, he admonished “liberals” for their unwarranted opposition to
events in North Africa.59 That evening he moved to quell such dissatisfac-
tion once and for all. “The world can rest assured,” he declared, “that this
total war, this sacrifice of lives all over the globe, is not being carried on for
the purpose, or even the remotest idea of helping Quislings or Lavals in
power anywhere on this earth. . . . The only terms on which we shall deal
with any Axis country, or any Axis faction, are those proclaimed at
Casablanca: ‘unconditional surrender.’”60

             



Public opinion had therefore played an important role in Roosevelt’s enun-
ciation of unconditional surrender. To start with, the success of the North
African invasion in alleviating the morale problem had removed a major
constraint. Whereas previously the administration had been reluctant to
talk about the possibility of total victory for fear that this might encourage
complacency, after November, with the new mood of confidence based on
solid Allied victories, the president now deemed the time ripe to start talk-
ing about postwar plans. But the TORCH invasion also raised a new and
unexpected issue: did the Darlan and Peyrouton deals demonstrate that the
administration was prepared to abandon its crusade against nazism for a
whole series of tawdry arrangements with Fascist elements? Faced with a
barrage of “liberal” criticism on this subject, Roosevelt did not simply back
down, change course, and disassociate himself from the actions of Eisen-
hower and Murphy.61 Rather, he first attempted to alleviate liberal concern
by insisting that the Darlan deal was only temporary. Only when this was
belied by the Peyrouton episode did he then seek a bold new initiative, and
announcing his long-held support for unconditional surrender was the ul-
timate result.

On this issue, the president’s perception of what constituted “public
opinion” was quite narrow. Rather than receiving a series of polls on the
matter of “Darlanism”—which, incidentally, might well have reached the
same conclusion as the British Embassy, namely that the “man in the street”
tended to express either ignorance or approval of these developments—
FDR was only exposed to the sentiments of a few columnists and journal-
ists.62 Ironically, the most prominent and influential of these was Walter
Lippmann, who in ‒ was less concerned about a public incited to
“paroxysms of hatred” being intolerant of calculated compromises, and
more preoccupied with lambasting the administration for its various deals
with a vicious and brutal enemy. In fact, there is an interesting paradox here
between Lippmann the philosopher of American diplomacy who became
an outspoken critic of his country’s penchant to launch vigorous crusades
resulting in the total destruction of the foe, and Lippmann the influential
columnist who in these months played an instrumental role in prodding
FDR to enunciate unconditional surrender.

But while public opinion, as defined by the president, was an important
motivation for the unconditional surrender announcement, how does Roo-
sevelt’s reaction to this liberal criticism compare to his response to other
public-opinion problems in  and ? The president clearly paid
more attention to these political attacks than he ever did to the equally vo-
ciferous but far more organized efforts of the Asia-first campaign. This was
partly because in this instance his critics were only attacking a series of ad
hoc arrangements made by generals in a confusing and hazardous situa-
tion, whereas “Asia firsters” were directing their attention at a deeply held
and long agreed upon tenet of Allied strategy. More importantly, the de-
tractors over Darlan were generally liberals, many of whom had previously

                                    



been among the president’s fiercest supporters, whereas the opponents of
“Germany first” tended to be the divisionists, those whom FDR knew
would attack him regardless of the rights of the case. And Roosevelt always
found it far easier to dismiss the criticism of long-term opponents than that
of his traditional supporters. 

But there were some interesting parallels between FDR’s decision to
launch TORCH and his unconditional surrender pronouncement. Of
course, they were two very different types of policy decisions. Whereas the
former was deliberative, in the sense that it was made after months of de-
bate, the latter was more reflexive, made speedily after other attempts to de-
fuse liberal opposition had failed.63 Whereas the former revolved around
the vexed question of where to send American troops into battle, the latter
was merely concerned with the announcement of a single war aim. Yet, de-
spite these obvious contrasts, there were nevertheless similar processes at
work in each instance. Popular opinion clearly influenced the timing of
both, generally hastening the adoption of measures that FDR was already
inclined to favor. Roosevelt also believed that by speeding up certain initia-
tives he could deflect the public’s attention from other matters. Specifically,
to combat complacency and lukewarm support for the Germany-first strat-
egy, he advocated throwing U.S. troops into combat against the Wehrmacht
at the earliest possible date. Then, when the resulting invasion was in 
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turn accompanied by the furor over “Darlanism,” he again looked for a way
both of distracting attention from this issue and of reassuring the public that
such arrangements would not be repeated when it came to Germany. Ulti-
mately, therefore, public opinion not only helped determine the timing of
Roosevelt’s first two wartime policy initiatives, but by expediting both
TORCH and the announcement of unconditional surrender, the president
also hoped to set the agenda for public debate and thereby influence what
the media covered and what the American people thought about. 

Though the unconditional-surrender proclamation, like TORCH,
was therefore congruent with Roosevelt’s reading of public opinion, how
much weight should we ascribe to this one factor? Were other non-public-
opinion influences also at work? For a start, a number of alternative expla-
nations can quickly be ruled out. Although State Department officials had
earlier informed FDR of their support for unconditional surrender, and al-
though Hull pressed for a reiteration of the formula on February , there
was no pressure from either diplomats or military advisers to make the
major announcement of January ; in fact, as one of the main planners
later stressed, “the president’s enunciation of the policy of unconditional
surrender at Casablanca . . . reflected no recommendation by the [State]
Department; none had been made.”64 Nor did the British play a vital role.
Churchill, to be sure, was initially concerned about the possible ramifica-
tions of the Darlan deal and in November had pressed FDR to inform the
public that it would only be a temporary arrangement.65 But by the time of
Casablanca he was no longer so preoccupied with this issue, and he merely
acquiesced in Roosevelt’s decision to make the announcement, albeit with
some reservations about its applicability to Italy.66

In fact, the only other consideration that entered the president’s calcu-
lations was a desire to mollify the Soviets. FDR deemed this to be neces-
sary for several reasons. Despite attempts to portray the North African
landings as a true second front, Stalin remained unconvinced and by De-
cember he was again pressing for a fulfillment of the May promise to Molo-
tov. Moreover, although the Soviet leader had sound military reasons for
not leaving Moscow while the Stalingrad counteroffensive was still raging,
his refusal to come to Casablanca was nevertheless a deep disappointment
to Roosevelt, since it seemed to indicate Stalin’s continued suspicion of the
West.67 Finally, even the Red Army’s resurgence was not without its po-
tential problems. In particular, intelligence estimates were now starting to
suggest that Hitler might be willing to make peace and that Stalin might be
prepared to accept such an overture. There were also signs that even if the
war on the Eastern Front persisted the Soviets might halt at their prewar
borders.68 It was in this context that Roosevelt remarked to the JCS on Jan-
uary  that “he thought that Mr. Stalin probably felt out of the picture as far
as Great Britain and the U.S. was concerned.” He therefore felt it necessary
to reassure the Soviets, remarking that he was “going to speak to Mr.
Churchill about the advisability of informing Mr. Stalin that . . . [the Allies]

                                    



were to continue on until they reach Berlin, and that their only terms
would be unconditional surrender.”69

While the president’s decision to make this announcement at Casa-
blanca was thus consistent both with a desire to quell liberal criticism over
“Darlanism” and a need to encourage and placate the increasingly distrust-
ful Soviets, there are a number of signs that suggest that public opinion was
the more crucial variable. One was the manner in which Roosevelt un-
veiled the formula. Significantly, the president chose not to include any
mention of unconditional surrender in the letter that he and Churchill sent
to Stalin at the end of the conference. Instead, FDR announced it at a press
conference, where journalists could naturally be relied on to wire the news
back home quickly, thereby weakening the force of those editorials that
were still attacking Peyrouton.70 Another indication of the close and vital
link between unconditional surrender and liberal attacks over “Darlanism”
was the president’s decision to reiterate the formula in the weeks and
months after Casablanca. This was clearly the case in his February 
speech; it was also true throughout  and the first half of .

Reassuring the “Liberals”: 
FDR and Unconditional Surrender, 

February  to June 

In the weeks after Casablanca and the February  speech, a number of
critics, including Walter Lippmann and the Nation, expressed satisfaction
with the president’s unconditional surrender proclamation.71 Yet the carp-
ing never completely ceased. Most ominously, in March, Willkie, still upset
about the administration’s efforts to silence him back in November, pub-
lished One World, an account of his trip to the various fighting fronts,
which contained numerous criticisms of the administration’s handling of
political matters. “Too often,” he insisted in one typical passage, “as in
North Africa, ... we perform in terms of old power politics and purely mil-
itary operations, in terms of expediency and apparent practicalities. We too
frequently forget what the war is about and we abandon our ideals.”72

During the summer, events surrounding Mussolini’s fall appeared 
to support Willkie’s charge. On the evening of July ‒, King Victor
Emmanuel II deposed Il Duce and replaced him with Marshal Pietro
Badoglio. The new premier had not held any position in the Fascist gov-
ernment since , but he had nevertheless commanded Italy’s forces in
the notorious invasion of Abyssinia in .73 It was hardly surprising,
therefore, that as the Allies moved to negotiate with Badoglio in an attempt
to encourage Italy to defect from the Axis, a section of the media quickly
began to express its unease. According to the CBS commentator, Cecil
Brown, Americans were starting “to wonder if we are fighting Fascism”
and pressed the administration to “set the American people straight on this

             



one important question.” “In short,” feared Mark Sullivan in the New York
Herald-Tribune, “the present incident is a pre-glimpse of the postwar.”74

Sumner Welles’s resignation at the start of September, although essen-
tially the result of a personality clash with Hull, was seen by critics as fur-
ther evidence that the State Department was in the grip of conservatives and
appeasers now that one of its more liberal members had been jettisoned.
Drew Pearson, who led the attack, even accused Berle of stating that “it
had now become the official policy of the U.S. to work with Admiral Hor-
thy in Hungary, Count Ciano and Victor Emmanual [sic] in Italy, together
with certain Fascist leaders in Central Europe.”75 Also in September, the
influential weekly Time gave nationwide currency to William Shirer’s in-
dictment of “the frightened, timid little men who make our foreign poli-
cies.” They were “prepared to traffic with a miserable little Italian king or
his reactionary henchman Badoglio,” he continued, just as they “once traf-
ficked with a Pétain, a Darlan, a Peyrouton, to avoid ‘revolt’ or ‘trouble.’”
Such views were widely echoed, especially by journals such as the New Re-
public, Nation, and Common Sense.76

Both Roosevelt and Hull remained deeply sensitive to charges that
they had either negotiated with Nazis and Fascists or were now about to
abandon American principles and war aims. According to Dean Acheson,
the secretary of state was not only “all broken up” and in “a very low state
of mind” in March, he was also totally preoccupied with Darlan and Pey-
routon, so that “whatever subject one takes to the secretary, in a few min-
utes he finds himself listening to an anguished harangue about North
Africa and exposition of Hull’s mental sufferings.”77 In the summer, the
president was quick to notice the liberals’ unease at the arrangement with
Badoglio. He was especially anxious to refute the charge, made by erst-
while supporters such as Dorothy Thompson, that the State Department
always “seems to pop up on the wrong side, with the Fascists.” Such com-
ments, he insisted, were “false, malicious, and libelous.”78

Faced with these problems, throughout  FDR remained anxious
to reassure the public that the precedent of “Darlanism” would not be ap-
plied to America’s principal enemy. In private, he even began to abandon
his old hopes that Germany might speedily collapse, realizing that such an
outcome would simply give his liberal critics more ammunition. Thus, he
now became adamantly opposed to anything that smacked of negotiation
with German elites. This was evident in November , when he was in-
formed that a former OWI operative, Theodore Morde, had been talking
to Germany’s Turkish ambassador, Franz von Papen, with the blessing of
the U.S. intelligence chief, William J. Donovan. Von Papen, whom Morde
considered “a German Badoglio,” was apparently willing to organize
Hitler’s overthrow before engaging in peace talks with the United States.
Deeply alarmed, Roosevelt instructed that these discussions be terminated
immediately and that Morde be denied a passport, to prevent him seeing
von Papen again. Since Morde now worked for the Reader’s Digest, the ad-

                                    



ministration was also quick to send a government official to the editors of
this magazine “in order to give them some understanding of the foreign
policy of the government,” lest they felt tempted to publish a story on this
incident and thereby precipitate another furor.79

Even if Germany did collapse before Allied armies reached its bor-
ders, the president now made it clear that the United States would not stand
idly by while confusion racked the Reich and speculation abounded at
home. Instead, he supported Operation RANKIN, whose objective was
“to occupy, as rapidly as possible, appropriate areas from which we can
take steps to enforce the terms of unconditional surrender imposed by the
Allied Governments on Germany.” In this plan, the troops’ role would be
to police and control Germany from the outset, especially “to take any 
action to overcome any resistance to our terms, to take punitive action
against local disorder, and to be a reminder to the German people of the
main strategic bomber force which will be based in the U.K.”80

As events started to unfold in Italy, the president also made more pub-
lic attempts to defuse any criticism. By the end of July he was keen to let
the American public know directly of his determination to avoid past mis-
takes. “We will have no truck with Fascism in any way, shape or manner,”
he declared in a fireside chat. “We will permit no vestige of Fascism to re-
main.” Having decided to negotiate with Badoglio, he then told reporters
that this was acceptable because he “isn’t a definite member of the Fascist
government.”81

But for Roosevelt, unconditional surrender remained the most potent
tool to reassure his traditional supporters that “Darlanism” was not the
shape of things to come. Well before Mussolini’s overthrow he made it
clear both to reporters and subordinates that “we could not get away from
unconditional surrender” and that any new Italian government “would, of
course, not include any form of Fascism or dictatorship.”82 At the third
Washington Conference in May he also contemplated issuing a statement
clarifying unconditional surrender, which would have precluded the pos-
sibility of negotiating an armistice with the Nazi regime, the German High
Command, or any other organization within Germany.83 During July and
August, he then publicly repeated his commitment to unconditional sur-
render on at least three occasions, while in numerous other speeches he
firmly declared that there could be no compromise with the enemy.84 Fi-
nally, as an additional guarantee that there would be no deals with any Ger-
man Darlan or Badoglio, in September FDR also decided to add Prussian
militarists to the list of those beyond the pale. The forum he chose was a
message to Congress detailing the progress of the war. Taking close care of
this speech, which was carefully crafted in six drafts, the president declared
that “when Hitler and the Nazis go out, the Prussian military clique will go
with them. The war-breeding gangs of militarists must be rooted out of
Germany if we are to have any real assurance of peace.”85 A week later
Elmer Davis reiterated this theme, warning that

             



we may likely, before the war is over, see a phony revolution in Germany,
put over by a sham opposition—by Nazi leaders or by military leaders who
would be willing to cut the throats of any of their old associates if they could
thereby save not only their own necks, but the substance of German military
and industrial power. But the object of such a revolution would be a com-
promise peace, which would leave Germany still strong enough among her
shattered neighbors—a peace which would be only the beginning of a Ger-
man preparation for the next war. That kind of victory would be no victory
at all.86

While Roosevelt therefore saw the reiteration of unconditional sur-
render as a way of dampening liberal criticism, initially at least his actions
were also congruent with a continued desire to placate the Soviets. This re-
mained vital during , because as the Red Army started to take the of-
fensive —first by ending the last German resistance at Stalingrad, later by
repulsing the Wehrmacht’s attack on Kursk, and finally by pushing the
Germans back to the Dnieper and beyond—so its relations with the West
also began to deteriorate. In March, the U.S. Ambassador in Moscow, Ad-
miral William H. Standley, publicly berated the Soviets for ingratitude
over Lend-Lease; a month later, Stalin broke off diplomatic relations with
the Polish government-in-exile over the Katyn graves affair. By August,
the Soviet leader was not only angrily denouncing the West for its contin-
ued failure to launch a second front, but had also decided to recall his am-
bassador back from Washington for consultation. In this context, Roosevelt
undoubtedly still viewed the combination of unconditional surrender and
his refusal to make any contact with German opposition groups as a
method of placating Stalin. By offering him reassurances that the West was
determined to fight to the finish, the president hoped to dissuade the Soviet
dictator from pursuing his own separate peace with the Germans 

Yet increasingly, this factor became far less important. After the
Moscow and Tehran Conferences in October and November, FDR was
confident that any lingering distrust between the Allies had been dispelled.
He was also well aware that the Soviets were now “bent on the complete
destruction of Hitler and nazism,” and as a result he was less concerned
about the possibilities of a separate German-Soviet peace. More to the
point, during and after Tehran the Soviets themselves started to express
deep reservations about the whole concept of unconditional surrender.87

As Hull informed the president in January , Stalin wanted to publicize
“some definition” of the surrender terms, believing this “would deprive
the enemy of . . . [a] propaganda advantage and consequently weaken the
morale of their armed forces and people.”88

By this stage, moreover, both the British ally and Roosevelt’s advisers
were joining the chorus of disapproval over unconditional surrender. Lon-
don, for instance, was pushing for the principle to be “abandoned in the
case of the Axis satellite states . . . for the purpose of both propaganda and
peace feelers.”89 Hull, meanwhile, not only repeatedly forwarded Soviet

                                    



and British misgivings about the formula to the White House but also ex-
pressed his fear that America’s rigid adherence to unconditional surrender
would open it up to the charge “of having rendered more difficult the So-
viet military task.”90 More importantly, as plans gathered momentum for
the Anglo-American invasion of France, the military began to view with
alarm anything that might compound its hazardous mission. In March
, the Joint Chiefs expressed concern that “the unconditional surrender
formula in its present form has apparently enabled the Nazis to invoke the
specter of annihilation and thus has stiffened the German will to resist.” A
month later Eisenhower intimated that a re-formulation would be “highly
desirable in view of the accumulated evidence that the German population
is interpreting the words ‘Unconditional surrender’ to strengthen the
morale of the German army and people.”91

Yet despite all this pressure, in the first months of  Roosevelt 
refused to budge. “Frankly,” he informed Hull, “I do not like the idea of
conversation[s] to define the term ‘unconditional surrender.’” “I want at all
costs,” he wrote on another occasion, “to prevent it from being said that
unconditional surrender has been abandoned.”92 But “being said” by whom?
Not by the British, the Soviets, or his military and diplomatic advisers,
since they all would have been perfectly happy for him to change this doc-
trine in some way. Instead, the only people who were likely to indict the
president if he began to backtrack were those domestic liberals who had
constantly attacked the administration for dealing with Nazis, Fascists, or
their sympathizers. So by this stage, Roosevelt did not view unconditional
surrender as a “lowest common denominator” that would keep a poten-
tially fractious alliance together, since both Britain and the U.S.S.R. had
their doubts about it.93 Rather, his sole motive for reiterating the formula
was to reassure erstwhile domestic supporters that for all the day-to-day
maneuvering required to win battles the major aim of the war remained the
complete defeat of Hitler and nazism. By the start of , then, the con-
stant enunciation of unconditional surrender was principally a product of
internal American politics, a method of defusing the continued debate over
the perils of “Darlanism.” 

Postscript: The Summer of 

At : P.M. on July , , a loud explosion ripped through the confer-
ence room in Hitler’s Wolf Lair compound in East Prussia. Just minutes
before, as Hitler and his top generals discussed the latest developments on
the Eastern Front, Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg had pushed a bomb
under the conference table, set the timer, and hastily departed from the
scene. Stauffenberg then made his way to Berlin, from where he hoped to
direct a coup against the Nazi regime. But his plans were soon in disarray,
because amazingly Hitler had survived. Although his hair was charred, his

             



back bruised, and his hearing impaired, the Führer moved swiftly to re-
assert his authority. In a broadcast to the German people, Hitler assured
everyone he was alive. He then turned his attention to the rebels. The
lucky ones, like Stauffenberg, were executed by firing squad that night;
others were hanged slowly with piano wire, their death throes filmed for
the Führer’s enjoyment.94

Only a month before, Roosevelt had once again contemplated the pos-
sibility of a German “crack-up,” and especially the likelihood that any Ger-
man peace proposals would “come via the Vatican.”95 Back in , of
course, he had hoped for such a collapse. But now, more keenly aware 
of the political complications that were certain to ensue, FDR moved
promptly to head off such an outcome. On June , he sent Myron Taylor
off to Rome, with instructions to dissuade the pope from acting as a peace
broker. A week later, when Taylor met the pontiff, he was confident that 
he had dispelled “any hope that a negotiation leading to an armistice could
be anticipated.” A relieved Roosevelt then thanked his envoy for “cor-
rect[ing] false impressions and present[ing] with such force and clarity our
fundamental policy that Germany shall be compelled to sue for uncondi-
tional surrender.”96

Now in July, on hearing word of Stauffenberg’s coup attempt, the
president remained determined to avoid any action that could be construed
as “Darlanism.” Privately, he told an aide that there was very little chance
of getting “unconditional surrender from any responsible German gov-
ernment”—even one that had overthrown the Nazis.97 He then ignored a
request from his intelligence operatives that some form of aid be given to
the rebels, while in public he left no one in any doubt that the lessons of the
past had been learned. “Unconditional surrender still stands,” he assured
reporters. “Practically every German denies the fact they surrendered in
the last war,” he insisted, “but this time they are going to know it.”98

Well into , then, unconditional surrender remained at the heart of
Roosevelt’s rhetoric, largely because it was an ideal way of reassuring lib-
erals that no deals would be concluded with the enemy. But while this for-
mula clearly had its domestic uses, when it came to planning Germany’s
future it was only a starting point. It highlighted the fact that the Allies
would only accept complete military victory, but it gave no indication as to
what would replace the Axis regimes. It clearly stated that the goal was the
eradication of Hitler and everything he stood for, but it gave no hint about
how deep the Allies would need to go in order to root out the evil.99 Roo-
sevelt recognized this, and throughout  and  he began to ponder
what additional measures would be required to prevent Germany from
again disrupting the peace. As he did so, the unconditional surrender an-
nouncement would continue to impact on his thinking—but often in an
unexpected and strangely paradoxical manner.

                                    





Hardening Thoughts,
Unchanging Rhetoric

    

Too many people here and in England hold
to the view that the German people as a
whole are not responsible for what has taken
place —that only a few Nazi leaders are re-
sponsible. That unfortunately is not based on
fact. The German people as a whole must
have it driven home to them that the nation as
a whole has been involved in a lawless con-
spiracy against the decencies of modern civil-
isation.

—FDR, August 

As Franklin Roosevelt’s thoughts turned
from planning Germany’s defeat to
planning its future during the course of
, his image of the enemy—the
basic framework he had long employed
when analyzing the German problem
—changed dramatically. Gone were the

old fears and hopes that had encouraged him to think in terms of a differ-
ence between the brutal Nazis and the more peaceably inclined population.
They were replaced by a greater tendency to conceive of the German na-
tion as a monolithic whole in which everyone shared a degree of culpabil-
ity. Thus, whereas in December  Roosevelt had still been willing to
believe that there were elements within Germany who might still “rise,
and protest against the atrocities, against the whole Hitler system,” a year
later he was starting to stress that there were few differences between Ger-
mans and their leaders. “Fifty years ago, there had been a difference,” he
told Stalin at Tehran, “but since the last war it was no longer so.”1 Similarly,





whereas in  and  he had wanted to reassure respectable Germans
that they would be treated equally after the war, two years later he was be-
ginning to advocate punishing the entire nation. “We have got to be tough
with Germany,” he commented on one occasion, “and I mean the German
people, not just the Nazis.”2

At the same time, however, Roosevelt made few attempts to inform
the public of his changing views. Instead, for much of  and the first
half of , he continued to define the enemy narrowly, still singling out
the Nazis while exempting the mass of Germans from any direct culpabil-
ity for the war. With no new cues from their president, it was hardly sur-
prising that most Americans refused to abandon their long-held conviction
that the Nazis, rather than the German people, were the sole enemy. But
why did Roosevelt act in this way? Why did his beliefs suddenly start to
stiffen? And why was there such a growing disjunction between his private
thoughts and public utterances? 

Fears, Hopes and Tentative Peace Plans: FDR and
the Problem of Postwar Germany, ‒

Until the start of , two recurring elements lay at the heart of Roo-
sevelt’s image of the German enemy—a fear of Hitler’s aggressive inten-
tions, Germany’s growing capabilities, and the Nazis’ brutal methods,
combined with a lingering hope that the Third Reich was internally frag-
ile and that an implosion was always possible. During  and , both
strands exerted a powerful influence whenever the president briefly pon-
dered policies for postwar Germany. 

Vividly recalling that Hitler’s path to expansion had begun when the
Nazis walked out of the Disarmament Conference, reintroduced conscrip-
tion, and created the Luftwaffe, in the first years of the war FDR looked for
ways of preventing a future rogue German leader from pursuing a similar
course. “As you know,” he wrote an old associate in November , “I
dream dreams but am, at the same time, an intensely practical person, and I
am convinced that disarmament of the aggressor nations is an essential first
step.”3 As Roosevelt’s mind turned toward how to ensure disarmament, he
began to develop the idea of surveillance by the great powers, reinforced
by two long-cherished notions: the blockade and air power. “As soon as
any of the other nations was caught arming,” he declared, “they would be
threatened first with quarantine and if the quarantine did not work they
would be bombed.”4

While Roosevelt’s fears encouraged him to advocate disarmament, his
hopes prompted him to enumerate relatively soft terms in other spheres.
Specifically, the president’s belief that an internal revolution was possible
led him in two different but complementary directions. First, if the Nazis
could be eliminated, Roosevelt believed a large ingredient of the problem

                  



would be solved. As a result, he felt it would be relatively easy and quick to
reintegrate Germany into a multilateral economic framework. As the
British ambassador recorded in April , FDR favored a united eco-
nomic system to which all states, “not excluding Germany on good behav-
ior, might adhere.” Four months later, at the Atlantic Conference, this idea
emerged again. Our enemies must be guaranteed free access to raw mate-
rials, Roosevelt told Churchill. “This point was of very great importance,”
he continued, “as a measure of assurance to the German and Italian peoples
that the British and U.S. Governments desired to offer them, after the war,
fair and equal opportunity of an economic character.” The word “assur-
ance” is critically important here and reveals a second strand of FDR’s
thinking. By demonstrating to the German people that they could expect
relatively soft terms, his aim was to encourage them to ditch their leader-
ship. The president “evidently had in mind,” noted the British ambassador
after discussing these ideas in April , “the psychological effect within
Germany of the knowledge that this sort of thing was in the process of tak-
ing shape.”5 For these two reasons, the overall tenor of the broad war aims
agreed on at the Atlantic Conference tended toward the benign. The Al-
lies, for example, would seek “the final destruction of the Nazi tyranny,”
but they would also ensure “that all men in all lands may live out their lives
in freedom from fear and want,” as well as providing all states, “victor or
vanquished,” with equal access “to the trade and to the raw materials of the
world which are needed for their economic prosperity.” As one close aide
noted in November , “the Atlantic Charter pretty nearly rules out a
punitive peace in the normal sense of the term.”6

Hardening Thoughts: FDR’s Changing 
Image of the Enemy, 

Yet, just two months after this comment had been made, notions of a puni-
tive peace, far from being ruled out, were increasingly starting to dominate
the president’s thinking. According to conventional wisdom, the reason
for this was simple: Roosevelt’s inclination for harsh postwar measures was
a clear reflection of his deep-seated Germanophobia, an overt manifesta-
tion of his persistent hatred of Germany that dated back to his earliest ex-
periences in the Reich.7 How accurate is this claim?

During  and , FDR certainly went out of his way to create the
impression that he had always been aware of Germany’s penchant for mil-
itarism and aggression. On one occasion, he insisted that the incubus of
militarism had first entered the German bloodstream in the late s, with
the advent of Kaiser Wilhelm II; before then, he maintained, Germany
“was not a military nation,” but thereafter even railroad workers and
schoolchildren wore uniforms. “The president recalled his earlier travels
to Germany,” an aide noted another time, pointing out that “passports

             



came in with militarization of Germany under Kaiser Wilhelm [II] and the
consequent growth of suspicion and government intrigue and treachery.”
“The president began with an account of his boyhood studies in Ger-
many,” recorded yet another official, “when, he said, he grew fond of the
German people as they were [then]. . . . The president said that four years
later he visited Germany again and found a great change in this respect—
the students had started wearing uniforms and were marching in forma-
tion. Militarism took the ascendancy from then on.”8

Yet these statements need to be treated with care. Although they indi-
cate that Roosevelt was now willing to equate current German behavior
with militaristic traits dating back to the s, they do not prove that 
he had always thought this way. As we have seen, despite his claims in
‒, there had been numerous occasions in the past when FDR had
been far from convinced that the entire nation was irredeemably aggres-
sive. During the s, in particular, he had frequently been willing to
identify reliable and respectable elements within the Reich, never intimat-
ing for a moment that they might have been inculcated with the militaristic
bug during their Wilhelmine school days. By , moreover, Roosevelt
was not just conveniently forgetting his previous attitudes and assump-
tions; he was also starting to create an imagined past that had little basis in
fact. To take two examples: first, while in conversation FDR now gave the
impression of an extensive personal experience of Germany, in actuality he
had only been to school in the Reich for a brief period, and this “superfi-
cial” experience hardly furnished him with sufficient evidence to claim a
growth in both militarism and “government intrigue and treachery.” Sim-
ilarly, while he now talked of the fundamental change he had seen at first
hand with the advent of Wilhelm II, in reality he had first visited Germany
in , three years after this kaiser had come to power, and so had no di-
rect knowledge of the pre-Wilhelmine period and no way of knowing
whether there had been a sudden transformation with the demise of Wil-
helm I and Bismarck. In short, then, Roosevelt’s “reminiscences” were not
an accurate reflection of how he had always viewed Germany. In fact, they
are best seen as a symptom, an overt manifestation, of his new and devel-
oping animus toward Germany.9

During , this animus largely developed in response to four impor-
tant changes in the international and domestic context. The first was linked
directly to the liberal criticism over “Darlanism.” During , the per-
sistent carping over Peyrouton and Badoglio not only prodded FDR to
enunciate unconditional surrender; it also encouraged him to think about
all the possible ramifications of a German implosion. After all, events in
North Africa and especially Italy had demonstrated that any revolution was
most likely to be effected by elites with close connections to the existing
regime, rather than by the entire population. This naturally begged the
question: what if the same thing happened in Germany? Specifically, how
would the American public react if a leading German general or member

                  



of the conservative establishment emerged as the head of a new regime and
sued for peace? It was now glaringly obvious that liberals would be out-
raged by any deal with a German Badoglio or Darlan, and this in turn
would leave the administration facing an exceedingly difficult problem. As
one top State Department official put it, if a military government was to
take over in Germany “and then turn to us and say, ‘You were fighting
Mussolini and Hitler. We deposed them and got rid of them. You said you
were fighting against ideologies and were against Fascism and Nazism. We
have dispensed with them. Now we have peace with Germany and we are
ready to make peace with you.’ That would leave us in a very bad position.
Psychologically it would be very hard to explain.”10

Roosevelt agreed. To avoid such an awkward situation, he decided that
it was far more prudent to focus solely on the complete military defeat of
Germany. Abandoning his old hopes, he therefore started to comment that
when it came to the Third Reich “we must not place our hopes on such a
collapse but . . . we must continue to exert every effort to compel unquali-
fied surrender.”11

Yet public opinion, in the guise of liberal criticism, was only one small
reason why Roosevelt’s attitudes started to stiffen. Equally important was
the content of intelligence information now flooding into the White
House. By , this was clearly starting to indicate that most Germans
supported their criminal regime. On the way to the Cairo Conference in
November, “Hap” Arnold briefed FDR about a survey completed by
leading scholars (including Carl Becker, Henry Steele Commager, Ed-
ward Mead Earle, and Dumas Malone), which stressed that “the complete
and highly organized control of the Nazi party gives no encouragement to
the hope that any political upheaval can be anticipated in Germany in the
near future.”12 Such a conclusion was supported by both the American and
British intelligence communities, who in September asserted that “no or-
ganized opposition exists” inside Germany and that disaffected Germans
would never accept unconditional surrender.13 It was bolstered, too, by a
series of reports indicating that Allied tools such as bombing and psycho-
logical warfare were failing to have the intended effect of undermining
morale and exacerbating tensions within Germany. In a memorandum
from J. Edgar Hoover that Roosevelt deemed important enough to forward
to George Marshall, one informant revealed that even those with little loy-
alty to the Nazi regime were becoming hardened to the damage inflicted
by the Allied air forces and “can think of nothing but revenge.”14 Finally,
by this stage Roosevelt was also made aware that many Germans, far from
being peaceably inclined, were instead showing signs of having completely
imbibed the Nazi ethos. As the head of intelligence informed the White
House in October, interrogations of German prisoners of war demon-
strated that, despite almost universal war weariness and acceptance that 
defeat was inevitable, the vast majority remained far from repentant.
“Eight-five percent,” he concluded, “have no conception of democracy.”

             



In lengthy discussions “many come to admit that ‘democracy is a wonder-
ful thing but impossible for Germany’”; their preference instead was for a
polity akin to the present system that revolved around the whims of one
powerful individual—“If Hitler is a bad leader,” was a common refrain,
“then we must find a better leader.”15

The third change related to alliance diplomacy. During the course of
, Roosevelt became convinced that a firm anti-German stance would
help to cement his fragile relationship with Stalin. It was now clear that, as
the British foreign secretary informed FDR in March, Stalin had a “deep-
seated distrust of the Germans and . . . he will insist that Germany be bro-
ken up into a number of states.”16 Since Roosevelt was already inclining to-
ward an anti-German stance, he found it easy to agree with Stalin on this
matter. But other dynamics were also at work to reinforce this tendency.
For one thing, by encouraging the punitive aspects of Stalin’s thinking,
Roosevelt hoped to safeguard against the possibility of a separate Soviet-
German peace, for if Russian leaders went on record as being willing to
treat the entire nation harshly then the Germans would have little incentive
to look to Moscow for a negotiated settlement. In the longer term the pres-
ident also believed that U.S.-Soviet cooperation would be an essential cor-
nerstone of an enduring postwar peace structure. If he could assuage
Stalin’s security concerns by assuring him that Germany would be kept
weak, then he hoped that this might smooth the way for a high degree of
postwar cooperation amongst the Big Three.17

The fourth and final transformation was in the nature of the German
problem itself. In the past ten years, FDR had principally been preoccupied
with discerning the growth of German power and the extent of Hitler’s
ambitions, as well as with finding ways of containing and then eradicating
this menace. As the Nazis went from success to success, it was perhaps eas-
ier to focus on the prospect that the Third Reich might suddenly collapse,
for this avoided having to contemplate the huge manpower and economic
sacrifices that would be required in any full-scale invasion of Western Eu-
rope. In , FDR’s hopes certainly enabled him to square the circle of ad-
vocating Hitler’s defeat at a time when the American public was over-
whelmingly opposed to sending an AEF abroad; the following year, when
the western Allies were then unable to muster sufficient forces to mount a
cross-channel attack, clinging to the belief that Germany would crack held
out the prospect that the United States could win the war without a large-
scale and costly battle on French beaches against a full-strength Wehr-
macht.18 By , however, such considerations were no longer germane.
After all, the tide of battle was turning against Germany with its defeat at
Stalingrad, the United States and Britain were garnering the forces to
launch an offensive in Europe, and the decision was about to be made to
launch a second front in France in the spring of . Consequently, Roo-
sevelt could now view the whole German problem in a very different light.
In particular, with nazism soon to be eradicated, it was increasingly anach-

                  



ronistic to think in terms of the shaky relationship between a dictatorship
and the wider population; instead, FDR could ponder a prostrate nation, a
clean slate on which the Allies could write whatever they wished.

Naturally, these stiffening attitudes exerted a profound influence over
Roosevelt’s preferred policy solutions. In short, the president no longer
believed that once nazism had been eradicated then the German problem
would essentially be solved; unlike ‒, he was no longer content sim-
ply to plump for disarmament and the overthrow of the existing regime. As
FDR told the Joint Chiefs, he now firmly rejected proposals based merely
on “a reconstituting of the German state which would give active cooper-
ation apparently at once to peace in Europe. . . . [The] German philosophy
cannot be changed by decree, law, or military order,” he continued. “The
change in German philosophy must be evolutionary and may take two 
generations.”19

What did this mean in practice? During the winter of ‒, with his
old hopes still at the fore, Roosevelt’s attitudes toward Germany remained
generally mild. At the start of December, he met with Jewish-American
leaders. After confirming that the reports of Nazi genocide were sadly true,
Roosevelt immediately emphasized that the Allies were “dealing with an
insane man—Hitler, and the group that surrounds him represent an ex-
ample of a national psychopathic case.” But he was also keen to stress that
it was “not in the best interests of the Allied cause to make it appear that the
entire German people are murderers or are in agreement with what Hitler
is doing.” There must be some groups, he concluded, who will “at the
proper time” rise up and protest against these grotesque atrocities.20 If this
were true, then such elements might conceivably form the nucleus of a new
Germany soon after the war was over. That Roosevelt’s mind was still
thinking along these lines was indicated by another meeting he had in De-
cember, this time with the Canadian prime minister, where he made clear
his opposition to dismemberment, the annexation of German territory, or
anything that might “prevent her development in any way.”21 A short
while later, still clinging to his Wilsonian faith in the pacific nature of the
masses, FDR also mused about the possibility of establishing “Free Ports
of Information.” Because these ports would ensure that no one “could be
denied access by totalitarian censorship to the same news that was available
to all other people,” the president was confident that they would prevent
another Goebbels from hoodwinking and misleading a peace-loving
public.22

It was not long, however, before Roosevelt finally came to the conclu-
sion that such measures would be totally inadequate. Indicative of the pres-
ident’s hardening views was his decision to invite Emil Ludwig to the
White House. Back in , Roosevelt had been anxious to keep his dis-
tance from this prominent Germanophobe and had not liked the idea of
employing him in the administration’s propaganda agency. Now, however,

             



on March  FDR granted Ludwig a lunchtime interview. He also made
sure that Ludwig’s stern-peace meditations were circulated within the ad-
ministration. Anthony Eden, the British foreign secretary, even got a copy
when he came to Washington in March for a series of preliminary discus-
sions about the postwar world.23 Over a period of more than two weeks,
Eden and Roosevelt engaged in a series of relaxed and wide-ranging talks,
surveying “the outstanding political questions of the entire planet, playing
with borders, shifting governments like so many chess pieces, guessing at
political shadings that would color the postwar map.”24 They soon came to
the German problem. 

The president began by pointing out that Germany would have to lose
some of its territory to Poland. This was only fair because Stalin wanted to
push his own borders westward, and Poland could best be compensated for
this loss by obtaining East Prussia. “Poland,” Hopkins dutifully recorded,
“wants East Prussia and both the president and Eden agree that Poland
should have it.” But giving East Prussia to Poland raised the further ques-
tion of what to do with the large group of ethnic Germans who would not
only remain in this area but would also be likely to create trouble, as they
had done in the months leading up to the outbreak of war in . As much
for this reason as for any other, the president began to comment that the
Nazis were not the only dangerous element within Germany. “The Prus-
sians,” he declared, “cannot be trusted.” Although “a harsh procedure,” he
advocated a mild version of ethnic cleansing—moving the Prussians out
of East Prussia, “the same way the Greeks were moved out of Turkey after
the last war.” FDR was also a sudden new convert to the notion of dis-
memberment. “Germany must be divided into several states,” he agreed
with Eden, “one of which must, over all circumstances be Prussia.”25

Over the next few months, ideas like these remained at the heart of
Roosevelt’s vision for postwar Germany. Time after time, he stressed that
this country would have to be dismembered, that it would have to lose ter-
ritory in the east, that it ought to be prevented from ever acquiring an air
force, that its population would have to be reeducated out of their mili-
taristic and authoritarian tendencies. But while there was no doubting that
the president’s preferences were now stern, until November there re-
mained a hint of ambivalence in Roosevelt’s private musings—an ambiva-
lence that historians have often failed to pick up.26

FDR’s equivocation stemmed partly from the fact that his image of
Germany did not shift overnight but hardened gradually, so that for a time
fragments of his old conception were still evident. Initially, for instance,
Roosevelt remained convinced that there were profound divisions and
cleavages within German society. He even based his early support for dis-
memberment on the fact that, while the Prussians had to be dispersed be-
cause they could not be trusted, in other regions there were “differences
and ambitions that will spring up” and enable the Allies to base partition on
consent rather than force. There might be a southern state, he suggested on

                  



a number of occasions, based on a shared Catholic identity and a north-
western state founded on common Protestant characteristics. At this stage,
the president was certainly quick to oppose “the methods used at Versailles
and also promoted by Clemenceau to arbitrarily divide Germany.” Instead,
he hoped for “a division that represents German public opinion.”27

Roosevelt was also keenly aware that the State Department was suspi-
cious of proposals that were excessively harsh or vindictive, and during
the fall he felt a particular need to tone down his comments whenever
Cordell Hull was around. During the past decade, the president had
never developed a close relationship with his secretary of state. As a gen-
eral rule, he considered professional diplomats to be excessively conser-
vative, invariably second rate, and far too likely to share government se-
crets with columnists and reporters. He tolerated Hull because of his
influence and prestige on Capitol Hill, but he rarely took the secretary of
state into his confidence and generally sought ways to bypass him. In fact,
the president was always far more comfortable in the company of Sumner
Welles, his undersecretary of state. It was Welles he had sent on a fact-
finding mission to Europe in , Welles who had accompanied him to
the Atlantic Conference in August , and Welles who was frequently
called to the White House whenever the president needed advice. In
September , however, Hull at last gained his revenge, when, tired of
having his authority usurped and concerned that Welles’s alleged homo-
sexual activities were a security risk, he finally forced the undersecre-
tary’s resignation.28

Roosevelt responded quickly to the loss of Welles by trying to mend
fences with his secretary of state. In October, he agreed to send Hull off to
Moscow, in order to smooth out relations with the Soviets in the wake of all
the second front postponements and to raise Hull’s spirits in the aftermath
of the feud with Welles.29 The president also deemed it prudent to temper
his views about Germany whenever State Department planners were in
earshot. So, aware that Hull adamantly opposed partition, in October he
conceded that it might be a good idea if Germany’s political fragmentation
was accompanied by a degree of economic integration, to ensure that the
three new German states remained “joined by a network of common serv-
ices as regards postal arrangements, communications, railways, customs,
perhaps power, etc.” At the same time, the president also intimated that his
attitude toward Germany was pragmatic rather than stern. There would
obviously be a transitional postwar period, he pointed out, and “it may well
happen that in practice we shall discover that partitions, undertaken imme-
diately after the war, may have to be abandoned.”30

Yet ultimately, these scattered concessions proved to be largely cos-
metic. For one thing, Roosevelt still remained wedded to some form of
dismemberment, despite Hull’s insistence that “imposed partition would be
little short of a disaster both for Germany and us.”31 For another, FDR had
no doubt that the Moscow Conference would be little more than a talking

             



shop for the three foreign ministers. All the big matters would have to wait
until he, Stalin, and Churchill got together for the very first time.

Roosevelt left a cold and wet Washington late on the evening of November
. He was hoping to relax during the long eight-day cruise across the At-
lantic and was certainly looking forward to a week or more without any
newspapers. But the journey was not to be without incident. On the second
day at sea, a U.S. escort destroyer nearly ended the trip by accidentally fir-
ing a torpedo in the direction of the president’s battleship; fortunately it
missed by a couple of hundred feet.32 Thereafter, FDR took time out to
tour the ancient and modern battlefields of Carthage and Tunisia, with
General Eisenhower as his expert guide. He also stopped off at Cairo for a
five-day summit with the British and the Chinese, where plans for the next
stage in the war against Japan were discussed. So it was not until November
 that Roosevelt finally arrived in Tehran. The journey had been long and
grueling, but the president was excited by the prospect of meeting Stalin at
long last. The next day he quickly accepted an invitation to stay in the more
secure accommodation inside the Soviet compound. Minutes after he ar-
rived, a smiling Stalin ambled into his room. “I am glad to see you,” FDR
began. “I have tried for a long time to bring this about.”33

The leaders soon got down to business. Discussions about Germany’s
future began at dinner that first evening. Roosevelt got the ball rolling by
musing about the need for political reform, and especially his determina-
tion to see “the concept of the Reich” erased from the German mind and
stricken from the German language. Stalin disagreed, however. “It was not
enough to eliminate the word,” the marshal averred; “the very Reich itself
must be rendered impotent ever again to plunge the world into war.”
Warming to his theme, Stalin then dominated the dinner table talk, “con-
stantly emphasizing that the measures for the control of Germany and her
disarmament were insufficient to prevent the rebirth of German mili-
tarism.” As the president’s interpreter pointed out later that evening, Stalin
obviously regarded all the measures proposed by either the president or
Churchill for the subjugation of Germany as quite inadequate.34

On reflection, Roosevelt was greatly heartened by this turn of events,
for he quickly recognized that he had a perfect opportunity not just to gar-
ner powerful support for his own harsh policies but also to improve his re-
lationship with the suspicious and distrustful Soviet leader. The very next
day, he wasted no time in accepting the need for a degree of economic con-
trol, agreeing with Stalin that a method had to be found to prevent Ger-
many from converting its industries for warlike purposes. The president
also revealed how heavily the public’s opposition to American  military in-
volvement in Europe during  still weighed on his mind. “If the Japa-
nese had not attacked the U.S.” at Pearl Harbor, he confided to the Soviet
leader, then it was doubtful “whether it would have been possible to send
any American forces to Europe.” This naturally had implications for the

                  



postwar world, FDR continued, because in the absence of “another terrible
crisis” it was highly unlikely that the great American public would agree to
a lengthy future deployment of troops abroad.35

Roosevelt’s recollection of past public opinion problems undoubtedly
helped to reinforce his desire for stern measures. After all, in the absence
of a long-term American occupation, alternative methods would have to be
found to ensure that Germany did not again disrupt the peace —and what
better way than to permanently eradicate its power to make war. The pres-
ident was certainly in a harsh frame of mind on December , when he in-
troduced his dismemberment proposals. In contrast to his earlier discus-
sions with the State Department, he now spoke of partition into five (and
not three) German states, as well as advocating two zones (the Kiel Canal
and the Ruhr) to be under international control. The idea of economic in-
tegration was now conspicuously absent from FDR’s presentation. As a
shocked Churchill blurted out, “the president had said a mouthful.”

But the president was still not finished. Such measures, he stressed,
were vital because of the inherently aggressive nature of the German na-
tion. Whereas his support for division had previously revolved around the
premise that there were profound differences within Germany that would
enable any fragmentation to be based on consent, now for the first time
Roosevelt enunciated the notion that all Germans were alike, that few dis-
tinctions could be made between Nazis, Prussians, or the bulk of the pop-
ulation, and that all were equally to blame for the current conflagration. As
the U.S. minutes recorded, “the president said he agreed with the Marshal,
particularly in regard to the absence of differences between Germans. He
said fifty years ago there had been a difference but since the last war it was
no longer so. He said the only difference was that in Bavaria and the south-
ern part of Germany there was no officer cast[e] as there had been in Prus-
sia.” Dismemberment, he now implied, had to be forcibly imposed to pre-
vent the aggressive German nation from ever threatening future European
security. As FDR told Stalin, “Germany had been less dangerous to civili-
sation when in  provinces.”36

Clearly, then, the Tehran Conference marked a watershed in Roo-
sevelt’s thinking about postwar Germany, even though many of his ideas
remained in an embryonic form. For instance, although FDR now talked
about the need to prevent Germany from ever obtaining weapons again, he
was only starting to recognize the difference between “direct” and “indi-
rect” rearmament—the fact that it might be necessary not only to super-
vise the dismantling of arms manufacturing but also to keep an eye on, say,
furniture or watch factories since, as Stalin argued, these could be quickly
converted to produce airplanes or fuses for shells.37 As a result, Roosevelt
had yet to fully examine the possibility that extensive economic controls,
perhaps even deindustrialization, would be necessary in order to truly en-
sure disarmament. 

At this stage, the president was also reluctant to commit himself to too

             



many specific proposals. As he wrote to Churchill in February, “I have
been worrying a good deal of late on account of the tendency of all of us to
prepare for future events in such detail that we may be letting ourselves in
for trouble when the time arrives.” Excessive planning, he concluded,
should be regarded “as prophecies by prophets who cannot be fallible.”38

This probably explains why at Tehran, despite the meeting of minds be-
tween the president and Stalin, few concrete proposals for Germany were
agreed in their final form. Instead, ideas like dismemberment were referred
to the newly constructed European Advisory Commission (EAC) for fur-
ther study.39

But despite these caveats, the overall drift in FDR’s thinking was now
clear. Unlike ‒, he no longer felt that denazification, disarmament,
and then a quick reintegration of Germany back into the international fold
would be sufficient. Rather, believing that each and every German was cul-
pable, he deemed it essential to impose more stringent controls on the na-
tion as a whole. As the president told both the cabinet and the congres-
sional leadership in a series of hectic meetings on his return, this would
entail occupation, division, political reorganization, and a measure of eco-
nomic supervision.40 Whether the wider audience of domestic public opin-
ion would endorse such measures remained to be seen. 

                  

The big three at Tehran. Stalin, FDR, and Churchill. Behind them, from left to
right, Hopkins, Molotov, Harriman, Clark Kerr (the British ambassador to the
U.S.S.R.), and Eden.



Unchanging Rhetoric: The Failure to Alter the
Nature-of-the-Enemy Campaign, ‒

Throughout , as Roosevelt’s private thoughts hardened, there was lit-
tle evidence to suggest that the public’s attitude toward Germany had al-
tered in any meaningful way. In September, one poll found that less than a
quarter of Americans thought that the Germans were inherently warlike —
a figure that had changed little in the past eighteen months. A short while
later, another survey revealed that  percent still felt “the German gov-
ernment is the chief enemy,” with only  percent considering “the German
people as our main foe”; almost two-thirds of the public also confidently
believed that the Germans wanted to get rid of their Nazi masters.41

Support for relatively benign policies flowed naturally from this con-
ception of the enemy. In May, a Fortune survey sent to the White House
concluded that “the American people, up to now are inclined toward a rea-
sonable rather than vindictive settlement with Germany. . . . A bloody ret-
ribution is called for by less than four percent of the people.”42 Basic min-
imum goals such as denazification, demobilization, and disarmament were
widely popular, but once these had been secured most Americans thought
that the German problem would be largely solved. As a result, they felt
more stringent measures, like partition and deindustrialization, to be un-
necessary, even excessive. This was confirmed by aJanuary  poll.

Rather than impoverishing a future Germany, a majority even favored
its speedy reintegration back into the international fold. When pollsters
asked, “Would you like to see our government help Germany get her
peacetime industries going again after this war, or not,” for instance, 
percent said yes,  percent expressed qualified approval, and only  per-
cent said no.43

For one small group of opinion pollsters and commentators, such be-
nign sentiments were deeply disturbing, and they quickly called on the
White House to take some corrective action. In September , George
Gallup sent FDR a confidential survey of American attitudes toward the
war. This concluded that the administration’s attempt to differentiate be-
tween Nazis and Germans was confusing the American mind. To correct
this, he suggested, “the government should pursue a much stronger and
more direct policy of arousing fear of Germany.”44

Others agreed. Rex Stout, in a widely read article that appeared in the
New York Times Magazine the following January, insisted that “We Shall
Hate, or We Shall Fail.” Stout, a popular author, had become closely con-
nected with the government’s information campaign through both his
chairmanship of the War Writer’s Board (WWB) and his appearances on
numerous OWI-sponsored radio programs.45 He now argued that “Adolf
Hitler is nothing to be surprised at. A close student of German history, if
sufficiently acute, might in the year  have predicted a Hitler as the
culmination of the deep-rooted mental and nervous disease afflicting the

             



German people.” Because all Germans, and not just their leaders, were the
enemy, Stout believed it essential to develop among the American people
“a feeling toward the Germans of deep and implacable resentment for their
savage attack upon the rights and dignity of man, . . . of contempt for their
arrogant and insolent doctrine of the German master race.” He also argued
that, far from undermining any prospective peace, such hatred was an es-
sential prerequisite for a stable postwar order.46

Stout’s view was endorsed by other prominent figures, including
George Creel, the head of America’s World War I propaganda agency, and
James W. Gerard, a former American ambassador in Berlin. In letters to
the American Mercury in April, the former declared that “Hitler is the Ger-
man people,” while the latter asserted that only partition and “an army of
conquerors can restrain the German will to war.”47 At about the same time,
Emil Ludwig made a similar case before the House Foreign Affairs Com-
mittee. Ludwig, like all these individuals, believed that the German peo-
ple were to blame for the current conflagration. He therefore felt that
American ire should be directed at the entire nation, rather than just a few
Nazi leaders.48

Yet even among opinion makers such Germanophobia was not com-
mon during . At the start of the year, Stout was quickly taken to task in
a series of pamphlets, articles, and letters for seeking to engender a hatred,
perhaps even a racism, that was no different from the “screaming frenzies”
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We have listed a number of things that 
might be done with Germany when we 
are victorious. Do you think the UN  Should Don’t 
should or should not: Should (%) Not (%) Know (%) 

a. Abolish the Nazi party?   

b. Completely demobilize the German 
Army and keep them from having an 
army again?   

c. Govern Germany with an 
occupation force for several years?   

d. Break Germany into smaller states?   

e. Prevent the Germans from rebuilding 
their steel, chemical, and automotive 
industries?   

f. Make German labor rebuild devastated 
areas in other countries at the rate 
usually paid to POWs?   

Source: “Current Surveys,” No. , January , , entry , box , RG , NA.



conducted by Hitler and Goebbels. Many also thought that Stout’s call for
an anti-German campaign would undermine the prospects for a lasting
peace, as it had in .49 Both the mainstream New York Times and the di-
visionist Chicago Daily Tribune agreed.50 And if additional corroboration
was required, then it was provided by a digest of the views of prominent in-
dividuals that was sent to the president in October. This quoted the former
president, Herbert Hoover, as stating that “we cannot have both revenge
and peace. We must make such a setting as will give the decent elements in
Axis peoples a chance to lead their comrades on the paths of peace.” Other
leading politicians also warned that “hate is not the answer to our prob-
lems; that by using it we can neither destroy anarchy nor build a better
order.”51

At this early stage, most opinion makers were reluctant to contemplate
specific and detailed policies for postwar Germany. The main exception was
Walter Lippmann, who in a series of columns published in April  devel-
oped a rationale for a medium-term occupation, disarmament, Allied control
of German industry, and the “reorientation” of German elites. But at this
juncture, Lippmann was keen to point out that “the enemy is the historic
German governing class” and not the German nation as a whole. He also
gave short shrift to any thoughts of dismemberment, widespread extermina-
tion, or making the German people suffer over a long period of time.52

As Roosevelt kept a close eye on the attitudes of press and public, he
must have realized that he had an acute problem, for the public clearly op-
posed most of the ideas he had mooted to Eden in March and to Stalin in
November. But how could this be remedied? Perhaps FDR could start to
educate popular opinion about the need for specific punitive measures.
Perhaps he could lay the groundwork for the acceptance of a harsh peace
by publicly talking about the guilt of the entire German nation. Or perhaps
he could only wait until popular attitudes changed of their own accord.

As the first president to hold regular informal press conferences and to em-
ploy the radio to good effect, Roosevelt had always been innovative when
it came to finding ways of getting his message across to the American pub-
lic. Toward the end of , with the phony war mentality starting to evap-
orate, he now thought the time was ripe to give the populace an indication
of his thinking on postwar issues. But he also deemed it too early to issue
a direct statement on this subject. What the president needed was a subtler
channel to convey his preliminary ideas.

In December, FDR decided to invite Forrest Davis to the White
House for the weekend. As soon as the journalist arrived, Roosevelt gave
him an exclusive interview. In subsequent weeks, he then read and ap-
proved the article that Davis wrote, so that by the time it finally appeared in
the April edition of the Saturday Evening Post, under the heading “Roo-
sevelt’s World Blueprint,” there could be no doubt that it was intended to
be an authoritative summary of the president’s views. Davis began by pub-

             



licizing the enormous importance that Roosevelt attached to the disarma-
ment of aggressor nations. To enforce this, FDR would rely on a blockade
or quarantine, for this would produce, “in the president’s opinion, a sort of
economic paralysis in a nation embedded, as is Germany, in the heart of Eu-
rope. . . . The effect of such segregation on the [German] public would not
be less than alarming.”53

Of course, such notions owed much to Roosevelt’s old conception of
the enemy, based as they were on a faith that economic weakness and the
less belligerent nature of the German people could restrain a warlike
regime. But when it came to going beyond this and discussing the more se-
vere ideas he was now starting to embrace —ideas like partition, trunca-
tion, or reeducation—the president doggedly refused to comment. It was
far too early to talk about such matters, he told inquisitive reporters on
more than one occasion, for “we are still in the generality stage, not in the
detail stage.”54 The Allies, he declared in a similarly evasive tone in July, 

are substantially agreed on the general objectives of the postwar world.
They are also agreed that this is not the time to engage in an international
discussion of all the terms of peace and all the details of the future. Let us
win the war first. We must not relax our pressure on the enemy by taking
time out to define every boundary and settle every political controversy in
every part of the world. The all-important thing now is to get on with the
war—and to win it.55

The Tehran communiqué released at the end of the conference was
very much in this vein, for it revealed little of the minutiae of the Big
Three discussions. On military matters, it merely insisted that “our military
staffs . . . have concerted our plans for the destruction of the German
forces.” When it came to postwar issues, the communiqué was even terser.
Roosevelt himself deleted an appeal to the German people, which would
have modified unconditional surrender by reassuring the Germans that
they would not be enslaved. All that was left after he, Hopkins, and
Churchill had completed their editing, was the anodyne statement that the
Big Three had promised to provide solutions that “will command the good
will of the overwhelming mass of the peoples of the world, and banish the
scourge and terror of war for many generations.”56

The media’s reaction to this reticence was mixed. On one hand, as
Early wired to Hopkins on December , the “Tehran release [was] enthu-
siastically received by all except isolationist press and isolationist senators
and representatives. Tremendous news play with strong headlines and vig-
orous editorial treatment emphasizing the meeting as ‘Victory Confer-
ence.’”57 Most opinion makers were quick to express their relief that the
three leaders had finally met and almost all drew the implication that this
display of Big Three solidarity spelled inevitable doom for Nazi Germany.
“The big thing about the meeting,” announced Raymond Gramm Swing
on the Blue network, “. . . was, of course, the meeting itself. . . . The meet-

                  



ing signifies co-ordination in war and collaboration in peace.” “The im-
portance of Tehran” agreed Max Lerner in the PM Daily, “is that the three
men did meet, and that they agreed enough to issue a warm statement.”58

But at the same time, many columnists and editors were deeply dissat-
isfied with the continued lack of specifics. Opinion polls had already re-
vealed that what to do with postwar Germany’s was the one issue above all
others on which the public craved more information. Now, Lerner, Lipp-
mann, Krock, Shirer, and Thompson all complained about the absence 
of any details. “The clearest omission in the communiqué,” grumbled
Lerner, “is the failure to say anything about the kind of peace Germany can
expect from us.” Or as Dorothy Thompson pithily put it: “The three
agreed to go on agreeing. But what they agreed to no one knows.”59

Roosevelt, however, was scarcely in a position to weaken the force of
such criticisms. In private, he was only just starting to grapple with the
whole problem of Germany’s future, the State Department was clearly op-
posed to ideas like partition, and although FDR and Stalin shared a com-
mon inclination to treat Germany harshly, no concrete agreements had
been reached at Tehran and most subjects had been referred to the EAC
for further discussion. As a result, it would have been jumping the gun to
start informing the American people about proposals such as partition and
economic control.

But the president did have another option: why not take the advice of
Gallup, Stout, and Ludwig, and start to foster a new consensus around the
notion that all the Germans, and not just a few Nazis, were to blame for the
war? This would lay the groundwork for popular acceptance of a harsh
peace, so that specific measures could then be publicized once alliance ne-
gotiations had been completed. Such a strategy would hardly have been
novel, for the president was currently engaged in a similar process with re-
spect to an international organization. Here, his aim was to carefully culti-
vate a consensus on the general principle of greater U.S. involvement in
world affairs, while not revealing any details of what exact form a new
League of Nations would take.60 Such a strategy was also likely to enjoy a
measure of success. After all, American hatred of the Japanese nation was
now clearly starting to translate into support for a harsh peace in the Pa-
cific; as one survey pointed out in November, “the public wants harsher
treatment for Japan than Germany—a sentiment which is apparently
linked to the belief of  percent of Americans that ‘the Japanese will 
always want war,’” whereas only  percent felt the same way about the
Germans.61

Yet Roosevelt consistently refused to launch a hate campaign against
the German nation. Instead, in the first six months of , he continued to
use the terms “Nazi” and “Hitler” to characterize the enemy; and even 
on those less frequent occasions when “German(y)” was employed this
tended to be in the context of, say, a comparison between American and
German production or a vow to employ American air power over Ger-

             



many, and so was not an attempt to develop the argument that the German
people, or even the German generals, were the true adversary. In a fireside
chat in May, for instance, Roosevelt emphasized that it was “Nazi machine-
gun bullets” and Nazi land mines that were killing U.S. soldiers. The im-
plication was clear: it was only the Nazis who would have to be defeated
and then dealt with.62

During the fall and winter, Roosevelt did make a few amendments to
this message. On two occasions, spurred on by the constant liberal criti-
cism over “Darlanism,” he added Prussian militarism to the list of Amer-
ica’s true enemies. Then, in a fireside chat on Christmas Eve, the president
went even further, declaring that “we intend to rid them [the German peo-
ple] once and for all of Nazism and Prussian militarism and the fantastic and
disastrous notion that they constitute the ‘master race.’” For the first time
in a public speech, he also pointed to the continuities in German aggres-
sion, stressing how after  the United States had naively “hoped that the
militaristic philosophy of Germany had been crushed; and being full of the
milk of human kindness we spent the next twenty years disarming, while
the Germans whined so pathetically that other nations permitted them—
and even helped them—to rearm.”63

Yet such passages soon turned out to be isolated exceptions rather than
the start of a coherent new nature of the enemy campaign. Even the Christ-
mas Eve broadcast was ultimately something of a damp squib. The original
draft had been far more strident, indicting the German people “as a whole”
for their enthusiastic support of Hitler and hinting that harsh long-term
measures would be required to keep this nation in its place.64 But as Roo-
sevelt and his speechwriters went through the familiar ritual of revising and

                  

Who Is the Enemy? A Content Analysis of the FDR’s Speeches, 
January–July 

1/17/1943 2/12/1943 5/2/1943 7/28/1943
State of Union Radio Address Fireside Chat Fireside Chat  

Hitler/Nazi 5 10 3 9  
German(y) 4 4 — 4  
Berlin 2 2 — 2  

Tojo/warlords 1 — — 2
Japan(ese) 12 10 1 13  
Tokyo 2 2 — 2

Mussolini/Fascist 2 3 1 10  
Italy 2 2 — 4
Rome 2 1 — 1

Axis 9 5 — 1  

Sources: Compiled from FDR, Public Papers, :-, -; FDR’s Fireside Chats, pp.
‒, ‒.



editing, of carefully checking each phrase to ensure that it struck exactly
the right note, the passages on Germany were gradually and significantly
toned down. By the time the president delivered the speech, the odd anti-
German comment remained. But this was now carefully cancelled out by
FDR’s declaration that he would not clamp down too harshly on the Ger-
man nation. The Allies, he insisted, “have no intention to enslave the Ger-
man people. We wish them to have a normal chance to develop in peace, as
useful and respectable members of the European family.”65

Over the winter, the president then slid back into his old habit of dif-
ferentiating between Nazis and Germans. The war, Roosevelt declared in
the  budget message, was the product of “nations that have become
tools in the hands of irresponsible cliques bent on conquests.”66 The
slaughter in the occupied territories, he stressed two month later, was
being conducted purely by the perverted Nazis. “Hitler is committing
these crimes against humanity in the name of the German people,” he con-
cluded. “I ask every German . . . to show the world by his action that in his
heart he does not share these criminal desires.”67 In an article for the Jan-
uary edition of the American Magazine, Harry Hopkins made a similar
point. According to Hopkins, the Nazis were clearly the central culprits;
consequently, as soon as they had been eliminated and the German people
had evinced signs of good behavior, there would be no problem reinte-
grating this country quickly back into the international fold. “You can’t do
business with Hitler, it is true,” he declared. “But we will do business with
a disarmed German people.”68

             

FDR delivers a fireside chat, Christmas Eve, .



Roosevelt’s reluctance to launch a hate campaign stemmed from a variety
of concerns. One was his clear recognition, gleaned from the wealth of
opinion poll data, that the American public was likely to be staunchly and
stubbornly averse to anything that smacked of anti-German propaganda.
Of course, the whole aim of any information campaign is to alter the pop-
ular mood so that the public rallies behind its government. But, as we have
seen, Roosevelt had always been keenly aware of the limits of leadership.

Indeed, back in the period from  to , FDR had been acutely
concerned about the threat posed by Hitler and his cohorts. But realizing
that public opinion was opposed to any involvement in European squab-
bles, he had moved with great circumspection; until December  he
had even been reluctant to publicly name the actual aggressors. Instead, the
president’s strategy had been to wait, in the hope that incidents would force
a fundamental shift in popular attitudes. When they did, when great exter-
nal events like the fall of France started to undermine the appeal of isola-
tionism, he then finally acted, changing the tenor of his message so as to
further erode the public’s complacency about European developments.

Faced with a comparable situation in , it seems highly likely that
the president chose to adopt a similar strategy. Rather than attempt to lead
on an issue where the public was unlikely to follow, he probably thought it
was better to sit tight. After all, the course of the war would probably throw
up events that would stiffen American opinion. Once popular attitudes
then began to change, FDR could move to prod them still further in their
anti-German direction. One such opportunity almost occurred in January
, when information filtered out that the Germans were contemplating
the execution of captured American airmen. Roosevelt felt that the public
would undoubtedly react to such news as it had in April , when the
Japanese had committed a similar atrocity: with outrage, horror, and calls
for retribution against the perpetrators.69 This time, however, the story
proved false and so the administration was not able to take any action. But
Roosevelt’s reaction is nevertheless instructive, for it suggests that, while
his public utterances remained cautious, he was still looking to publicize
any comprehensible and believable event that might harden American atti-
tudes toward the enemy.70

While the president waited patiently for incidents that might encour-
age the public to turn against the German nation, the news from the fight-
ing fronts was improving all the time. The war in the Pacific was going bet-
ter than expected, with the U.S. Navy now accumulating the resources to
strike at Gilbert and Marshall Islands. On the Eastern Front, the Red Army
had halted the last great German offensive around Kursk in July, and by
the end of the year was poised not only to end the long bloody siege of
Leningrad—after almost a thousand days and a million casualties—but
also to set foot on prewar Polish territory. Meanwhile, the battle of the At-
lantic had swung decisively in the Allies’ favor, removing the threat of star-
vation from the British Isles and enabling Marshall and Eisenhower to start

                  



congregating American troops in southern England for the cross-channel
invasion. And in the air, Allied forces were finally achieving undisputed su-
periority, as new long-range escort fighters began destroying the Luftwaffe
in the skies, while bombers wiped out German airplane factories on the
ground. 

These were heady days, but they soon threw up one difficulty that
would just not go away: complacency. As early as February , worried
legislators and anxious officials at the OWI hurried to inform the White
House that “the people as a whole are much too disposed to think that the
war is about over” or that overoptimism was lowering “the general sense of
urgency” and leading to “opposition to government calls for sacrifice.”71

FDR had always been acutely sensitive to this problem, but now his inter-
est and concern was greatly sharpened by political self-interest. As Cantril
informed him more than once, if Americans became convinced that the war
would end by the autumn of , they would vote overwhelmingly against
“the Democratic candidate, even if he were Mr. Roosevelt.”72 This was
confirmed by another poll conducted in March .

Recognizing that such results would be political dynamite in the
wrong hands, the White House promptly asked Cantril to keep them away
from Gallup and out of the press.73 FDR also decided that it was vital to
drum home the message that the end of the war was not imminent. In a
number of press conferences, he told reporters not to hope for an early
German collapse. In October, he then prevailed upon Harry Hopkins to
write an article for the American magazine, which insisted that there was no
way the conflict would end before —by which time, presumably, the
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Roosevelt (%) Dewey (%) Undecided (%)

If the war is still going on and if
President Roosevelt runs for the 
Democrats against Governor Dewey 
for the Republicans, how do you 
think you will vote?   

If the war is over and Roosevelt runs 
for the Democrats against Dewey, 
how do you think you will vote?   

Now suppose the war is still going on 
but the end of the war is clearly in 
sight. In that case, how do you think 
you will vote—for Roosevelt or for 
Dewey?   

Source: Rosenman to FDR, and attached memorandum, Cantril and Lambert to Rosenman,
March , , PSF (Subject): Public Opinion Polls, FDRL. 



president would have safely secured a fourth term.74 But above all, the
president’s desire to combat complacency greatly reinforced his determi-
nation to remain silent about proposals for Germany’s future, lest any talk
about the postwar world started to foster the impression that the war would
soon be over. So in July, when asked whether he intended to eliminate
German power, FDR refused to comment. Such a question, he insisted,
was a “waste of time” because “it takes people’s thoughts off winning the
war to talk about things like that now.”75

By the winter, however, complacency was only one aspect of the
morale problem. As in , certain sections of the public also seemed to be
excessively apprehensive and pessimistic; in some quarters, the mood even
appeared to be verging on downright defeatism. The reason for this sur-
prising pessimism was simple: although in most theaters Allied forces were
going from strength to strength, in Italy little had gone right since Mus-
solini’s overthrow back in July. Indeed, Hitler had quickly poured troops
into the region, occupying the northern half of the country, establishing
strong defensive positions, and even restoring Il Duce to power. Allied
troops then slugged away at the German defenses throughout the winter,
but little progress was made. In January , Churchill was able to spirit
away fifty-six landing craft from the OVERLORD preparations in order to
launch a landing at Anzio, just fifty miles southwest of Rome. But instead
of outflanking the German positions, this operation was halted by deter-
mined Wehrmacht resistance. “I had hoped that we were hurling a wildcat
onto the shore,” a frustrated Churchill remarked, “but all we had got was a
stranded whale.”76 The fate of this operation did not bode well for the pro-
posed Anglo-American invasion of France, which everyone now realized
was likely to come in the spring. And as many started to fret about the
likely outcome of the long-awaited second front, support even began to
mount for some retreat from unconditional surrender.

This is not to say that Americans were suddenly clamoring for an im-
mediate armistice with Hitler and the Nazis. Only at the very fringes of
American society was there any desire to negotiate with the current Ger-
man regime. Here, two groups led the way: the National Council for the
Prevention of War, an organization consisting of religious and socialist
pacifists, and Peace Now, led by the Columbia and Harvard professor,
George W. Hartmann. For both, it was far more desirable to do a deal with
the Third Reich than to incur huge casualties by fighting the Wehrmacht in
France. In December, Peace Now even began lobbying Congress in an at-
tempt to secure an “immediate and generous” peace with Germany. It also
held a rally in New York City to raise the profile of its campaign and ad-
dressed an open letter to the president, stressing its opposition “to an Al-
lied invasion of the continent of Europe —at least until such a public at-
tempt to reach a reasonable basis of agreement is made.” “A peace
offensive,” it insisted, “should be made before the order to attack is given.
It is wrong to continue the slaughter of thousands of young Americans

                  



until we have made an honest attempt to adjust grievances and come to
terms with all our adversaries.”77

Peace Now may have been increasingly active over the winter, but it
clearly had little influence on the vast majority of Americans. For one thing,
the organization remained small; even in , it had only around two thou-
sand members. For another, Peace Now soon became the target of a
scathing campaign of press vilification. The New York Post, for instance,
hastened to condemn it for advocating “the surrender of this country to
Nazism. . . . Peace Now is a demand, in fact, for unconditional surrender
not to us, but by us.” “It is particularly pernicious,” agreed the Philadelphia
Record, “to find so-called Americans urging a losers peace upon their coun-
try. . . . Either we win— or Hitler wins. There is no third choice. No com-
promise with barbarity, slavery and murder.”78 On Capitol Hill, mean-
while, rather than bow to pressure from Peace Now, the first instinct was to
begin an investigation of the movement. This was conducted under the aus-
pices of Martin Dies’ Special Committee on Un-American Activities, and it
eventually concluded that the organization was “an un-American group
whose activities are calculated to interfere with the successful prosecution
of the war.” Not only was it “guilty of acts whose nature is clearly seditious
and which tend toward the encouragement of treason,” but it also clearly
served the “interests of Goebbels’ Nazi propaganda machine.”79

Yet this was not the end of the story. Although there was only negligi-
ble support for a new appeasement settlement with the Nazis, the public
was far more evenly divided when it came to the prospect of negotiating
with other German elites. In May, Hadley Cantril compiled a graph that he
felt “should be brought to the president’s attention without delay.” This
demonstrated an alarming increase in support for a negotiated peace “if the
German army overthrew Hitler and then offered to stop the war.” More
than  percent of the public now favored such a course, a figure that was
even higher than during the nervous phony war months prior to TORCH.

Roosevelt was undoubtedly disturbed by such findings, but they were
not his only problem. As apprehension about the prospective cross-channel
invasion started to mount, many mainstream opinion makers also began to
argue that the unconditional-surrender formula, while remaining a funda-
mental Allied goal, should be elaborated on or qualified in some way. Only
by defining exactly what this concept meant, they claimed, could Roosevelt
counter Hitler’s repeated charge that an Allied victory would mean extinc-
tion for the German nation. Only by offering assurances that the Germans
would be treated fairly, they insisted, could FDR weaken the Wehrmacht’s
resolve to fight. 

FDR first became aware of this pressure to modify unconditional sur-
render while he was away in Cairo and Tehran. Each day, a pouch was
flown out to the traveling president, containing the important items that
had to be dealt with at once. Steve Early had the task of ensuring that a
media digest was placed in the pouch, so that even in his absence Roosevelt

             



could monitor the popular mood back home. By the start of December,
this digest was pointing out that on the MBS radio station Sam Balter had
stressed that, while a negotiated peace was unacceptable, reiteration of the
phrase “unconditional surrender” delayed rather than expedited the mak-
ing of peace; likewise, on NBC Morgan Beatty had argued that the United
States should emphasize to the Germans that there were supplementary
terms to unconditional surrender.80 When the Tehran communiqué failed
to do this, criticism grew. As a Washington Times-Herald editorial stressed,
the Big Three meetings “may have raised Allied morale,” but “we think
they must also have increased Axis determination to fight to the last ditch.
Why not, when you have nothing to gain by quitting?”81 A telegram from
Clarence Poe, editor of the Progressive Farmer and Southern Ruralist, was
even more explicit. “Millions of Americans,” he wired the White House at
the end of December, “hope that at this Christmas season you will say
something that will make the innocent in Germany willing to trust our hu-
manity and give Americans at home increased faith in the nobility of our
purposes and that Christian principles will not be forsaken for pagan bru-
tality when victory puts the vanquished in our power.”82

With his allies and advisers both making exactly the same point, Roo-
sevelt reluctantly decided to temper the content of his speeches. This is not
to say that he ever contemplated dropping unconditional surrender alto-
gether; in fact, as we have seen, it remained at the heart of his strategy to de-
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fuse the persistent liberal carping over “Darlanism.” But FDR did realize
that in order to placate both his domestic and foreign critics, he would have
to reassure the Germans that unconditional surrender would not mean an
excessively harsh peace. “The German people can have dinned into their
ears what I said in my Christmas Eve speech,” he told his aides in January;
“in effect, that we have no thought of destroying the German people and
that we want them to live through the generations like other European peo-
ples on condition, of course, that they get rid of their present philosophy of
conquest.”83 In practice, this meant that whenever FDR mentioned uncon-
ditional surrender, he now went out of his way to distinguish between the
nation and the regime. “Except for the responsible fascist leaders,” he de-
clared in a typical comment, “the people of the Axis need not fear uncon-
ditional surrender. . . . [They] may be assured that when they agree to un-
conditional surrender they will not be trading Axis despotism for ruin
under the UN. The goal of the UN is to permit liberated peoples to create
a free political life of their own choosing and to attain economic security.
These are the two great objectives of the Atlantic Charter.”84

Ultimately, then, unconditional surrender had a paradoxical impact on
the president’s actions. In private, it helped to pave the way for his harsher
view of the German enemy—not only because FDR now recognized that
anything short of total military victory carried too many political risks, but
also because unconditional surrender would obviously provide the Allies
with a clean slate to work from. Yet in public it had precisely the opposite
effect. This was because pressure from American opinion, advisers, and al-
lies alike, all forced Roosevelt to elaborate on the formula in the months
before OVERLORD. Instead of talking publicly about his harsher view of
the German nation, this meant that the president had to offer reassurances
to the German people that they would not be treated too harshly; instead of
indicting the whole nation, in effect he had to continue making his old dis-
tinction between the criminal Nazi regime and the less culpable German
people.

Seen in this light, there was not a clear, straightforward, and unam-
biguous line from unconditional surrender to a harsh peace.85 Rather, Roo-
sevelt’s public refinement of the doctrine was actually placing a large ob-
stacle in the way of stern postwar measures, for it prevented him from
revealing to the American people his newfound conviction that the Ger-
mans were inherently militaristic and warlike.

While Roosevelt found it difficult to alter the basic thrust of his public ut-
terances, in this period he was receding further into the background as an
opinion persuader, largely as a result of ill health. On returning from
Tehran, the president was laid low with what he called the “grippe.”
Thereafter, he frequently complained of feeling “rotten” or “like hell,” of
suffering from persistent headaches or drowsiness during the day. On
March , he finally went to the Bethesda Naval Hospital for a thorough

             



check up by Dr Howard Bruenn, a heart specialist. Bruenn was shocked by
the president’s condition; in his opinion, FDR was clearly suffering from
congestive heart failure exacerbated by hypertension. Along with three
other doctors, he prescribed digitalis, a low-fat diet, fewer cigarettes and
cocktails, and above all plenty of rest. Roosevelt immediately complied
with the last of these recommendations, going off to a secluded South Car-
olina plantation for four weeks from April  to May . He also shortened
his working day to just four hours, interspersed with long rest periods at
lunch and in the afternoon.86 One practical result of this was that the pres-
ident now had far less time to hold regular press conferences. Whereas in
 and  he had attended about ninety sessions a year, in  this fig-
ure dropped to just over fifty. Roosevelt also had to cut down on his pub-
lic addresses. Between the Italian armistice of September  and D-Day
the following June, he only took to the airwaves twice, first to report on 
the Tehran Conference and later to deliver his annual state of the union
message.87

Back in , the OWI had taken up some of the slack left by the pres-
ident’s absences. Now, it briefly remained at the forefront of the govern-
ment’s information efforts, releasing films, radio shows, pamphlets, and
posters. In May , it even launched a “Nature of the Enemy” exhibit at
the Rockefeller Plaza in New York City, replete with detailed photo-
graphic displays and accompanied by a series of radio shows hosted by
Raymond Gramm Swing.88

To a large extent, the OWI used these channels to repeat the same old
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message. Time and again, the Nazis were still singled out as the central
enemy, on the basis that their expansionist ideology was directly antitheti-
cal to everything that America stood for. Yet there were a few discernible
shifts in emphasis. At the end of , Mike Cowles replaced MacLeish as
the head of the Domestic Branch. A publishing executive rather than a lib-
eral intellectual, Cowles soon revealed a penchant for “splashy displays,
short sentences, and simplified concepts”—much to the frustration and
consternation of a group in the Writer’s Bureau, who resigned in April be-
cause they thought that the OWI was now dominated by “high-pressure
promoters who prefer slick salesmanship to honest information.”89 When
it came to depicting Germany, moreover, the OWI also made one clear al-
teration to its new sound-bite message. Aware that the president was
deeply irritated by the constant carping over “Darlanism,” and concerned
that the public might still be willing to support a negotiated peace if the
Wehrmacht suddenly deposed Hitler, the OWI was now at pains to point
out that “the German Army and the Nazi Party are one and the same
thing.”90 On occasion, it even went slightly further. “Any ‘peace feelers’
revolving around alleged splits between the Army staff or industrial lead-
ership and the Nazis themselves,” its Information Guide instructed officials,
“should be identified only as minor conflicts between the ‘old imperialists’
and the ‘new imperialists.’”91

By the spring of , the OWI had reason to be fairly pleased with its
efforts. Although it had never been able to gain a grip over the daily output
of war news, it had amplified the president’s public themes, constantly re-
iterating the distinction between Nazis and Germans and later adding only
selected German elites to the panoply of America’s true enemies. This mes-
sage had also resonated reasonably well with the American public. Yet the
OWI was not without its critics. From within the organization, liberals were
already concerned that its output was becoming too shallow and too pop-
ulist. But from without, an even greater threat was looming, since Republi-
cans and conservative Democrats, buoyed by their gains in the  midterm
elections, were now preparing to turn against the OWI with a vengeance. 

Southern Democrats had taken particular umbrage to one OWI publi-
cation, entitled Negroes and the War, which emphasized the prospects for
racial equality in postwar America. Republicans, meanwhile, had always
been suspicious of a propaganda tool in the hands of a Democratic admin-
istration. Now, with a presidential election on the horizon and with one
OWI overseas publication depicting Roosevelt as the “Champion of Lib-
erty, U.S. Leader in the War to Win Lasting and Worldwide Peace,” they
increasingly perceived this bureau to be simply a vehicle for FDR’s drive
to a fourth term. When combined with other claims, such as Representa-
tive John Taber’s description of it as “a haven and refuge for the derelicts”
or Congressman Joe Starnes’s charge that it “was trying to tell us, like we
were six-year-old children, why we are at war,” a cross-party coalition was
easily forged in June  to axe the OWI’s budget. The Domestic Branch

             



was left with a mere $. million, which, as Elmer Davis noted, was just
enough to avoid “the odium of having put us out of business, and carefully
not enough to let us accomplish much.”92 The OWI was also prohibited
from producing material for domestic consumption, and so it retained 
only the task of providing support and guidance to other departments and
agencies.93

When added to the president’s increasingly paltry efforts, the emascu-
lation of the OWI might well have created a gaping hole at the center of the
administration’s information campaign had it not been for the fact that two
other departments were starting to become far more active. Between April
 and July , the Treasury Department quickly leapt to center stage,
launching five concerted campaigns aimed at encouraging the U.S. public
to purchase more war bonds.94 These consistently reached huge audiences.
The Second War Loan Drive, for instance, was comprised of  radio pro-
grams, , local radio announcements, and twenty-five national spot
and regional network programs in the three weeks between April  and
May , .95 In those weeks when it was active, the Treasury’s efforts
were actually far more intensive than anything the OFF or OWI had ever
been able to sustain.

At the same time, the State Department also began to enjoy a higher
profile. In part, this was a natural product of the shifting emphasis from mil-
itary strategy to postwar political problems. But Hull, stung by the mount-
ing criticism he had received over Darlan and Badoglio, was also anxious
to develop more adequate channels for gauging and shaping opinion. In
this task he was aided by the appointment of Edward R. Stettinius, who re-
placed Sumner Welles as undersecretary in September . With Hull’s
approval, Stettinius quickly began a wholesale reorganization of the depart-
ment, and as one writer put it at the time, “one of the most conspicuous
features” of this reform was “the changes in the functions and organization
relating to popular education.” In January , an Office of Public Infor-
mation was set up, with a mandate both to analyze polling data and to build
up relations with private groups and the wider public. Top officials were
also encouraged to take to the airwaves more frequently, while in the first
months of  the State Department even produced its own radio series,
entitled “The State Department Speaks,” which attempted to inform the
public about key foreign-policy issues.96

Initially, at least, there were some minor indications that these depart-
ments might be inclined to alter the basic tenor of the government’s nature-
of-the-enemy campaign. In April , Kingsbury Smith of the American
Mercury reported that the State Department was planning a relatively harsh
peace for Germany. Apparently he had been told by officials that this
would include the “total disarmament of the German nation,” the “swift,
merciless punishment of its war criminals,” the “drastic decentralization of
the country as a single powerful industrial and political unit, and the tem-
porary restriction of its economic life to the minimum required for self-

                  



subsistence.”97 A month later, Adolf A. Berle, the assistant secretary of
state, appeared to give credence to the thrust of Smith’s claims. In a speech
delivered to a crowd of more than twenty thousand in the Boston Garden,
Berle leveled a stinging attack against the German people. “No group of
rulers, no party, could have conceived, organized, and carried out a pro-
gram of general civilian slaughter,” he declared, “without at least the tacit
acquiescence of a large part of the German people.”98

Overall, however, such remarks proved to be isolated exceptions that
were increasingly drowned out by the majority of official utterances. Other
senior State Department employees, such as Sumner Welles (until his res-
ignation in September ) and Joseph Grew, were certainly quick to
counter Berle’s indictment of the German nation. In a string of speeches
throughout the year, both firmly emphasized the evils of “Hitlerism” and
pointed out that “today we probably have spiritual allies among the Ger-
man people.”99 In a similar vein, the Treasury’s War Loan Drives focused
clearly on Nazi rather than German perfidy, with radio commentators
speaking of “the Nazi danger to our freedom,” or officials being told to
distinguish between “Japan’s island chain of defenses in the Pacific” but
Hitler’s vaunted fortress in Europe.100

From time to time, the military also added to this continued cacoph-
ony of anti-Nazi rhetoric. The War Department, it is true, generated much
anti-German material for training purposes, using hate to foster a fighting
spirit among GIs and even employing “horror stories and pictures” to
demonstrate to new recruits “the utter ruthlessness of the German military
character.”101 But most of the output the U.S. Army released to a wider au-
dience tended to eschew this harsher line in favor of the familiar old dis-
tinction between the regime and people. Thus Marshall, in a speech to the
Governors’ Conference in June, clearly declared that “we fight to destroy
dictatorships, to guarantee freedom of speech and of the press.”102 Frank
Capra’s film, Prelude to War, famously made the same point. Originally de-
signed as a training movie, it went on general release in May , largely
at the president’s behest and with the OWI’s aid.103 Capra, with the help of
a talented team (including Eric Knight, Anatole Litvak, and Anthony
Veiller), sought to stress that the current conflict was between two ideo-
logical systems: the free world symbolized by American icons such as the
Liberty Bell and Abraham Lincoln, and the slave world mired in darkness,
whose aim was to reverse the years of progress since . Admittedly,
Prelude to War did point out that tyranny had found a fertile breeding
ground in Germany, since the population had “an in-built national love of
regimentation and harsh discipline.” But its focus remained first and fore-
most on the Führer and his cohorts, whose gangster methods had led to the
eradication of free speech, a free press, and freedom of religion.104

During the spring of , in the face of mounting discontent over the
government’s reticence, State Department officials also decided to elabo-
rate on their vision for the postwar world. Although shorn of details and

             



specifics, their remarks were effectively a sharp refutation of Kingsbury
Smith’s claims that the administration was contemplating a stern peace. In-
stead, Hull and his advisers emphasized that the benefits of free trade and
self-determination, as envisaged in the Atlantic Charter, would be ac-
corded to victor and vanquished alike. In March , for instance, the sec-
retary of state released a document entitled the “Bases of the Foreign Pol-
icy of the U.S.” In it, he stressed that the Allies “must exercise surveillance
over aggressor nations until such time as the latter demonstrate their will-
ingness and ability to live at peace with other nations.” But he then implied
that this would not take long and that thereafter Germany would be per-
mitted the chance for “material advancements” and the ability “to decide
for itself the forms and details of its governmental organization.”105

The reasons for this reluctance to develop a new conception of the
enemy are not difficult to fathom. At this stage, very few officials privately
shared the president’s opinion that the militaristic Germans would have to
be treated severely.106 On the contrary, most agreed with Henry Stimson,
the venerable old secretary of war, who was convinced that there remained
a group of “freedom-loving people in Germany” whom the United States
could work with after the fighting had stopped.107 Hull, in particular, en-
visaged the speedy restoration of Germany after the eradication of Hitler
and his cohorts, while officials in the OWI had always been inclined to
view the conflict as an ideological struggle against nazism, rather than a na-
tional or racial struggle against the Germans.

A direct presidential order might well have prevented top officials in
the State Department, War Department, and OWI from simply enunciating
their privately held views. But there was never even a hint that this was
about to happen. Although the president informed the cabinet of his views
immediately after Tehran, he then largely abstained from detailed bureau-
cratic discussions about Germany until the following August. This was
partly because illness frequently hampered his ability to dominate the de-
cision-making process during the first months of . But even when he
was at his desk, Roosevelt was preoccupied with other matters, from the
preparations for OVERLORD to a battle with Congress over an economic
Bill of Rights. With Harry Hopkins plagued by illness and Sumner Welles
having resigned, the president was also without the two subordinates who
had previously kept him in touch with developments in other depart-
ments.108 Finally, even if Roosevelt had maintained closer control over his
administration, he would hardly have been in a position to direct his sub-
ordinates to espouse a cause that he himself was reluctant to champion in
the face of popular opposition and fears about the impact of unconditional
surrender.

In the absence of any direct prodding from the White House, the
Treasury was the only department that might have been willing to buck the
general trend. After all, Morgenthau was the cabinet member most vehe-
mently opposed to making any distinction between Nazis and Germans. In

                  



April , as the War Loan Drives started to gather momentum, there is
some evidence that he contemplated using these as a platform to arouse the
public’s hatred of all Germans. According to one Treasury official, at this
stage Morgenthau even proposed to make a speech that rejected the notion
of a “good Germany” and instead referred to the “rotten bloodstained
foundations” of the nation as a whole. However, Morgenthau’s aspirations
were soon frustrated. This was partly because the OWI retained the power
to screen speeches made by top officials, and Davis and his colleagues
adamantly refused to sanction Morgenthau’s speech because it failed to dif-
ferentiate between the people and the regime.109 Moreover, even after
Congress slashed its funds, the OWI continued to play an important role in
coordinating the Treasury’s War Loan Drives, and this gave it a further op-
portunity to temper the Treasury’s output. Of course, Morgenthau could
have complained to his close friend and neighbor in the White House. But
one attempt in  to get FDR to launch a hate campaign had already
proved fruitless, and unaware that Roosevelt’s views were now starting to
harden, Morgenthau probably deemed it a waste of time to bring up this
matter once again. 

So as thoughts turned from war to peace, a growing chasm started to
emerge between the president and public on how to solve the German
problem. While Roosevelt’s private image of the enemy was clearly starting
to stiffen, most Americans continued to hold a relatively benign view of
Germany. As late as May , , the OWI reported that “on the whole
the majority attitude toward the German people is still one of generosity.
Only a minority believe that harsh postwar treatment will provide the an-
swer to the question of national security.” More specifically, polls contin-
ued to find that  percent believed the Germans wanted to get rid of their
Nazi leaders,  percent thought Germany should be admitted into a “So-
ciety of Nations” soon after the war, and a mere  percent supported 
partition.110

In large part, of course, these persistently benign attitudes were a prod-
uct of the administration’s own efforts. In , the government’s initial
campaign had merely emphasized Nazi and not German evil; now, despite
the president’s hardening private attitudes, the administration’s public ut-
terances had hardly changed. This was basically because Roosevelt, chary
of getting too far in front of mass opinion and forced to elaborate on 
unconditional surrender, was continuing to reassure Germans that they
would not be treated too harshly. But other departments continued to fol-
low the president’s lead—indeed, the State and War departments, largely
kept in the dark about details of alliance negotiations, were perfectly will-
ing to echo these arguments since they reflected their own private prefer-
ences, while the OWI, similarly unaware of the thrust of FDR’s thinking,
still reiterated its own old nature-of-the-enemy campaign, and also had
some success in forcing Morgenthau and the Treasury to do likewise.

             



The president was acutely aware of this growing disparity between his
own views and the attitudes of most Americans.111 But he believed he had
time on his side. After all, Germany had not been defeated, concrete agree-
ments still had to be reached, and in the interim the course of the conflict
might yet stiffen the public’s mood toward the enemy. Nevertheless, Roo-
sevelt’s decision to sit back and wait was not without risk. In particular, if
these punitive ideas leaked out before the government had a chance to lay
the domestic groundwork for their acceptance, then they would undoubt-
edly become mired in political controversy. FDR’s inaction might there-
fore come back to haunt him, especially since a presidential election was
now imminent and the Republican party was feverishly looking for any
stick with which to beat the three-term incumbent.

                  





Planning
Germany’s Future

    

The president said that he did not think it
would be an undue hardship to require Ger-
many to revert toward an agricultural status
such as she had enjoyed up to the latter part
of the last century. She had shown she could
not be trusted with all the facilities for mak-
ing weapons.

—FRUS: Conference at Quebec,
September 

The president then stated that Morgenthau
had made a great mistake in stirring this
whole thing up during the campaign, and that
the agrarian thing was absurd.

—The Diaries of Edward R. Stettinius,
December , 

On June , , as Allied troops
poured onto the Normandy beaches to
open the eagerly awaited second front,

Franklin Roosevelt led the nation in prayer. “Our sons . . . this day have set
upon a mighty endeavor,” the president began in his calm, measured, pa-
trician voice, “a struggle to preserve our republic, our religion, and our
civilization, and to set free a suffering humanity.” “Their road will be long
and hard,” he continued. “For the enemy is strong. He may hurl back our
forces. Success may not come with rushing speed, but we shall return again
and again; and we know that by Thy grace, and by the righteousness of our
cause, our sons will triumph.”1

In the next few days, as Americans followed their president’s example
and flocked to pray for the success of the invasion, Allied forces swiftly se-





cured a strong bridgehead in northern France, into which almost a million
men and more than half a million tons of supplies were soon crammed. But
thereafter the going was often painfully slow, as poor weather played havoc
with supply lines and air support, while the Wehrmacht used the tricky
bocage terrain to fight a stubborn defense. It was not until the start of Au-
gust that the Allied armies were finally able to break free. And then, bot-
tling up around thirty thousand Germans in the Falaise pocket by August
, they moved rapidly forward, liberating Paris five days later and pushing
into Belgium early in September. When combined with the fall of Rome
and yet another series of stunning Soviet victories in the east, the summer
months of  were ultimately a period of heady success for Allied arms.2

This was significant for Roosevelt because the machinery for the pres-
idential election campaign started to crank into action in June. At the end
of the month, the Republican party held its convention and nominated
Thomas E. Dewey; in July, the Democrats renominated FDR for a fourth
term. At first glance, there was little to choose between the two candidates
on the central foreign-policy issues of the day. The Republican platform,
eschewing the party’s earlier flirtation with isolationism, now unequivo-
cally declared that America’s “relentless aim” was both “to win the war
against all our enemies” and to “keep the Axis powers impotent to renew
tyranny and attack”; it also favored “responsible participation by the U.S. in
[a] postwar cooperative organization among sovereign nations to prevent
military aggression and to attain permanent peace.”3 But just because
Dewey and FDR would be running on similar platforms, did not mean the
campaign would be harmonious. On the contrary, because the two were so
close on many of the substantive issues all but ensured that the tone would
be acrimonious and bitter; after all, Dewey had to find some way of distin-
guishing himself from the three-term incumbent.

Actually, the Republican nominee would prove to be a formidable op-
ponent: cold and calculating, formerly a shrewd and aggressive Manhattan
prosecutor, Dewey was now a highly efficient governor of New York. As
the campaigning season got underway, he quickly latched onto a variety of
subjects. One was Roosevelt’s health, especially the fact that the president
and many of his top advisers now appeared to be “tired old men.” Another
was the close relationship that the administration had apparently developed
with certain trade unionists, perhaps even with domestic communists, who
Dewey depicted as the real power behind the throne.4 Then in September,
the Republican candidate was gifted a very real, very tangible foreign-pol-
icy issue. Although polls indicated that there was still little popular support
for a truly punitive peace, word suddenly leaked out that the president had
endorsed a radical plan to pastoralize and dismember the German nation.
Both Dewey and the press seized on this story with alacrity, forcing Roo-
sevelt to backpedal. Over the winter, in the wake of this new uproar, a
chastened president then had to search around for a new formula for Ger-
many that would satisfy both his own stern views and the relatively softer
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opinions of most Americans—a formula, in fact, that would conform more
closely to the expectations that the administration had itself fostered in its
information campaigns since .

“A General Stiffening of Attitude toward
Germany,” June to September 

During the spring and early summer, with Allied troops at last poised to
strike at the heart of the Reich, Roosevelt finally decided to make some
slow, halting, and sporadic attempts to enlighten the public about what lay
in store for postwar Germany. Even before the first Allied soldiers had set
foot on the Normandy beaches, FDR had readily agreed with Churchill
that, although the term “liberation” should be used to describe Allied op-
erations in occupied Europe, when Americans entered Germany they
should publicly proclaim their determination to act as invaders and not lib-
erators. The implication of this would be crystal clear: the Allies would not
seek to free the oppressed Germans from their despotic Nazi regime; in-
stead they would come to occupy, supervise, and control the whole nation.5

After D-Day, the president intermittently expanded on this theme. In
July, he attacked those “nice, high-minded people” who complained about
unconditional surrender and who argued “that if we changed the term”
then “Germany might surrender more quickly.” He then went on to tell
reporters that after Germany had been totally defeated it would be treated
more harshly than other countries. “We don’t believe in wholesale starva-
tion,” he insisted. “. . . But [this] doesn’t mean that we will send the first
spare food that we have into Germany. We will take care of our own and
our Allies first.”6 A month later he confirmed to journalists that even if
“Germany were to quit,” the United States would still invade and then oc-
cupy the Reich. It would not be like , he continued, because “if we let
them get away with it this time the next generation will tell us they have
won the war.”7

While the president emitted a few broad hints about Germany’s fu-
ture, some of his subordinates also became a little bolder in their public
statements. In August, Attorney General Francis Biddle testified at Senator
Harley M. Kilgore’s hearings on Cartels and National Security. In this
forum, Biddle grasped the opportunity to level a stinging attack on Ger-
man big business, describing German cartels as “departments of the 
German government,” who aimed to weaken other states by hampering
production, stealing technical knowledge, and engaging in industrial espi-
onage. Because these criminal entities would try to pass themselves off as
“ordinary commercial firms as soon as the war ended,” Biddle maintained
that the United States had to be ready to eradicate them, so that they would
“no longer constitute a menace to the civilized world.”8 Other officials en-
dorsed this position. A background report by the OWI, for instance, high-

             



lighted how the Reichswerke Hermann Göring had plundered Europe.9

Then, in early September the president also had his say, no doubt well
aware that the time was electorally ripe to tackle an issue whose antimo-
nopolistic overtones would win warm praise from New Deal liberals. In a
public letter, FDR declared that in Germany “cartels were used as govern-
mental instrumentalities to achieve political ends. The history of the use of
IG Farben trust by the Nazis reads like a detective story,” he concluded,
and because of the close relationship between the two institutions “the de-
feat of the Nazi armies will have to be followed by the eradication of these
weapons of economic warfare.”10

When compared to the extremely paltry efforts of the past eighteen
months, these sporadic and scattered statements were clearly something of
an improvement. Yet there was still little indication that the president was
about to initiate an intensive information campaign. In fact, on a whole
range of fundamental issues FDR and his subordinates remained tight-
lipped and taciturn. This was certainly the conclusion of Morris Ernst, one
of Roosevelt’s back-channel operatives. In June, when Ernst scoured gov-
ernment statements to find material for an article in the Reader’s Digest, he
ended up complaining to the White House that “as to Germany I cannot
find enough information to freeze the policy into simple terms.” All he
came up with was that problems like the “elimination of war industries,
control of essential economy, control of raw materials, trial of culprits, re-
education of youth” were up for consideration.11 Nor did anyone seem
eager to rectify this reticence. A month later, for instance, when the New
York Times reporter, James Reston, asked Stettinius for any information on
the administration’s partition plan for Germany, the undersecretary was 
uncharacteristically brusque, brushing off Reston with the unhelpful 
reply that there was “nothing to be gained by discussing this matter in the
press.”12

Moreover, even when administration spokesmen did talk publicly
about certain measures, they still left an awful lot unsaid. Roosevelt, for ex-
ample, had clearly alluded to the need to occupy Germany and to treat it
more harshly than any other area, but he had omitted to mention how long
the occupation would last or what level of subsistence the Germans would
be allowed. Similarly, when prodded by the Kilgore subcommittee the
president and his subordinates had agreed that international cartels must be
eliminated, but they had failed to broach the issue of what, if anything,
would replace them; indeed, there was still no official word on whether
Germany would be allowed to rebuild her industries and, if so, on what
basis.

Nor was the president entirely consistent in his public words and
deeds. Most obviously, Roosevelt’s hints that the Germans would have to
be treated more sternly than other Europeans were still not accompanied by
a full-scale indictment of the German nation. In June, FDR even publicly
depicted the extermination program as “but one manifestation of Hitler’s
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aim to salvage from military defeat victory for Nazi principles—the very
principles which this war must destroy unless we shall have fought in
vain”; entirely absent was any attempt to establish the culpability of the
German people. The contrast with Roosevelt’s remarks about Japan re-
mained particularly striking. Following the precedent he had established
back in , FDR continued to have few qualms about blaming both the
Japanese warlords and the Japanese people for the Pacific conflagration. As
he told a large radio audience in August, “whether or not the people of
Japan itself know and approve of what their war lords . . . have done for
nearly a century, the fact remains that they seem to be given hearty ap-
proval to the Japanese policy of acquisition of their neighbors and their
neighbors’ lands.”13

Given the lackluster nature of the president’s public utterances, many
liberal commentators quickly latched on to his decision to appoint Robert
Murphy as Eisenhower’s political adviser, worrying that this was an omi-
nous indication that the administration intended to be dangerously soft on
Germany. After all, Murphy had been held responsible for the Darlan and
Peyrouton episodes back in the winter of ‒. Now, numerous “lib-
eral sources,” from Edgar Mowrer to Cecil Brown, from the New York Her-
ald Tribune to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, wasted no time in repeating the
“old charges of dealing with ‘Vichyites’ and ‘reactionaries.’” In their con-
sidered opinion, Murphy’s appointment “indicated a U.S. policy of ‘im-
proving the manners and brushing the teeth’” of nazism, but not of eradi-
cating it once and for all. Perhaps, they surmised, Murphy intended to
collaborate with German Darlans and Quislings. Perhaps, they predicted,
he would seek to protect, pamper, and even advance the fortunes of a whole
host of elites who had assisted the Nazis in their reign of conquest and
plunder.14

Roosevelt remained deeply sensitive to these continued rumblings
about “Darlanism,” but he still found it difficult, if not impossible, to be
more forthcoming about his preferences for Germany. The reasons for this
were strikingly familiar. When it came to detailed policies, official reti-
cence largely reflected the absence of concrete agreements. In the months
since Tehran, there had been a lot of fruitless debate about whether the
United States should have an occupation zone in the north or south of Ger-
many. But few other questions had even been discussed in any great detail
and almost nothing had been finalized. Small wonder, then, that adminis-
tration spokesmen continued to have so little to say.

The president’s cautious instincts were also greatly sharpened by the
looming election campaign. For more than a year now, Cantril had kept the
White House fully informed of the very close relationship that existed be-
tween the fortunes of war and the president’s reelection chances. In July,
the pollster again confirmed that “the chief argument for Roosevelt is his
practical experience in handling problems created by the war—the ad-
ministration’s domestic record is a poor second by comparison.” Put an-

             



other way, the public now clearly saw FDR as “Dr Win the War”; the
achievements of “Dr New Deal” had long since been forgotten, overshad-
owed by the strikes, the unpopular rationing policies, the burgeoning tax
rates of recent years.

When it came to the practical matter of devising a campaign strategy,
these findings gave White House aides and Democratic party bosses a very
delicate problem. On the one hand, it was clearly desirable to highlight the
growing success of Allied arms in France. As Steve Early wrote to a top of-
ficial at the Democratic National Committee, the party needed to focus the
public’s attention on “the great victory in northern France,” especially “the
Allied teamwork—the meticulous care in planning and preparation etc.
After all, who but the president has made all this possible? Who but the
president would have gotten the blame for it all if there had been a failure
instead of a brilliant success?”15 But at the same time, officials recognized
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What would you say are the strongest arguments for voting FOR Roosevelt for the
next four years?

Superior ability to handle present and future situations (%)
Knows the war; has war experience (%)
Not time to change administrations (%)
Understands foreign affairs best (%)
Best man for postwar problems (%)

Past record of handling internal affairs (%)
Has helped working man; helped labor (%)
Has done well all along; worked for country (%)
Has fine record; social security, etc. (%)
He’s the best man (%)

No arguments for voting for Roosevelt (%)

What would you say are the strongest arguments for voting AGAINST Roosevelt
for the next four years?

Poor domestic policies (%)
Wasteful spending; taxes too high (%)
Too much power vested in him (%)
Dislike New Deal tactics (%)
Too much coddling of labor (%)
Miscellaneous (%)

We need a change; Roosevelt has been in too long (%)

His health is failing; he is too old (%)

No arguments for voting against Roosevelt (%)

Source: Cantril, July , , OF , FDRL.



that they had to tread very carefully, because polls showed that an elec-
torate convinced that victory was imminent might not only slacken off but
also vote for Dewey. Spokesmen therefore went out of their way to em-
phasize the fact that a long, hard struggle lay ahead. The president, for his
part, continued to shy away from speaking too frequently about the postwar
world, no doubt still fearful that a highly intensive public debate on the
peace would foster an excessive complacency about the length of the war.16

In any case, over the summer Roosevelt had fewer opportunities to
take to the stump. On July , he set sail on a long cruise to Pearl Harbor,
where he would meet MacArthur, Nimitz, and others who “seem to feel a
little neglected for to them the Pacific operations seem at least as important
as those in Normandy.”17 The trip itself was heavy in symbolism, for the
president undoubtedly hoped it would dispel any last lingering “Asia-first”
sentiment. But there were also more therapeutic motives for undertaking
such a long voyage, for FDR felt that another long break from the rigors of
Washington might help to restore his failing health and refresh him for the
coming campaign. 

The sun, the sea, and the fishing definitely had some positive effect,
and those who visited the White House on his return generally found the
president “keen and alert,” in an adequate condition to handle four more
years in the top job.18 Yet below the suntan and the breezy exterior, Roo-
sevelt remained a very ill man—weak, listless, unable to cope with his old
workload. Ominously, his growing frailty was now a significant handicap
when it came to making speeches. This became particularly clear on Au-
gust , when the president delivered nationwide broadcast aboard a de-
stroyer, the USS Cummings, which turned into something of a disaster as
high winds blew away portions of his script and the pitching boat almost
knocked him over. “It looks like the old master has lost his touch,” his
supporters gloomily began to note. “His campaigning days must be over.
It’s going to look mighty sad when he begins to trade punches with young
Dewey.”19

Chastened by this experience, Roosevelt did not make another public
address until the election campaign began to hot up six weeks later. But
throughout this period, he was not completely idle. Instead, there were a
number of indications that FDR was starting to employ a trusted old strat-
egy: encouraging other individuals and organizations to say and do things
that were deemed too controversial to emanate directly from the White
House.

In the summer of , Sumner Welles published The Time for Decision, a
book that became a surprise hit with the public, selling nearly half a million
copies and knocking Bob Hope’s I Never Left Home off the top of the best-
seller lists. Within the administration, not everyone was happy that Welles
had embarked upon this project. Cordell Hull naturally viewed the whole
book with profound disdain, not just because of the personal feud between

             



the two men but also because Welles’s views on subjects such as Ger-
many’s future were far more radical than anything envisaged by the State
Department. One of Hull’s associates even hastened to inform the presi-
dent that the book was “inaccurate” and misleading, and suggested that “an
attempt be made to counteract” its “harmful effects.”20 Yet Roosevelt dis-
agreed. He had only reluctantly accepted Welles’s resignation the previous
September and he was now perfectly content to see Welles talk in strident
terms about the German menace. Moreover, when it came to Welles’s call
for partition on the grounds that this “will do more than anything else to
break the hold which militarism has on the German people,” FDR proba-
bly recognized that this was largely an echo of what he himself had said pri-
vately on a number of occasions during .21

While Welles gave public vent to his views on Germany, a new pres-
sure group, the Society for the Prevention of World War III (SPWW),
also entered the fray. Headed by Rex Stout, the chairman of the War Writ-
ers Board (WWB), the SPWW quickly attracted the support of liberal
commentators such as William Shirer and Cecil Brown, German-Ameri-
can authors like Emil Ludwig and F. W. Foerster, and prominent figures
including George Creel, head of America’s World War I propaganda
agency, and Major George Fielding Eliot, a well-known military analyst. 

SPWW’s aim was simple: to destroy the American habit “of setting
the Nazis apart from the German people.”22 As Stout complained, there
remained numerous

moist-eyed sentimentalists who, when they are told that the Germans have
murdered five million civilians, prattle of Beethoven and Goethe; those
who, told that the Germans have plundered the rest of Europe to the tune of
eighty billion dollars, murmur that German housewives have the cleanest
kitchens in the world; those who, learning that the Germans have deliber-
ately shelled our hospital on the Anzio beach, speak nostalgically of the ro-
mantic beauty of the Rhine.23

These sentimentalists included not only the majority of mass opinion who
still supported relatively soft peace terms, but also the likes of Thomas
Mann, Reinhold Niebuhr, Paul Hagen, and Dorothy Thompson, all of
whom retained a misguided faith in a “good” Germany.24

For SPWW, the central task was to educate this “misinformed” pub-
lic about the true nature of the German beast. Its starting point was the
claim that all Germans were alike, that all had militaristic and aggressive
traits, and that the Nazis were consequently no different from an average
member of the race. As George Creel wrote, “never, in the course of Ger-
man history have ‘good Germans’ constituted anything but a pitiful, inef-
fectual minority.” “There may be some Germans,” agreed Cecil Brown,
“who recoil from . . . barbarism. But they are too few to cut any ice, and
the so-called good Germans in Germany always have been too few to af-
fect the course of history.”25 As a result, there was no nucleus around which
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to construct a democratic Germany after the war. Quite the opposite. Ac-
cording to Louis Nizer, “a German Republic will be merely a protective
cloak for the militarists.” Soft measures, such as those envisaged by the At-
lantic Charter, were therefore not applicable to Germany since they would
simply “be utilized to facilitate a new attack against the moral basis of 
humanity.”26 Instead, stringent terms had to be imposed on the nation as 
a whole.27 Emil Ludwig, for instance, devised “Fourteen Rules for the
American Occupation Officer in Germany,” which spoke of the need to
treat the Germans with disdain, to “distrust everybody who has given 
you no proof of his [sic] honesty,” and to “never forget that you are in an
enemy country—even when all the secret arms and bombs have been 
destroyed.”28

For the most part, Stout relied on his fellow SPWW opinion makers
to disseminate these central themes to a wider audience.29 But in April, he
also took out a full-page advertisement in the New York Times, which
warned that this was “no time for Americans to work on the manufacture of
a device for Germany’s escape.”30 In May, the SPWW then circulated
, copies of T. H. Tetens’s Know Your Enemy to legislators, newspa-
pers, radio stations, colleges, and the clergy. In this book, Tetens collated
statements by Germans of all political persuasions, in order to demonstrate
how the German people have “always [been] ready to support the criminal
policies of their governments.”31 That same month, Stout began a monthly
bulletin, Prevent World War III, which provided a forum for SPWW
members to propagate their anti-German sentiments and also reprinted the
views of prominent figures, such as Walter Lippmann, Sumner Welles, and
Lord Vansittart, whenever they were suitably vehement. Increasingly,
SPWW members also took to the airwaves. In June, for instance, Ludwig
spoke in a Blue Network “Town Hall Meeting of the Air” in favor of deny-
ing Germany immediate self-government after the war, while in Septem-
ber SPWW held a forum on the WINS station in order to address the
question, “Is the German and the Nazi one and the same thing?”32

Roosevelt generally welcomed these activities. He certainly had no
hesitation in inviting Stout to the White House on a number of occasions
during .33 Nor did he mind that Stout and the WWB were in the
process of producing a series of campaign pamphlets for the Democrats,
some of which focused on the need for unconditional surrender and the
militaristic nature of the German enemy.34 At a press conference in August,
FDR gave a further indication that he approved of SPWW, when he told
reporters that one of its members, Major Eliot, “is the best writer on the
war,” before launching into a monologue describing how, if he was Eliot,
he “would write an article on the psychology of the Germans—not just
the German people but the German command.”35

While the president cautiously and tacitly supported the SPWW,
Elmer Davis leapt to Stout’s defense. In May, Common Sense accused Stout
of seeking to foster a “rampant racism” against each and every German.

             



The journal’s editors were particularly incensed by the fact that Stout’s po-
sition as chairman of the WWB meant that he was effectively acting as a
government spokesman. The WWB, they complained, “has direct access
to all media of mass communications. It co-operates with various official
agencies; and the U.S. Government, through the OWI, maintains a liaison
office for its use.” “What,” they therefore asked, “does Elmer Davis, a life-
long friend of the German people, propose to do? Does the hospitality and
co-operation he gives the WWB through the OWI denote government
approval of Mr. Stout’s vendetta?”36 Davis’ response was unambiguous and
clear. Far from being “a lifelong friend of the German people,” Davis in-
sisted that he preferred

to be regarded as a friend of the ten other European peoples whom the Ger-
man people have wantonly attacked and atrociously oppressed. No doubt
you hold that it is not the German people but the Nazis who have bar-
barously subjugated western Europe, and would have done the same to us if
they could. Well, there were not enough Nazis to do it all; the non-Nazis
went right along with them, and I recall no evidence that any noticeable
number of them ever displayed any dissatisfaction with the things their
leaders were doing. . . . If the German people want anybody’s friendship,
they had better do something to earn it.”37

The public’s reaction to all this was mixed. On the one hand, by Au-
gust the State Department’s Office of Public Opinion Studies was starting
to record “a general stiffening of attitude toward Germany.”38 This was
partly because the administration’s opinion-gauging channels were simply
picking up the message that Stout and his cohorts were disseminating in the
media. But a growing number of other reporters, columnists, and editors
also seemed far more willing to weave an anti-German thread into their
news stories. In June, in the wake of Germany’s first V-bomb attacks on
Britain, Walter Lippmann certainly grasped the opportunity to urge “a deep
and drastic settlement with pan-Germanism and German militarism.” This
new weapon, he believed, was “sufficiently ominous in its future possibilities
to put an end to all doubt and scruple among Allied peoples that Germany
must not only be disarmed and demilitarized but reduced from her position as
the strongest power of continental Europe.”39 After July , many commen-
tators reached a similar conclusion when analyzing Stauffenberg’s failed
bomb plot. “The German people and their generals,” declared CBS’s Bob
Trout, “had many years in which to revolt against Hitler. They did not do it.
The generals joined in enthusiastically with him against the Allies. The peo-
ple were ready enough to share the loot of conquest.”40 These officers,
agreed Edgar Mowrer, were “not representative of a non-existent bunch of
so-called ‘decent’ Germans panting to be liberated from ‘Nazi tyranny.’
Nine-tenths of the German people had no quarrel with the Nazi tyranny and
the Nazi war as long as both were bringing in the loot from the conquered
countries and promising to make Germans the lords of creation.”41

A growing proportion of the mass public appeared to agree with these
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sentiments. Significantly, a week after the failed attempt on Hitler’s life,
Cantril found that support for a negotiated peace with the German army
had suddenly plunged. Whereas before OVERLORD more than  per-
cent of Americans had been inclined to endorse peace talks if the army
overthrew Hitler, now  percent rejected this course out of hand and only
 percent were in favor. Almost  percent of the public also recognized
that if a deal was ever struck with the German army there would be a far
“greater risk of being involved in another world war.”42

In addition, mass support for a handful of harsh postwar measures now
seemed to be on the increase. In August, one survey found that  percent
wanted to keep Germany as a third-rate power, while  percent advocated
an Allied reeducation program. A majority also opposed rebuilding any
German industry that could be used for producing weapons.

Yet it would be a mistake to overemphasize the extent of this change,
either among opinion makers or the mass public. For a start, even com-
mentators who had no liking for Germany or the Germans, nevertheless
opposed certain punitive measures because they believed these would be
counterproductive. Thus, the MBS commentator, Arthur Gaeth, now felt
that it would be essential to deal harshly with many segments of German
society. But he vehemently opposed partition on the basis that this would
simply result in revanchism, “for the Germans will strive to unite.”43 Sum-
ner Welles and Walter Lippmann adopted a similar stance. During the
summer, the two men engaged in a vigorous public debate over interna-
tional security issues, with the liberal Welles emerging as the foremost ad-
vocate of a new collective-security organization, while the realist Lipp-
mann countered that only a balance-of-power arrangement would ensure
the future peace. When it came to Germany, however, both had a similar
vision, inclining on the one hand toward stern measures such as political
reform, reeducation, and, in Welles’s case partition, but at the same time
still favoring a benign economic settlement that would provide Germany
with “free access to raw materials and a genuine opportunity to maintain
the economic welfare of her population.”44
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There remained a degree of ambivalence amongst the mass public, too.
Thus, a series of polls conducted throughout the summer found that only 
percent favored partition, a plurality of  percent were opposed to repara-
tions, while an impressive majority were “willing to inconvenience them-
selves” in order to ensure the German people had adequate food supplies.

Perhaps reflecting the government’s halting efforts, the whole public
debate was also carried out in a vague and hazy manner. In particular, key
questions remained unasked, while many results were susceptible to a va-
riety of interpretations. So, for instance, although  percent opposed the
rebuilding of German war potential, this offered no indication on whether
respondents meant just actual arms manufacturers or “indirect” industries
such as steel, chemicals, or airplanes. Similarly, although  percent advo-
cated keeping Germany as a third-rate power, this could imply any number
of policies, ranging from complete deindustrialization at one end to demo-
bilization and demilitarization at the other. 

The public’s reluctance to support a truly stern peace was thrown into
particularly sharp relief when compared to the popular view of the Asian
enemy. According to the polls, America’s hatred of the Japanese nation still
burned brightly. Around half the population continued to believe that the
Japanese would “always want war”—whereas only about a quarter of
Americans felt the same way about the Germans. Moreover, almost  per-
cent wanted Japan to pay reparations even after it had been stripped of all its
conquests and its leaders had been punished—whereas a plurality of 
percent were opposed to treating Germany in this manner. Anti-Japanese
sentiment also dominated the thoughts of most opinion makers. In a Sep-
tember “Town Hall Meeting of the Air,” for instance, even those who
tended to adopt a more generous stance toward Japan still deemed it in-
cumbent to push for wide-ranging reforms, from complete demilitarization
to the loss of empire, from strict supervision of imports to the dethroning
of the emperor.45

Seen in this light, popular attitudes toward Germany remained re-
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markably benign. Even now, there were no widespread cries of outrage
against the barbaric German “Hun,” no strident and unanimous calls to im-
pose a harsh peace on the nation as a whole; it was definitely not the case,
as some historians have argued, that the masses now had “an ignorant ani-
mus against Germany.”46 In fact, as the president started to clarify his own
thoughts on the German problem, it was not even certain that radical meth-
ods for turning Germany into a third-rate power would be widely sup-
ported by mass opinion, especially now that the presidential campaign was
starting to heat up.

The Morgenthau Plan and the Election Campaign,
September to November 

While many Americans remained ambivalent or relatively soft in their at-
titude toward Germany, in private the president continued to embrace a far
harsher position. “I think that both here and in England,” he remarked on
August , “there are two schools of thought—those who would be al-
truistic in regard to the Germans, hoping by loving kindness to make them
Christians again—and those who would adopt a much ‘tougher’ attitude.
Most decidedly,” he continued, in a vein that would not have been out of
place in a SPWW tract, “I belong to the latter school, for though I am not
bloodthirsty, I want the Germans to know that this time at least they have
definitely lost the war.” “The German people as a whole,” he declared to
Stimson that same day, “must have it driven home to them that the whole
nation has been involved in a lawless conspiracy against the decencies of
modern civilization.”47

To make the Germans realize the error of their ways, Roosevelt advo-
cated denazification, demobilization, and a short-term American occupa-
tion, preferably in the northwest so that U.S. troops could, if necessary, be
withdrawn easily by sea.48 For the longer term, FDR consistently inclined
toward dismemberment, even in the face of State Department opposition.
He also favored international control for the Ruhr and Kiel canal, and had
recently hinted at the need for substantial economic control and reorgani-
zation to destroy “the economic and social bases of ultra-nationalism and
militarism.”49

Yet in the months since Tehran, the president had done little to trans-
late these preferences into concrete policy directives, largely because he
had been distracted by illness, a series of long absences from Washington,
and a whole host of other problems, from last-minute preparations for the
second front to the shape and structure of the new United Nations organi-
zation.50 Lacking detailed instructions from the White House, other de-
partments had tended to go off in a totally different direction. This, at least,
was the conclusion of the treasury secretary, Henry Morgenthau, who trav-

             



eled to Europe in the first weeks of August. There, he not only had the op-
portunity to read State Department planning documents but was also able
to discuss the German problem with British officials and the top military
brass at Allied headquarters.51

Morgenthau quickly concluded that most military planners were
adopting a dangerously pragmatic stance toward their forthcoming occu-
pation duties: preoccupied with ensuring that the Germans would be or-
derly and placid subjects, they generally saw the whole problem in terms
of “get[ting] things running,” “pick[ing] up the pieces,” and minimizing
“the potential financial chaos and economic disorder that is likely to
occur.”52 State Department officials, meanwhile, seemed largely con-
cerned with integrating Germany quickly back into the world economy:
believing that a revived Germany would be vital to European reconstruc-
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tion, they deemed it essential to rebuild and convert rather than demolish
and dismantle German factories and plant.53 In addition, Morgenthau also
gained the impression that the three Allied leaders had “decided” on a far
harsher program at Tehran than anything envisaged by either the War or
State departments. As Anthony Eden revealed in one conversation, at
Tehran the president had clearly favored dividing Germany “into three or
fifteen parts” and had apparently created the EAC to study this very ques-
tion.54

Arriving back in Washington in the middle of August, Morgenthau
hastened to inform Roosevelt that nobody had been “studying how to treat
Germany roughly along the lines you wanted.” In a meeting on August ,
FDR wholeheartedly agreed. “We have got to be tough with Germany,”
the president muttered darkly, “and I mean the German people and not just
the Nazis. You either have to castrate the German people or you have got
to treat them in such a manner so they can’t just go on reproducing people
who want to continue the way they have in the past.” Roosevelt, Morgen-
thau recorded soon after, “left no doubt whatsoever in my mind that he
personally wants to be tough with the Germans. He said, ‘They have been
tough with us.’”55

With the president clearly perturbed by the comparatively soft paths
the War and State departments were taking, Morgenthau glimpsed an op-
portunity to get government policy back on track. In another meeting on
August , he handed FDR some extracts from a proposed “Handbook of
Military Government,” which highlighted the benign stance being adopted
by the army. After studying this document, the president agreed that it was
“pretty bad.” He then sent off a stinging memorandum to Stimson, berat-
ing the military both for giving the “impression that Germany is to be re-
stored just as much as the Netherlands or Belgium” and for implying that
“the people of Germany [will] be brought back as quickly as possible to
their pre-estate.” Instead, while FDR did “not want to starve them to
death,” he did favor using army soup kitchens to feed the Germans, for this
would impress on them the “fact that they are a defeated nation, collec-
tively and individually.”56

Driving home the lesson of defeat would be a preliminary method of
discouraging the German people from initiating a future war, but it offered
no guarantee that this nation would not seek to rearm some time in the fu-
ture. To deal with this fundamental aspect of the whole problem, Roosevelt
turned once more to Morgenthau to flesh out concrete policies consistent
with his stern views. The two men met again over the Labor Day weekend.
Morgenthau quickly raised the subject of Robert Murphy’s recent appoint-
ment as Eisenhower’s political adviser, pointing out how, “in the minds of
the people, it connotes Darlan and everything that goes with him.” FDR,
who hated to be reminded of this fact, responded with a lengthy defense of
how the Darlan deal had saved ten thousand American lives. He also elab-

             



orated on his desire to be tough with the Germans. After carefully and
slowly reading a memorandum that Morgenthau had prepared on the sub-
ject, Roosevelt emphasized that his own inclination was to deprive Ger-
many of all aircraft, to ensure that no Germans were allowed to wear a
uniform, and to prevent parades and “marching of any kind.” “That’s
very interesting, Mr. President,” Morgenthau replied, “but I don’t think it
goes nearly far enough.” To really prevent another outbreak of German
aggression, Morgenthau insisted, would require completely dismantling
all the industry in the Ruhr and giving the machinery “to those countries
that might need it.” FDR was easily convinced. He was hungry for this
kind of stuff, Morgenthau noted soon after—so hungry, in fact, that the
treasury secretary was encouraged to go away and toughen his proposals.
On September , Morgenthau then circulated his plan “To Prevent Ger-
many from Starting World War III.” This focused on solving the question
that had long plagued the president: how to ensure German disarma-
ment?57

For Morgenthau, disarmament entailed more than simply demobiliz-
ing the German army and dismantling the factories actually producing
weapons, because these initiatives failed to address the prospect of future
“indirect” rearmament—the possibility that ostensibly “respectable” in-
dustries could either be a front for munitions production or be used to pro-
duce materials that could easily be turned into arms. Instead, he not only
sought to “solve the problem of the itching trigger finger by removing the
trigger” but also to ensure that no triggers would ever be produced again.58

This would be achieved first by truncating Germany in such a way that
some of its main industrial regions would be given to neighboring states;
thus Poland would get the “southern portion of Silesia,” France “the Saar
and adjacent territories bounded by the Rhine and Moselle Rivers.” Sec-
ond, the Ruhr area, described as “the heart of German industrial power,
the caldron of wars,” would “be stripped of all presently existing indus-
tries” and so “weakened and controlled that it can not in the foreseeable fu-
ture become an industrial area”; it would then be designated an “Inter-
national Zone.” Third, “the remaining portion of Germany” would be
“divided into two autonomous, independent states, () a South German
state comprising Bavaria, Wuerttemberg, Baden, and some smaller areas
and () a North German state comprising a large part of the old state of
Prussia, Saxony, Thuringia, and several smaller states.” Fourth, as an
added insurance, “During a period of at least twenty years after surrender
adequate controls, including controls over foreign trade and tight restric-
tion on capital imports, shall be maintained by the UN designed to prevent
in the newly-established states the establishment or expansion of key in-
dustries basic to the German military potential and to control other key 
industries.”

The Morgenthau plan therefore sought to protect against future Ger-
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man rearmament and aggression by employing a variety of mechanisms:
the annexation of Germany’s industrial areas by its neighbors, the eradica-
tion of industry in the Ruhr, the partition of the remaining portion into two
states, and the control of the economies of these two states. In addition,
Roosevelt’s idea that uniforms, parades, and aircraft should all be denied to
Germany was included, as was a proposal to promptly execute all arch-war
criminals.59

To discuss the German problem, the president convened a special cab-
inet committee, which met on September , , and . Here, the Treasury’s
stern approach met with a mixed response. On one side, Stimson was
adamantly opposed to pastoralization, for in his considered opinion the ur-
gent need for postwar reconstruction made it unrealistic to suggest that
Germany “can be turned into a non-productive ‘ghost territory.’60 Hull
and Hopkins were more ambivalent, lacing their comments with anti-Ger-
man statements but never fully endorsing the Treasury’s position. Hop-
kins, for instance, preferred a compromise solution, which implied the
elimination of Germany’s dominant economic position in Europe on the
one hand, but envisaged converting rather than eradicating its industrial
capacity on the other.61

Despite the absence of a clear bureaucratic consensus, on September
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 FDR made it clear where he stood. He began by reiterating his support
for partition. Then, referring to Morgenthau’s contention that it was “a fal-
lacy that Europe needs a strong industrial Germany,” the president re-
marked that “‘this is the first time I have seen this stated.’ He says that
everybody seems to disagree on this point,” recorded Morgenthau, “but he
said, ‘I agree with this idea. . . . Furthermore, I believe in an agricultural
Germany.”62 Three days later, Roosevelt then invited Morgenthau to Que-
bec, where yet another Anglo-American conference was about to begin.
Ostensibly, the treasury secretary would be on hand to help in the tricky
negotiations over the postwar phase of Lend-Lease. But clearly FDR also
wanted Morgenthau to sell his German plan to the British, and on arriving
in Quebec the two men again talked at length.  After going through the
Treasury’s briefing book “item by item,” FDR then expressed his confi-
dence that the British would accept the Treasury’s proposals, commenting
that Churchill “is going to be tough too.”63

At the first Anglo-American discussion on Morgenthau’s proposals, at
dinner on September , Roosevelt’s optimism about British toughness
seemed misplaced. “I’m all for disarming Germany,” was Churchill’s ini-
tial response, “but we ought not to prevent her living decently. . . . I agree
with Burke,” he then growled. “You cannot indict a whole nation.” In the
ensuing argument, FDR was at pains to remind the prime minister that in
terms of Big Three politics clinging to this position would doom the
British to be in a minority of one. After all, the president recalled, at
Tehran it had been Stalin who had pointed out that “the manufacture of
metal furniture can be quickly turned into the manufacture of armament.”
All the Americans were trying to do, he implied, was to devise a method
that would reassure the Soviets on this point.64

The next day, perhaps persuaded by this argument, perhaps influenced
by the more stringent views of his close adviser, Lord Cherwell, or 
perhaps aware that the postwar Lend-Lease negotiations would proceed
more smoothly if he changed course, Churchill, as Morgenthau recorded,
“seemed to accept the program designed to weaken the German econ-
omy.”65 On September , the prime minister was even prepared to dictate
a memorandum, which the two leaders then initialed, encapsulating some
of Morgenthau’s broad goals. This declared that “an essential feature” of
postwar planning 

was the future disposition of the Ruhr and the Saar. The ease with which the
metallurgical, chemical, and electric industries in Germany can be con-
verted from peace to war has already been impressed on us by bitter expe-
rience. . . . The industries referred to in the Ruhr and in the Saar . . .
[should] therefore be necessarily put out of action and closed down. It was
felt that the two districts should be put under some body under the world
organization which would supervise the dismantling of these industries and
make sure that they were not started up again by some subterfuge. This pro-
gram for eliminating the war-making industries in the Ruhr and in the Saar
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is looking forward to converting Germany into a country principally agri-
cultural and pastoral in character.66

This memorandum was narrower and more ambiguous than the actual
Morgenthau plan. In particular, it did not address the question of France
annexing the Saar or Poland getting southern Silesia, it was silent on the
issue of partition, and it was vague on the extent of the deindustrialization
to be undertaken.67 Yet, even though the details remained somewhat
sketchy, the president and prime minister had nevertheless specifically en-
dorsed a program brimming with punitive connotations. Gone was the
goal of the Atlantic Charter of equal access to raw materials for victors 
and vanquished alike; gone was the aim of State Department planners and
Henry Stimson of an ultimate reintegration of Germany back into the in-
ternational economic fold as an engine of growth. In its place was the rad-
ical vision of a Germany forbidden any industry, of a pastoralized nation of
farmers driven back into a nineteenth-century agrarian state and deprived
of the benefits of economic progress lest they use these to menace interna-
tional peace. At Quebec, such radicalism did not trouble Roosevelt; as he
remarked in one meeting, it would not be “an undue hardship to require
Germany to revert toward an agricultural status such as she had enjoyed in
the latter part of the last century. She had shown that she could not be
trusted with all these facilities for making weapons.”68

In certain respects, the president’s motives for endorsing such a radical
policy at this particular moment are simple to discern. Over the past few
weeks, battlefield fortunes had swung dramatically in the Allies’ favor.
With the liberation of Paris, the Wehrmacht in apparent disarray, and the
Combined Intelligence Committee estimating that “organized resistance
under the effective control of German High Command [was] unlikely to
continue beyond December , , and . . . it may end even sooner,” FDR
now recognized the need to start making some detailed plans for Ger-
many’s future.69

The general tenor of the Treasury’s approach also dovetailed neatly
with the sterner attitude that the president had developed over the past
year. Indeed, contrary to the claims of some historians, there was nothing
erratic or capricious about Roosevelt’s actions at Quebec; nor was it a case
of sudden bad judgment brought on by ill-health—an instance of his atti-
tudes hardening at the same rate as his arteries.70 On the contrary, for more
than eighteen months FDR had been convinced that the entire German na-
tion was to blame for the war and had therefore favored stringent measures
to protect against future aggression. Now, deindustrialization seemed to
offer the perfect way of preventing this nation from ever becoming a men-
ace again.

Pastoralization and partition also seemed to be acceptable to America’s

             



two main allies. At Tehran, it had been Stalin who had talked about the de-
sirability of dividing Germany into several states and had first raised the
whole problem of preventing indirect rearmament. Now at Quebec, Roo-
sevelt had not only persuaded the ally who had hitherto been the most re-
sistant to harsh terms, but Churchill had even drafted and endorsed a
memorandum on the subject. Of course, back in Washington Stimson and
the War Department were clearly opposed to the Morgenthau plan, while
Hull and Hopkins were far from enthusiastic. But bureaucratic opposition
had rarely troubled the president in recent months, when he had consis-
tently favored measures like partition despite State Department disapproval.
Now, he simply sidestepped Hull, Hopkins, and Stimson by not taking
them with him to Quebec.

Yet all these calculations omitted one crucial variable: domestic opin-
ion.71 When first informed of the Churchill-Roosevelt memorandum on
deindustrialization, a horrified Eden had promptly remarked to his prime
minister that “you can’t do this. After all, you and I publicly have said
quite the opposite.”72 Although none of the president’s advisers echoed
this sentiment at Quebec, they would have been perfectly justified in re-
acting in a similar manner. After all, FDR had done little to generate a
domestic consensus on specific postwar plans; he had also failed to de-
velop a broad conception of the German enemy that indicted all the peo-
ple and implied that harsh terms would be applied to the nation as a
whole. In fact, pressured into elaborating on the unconditional-surrender
formula, he had continued not only to make a distinction between Nazis
and Germans but also to reassure the latter that they would not be treated
too harshly. As a result, he too had persistently and publicly “said quite the
opposite.”

Back in Washington, even Treasury officials recognized that the ad-
ministration’s paltry and sometimes misleading publicity efforts were likely
to cause problems. As Morgenthau lamented, “the great trouble is that 
the American people are not prepared for anything.”73 The president 
was equally pessimistic. “Too many people here,” he grumbled in August,
“. . . hold to the view that the German people as a whole are not responsi-
ble for what has taken place —that only a few Nazi leaders are responsi-
ble.” “There were certain groups in the United States,” he observed at
Quebec, “. . . who evinced a kindly attitude toward the Germans. Their
theory was that evil could be eradicated from the German make-up and
that the nation could be rejuvenated by kindness.”74

Given these concerns, Roosevelt’s actions at Quebec suddenly seem
less explicable, particularly now that the presidential campaign was starting
to heat up. Four years previously, as Waldo Heinrichs points out, the elec-
tion had “had a numbing effect on policy.”75 Now, however, far from de-
scending into lethargy and caution lest he frighten off potential voters,
FDR had endorsed a radical program for postwar Germany without ever
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attempting to lay the groundwork for popular acceptance. Why had he be-
haved in this way?

Several reasons for Roosevelt’s action suggest themselves. As we have
seen, recent polls had indicated some stiffening of the popular mood, so
that  percent now wanted to keep Germany as a third-rate power, while
 percent opposed rebuilding any German industries possessing war po-
tential. More visibly, many of Roosevelt’s traditional liberal supporters,
those whose opposition to Darlan and Badoglio had so disturbed him back
in  and , also seemed to be leaning toward a punitive peace, as ex-
emplified by the creation of SPWW and the minor uproar over Robert
Murphy’s appointment. Perhaps the administration could build on these
hardening views in order to establish broader popular support for a truly
harsh peace.

Certain elements in the Morgenthau approach were also perfectly in
tune with what Roosevelt believed the American public had traditionally
been prepared to accept. In the s and s, for instance, reparations
had been deeply unpopular, for Americans had come to suspect that they
had footed the bill for this act of folly.76 With current polls indicating that a
plurality of  percent still opposed reparations, FDR probably felt that the
Treasury’s emphasis on immediate restitution (a one-off transfer of indus-
trial plant to neighbors), rather than recurrent reparations (which would
simply enable Germany to rebuild its economic base in order to pay the Al-
lies back), could well prove popular with the public.77 Congress and the
masses had also been deeply suspicious in the past of prolonged military en-
tanglements on the European continent. The president clearly recalled the
overwhelming opposition to an AEF in the months before Pearl Harbor,
not to mention the reluctance to fund a large land army even in  and
. He was aware, too, that the Dewey campaign was making an inten-
sive effort (in over four hundred radio broadcasts a day) to charge that the
administration was “afraid to release men from [the] army after victory”
and to claim that the Republicans would bring “the boys back home
sooner.”78 In this context, FDR probably felt that pastoralization would ap-
peal to the public, since it was a self-enforcing measure that, as Morgenthau
pointed out, would enable “U.S. troops to be withdrawn within a relatively
short time.”79

Such calculations probably played some role in Roosevelt’s thinking.
He undoubtedly feared the public’s reaction both to a long-term occupa-
tion of Germany and to reparations. He may also have intended ultimately
to sell the Morgenthau plan to the public on the basis that it would avoid
both. Yet although some aspects of this approach were likely to prove pop-
ular, FDR and Morgenthau were both keenly aware that most Americans
were unprepared to accept the central elements of the Treasury’s truly
stern approach. In this context, the only plausible explanation for Roo-
sevelt’s decision to sanction pastoralization is that he intended to place the
whole project under wraps, at least until after polling day. 

             



Throughout this period, the president was remarkably optimistic
about the prospects of keeping explosive foreign-policy issues out of the
public eye. Just a few weeks before he had successfully hushed up Stalin’s
demand that all sixteen Soviet republics be made members of the new
United Nations organization, fearing that if this became public knowledge
it would ruin any chance of American participation in the future UN.80

Now, he also wanted to place the Morgenthau plan under lock and key, in-
tending for it to remain a closely guarded secret until an opportune mo-
ment came along.

Nor was there any great hurry to go public with the pastoralization
program. Roosevelt had long been convinced that when the war ended
there would be a period, “lasting perhaps many months,” before any peace
treaty would be concluded.81 So even if Germany now collapsed immedi-
ately, he thought that implementation of this measure could wait; as he re-
marked to Morgenthau on September , “you can do this economic thing
in six months—a year; there is no particular hurry.”82 This, of course,
meant that there would be an interim period during which plans for dein-
dustrialization could be finalized, the election could be won, and after that
the task of selling the measure could be started—perhaps by emphasizing
the benefits of a short occupation and no reparations, perhaps by waiting
for external events to stiffen American attitudes still further. But as yet,
there was little need to go public with so controversial a measure.

Roosevelt’s actions at Quebec certainly confirm such an interpretation.
Although Steve Early went up to Canada with the presidential party, his
task was largely to fend off questions rather than to educate reporters. As
one British official recalled, “everyday there was a press conference in
which Steve . . . made anodyne statements about nothing in particular,
being reduced to describing in detail the dresses which Mrs. Roosevelt and
Mrs. Churchill were wearing, or what Churchill had for breakfast that
morning. Denied their natural diet of news, the correspondents became
cantankerous and complained about the facilities. It was all very disagree-
able.”83 On his return, FDR was scarcely any more informative. At a press
conference on September , he even had the gall to say that nothing sig-
nificant had occurred at Quebec, responding to the question “can you give
us any idea of what might have been discussed there regarding the future
of Germany?” by nonchalantly commenting that “there isn’t anything in
the way of news yet, except that we talked a lot.”84

This assurance was disingenuous at best and in the next few weeks an
already “cantankerous” press quickly failed to share the president’s view of
what was newsworthy. But journalists were only given the chance to focus
their attention (and their ire) on the Morgenthau plan because Roosevelt’s
intention to keep the whole episode secret was frustrated by the age-old
tactic of a leak. The instigator was probably Hull, piqued at not being in-
vited to Quebec, and like Eden aware of the growing disjunction between
the government’s public and private positions.85
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The story broke on September , when Arthur Krock—who had
often been a conduit for State Department leaks in the past—wrote an ar-
ticle for the New York Times condemning Morgenthau’s role at Quebec.86

Although sketchy on the specific proposals, Krock referred to the Treasury
plan, placing it in the wider context of the Darlan deal. “A blast of criti-
cism,” he wrote, “which is still blasting in some degree, assailed that policy
and fear was expressed that it forecast ‘soft’ treatment.” Morgenthau, who
had “never accepted the necessity of General Eisenhower’s invasion policy
in North Africa,” had become a staunch opponent of the State‒War De-
partment tendency to be too lenient with defeated enemies, and he now had
FDR’s support. The next day, the conservative Wall Street Journal took up
the story, revealing more of the detail. “On the industrial side,” it reported,
“the Treasury plan would change Germany’s economic system, the chief
source of livelihood would be agriculture.” But, it concluded, this had not
yet been agreed by all departments and so remained a set of proposals
rather than official policy.87

Thus far, the leak had been confined to two New York‒based news-
papers. But on September , the Associated Press (AP) produced an arti-
cle that was syndicated across the country, thereby bringing the issue to a
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far wider audience. According to the AP, a harsh peace plan “for destroy-
ing Germany as a modern industrial state and converting it into an agricul-
tural country of small farms” had divided the cabinet. The article then
went on to enumerate the different elements of Morgenthau’s original
measure (rather than the memorandum initialed at Quebec), pointing out
that it included deindustrialization, the annexation of the Saar and southern
Silesia, and the principle of restitution.88

Taking this as their starting point, press and radio commentators from
across the political spectrum quickly launched a savage attack on Morgen-
thau’s proposals. Most deemed the plan to be unworkable, even counter-
productive. As a Baltimore Sun editorial declared, because it was doubtful
“whether there would actually be room on German farmland for the full
employment of Germany’s manpower,” the “twin consequences of any
such policy would most probably be a condition of creeping starvation cou-
pled with an enormous volume of unemployment.”89 The Treasury
scheme, the Washington Post agreed, was not only “the product of a fever-
ish mind from which all sense of realities had fled,” but would also make
the German problem permanent, for “a festering sore would be implanted
in the heart of Europe, and there would be installed a chaos which would
assuredly end in war.”90 Rather than destroying German industry, divi-
sionist organs like the Washington Evening Star, together with liberal jour-
nals like PM Daily, both argued that the Ruhr should be used to recon-
struct Europe.91

To make matters worse, by September  Josef Goebbels’s propa-
ganda machinery had also picked up on the Morgenthau plan and, as a
Washington Post lead story pointed out, was starting to use “it as a threat to
spur Germans to greater resistance against the Allies.”92 This was clearly
reminiscent of the earlier concern that unconditional surrender had im-
proved the Wehrmacht’s fighting zeal. Ominously for the administration,
this story also coincided with the stiffening of German resistance after
weeks of Allied success. That very same day, Allied headquarters an-
nounced a serious setback around Arnhem, where the Germans had halted
an ambitious attempt to capture the bridges across the Maas, Waal, and
lower Rhine. Although historians now agree that this defeat was basically
due to logistical problems, an overoptimistic plan to capture too many
bridges with airborne troops, and the chance presence of panzer divisions
in some of the key landing zones, journalists at the time reached a very dif-
ferent conclusion.93 Indeed for most, the fact that news of the Morgenthau
plan was now competing with newspaper space next to an important Allied
reverse was seen as no coincidence. As the Washington Herald-Tribune
asked, was it “smart to advertise in advance of victory in this war that the
Allies intend to show no mercy to Germany after the Allies win . . . [?] We
should think nothing could be better calculated to spur the Germans to
make a last-ditch fight.”94 The columnist Ernest Lindley agreed. This plan,
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he argued, was “too severe to win the approval of the American public.” It
also “confirmed the worst that Goebbels had been telling the German peo-
ple in order to make them fight to the very end.”95

Within days, legislators on Capitol Hill were echoing such senti-
ments. On September , Senator Edwin Johnson attacked Morgenthau’s
“poorly conceived plan” for costing the Allied armies a “frightful loss 
of life.” “Prior to the announcement,” he insisted, “the Germans were 
surrendering in droves; now they are fighting like demons.”96 Even Sena-
tor Kilgore, who had recently chaired an investigation into the need to
eradicate German cartels, seemed to distance himself from the Treasury
scheme. “Any plans to strip Germany of her industry and divide the coun-
try into family-sized farms,” he asserted, “would not prove workable. 
Let Germany keep her industry and simply break up her industrial 
monopolies.”97

The White House mailbag also started to fill with complaints. In one
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letter, a former official responsible for German reparations in the s
told the president that it was “of vital importance to have a prosperous and
reasonably contented Germany,” because “otherwise she will be a festering
sore in Europe and the world, doubtless affecting the prosperity and con-
tentedness of her neighbors and perhaps the U.S.” In another, this contro-
versy was placed in an even more pertinent context. Morgenthau’s propos-
als, a correspondent warned, “will not only cost the Allied Nations the lives
of half a million boys but will cost you a decisive number of votes in the
coming election. It was an affront both to the conscience and the historical
intelligence of the American people and only a vigorous disavowal of his
views can relieve you of responsibility for them.”98

As the pressure started to mount, Morgenthau called together his key
advisers for a series of frantic discussions about how best to respond. Al-
though some were optimistic that all this media coverage might focus the
public’s mind on the need for a punitive peace, the general consensus was
that the Treasury was losing the publicity battle.99 Morgenthau was partic-
ularly incensed both by charges that he had a “fevered mind” and by sug-
gestions that his plan was resulting in the needless deaths of American GIs.
He therefore called key publishers, such as Eugene Meyer of the Wash-
ington Post, to plead his case.100 On September , his subordinates then
began to spread the story that both Britain and the U.S.S.R. supported their
approach; they even informally told reporters that since the Soviets had
originated the idea, it would be more accurate to label it the “Stalin Plan”
than it was to name it after Morgenthau.101 Three days later, the treasury
secretary also wrote to the president, trying to convince him that below the
surface of this press criticism the wider public actually favored a harsh
peace. Of the ninety letters the department had received, he pointed out,
seventy-five were in support and only fifteen were opposed.102

While the Treasury tried to react to the savage attacks, Morgenthau’s
bureaucratic rivals sought to fan the flames of press discontent. Stimson, to
be sure, found the “publicity which has been excited over this matter . . .
most deplorable” and remained out of the limelight. But Hull and the State
Department soon grasped the opportunity to dig the knife in deeper. At a
press conference on September , Hull first refused to deny that there was
a cabinet split on the German question and then implied that pastoralization
was not the agreed Allied policy.103 Meanwhile, in background briefings,
State Department officials hastened to inform reporters that the destruction
of German industry would complicate the work of reconstruction in the
liberated countries. They also cast doubt on the president’s support for
pastoralization, pointing out that Roosevelt, in a recent public letter, had
advocated eradicating German cartels but not German industry in its 
entirety.104

With the election just seven weeks away, the president was greatly an-
gered by all this activity. Just about the last thing he wanted was his Trea-
sury and State departments airing their disagreements in public. Given the
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Another line of criticism leveled against the Morgenthau plan was that it exempli-
fied the chaotic nature of FDR’s administration. © , The Washington Post.
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widespread media opposition to the Morgenthau plan, Roosevelt also rec-
ognized the enormous mayhem that Dewey could create if he seized on
the issue of pastoralization. He therefore decided to intervene, in an at-
tempt to defuse the whole situation before it spiraled completely out of
control.



On the public front, FDR announced at a press conference on Sep-
tember  that he was taking the issue of economic planning for Germany
out of the fractious cabinet committee and placing it in the hands of the
Foreign Economic Administration (FEA). He then went on the offensive,
charging that the press had got its facts wrong on this issue. “Every story
that has come out,” he indignantly told reporters, “is essentially untrue in
the basic facts.”105 In subsequent days, the president also responded to the
growing number of protest letters, telling one correspondent that “there is
obviously no ‘idea of turning [the] German economy upside down and ex-
pecting it to work’” and another “not to believe everything you read in the
papers.” Journalists, he insisted, had “raised up a straw man in which even
the straw is synthetic.”106

But Roosevelt’s reassurances were not merely cosmetic attempts to
disengage public interest in the lead-up to the election. Acutely aware of
the extent and fury of the press criticism, he also privately backed away
from pastoralization. On September , Morgenthau certainly found a
marked change when he visited the White House. Rather than enjoying
yet another long discussion about the evils of the German character, he was
now “gently but forcibly” led away from the Oval Office by FDR’s daugh-
ter and curtly informed that “the president said he definitely doesn’t want to
see you.”107 By stark contrast, Roosevelt now went out of his way to placate
Hull, writing him a letter that explained that his main aim at Quebec had
simply been “to keep Britain from going into complete bankruptcy at the
end of the war.” In a remarkable volte-face, the president then denied that
his intention was “to make Germany a wholly agricultural nation again, and
yet somebody down the line has handed this out to the press.” “No one
wants complete eradication of German industrial productive capacity in the
Ruhr and Saar,” he continued; all that was required was “rather complete
controls.”108

It was a similar story a couple of days later, when Roosevelt met with
Henry Stimson. The president immediately “grinned and looked naughty
and said ‘Henry Morgenthau pulled a boner’. . . . He had no intention of
turning Germany into an agrarian nation,” FDR insisted. And when the
redoubtable Stimson then pulled a copy of the Quebec memorandum out
of his pocket, Roosevelt refused to own up; he simply pleaded a convenient
memory lapse. “He was frankly staggered by this,” Stimson recorded, “and
said he had no idea how he could have initialed this; that he had evidently
done it without much thought.”109

Roosevelt’s decision to abandon the Morgenthau plan was clearly congru-
ent with the media’s opposition to the notion of pastoralization. But how
much weight should we ascribe to this one variable? One conceivable al-
ternative is that FDR was forced to change course by the dynamics of al-
liance politics. Here, previous interpretations have fallen into two cate-
gories. On the one hand, at the height of the Cold War John L. Snell
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argued that evidence of Soviet unilateral aggression in September, in War-
saw, Finland, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia, encouraged
Roosevelt to reassess a measure that would leave a dangerous vacuum in
the heart of Europe. “Soviet policy in the autumn of ,” he writes, “was
unquestionably the best ally of those who favored a moderate policy for
postwar Germany.”110 This argument seems overdrawn, however. During
these months, FDR was relatively unconcerned about Soviet actions. At
the end of August, he dismissed Churchill’s worried premonition that a
weak Germany would leave a dangerous void between the white snows of
Russia and the white cliffs of Dover, with the confident comment that he
planned to work with the Soviets rather than to balance against them.111

Throughout the fall, the president also appeared untroubled by the
prospect of a Soviet sphere of influence in Eastern Europe, as long as Stalin
only sought to establish a protective buffer along his borders and did not
attempt to dominate the internal and economic activities of this region.112

On the other hand, rather than abandoning the Morgenthau plan be-
cause of a new threat from the U.S.S.R., Roosevelt might have retreated
because he was aware that his two allies vehemently opposed deindustrial-
ization. The State Department certainly tried to generate the impression
that Moscow’s desire for reparations and London’s preference for eco-
nomic controls could not be reconciled with the Morgenthau’s approach.113

In a similar vein, some historians have subsequently pointed out that dur-
ing the autumn the Soviets repeatedly “expressed opposition to the Trea-
sury’s scheme.”114 Yet it is doubtful whether Roosevelt shared these per-
ceptions. We have already noted that he saw deindustrialization partly as a
way of dampening Stalin’s fears that Germany could in the future turn
metal factories into munitions plants; at Quebec, Roosevelt also believed
that Churchill’s opposition to a harsh peace had been overcome. In subse-
quent weeks, both men again hinted at their support for the Treasury’s pro-
posal. On October , Churchill flew to Moscow for a conference with the
Soviet leader. From there, he wired that the two of them had discussed and
agreed on partition. “As to Prussia,” he reported, Stalin “wished the Ruhr
and the Saar detached and put out of action and probably under interna-
tional control and a separate state formed in the Rhineland. He would also
like the internationalization of the Kiel Canal. I am not opposed to this line
of thought,” the prime minister concluded.115

If FDR’s decision to backtrack was not consistent with alliance 
pressure, then perhaps it was a reaction to bureaucratic opposition: after
all, both the War and State departments were hostile to the Treasury
scheme.116 On its own, however, this factor was also insufficient. On nu-
merous occasions in the past eighteen months Roosevelt had been perfectly
willing to ignore opposition from within his administration. Indeed, when-
ever Hull or Stimson had previously expressed their unease about meas-
ures such as dismemberment, FDR had either excluded them from key
conferences or dissembled in their presence —but not once had he decided

             



meekly to change course. What is more, immediately after Quebec top of-
ficials were profoundly pessimistic about their ability to overturn a presi-
dential decision; as Stimson recorded, FDR “dislikes opposition when he
has made up his mind.”117 It was not until the very end of September, when
this bureaucratic hostility was combined with a popular outcry, that the
president did decide to change his mind. In this instance, then, domestic
opinion was clearly the crucial variable, for only after the press leak did
FDR pay any heed to Stimson and Hull; only after the “incessant flow of
stories” on the Morgenthau plan did he deem it necessary to back away
from the course decided upon at Quebec.118

But while public opinion was vital, the process at work was almost the
complete opposite to that suggested by Walter Lippmann or George Ken-
nan in their classic books on American diplomacy. After all, Roosevelt was
not ultimately trapped by the overheated and exaggerated rhetoric he had
employed to arouse popular interest early in the war. On the contrary, he
was trapped by the cautious nature of his initial message —specifically, by
his repeated emphasis on Nazi rather than German brutality, with the
corollary that most Americans had never been convinced that the nation as
a whole would have to be treated harshly to ensure future peace. Far from
being a case of a circumspect statesman being forced to act more intemper-
ately by an overzealous mass hysteria, this was in fact an example of an in-
creasingly vehement president being reigned in by a more prudent public.

For Roosevelt, the one bright spot in all this was that his September 
press conference had at least helped to dampen the outcry. Some journal-
ists, to be sure, took umbrage at the president’s claim that their stories had
been untrue.119 But for the most part, as a State Department media survey
found, FDR’s press statement was “approved, as expressing agreement
with the reported program of Secretaries Hull and Stimson for a ‘firm,’ but
not ‘Carthaginian,’ peace.” The New York Herald Tribune, for instance,
welcomed news that Morgenthau’s project had been scrapped.120 Likewise,
the Washington Post, in an editorial entitled “Back on the Beam,” was
pleased that the president had “removed a weapon out of the hands of Dr.
Goebbels, to whom the Morgenthau plan came as a godsend.”121 And in a
CBS broadcast, Quincy Howe, pointing out that a prosperous Europe
needed German industry, was relieved that the Treasury plan had been
“put in cold storage, and the State Department has been put in charge.”122

Within days, then, opinion makers proved remarkably willing to accept the
president’s disingenuous press conference remarks at face value.

Yet not everyone was satisfied with Roosevelt’s change of course.
Even at the height of the popular uproar that greeted the Morgenthau plan
leak, there had remained a vocal minority, mostly connected with the
SPWW, who were convinced of the benefits of pastoralization.123 So it
was hardly surprising that when reports started to filter out that FDR was
having a change of heart, the SPWW chairman, Rex Stout, immediately
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wrote to the White House imploring Roosevelt to correct the impression
that the Morgenthau plan was about to be abandoned.124 In the next few
weeks, Stout and his cohorts— often with the Treasury’s support and
guidance —then took to the airwaves to argue the case for transforming
Germany from an industrial to an agricultural nation.125

That the SPWW now had a clear opening to advocate a harsh peace
highlights the somewhat paradoxical impact that the Morgenthau plan leak
was having on the public debate. Although almost all the media reaction re-
mained negative and this had forced the president to back away from pas-
toralization, at the same time this episode had at least made the German
question a central topic for discussion. In the space of just a few weeks in
October, the March of Time newsreel devoted a whole film to the question
of “What to Do with Germany,” NBC sponsored a Foreign Policy Asso-
ciation broadcast on ways of effectively disarming Germany, and numerous
newspapers and magazines from across the political spectrum editorialized
on the subject. Virtually all this comment remained critical of the Morgen-
thau plan itself, but the deindustrialization proposal had nevertheless set the
parameters for the public discussion. So even when attacking pastoraliza-
tion, most opinion makers still felt obliged to address the underlying prob-
lem of how to prevent Germany from launching a new war in the future;
and almost all conceded that the minimum of denazification and demobi-
lization would be insufficient.126

For Roosevelt, however, the fact that the Morgenthau plan leak had
helped to nudge the public debate forward was now a distinctly secondary
concern. Far more significant was the mileage that his political opponents
were making out of the whole episode. According to some opinion mak-
ers, it was even a compelling reason not to reelect the president. As the Sat-
urday Evening Post savagely put it, “the fact that Mr. Roosevelt thought well
enough of such fantastic nonsense to permit Mr. Morgenthau to loose it on
the delegates at the Quebec Conference does not suggest an irreplaceable
genius at work.”127

The Dewey team naturally concurred. Scenting the administration’s
vulnerability on this issue, on October  the Republican candidate de-
cided to launch a vigorous attack on Morgenthau in a nationally broadcast
foreign-policy speech. Dewey began by sarcastically pointing out that
the treasury secretary’s “qualifications as an expert on military and in-
ternational affairs are still a closely guarded secret.” In an attempt to dent
the government’s reputation for military competence, which had been
heightened by the victories since June, he then declared that publication
of the Treasury plan had enabled Goebbels “to terrify the Germans into
fanatical resistance.” “On the basis of the Treasury Department’s ill-con-
ceived proposals,” he continued, “the German people were told that a
program of destruction was in order for them if they surrender. Almost
overnight the morale of the German people seemed wholly changed.
Now they are fighting with the frenzy of despair. We are paying in blood

             



for our failure to have ready an intelligent program for dealing with in-
vaded Germany.”128

On other occasions, Dewey sought to link the administration’s warn-
ings about complacency with the Morgenthau plan, so that he had a dou-
ble-edged sword to wield against the White House. Roosevelt, he pointed
out, had recently told us that the war has a long way to go. But surely, he
averred, this was only because the publication of the Morgenthau plan has
been “as good as ten fresh German divisions. It put the fight back into the
German army, it stiffened the will of the German nation to resist. Almost
overnight the headlong retreat of the Germans stopped.” “What does [this]
mean,” he asked? “It means the blood of our fighting men are paying for
this improvised meddling which is so much part and parcel of the whole
Roosevelt administration.”129

As election day loomed, the president became ever more sensitive to
such charges. Back at the start of September, one aide had reported that
“Roosevelt leads Dewey in the public’s estimate of his ability to handle: 
() peace making; () winning the war.”130 Now, however, with the furor
over the Morgenthau plan and the GOP’s exploitation of this issue, the
president seemed vulnerable on both scores. Even worse, during October
polls started to indicate that the race was tightening, with Roosevelt losing
ground in such vital states as New York and Pennsylvania, where there
were large German-American populations.131 As Ickes repeatedly informed
the White House, the furor over the Morgenthau plan “was very harmful
politically” and the administration “ought to do something about this.”132

In full agreement, FDR decided to make a concerted effort to respond to
these charges and definitively defuse the German issue before polling day.
A series of presidential speeches would also dispel any rumors that the
president’s health was failing.

Roosevelt began by distancing himself from the more vehement
harsh-peace advocates. At one stage, he had contemplated inviting Stout to
the White House to reassure the SPWW chairman about his vision for
postwar Germany. But on October  his appointment secretary called
Stout and “suggested [that he] wait [until] after the election when [there
would be] more time to talk at length.”133 Five days later, after a drive
through a windswept and rainy New York City in an open-top car, Roo-
sevelt made a keynote address to the Foreign Policy Association. He
started by reassuring a nationwide radio audience that no Badoglio-style
deal would be attempted with the Germans, declaring that “as for Ger-
many, that tragic Nation which has sown the wind and is now reaping the
whirlwind—we and our allies are entirely agreed that we shall not bargain
with the Nazi conspirators, or leave them a shred of control— open or se-
cret— of the instruments of government. We shall not leave them a single
element of military power— or of potential military power.” But, he con-
tinued, it would also be a mistake to go too far in the other direction. “I
should be false to the very foundations of my religious and political con-
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victions,” he declared, “if I should ever relinquish the hope — or even the
faith—that in all peoples, without exception, there live some instinct for
truth, some attraction toward justice, some passion for peace —buried as
they may be in the Germany case under a brutal regime.” “The German
people,” he insisted, “are not going to be enslaved. Because the UN do not
traffic in human slavery. But it will be necessary for them to earn their way
back into the fellowship of peace-loving and law-abiding Nations. And, in
their climb up that steep road, we shall certainly see to it that they are not
encumbered by having to carry guns. We hope they will be relieved of that
burden forever.” In an attempt to encourage any wavering German-Amer-
icans to vote for the Democratic ticket, the president also asserted that “we
bring no charge against the German race, as such, for we cannot believe
that God has eternally condemned any race of humanity. We know in our
own land, in the United States of America, how many good men and
women of German ancestry have proved loyal, freedom-loving, and peace-
loving citizens. But,” he concluded, “there is going to be stern punishment
for all those in Germany directly responsible for this agony of mankind.”134

Historians have generally viewed this as a soft speech. John Morton
Blum, for instance, has characterized it as “carefully moderate,” while John
Lewis Gaddis has argued that on this occasion FDR “took a noticeably
moderate position on the postwar treatment of Germany.”135 In certain re-
spects, this interpretation is correct. Not only did the president eschew his
private view that all Germans were inherently militaristic and so only trust-
worthy when deprived of twentieth-century machinery, but he also sought
to reassure German-Americans that his government did not view them as
members of an inherently aggressive race. Yet when viewed in the context
not of FDR’s private views but of his previous public utterances, then this
speech was actually a good deal harsher than what had gone before. After
all, the president promised not to leave Germany any element of “poten-
tial” military power, which could be construed to mean that he envisaged
eliminating certain indirect munitions industries. When delivering the
speech, Roosevelt’s phrases on the German character also dripped with
sarcasm; so, for instance, he placed emphasis on the fact that Germany’s
climb back to respectability would be “steep,” or that Germans only had
“some” instinct for truth and justice, which in any case was “buried”
deep.136 Seen in this light, Roosevelt’s campaign address again exemplifies
the somewhat ambivalent impact that the Morgenthau plan was having on
the public debate, for while FDR now felt constrained to backtrack from
pastoralization, he had also been granted the opportunity to toughen up his
public conception of the enemy while at the same time appearing relatively
mild. Once more, then, press criticism of deindustrialization not only nar-
rowed options, it also helped to move the debate forward.

In the last weeks of the campaign, the president continued to reassure
German-Americans that nothing too tough was in the offing, brushing
aside worries of a SPWW backlash and even writing to a German-Amer-

             



ican newspaper, congratulating it on seventy-five years in press and reas-
suring its readers about administration intentions.137 Other Democrats fol-
lowed suit, relieved that FDR’s publicly expressed views now seemed
more in tune with the popular mood. Many party leaders were certainly
quick to publicize the president’s kind words about German-Americans,
anxious to prevent large numbers of this group from defecting from the
Democratic ticket.138

By polling day, all this maneuvering had done little to clarify the gov-
ernment’s internal debate on Germany’s future. But it had helped to take
the force away from some of Dewey’s more extravagant claims. This be-
came clear on the evening of November . As Roosevelt settled into his
old election-night routine, sitting at the table in his Hyde Park dining
room to tabulate the returns, it soon became clear that he had been re-
elected for yet another term of office. The final margin of victory in the
popular vote was . to  percent, which translated into  electoral
votes compared to his rival’s . Although this was the closest presidential
election result since Woodrow Wilson’s razor-thin triumph back in , a
clear majority of Americans had nevertheless decided that the president
who had played such a large role in winning the war should now be given
a shot at establishing an enduring peace.

The Lingering Impact of the Morgenthau Plan
Debate, November  to April 

On November , just five days after the election, Senator Harley Kilgore’s
subcommittee finally published its findings on German cartels. Before
polling day, key members of this subcommittee, including the chairman
himself, had sought to distance themselves from the Morgenthau plan.
Now, however, their report was widely seen by journalists as giving a
much-needed public boost to the Treasury’s proposals. “Germany’s in-
dustry,” the subcommittee declared, “must be reorganized so as to elimi-
nate its aggressive power. . . . A real disarmament program requires not
only the dismantling of all direct munitions industries but also the disman-
tling and removal to the devastated areas of Europe of the primary indirect
munitions industries, including the metallurgical and chemical indus-
tries.”139 Morgenthau was naturally delighted. “I thought you got out a
swell report,” he told Kilgore, who responded that the Treasury had been
“badly misinterpreted. . . . I think your plan and mine fairly well coincide.”
The treasury secretary then hastened to the White House, where he found
that FDR seemed to share his reaction. The president, Morgenthau
recorded, “thinks the Kilgore report was so wonderful,” and with all the
“publicity they got, his attitude on this whole business is just like lifting a
cloud.” In the presence of Morgenthau, Roosevelt even stated that “as far as
he is concerned, what the public thinks now he doesn’t care.”140
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This comment is striking, for it suggests that FDR’s recent retreat
from pastoralization had merely been a short-term campaign maneuver, 
designed to dampen criticism prior to the election but to be quickly 
abandoned thereafter. In fact, it raises a larger question: Now that he had
emerged triumphant in the only opinion poll that really mattered, would
the president continue to pay attention to what the public thought? In the
postelection environment, would he start to treat popular opinion with im-
punity?

The answer, it soon became clear, was a categorical no. Far from sud-
denly forgetting all about the outcry over the Morgenthau plan, over the
winter the president seemed almost obsessed by the leak that had triggered
the whole public debate. In a conversation with Stettinius on November
, he intimated, “in a joking way, of course,” that the administration
should handle leaks “like the Russians do, mentioning that Krock and
Pearson would then be eliminated.” Later, with less humor and in a vein
that might have appealed to some of his successors, he even recommended
putting FBI agents in different departments to act as plumbers—“make a
Foreign Service officer out of the agent; let him roam around the place,” he
suggested.141

Despite the bravado in his comment to Morgenthau, Roosevelt also
remained an avid aficionado of opinion polls, and was “greatly pleased”
when the State Department began sending him a series of short, sharp,
snappy memoranda, normally only two or three pages in length, highlight-
ing the public’s main foreign policy concerns in any given week.142 As vic-
tory approached, the mood on Capitol Hill also began to loom larger in the
president’s thoughts than at any time since Pearl Harbor. The Senate, after
all, would have to approve by any prospective terms for Germany included
in a peace treaty, and the fate of the Versailles Treaty was an apposite re-
minder that this was no foregone conclusion. As a result, officials now
began to devise means of improved liaison with Congress, including more
regular briefings, speeches, and bipartisan membership of foreign delega-
tions. Part of this task would be undertaken by the new position of assistant
secretary of state for public and cultural relations, which Stettinius created
in a reorganization of the State Department in the middle of December. Al-
though ironically something of an initial public-relations disaster, since the
Senate refused to confirm the administration’s nominee without open hear-
ings, this obstacle was quickly overcome. By December , the State De-
partment not only had an enhanced public relations capacity, but this posi-
tion was now occupied by none other than Archibald MacLeish, former
director of the OFF and assistant director of the OWI—a figure, of
course, with much experience in devising an information campaign.143

Yet an enhanced opinion-persuading capacity was of little use without
an agreed policy to sell. During November and December, as the presi-
dent’s mind again turned toward concrete measures for Germany’s future,
memories of the Morgenthau plan leak continued to exert a profound in-

             



fluence over his policy preferences. For one thing, there was no escaping
the stark fact that pastoralization was widely unpopular. As Roosevelt rue-
fully recalled on December , “Morgenthau had made a great mistake in
stirring this whole thing up during the campaign, and . . . the agrarian thing
was absurd.”144 Given this calculation, the president was now keen to in-
form his subordinates that “he had no intention of turning Germany into
an agrarian state.” With respect to Germany, Stettinius confirmed in De-
cember, FDR now felt that “we should let her come back industrially to
meet her own needs.”145

As well as backing away from pastoralization, the most controversial
and criticized aspect of the Morgenthau plan, Roosevelt also adopted a
more pragmatic stance toward partition, favoring some form of dismem-
berment but preferring not to sanction any concrete proposal until it be-
came clear what the conditions would be like inside Germany.146 Mean-
while, on other issues his actual policy preferences remained relatively
clear but his underlying motives were now suddenly quite murky. On 
December , for instance, the president categorically stated that “we are
against reparations.” But he failed to state whether this was because his
views were softening toward Germany, or because he was still convinced
by Morgenthau’s argument that reparations would simply enable Germany
to rebuild a strong economic base in order to pay the Allies back.147 Simi-
larly, FDR remained determined to bring U.S. troops back from Europe as
soon as possible, which would clearly preclude a long-term and large-scale
American occupation of Germany.148 But again, he was silent on whether
he now thought occupation unnecessary or irrelevant—whether Germany
could be trusted to behave, or, as the Morgenthau plan envisaged, whether
it would be subjected to so many other controls that it would find it impos-
sible to reoffend. Perhaps he was still convinced that the public would
never accept either reparations or a long-term occupation.

While Roosevelt therefore continued to distance himself from com-
plete deindustrialization, was reluctant to make detailed plans on many is-
sues, and was hazy on the purpose of particular policies, on one subject his
views were clearly more punitive than anything previously envisaged by
the State and War departments: initial occupation policies. Significantly,
this was the one area that the media had left untouched when lambasting
the Morgenthau plan. Moreover, when opinion makers had started to focus
on the American occupation of Aachen, the first German city to fall under
U.S. control, a majority had actually criticized the army for being too le-
nient rather than for being too harsh; reporters had certainly been quick to
express their indignation when it was revealed that the army had inadver-
tently appointed numerous Nazis to help it administer the city.149 Agreeing
with the press for once, Roosevelt soon began to talk about the prospect of
placing top civilians in control of the U.S. occupation, on the basis that they
were likely to have a far tougher point of view than the military.150

The postelection weeks were thus a period for taking stock and con-
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templating what was acceptable in the wake of Morgenthau plan furor. Com-
ing on top of all the rigors of the election campaign, it was also an extremely
taxing period for the ailing president, and on November  he decided to es-
cape to Warm Springs in Georgia for a three-week rest. Edward Stettinius
was left to man the shop in Washington, having just replaced the ill and em-
bittered Cordell Hull as secretary of state.151 Although dismissed by many as
an inexperienced diplomat and an intellectual lightweight, Stettinius was not
only acutely sensitive to public opinion, but was also well attuned to the pres-
ident’s complex and somewhat confusing set of policy preferences. 

Assisted by John J. McCloy, Stimson’s deputy, Stettinius quickly set
about the task of forging a new compromise position on Germany. This
was achieved by making a sharp distinction between “the period immedi-
ately following the cessation of organized resistance” and “long-range ob-
jectives and measures.”152 For the short term, the State Department now
abandoned its previous talk of restoration, reconstitution, or mainte-
nance.153 In its place, was a harsher tone that more closely reflected the
president’s proclivities. “Germany will not be occupied for the purpose of
liberation but as a defeated nation,” declared JCS , the new draft in-
structions for the occupation of Germany. “The clear fact of German mil-
itary defeat must be appreciated by all levels of the German population.”154

However, recognizing that Roosevelt had abandoned pastoralization and
was less strident on partition, Stettinius glimpsed the opportunity to pro-
claim that America’s eventual goal remained “the assimilation— on a basis
of equality— of a reformed, peaceful and economically non-aggressive
Germany into a liberal system of world trade.”  He also opposed division,
but with the caveats that any final decision should await events and that in
the interim decentralization should be encouraged.155

When Roosevelt returned to Washington in the middle of December
he looked frailer than ever. But he remained mentally alert and was largely
satisfied that Stettinius’s approach was “satisfactory” and “sufficiently tough.”
Significantly, he also decided to invite Stettinius rather than Morgenthau to
the next Big Three meeting, scheduled to be held in the Crimea early in the
New Year. Amazingly, this would be the first time a secretary of state
would accompany the president to a wartime conference outside the West-
ern Hemisphere.156 Before this meeting could be convened, however, bat-
tlefield fortunes would take one final twist.

At dawn on December , in freezing and foggy conditions, a quarter of a
million German troops suddenly and unexpectedly slashed through the
meager American defensive positions in the Ardennes. Images of May
 quickly flashed through minds of Allied leaders, for Hitler’s inten-
tions were transparent to all: he aimed to make a last desperate attempt to
knock the Allies off balance, reach the sea at Antwerp, and thereby relive
his greatest ever military moment.

Preoccupied with mounting a desperate defense, the first instinct at

             



Allied headquarters was to impose a total news blackout. Journalists back
home, having endured repeated lectures on how their optimistic reporting
had fueled complacency, reacted with predictable fury. As the Philadelphia
Inquirer pointed out, now that a real crisis had erupted the administration
seemed to be saying “that the American people are temperamentally unfit
to stand up under bad news.”157 Worse still, this official silence also seemed
to fit into a pattern, already established over peace plans for Germany,
whereby the government said little and the press had to rely on leaks. In
some quarters there was even the suggestion that perhaps something more
sinister was at work—that perhaps this reticence denoted that the govern-
ment had a lot to hide, that perhaps it might now be preparing to sell out
to the Soviets and the British when the time came to make the peace. 

In December, such suspicions were greatly heightened by indications
that the Soviets were unilaterally imposing their own government in
Poland, while the British were taking sides in the Greek civil war. Did this
mean, journalists asked, that spheres of influence rather than self-determi-
nation would characterize the postwar order? Roosevelt’s response did lit-
tle to allay their fears, for in an off-the-cuff remark at a press conference on
December  he incautiously suggested that there was no actual copy of the
Atlantic Charter, “just some scraps of paper,” and that nothing had ever
been signed.158 Of course, government policy toward Germany had long
since deviated from the position of postwar equality envisaged in the At-
lantic Charter. But now reporters were left with the impression that the
provisions for the occupied territories were about to be discarded, too.

By the end of December, this growing frustration with government
secrecy and the associated suspicions about what it might denote, started to
filter through to mass opinion. The public, Stettinius wrote to the presi-
dent, interprets the events in Poland and Greece as British and Russian “at-
tempts to create ‘spheres of influence’ and as desertion of announced peace
aims, such as the Atlantic Charter.” Largely for this reason, polls indicated
that confidence in America’s two main allies had “reached the lowest point
since the Moscow Conference,” with only  percent saying they could
trust Britain and  percent believing they could trust the Soviets. Such at-
titudes also fed into American responses to an international organization.
Although nine out of ten respondents still supported the general proposi-
tion that “the U.S. should join . . . in an effort to prevent future wars,”  per-
cent were now convinced that developments in Europe “would make suc-
cess more difficult.”159 There was a sharp decline, too, in the number who
thought that “this country’s interests abroad are being well taken care of by
the president,” down from a high of  percent in June to just over  per-
cent in December.160 Such sentiments, Stettinius informed FDR, “may 
affect not only the negotiation of the peace, but the successful conduct of
the war.”161

Roosevelt was acutely sensitive to such findings. Ever since Pearl Har-
bor he had continued to worry about the persistence of divisionism. Now
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it seemed possible, if not likely, that with the war all but over isolationism
might again have an appeal. The president was particularly concerned that
these political complications would be a gift to those isolationists who had
always wanted to turn their backs on Europe and focus on Asia. Douglas
MacArthur was very much of this ilk, and the general now seized the op-
portunity to reenter the fray, mischievously telling a New York Herald Trib-
une reporter that the administration was persisting in “the same old mistake
of interfering in European quarrels which we can’t hope to solve because
they are insoluble.”162

Three years after Pearl Harbor, Roosevelt suddenly found himself in
a situation strangely reminiscent of the old phony war months. He re-
sponded in typical fashion. At one press conference, the president took a
swipe at “a certain element, particularly the Hearst press” who were “still
yelling about us using the wrong strategy, that we should take the Ameri-
can troops out of Germany and put them in the Pacific.”163 Then, in his 
annual message to Congress, FDR launched a stinging attack on those
“short-sighted people” who “would have had us throw Britain and Russia
to the Nazi wolves and concentrate against the Japanese. Such people,” he
reminded listeners, “urged that we fight a purely defensive war against
Japan while allowing the domination of all the rest of the world by Nazism
and Fascism.”164 Roosevelt’s advisers also lambasted other strands of the
isolationist faith, especially Senator Burton K. Wheeler’s depiction of un-
conditional surrender as an “asinine” and “brutal” policy. Turning the ta-
bles on Wheeler, Stettinius accused the senator of prolonging the war at the
cost of American lives, charging that his statement provided the enemy
with hope that a negotiated peace was still possible.165

Roosevelt was clearly exasperated by all the eruptions that accompa-
nied Hitler’s surprise offensive, but he soon took heart from the rapid re-
sponse of Eisenhower’s armies. Within weeks, they had not only halted
the German panzers but had also recovered much of the ground lost in the
middle of December. In so doing, Allied forces also uncovered an inci-
dent that the president believed he could use to his advantage. On De-
cember , at the start of the German offensive, SS troops had massacred
eighty-six U.S. prisoners of war. News of this outrage filtered up to the
White House two weeks later, when Stimson informed the president that
 GIs had been slaughtered, not only inflating the figure but then em-
bellishing his account with eyewitness reports. FDR’s response was sug-
gestive. Rather than recoil in horror or disgust, he merely thought of the
practical advantages that might accrue. “Well,” he told the secretary of
war, “it will only serve to make our troops feel toward the Germans as
they already have learned to feel toward the Japs.” Perhaps it might also
fuel anti-German hatred amongst the wider audience of American opin-
ion, for the very next day FDR decided to allow information on this
episode to be released to the press, accompanied by a formal protest from
the State Department.166 At long last, then, it appeared that events might

             



well be intervening to enable the president to heighten the public’s hatred
of Germany. 

Three weeks later, and just two days after his fourth inauguration, Roo-
sevelt set off on the grueling journey to the Crimea. After a long cruise
across the Atlantic, he briefly met Churchill at Malta, before embarking on
a hazardous and uncomfortable seven-hour flight to the small airstrip at
Saki. From there, the president and his advisers were driven ninety miles
to the Lividia Palace just outside Yalta. 

As their cars ambled slowly along the windy roads, through mountain
passes, and eventually to the coast, the American party was staggered “by
the widespread war destruction”—the “burned-out freight trains, burned-
out tanks and other damaged materiel.”167 Roosevelt took particular note,
and the next day, in his first meeting at the conference with Stalin, he began
by remarking that “he had been very much struck by the extent of the Ger-
man destruction in the Crimea.” As a consequence, he continued, “he was
more bloodthirsty in regard to the Germans than he had been a year ago,
and he hoped that Marshal Stalin would again propose a toast to the execu-
tion of , officers of the German army.” The Soviet leader responded
promptly that “the Germans were savages and seemed to hate with a sadis-
tic hatred the creative work of human beings. The president,” his transla-
tor recorded, “agreed with this.”168

As this comment suggests, Roosevelt’s vivid firsthand experience of
the wreckage wrought on the Eastern Front had done nothing to dampen
his hatred toward the Germans.169 Yet significantly, at Yalta FDR’s deep-
seated animus toward the enemy no longer translated into unequivocal
support for truly stern measures. Indeed, despite all this preliminary talk
about the depravity and baseness of the German character, as the confer-
ence unfolded it soon became clear that the president was far less “blood-
thirsty” than he had been at either Tehran or Quebec. The reason for this
was simple: keenly aware of what the American public would accept, he
now approached the German problem with a new caution and pragmatism.

For a start, in all the plenary meetings the president clearly eschewed
any talk of widespread deindustrialization. This subject was first discussed
on February , when the Soviets raised the possibility of reducing German
heavy industry by  percent through the transfer to the U.S.S.R. of “iron
and steel, electrical power, and chemical industries,” together with “all
aviation factories, synthetic oil refineries, etc.”170 No doubt recalling the
adverse domestic reaction to such measures when they had leaked in a
similar guise the previous September, the president was now distinctly
lukewarm to this whole approach. Such transfers, he insisted, should be
limited to ensure that the German people enjoyed a basic level of subsis-
tence and economic security. Contrary to his position at Quebec, FDR
therefore envisioned “a Germany that is self-sustaining but not starving.
. . . In rebuilding,” he continued, “we must get all we can but we can’t 
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get it all. Leave Germany enough industry and work to keep her from
starving.”171

Although Roosevelt opposed extensive deindustrialization, he was
willing to concede that the Soviets, who had obviously suffered tremen-
dously at the hands of the Germans, should receive reparations of some
sort. But even this, he recognized, raised a number of prospective public
opinion difficulties. One was his recollection of the interwar reparations
problem, especially the American public’s suspicion that they had been
hoodwinked into funding the whole fiasco. “We should not make the fi-
nancial mistakes that followed the last war,” he insisted on February .172

Four days later FDR expanded on this theme, commenting “that he was
afraid that if reparations and especially if figures were mentioned that the
American people would believe that it involved money.” To avoid this po-
tential problem, Roosevelt wanted to resort to a familiar ploy. Just as he
had with Lend-Lease four years before, so he now wanted to “get rid of the
silly, foolish, old dollar sign.” In practice, this meant that he favored repa-
rations “in kind,” which would entail the transfer of equipment to elimi-
nate Germany’s arms industry, as well as the use of German labor to help
Soviet reconstruction.173

But it was Churchill, not Roosevelt, who was now the most vehement
opponent of a hefty reparations bill. On February , the prime minister,
also retreating from the stance he had taken at Quebec, insisted that the
Germans must be allowed some economic future. “If you wished a horse
to pull a wagon,” he declared, “you would at least have to give it fodder.”
“That is right,” Stalin sharply rebutted, “but care should be taken to see
that the horse did not turn around and kick you.” After much wrangling
between the two, the Soviets ultimately—and reluctantly—accepted that
the whole matter should be referred to the Moscow Reparations Commis-
sion. Roosevelt, playing the role of the adjudicator, happily endorsed this
compromise, relieved that a formula had been found to paper over a dam-
aging split within the alliance and no doubt well aware that he would now
have more time to drum up domestic support for what remained an un-
popular measure back home.174

The third issue on the agenda was partition, and here too the president
backed away from his more strident demands of November  and Sep-
tember . On February , to be sure, when Stalin raised this issue and
expressed his own support for division, FDR responded that he was still “in
favor of [the] dismemberment of Germany,” just as he had been at Tehran.
He also intimated (presciently) that “the permanent treatment of Germany
might grow out of the zones of occupation.” But apart from these two
comments, Roosevelt generally favored a wait-and-see approach, accepting
the idea of partition in principle but postponing the details for another time
and place. He also thought it would be “a great mistake to have any public
discussion of the dismemberment of Germany,” ostensibly because the Big
Three would then be inundated with prospective proposals but undoubt-

             



edly because he felt the U.S. public might block this measure, too.175 Par-
tition had, after all, been an integral part of the Morgenthau plan, and, al-
though criticism had largely been reserved for pastoralization, polls had
consistently shown that only  to  percent of the American public fa-
vored such a measure. FDR was therefore content with the final protocol,
which left the matter to another committee and also watered it down by
stating that the Big Three would only seek partition “as they deem requi-
site for future peace and security.” He was also pleased that the public com-
muniqué omitted any mention of this agreement.176

This left occupation. When Churchill brought up the question of giv-
ing France a zone, Roosevelt responded that this would be acceptable to
the American delegation. But then, revealing once again his growing con-
cern about what the American people would accept, FDR declared that the
period of occupation in the U.S. zone would be short, remarking that “he
did not believe that American troops would stay in Europe much more
than two years.”177 This, of course, was a refrain he had repeated on nu-
merous occasions over the past year. It was partly a product of his percep-
tion of what Americans had traditionally found acceptable, partly a result of
Congress’ dislike of funding large armies, and partly due to the Republican
party’s attempt to turn this into a hot political issue during the previous
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campaign. But FDR’s worries had also been greatly heightened by the re-
cent isolationist minirevival, and especially by his renewed concern that an
excessive commitment in Europe would be an ideal weapon for all those
divisionist critics who had long wanted to reorientate America’s focus away
from this continent. For all these reasons, the president made it clear that
American’s occupation of Germany would be temporary and short.

Yalta, then, marked yet another important point in Roosevelt’s think-
ing about the German problem. Although his own beliefs were harsher
than ever before, this no longer translated into firm support for stern meas-
ures; unlike at Tehran or Quebec, he was no longer such an adamant pro-
ponent of partition or pastoralization. His position here is interesting in a
number of respects. To start with, on German policy FDR either opposed
or quibbled with Soviet proposals. This was an obvious departure from his
actions at Tehran, when he had been willing to side with Stalin on a whole
host of subjects pertaining to Germany, from division to controlling the
economy. It was also a deviation from his general approach during the past
few years, when his basic strategy had been to cooperate with the Soviets,
believing this to be the key to a peaceful postwar order. Clearly, Roo-
sevelt’s more combative Yalta position on Germany was due to the fact that
he had been burnt once by a press leak that linked him to a punitive peace
plan and was not about to repeat this mistake. Instead, he thought it better
to soften his position on deindustrialization, while delaying the details on
vexatious matters like reparations and dismemberment. 

Yet this stance also begs an important question: how did FDR now in-
tend to stop the German nation from again becoming a threat? After all, a
short-term occupation had only been acceptable under the Morgenthau
plan because other tools like deindustrialization, dismemberment, and ex-
tensive controls had been envisaged to stop any future trouble. Now there
seemed to be little left.

For Roosevelt, the answer to this problem was twofold. In the first
place, the UN organization finally agreed on at Yalta would fill any vacuum
left by a direct U.S. withdrawal from Germany. In the president’s view,
American participation in the new international organization might educate
the public about the need and desirability of deploying troops in Ger-
many.178 If not, even after the GIs had departed, the UN led by the four po-
licemen (the United States, Britain, the Soviet Union, and China) would
still be on hand to quell any potential resurgence, either through blockade
or perhaps the use of air power. 

In the second place, Roosevelt had not totally abandoned his harsh ap-
proach to the German problem. Throughout March, he continued to reit-
erate that on partition and reparations “our attitude should be one of study
and postponement of final decision,” but this did not mean he had not
backed away from both measures altogether.179 When it came to dismem-
berment, it seems likely that he hoped both to test the waters back home
and to see what conditions were found in Germany before fully determin-

             



ing the U.S. position; in the meantime, he supported a Treasury‒War De-
partment proposal to encourage decentralization within the area occupied
by the United States.180 When it came to reparations, he probably wanted 
to give the public a hint of what it could expect before any details were fi-
nalized. 

Roosevelt was certainly planning to launch a more intensive publicity
campaign on his return from Yalta, aided by Stettinius who already had
the State Department reorganized and primed to begin the task. With the
possible exception of a long-term occupation of Germany, FDR was
supremely confident of his ability to garner a domestic consensus behind
any of the measures that had been tentatively agreed on at the conference.
Perhaps buoyed up by the success of his annual message to Congress,
which Stettinius had told him had “won praise from most commentators,
including some recent critics,” he told Churchill and Stalin on February 
that “he felt he could obtain support in Congress and throughout the
country for any reasonable measures designed to safeguard the future
peace.”181

The long voyage home was a sad and upsetting experience for Roosevelt.
Already exhausted and frail after all the arduous traveling, the testing liv-
ing conditions in the Crimea, and a week of tough negotiations, FDR was
deeply angered when Harry Hopkins insisted on remaining at Marrakech
to recuperate from his own ailments. Worse news then followed, when the
president’s long-serving appointments secretary, Edwin “Pa” Watson sud-
denly collapsed and died.182

Although the loss of two close confidants deeply affected Roosevelt, he
wasted little time in trying to drum up popular support for the Yalta ac-
cords. On the way home, he even held an impromptu press conference
aboard ship, in which he dwelt on the destruction he had seen in the
Crimea, especially the buildings the Germans had looted and then gut-
ted.183 Then, almost immediately after returning to Washington, the pres-
ident went before Congress to explain and elaborate on the various meas-
ures agreed at the end of the conference. 

Roosevelt began by emphasizing the importance of reaching a domes-
tic consensus on the peace, for unless both legislators and the public ac-
tively supported “the general conclusions reached at Yalta” then there was
little hope that the meeting would produce lasting results. Germany, he
continued, was clearly the number-one problem of “vital political conse-
quence.” After calling once again for unconditional surrender, FDR for
the first time began to publicly explain what this would entail for the Ger-
man people. Essentially, the Allies had six major demands: first, temporary
control and occupation; second, denazification and the eradication of all
Hitler’s “barbaric laws and institutions”; third, “the termination of all mil-
itaristic influence in the public, private, and cultural life of Germany”;
fourth, punishment of war criminals; fifth, “reparations in kind for the
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damage which has been done to the innocent victims of its aggression; and
sixth, “the complete disarmament of Germany.” 

When it came to these last two measures, Roosevelt was careful to
issue a number of qualifications, partly to reassure the Germans that un-
conditional surrender would not mean slavery and destruction, but also, in
the post-Quebec environment, to reassure domestic critics that nothing on
the scale of the Morgenthau plan was now envisaged. Thus, he pointed out
that reparations would only be in kind, “to avoid the mistake . . . after the
last war, the demanding of reparations in the form of money which Ger-
many could not pay.” He also insisted that reparations would not be levied
at such a level that Germany would starve or “become a burden on the rest
of the world.” And he implied, too, that disarmament would be restricted
so as to include only the dismantling of direct munitions industry and not
the wholesale destruction of industrial plant.

The president ended this passage of his speech by offering two justifi-
cations for these measures. One was simply to recount his firsthand experi-
ence of German destructiveness. “I have read about Warsaw and Lidice
and Rotterdam and Coventry,” he told the assembled legislators “—but I
saw Sevastopol and Yalta! And I know that there is not room enough on
earth for both German militarism and Christian decency.” FDR then elab-
orated on this, by offering his most expansive public conception of the
enemy to date. No longer content, as he had been in  and , just to
blame it all on the Nazis and a few other elites, the president now revealed
for the first time his belief that the roots of German militarism dated back to
the advent of Kaiser Wilhelm II. The Allies’ postwar plans, he declared,
were designed to protect the German people “from a repetition of the fate
which the General Staff and Kaiserism imposed on them before, and which
Hitlerism is now imposing on them again a hundredfold. It will be remov-
ing a cancer from the German body politic which for generations has pro-
duced only misery and only pain to the whole world.”184

In subsequent weeks, State Department officials took to the airwaves in
a series of NBC broadcasts to expand on the different elements included in
this speech. In a program on March , devoted to answering the question
“What About the Enemy Countries?” Archibald MacLeish, supported by
Robert Murphy and other State Department officials, addressed a whole
range of issues. The first was unconditional surrender, which was defended
by pointing out the impossibility of compromise with the Nazis. “Ger-
many’s choice now,” insisted Murphy, “is between unconditional surren-
der and pulverization, and if they choose pulverization, they will only have
themselves to blame for following vicious leadership.” The second ques-
tion was the less controversial one of punishing war criminals. Here, it was
pointed out that not only top Nazis but anyone responsible for committing
crimes would be subject to trial and punishment, even those Germans who
had committed atrocities against other Germans. The third problem was
denazification, which Murphy tackled by pointing out that both Nazis and

             



those who adhered to “Pan-German theories” would be removed from re-
sponsible positions. Murphy was also pessimistic about the basis for a new
representative government within Germany, remarking that he did not ex-
pect “the early discovery of many ‘democratic’ Germans.” The fourth
issue was thornier. “How long,” MacLeish asked his colleagues in a
scripted question, “do you think Germany will probably have to be occu-
pied?” Reflecting FDR’s concerns about this matter, his colleagues essen-
tially hedged, responding that controls would have to be imposed for quite
some time but that these need not entail a large military presence. On dis-
memberment, too, State officials were circumspect. Decentralization, Mur-
phy argued, should certainly be encouraged, but ultimately the question
would have to “be answered in accordance with what seems to us to be our
best interests, and the best interests of Europe as a whole.” On deindustri-
alization, meanwhile, the issue that MacLeish pointed out had been the
subject of “the biggest storm center” and the object of most press and pub-
lic criticism, these spokesmen gave Morgenthau’s “alleged proposal” short
shrift, but they did accept that Germany should be stripped of “all industry
she might conceivably use for war purposes.”185

In another broadcast that same month, State Department officials,
while stressing that a long-term occupation was unlikely, were keen to in-
sist that the new UN organization would be on hand to fill this gap. Vitally,
it would also have sufficient “teeth” to stop any country from “running
amuck,” as Germany and Japan did in the s. According to Joseph
Grew, now undersecretary of state, the Military Staff Committee of this
new organization would “devise a strategy” to tame any aggressors. In his
opinion, it was most likely that “the air resources of the pooled UN would
be called into play.”186

These efforts were undoubtedly the government’s most detailed and
concerted public presentation of its stance to date. In certain respects, they
were also far harsher than anything that had come before. After all, Ger-
many was for the first time openly depicted as a nation where militarism
was deeply rooted and where the prospect for postwar democratic govern-
ment was consequently quite slim. The administration also admitted that to
keep this threat under control it would be necessary not only to occupy
Germany temporarily, denazify it, and destroy its army, but also to levy
reparations in kind and to remove all industry that could conceivably be
used for war; if this all failed, the UN would then be available to bomb the
aggressor into submission. Yet, as with Roosevelt’s campaign speech the
previous October, viewed in the context of his private convictions, these
measures were actually relatively mild; they were certainly a far cry from
the Morgenthau plan. The president, in particular, had omitted any men-
tion of dismemberment, an issue that was now under active discussion in
London. He had also been careful to qualify all these proposals: Germany,
he reiterated to the American people, would continue to enjoy a measure
of economic security and it certainly would not be enslaved.
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As polls and media surveys soon indicated, by retreating from the rad-
ical vision that had been ascendant at Quebec, FDR had accurately gauged
what the American public would accept. Overall, the press hailed the Yalta
Conference as a triumph. “Never have I seen such overwhelming praise
for anything as for your achievement at Yalta,” his son-in-law, John Boet-
tiger, cabled on February . “It has even swept the enemies off their feet,
and I mean American enemies as well as the Nazis and Japs.”187 More
specifically, most commentators approved of FDR’s report on Germany,
believing that it struck a reasonable balance of “hard-but-just.” Thus, the
Washington Post and the Scripps-Howard press both endorsed reparations
in kind as an “improvement over Versailles,” while the Baltimore Sun and
Raymond Gramm Swing were pleased that the Morgenthau plan had ef-
fectively been shelved. Even members of SPWW were ready to accept
this package, believing that it was at least a distinct improvement over what
had seemed likely nine months previously.188 The only criticism came from
a few commentators like Dorothy Thompson and David Lawrence, to-
gether with the New Republic, who felt the Yalta approach was too stern.
But these soft-peace advocates were now in such a small minority that
Roosevelt simply dismissed all their complaints out of hand; he even re-
jected sending Thompson a letter that would have reassured her that all the
Allies’ plans were quite mild.189

The measures the president unveiled in March were also generally ac-
ceptable to the mass public. Support for unconditional surrender certainly
remained exceedingly high, with  percent still approving the formula.190

In a Fortune poll,  percent now appeared to favor the principle of repara-
tions, but like their president many had reservations, with only  percent
believing it would be possible to force Germany to pay large sums. In ad-
dition, measures like denazification, demobilization, and temporary occu-
pation were widely endorsed. However, on subjects such as partition and
deindustrialization, where the administration had now adopted a more cau-
tious stance, public attitudes, although hardening, had yet to crystallize.

By the spring of , then, there was at last something approaching a
consensus between government rhetoric and public opinion on how Ger-
many should be treated. To reach this point, Roosevelt had had to abandon
his punitive stance of the previous fall in favor of a series of measures that
were seen by most Americans as not too vindictive but firm and fair.
Whether in time the president would have sought to go beyond this, to
seek once the war had ended an endorsement for stiffer measures like par-
tition, perhaps even more extensive economic control, remains a matter for
speculation, because in the weeks following Yalta his health started to de-
teriorate sharply. He had already been showing signs of physical wear and
tear for almost a year, but during this period he had often had good mo-
ments and had invariably remained mentally alert. Even in the immediate
aftermath of the grueling journey from the Crimea, one close aide
recorded that “the president has come home in the pink of condition—

             



hasn’t looked better in a year. . . . His color is good and his spirits high.”
But shortly thereafter, FDR’s final demise began. Throughout March he
constantly complained of tiring quickly, and at the end of the month he
again went to Warm Springs to recuperate. By then, the same aide who had
written so optimistically just weeks before, now remarked that “he is slip-
ping away from us and no earthly power can keep him here.”191

Roosevelt was therefore in a poor condition on April , when Henry
Morgenthau came to Warm Springs for dinner. Inevitably, the conversa-
tion turned toward Germany. Morgenthau began by saying, “Look, Mr.
president, I am going to fight hard, and this is what I am fighting for. . . .
A weak economy for Germany means that she will be weak politically, and
she won’t be able to make another war. . . . I have been strong for winning
the war, and I want to help win the peace.” In response Roosevelt, some-
what wearily, remarked: “Henry, I am with you  percent.”192 The pres-
ident may have been expressing a firm conviction; more likely, given his
awareness of what the public would support, it was just an off-the-cuff re-
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We have listed a number of
things here that might be 
done with Germany when 
we are victorious. Do you 
think the UN should or March  January 

should not: Should (%) Should Not (%) Should (%) Should Not (%)

Abolish the Nazi Party . . . .

Completely demobilize the 
German army and keep 
them from having an army 
again . . . .

Govern Germany with an 
occupation force for 
several years . . . .

Break up Germany into 
smaller states . . . .

Prevent the Germans from 
rebuilding their steel, 
chemical and automotive 
industries . . . .

Make German labor 
rebuild devastated areas 
in other countries at rate 
paid to POWs . . . .

Source: OWI, “Current Opinions,” No. , March , , entry , box , RG , NA.



mark to placate and perhaps silence the vehement Morgenthau. Whatever
his intention, it was FDR’s last comment on the issue. The very next day he
suffered a massive stroke and died.

On many issues Roosevelt left behind a somewhat vague and inchoate po-
sition. This was certainly the case with matters like partition and repara-
tions, not to mention details such as whether reparations should take prece-
dence over Germany’s basic needs, or whether all Nazis or only “active
Nazis” should be purged. More widely, he also bequeathed a series of
highly ambiguous Yalta accords—as Leahy famously remarked the agree-
ment on Poland was “so elastic that the Russians can stretch it all the way
from Yalta to Washington without ever technically breaking it.”193 FDR
also left a successor who was astonishingly ill informed and ill prepared,
not only to deal with specific problems like Germany but also to face the
broader challenges of the presidency. And, of course, this mixture of inex-
perience and ambiguous policy positions would exacerbate the friction and
misunderstanding between the United States and U.S.S.R. that erupted
shortly thereafter. 

Yet for all his equivocation and secrecy, FDR had at least adopted a
stance on issues like denazification, occupation, demobilization, and short-
term economic control that was acceptable to most Americans. In recent
weeks, he had also used his “bully pulpit” to explain these measures both
to Congress and to the wider public, thereby laying the groundwork for
their acceptance by the Senate whenever the peace treaty was finalized. But
above all, there could be no escaping the fact that Roosevelt’s decisions
earlier in the war had helped to ensure that the Allies, despite all their
growing disagreements, would soon be in a position to apply these meas-
ures to Germany; indeed, on the very day Roosevelt died U.S. troops were
only sixty-three miles from Berlin. As a result, the fears that the president
had long entertained, first about the Nazi danger, later about liberal criti-
cisms over “Darlanism,” had now become quite irrelevant. That morning’s
New York Times, in speculating on whether the Führer had been killed and
replaced by Himmler, pointed this out quite succinctly. “What does it mat-
ter,” it declared, “whether Hitler is alive or dead.”194 Germany’s uncondi-
tional surrender was now certain.

             





Conclusion and
Aftermath

    

Yes, the decisions of a democracy might be
slowly arrived at. But when that decision is
made, it is proclaimed not with the voice of
one man but with the voice of one hundred
and thirty million.

—FDR, March , 

On April , , generals Dwight D.
Eisenhower, Omar D. Bradley, and
George S. Patton arrived at the Nazi
concentration camp at Ohrdruf. This
camp had been liberated more than a
week earlier, when units of the Fourth
Armored Division, racing through the
heart of Germany in search of a secret
Nazi communication center, had unex-
pectedly stumbled across it. Ohrdruf

was not the first camp to be liberated by the Allies, nor was it an extermi-
nation camp on the same order as Auschwitz or Treblinka, designed purely
for industrialized mass slaughter. But the conditions there deeply shocked
and appalled the three generals. Indeed, nothing they had witnessed in
two-and-a-half years of bitter fighting prepared them for the horrific sight
of “more than , naked bodies” lying in “shallow graves, with lice
crawling “over the yellow skin of their sharp, bony frames.” Patton be-
came physically ill at the sight, while Eisenhower found it difficult to con-
trol his anger, incredulous that “such cruelty, bestiality, and savagery could
really exist in this world.”

“I made this trip deliberately,” Eisenhower wrote to Marshall a few
days later, “in order to be in a position to give first-hand evidence of these





things if ever, in the future, there develops a tendency to charge these al-
legations merely to ‘propaganda.’” To make doubly certain that no one back
home would question the extent of the savagery, he immediately called for
twelve congressional leaders and twelve editors to come and view the
camps.

The two delegations, comprising individuals from across the political
spectrum, were hastily assembled. Arriving in Europe two weeks later,
they were taken around three camps—Buchenwald, Nordhausen, and
Dachau—and spared nothing. Not only was the apparatus of torture and
execution still in place, but corpses were strewn everywhere and the re-
maining survivors were emaciated and barely alive. Utterly shocked, the
entire delegation hastened back to the United States to awaken the wider
public to the full horrors of the Nazis’ New Order. Soon, newspapers and
magazines were flooded with photographs of the mounds of corpses and
starving survivors, all adorned with the caption “Lest We Forget.” A one-
hour newsreel of the camps shot by the army’s signals corps was distrib-
uted to cinemas nationwide. And pressure groups like SPWW organized
rallies for victims of German brutality, which were attended by many of
the congressmen recently returned from the Reich.1

Americans were appalled by these concentration camp scenes. Within
days, a State Department opinion survey noted that press reports of the
German atrocities “have led many commentators to speak of ‘the German
problem’ in harsher terms than heretofore. Radio commentators, in partic-
ular, have set forth the thesis that the German people must share with the
Nazis responsibility for war guilt.”2 A confidential memorandum compiled
for the new president found a similar trend. “During April and May,” it
concluded, “the attitude of the American people toward Germany and the
German people has hardened in a number of important respects,” with
most increasingly coming to “regard the German people as well as the
German Government as having been our enemy.”

According to this report, one event had precipitated this sudden change. 

Responsibility for cruelties discovered in German concentration camps is 
. . . assigned to the German people by a large number of Americans. Al-
though  percent of a national cross-section consider German officials
“chiefly responsible” for these cruelties, one-quarter of the nation ( per-
cent) places primary blame on the German people, an additional  percent
say that even though the German people are not chiefly to blame, they
should also be held “responsible” (total,  percent).3

Conclusion: FDR, American Opinion, 
and Nazi Germany

Franklin Roosevelt would not have been surprised by the public’s reaction
to the liberation of the concentration camps. He had long been aware of the

             



close relationship between dramatic external events and fundamental
changes in the popular mood—how the fall of France had awakened many
Americans to the danger of the Nazi threat, how Pearl Harbor had ended
opposition to full and formal involvement in the war, how TORCH had
helped to erase the phony war mindset. During  and , he had also
periodically contemplated the publication of comprehensible and believ-
able evidence of German atrocities in order to harden the public’s attitude
toward the German nation as a whole.

Of course, Roosevelt never lived to see the time when Americans
started to share his conviction that the German people were to blame for
the deeds of their Nazi leaders. But the fact that the decisive incident oc-
curred on the very day he died does serve to underline the belated nature of
the public’s response to developments in Europe. Throughout the period
covered in this study, FDR was invariably one step ahead of public opinion.
In the first phase, he clearly recognized the extent of the Nazi threat by the
autumn of . Until the fall of France, however, most Americans refused
to believe that Hitler posed a real threat to the Western Hemisphere, and
even then the administration remained constantly worried that mass opin-
ion was too complacent about the Third Reich’s intentions and capabilities.
In the second phase, Roosevelt was increasingly convinced that Germany’s
penchant for aggression and militarism was deeply rooted in the national
psyche. Until the liberation of the camps, however, most Americans were
content to differentiate between Nazis and Germans, blaming the former
for the current conflagration but remaining confident that the latter could
be reintegrated quickly back into the international fold.

Roosevelt, it is true, did not face the extent of opposition and discon-
tent that plagued other presidents in other wars—the fear of Lincoln in
August  that with Union offensives stalled outside Petersburg and At-
lanta he would lose the forthcoming election to a negotiated-peace candi-
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date; the concern of Lyndon Johnson in March  that the Tet Offensive
had seriously eroded the public’s support for the Vietnam War. In World
War II, there were undoubtedly divisionists who hated communism more
than nazism, “misguided” individuals who wanted the United States to
focus on Asia rather than Europe, liberals who worried that the Allies
might conclude a deal with elites in the Reich, and ultimately just “too
many people” who held “the view that the German people as a whole are
not responsible for what has taken place.” But only at the extreme margins
of society did anyone ever contemplate an appeasement deal with Hitler
and his Nazi cohorts.

An optimist by nature, after Pearl Harbor FDR retained “an inward
conviction that the people themselves are with us and that there is none of
the tragic disunity that split our country in the []s.”4 But this did not
stop him from worrying that opposition to the war effort might suddenly
mount at any moment. Incidents, after all, could work both ways, and the
defeats in the Pacific in , the stalemate in Italy in the winter of ‒
, and the sharp and unexpected reverse in the Ardennes in December
 all starkly demonstrated how the vagaries of war might fuel the com-
plex and confusing moods of complacency and divisionism. In the end, of
course, all these setbacks turned out to be temporary and short, and over
time America’s battlefield fortunes improved steadily, with successive and
successful offensives in North Africa, Italy, and then France. But until a
strong second front was established in the summer of , Roosevelt
could never be sure that a really devastating defeat was not just around the
corner. He therefore had to guard against the possibility that a sudden re-
verse might swiftly turn the public’s intermittent unease, apathy, or de-
featism into a more widespread and concerted attack against America’s
whole participation in the European war. 

Roosevelt’s perception of previous public opinion problems also
greatly sharpened his sensitivity to each and every ebb and flow in the pop-
ular mood. The president never forgot the depth of isolationist sentiment
in the years before Pearl Harbor, especially the public’s dogged and stub-
born opposition to a full and formal involvement in the war. Even in ,
he worried that popular support for a large standing army might be ephemeral
—hence his determination to get GIs into combat against the Germans by
the end of the year. Even in  and , he fretted that the public would
not support a long-term commitment on the European continent—hence
his desire for a self-enforcing peace settlement with Germany that would
enable “U.S. troops to be withdrawn within a relatively short time.”

FDR was also keenly aware that when it came to fundamental reorien-
tations in policy, a wide consensus was essential if the government’s bold
new course was to endure. Forging such a consensus might well be a 
difficult, long-term task. It might require backing away from preferred po-
sitions, waiting patiently for exactly the right moment to speak or act, pe-
riodically attempting to persuade and cajole potential supporters, and con-

             



stantly having to rebut and refute persistent opponents. But Roosevelt re-
alized that the stakes were extremely high: nothing less than America’s full
and enthusiastic participation in the struggle against the Axis in the first
phase; the country’s continued participation in enforcing the peace in the
second. Woodrow Wilson’s inability to get the Versailles Treaty ratified in
 was a stark and disturbing reminder of what waited should he fail. But
the prospect of a legitimate and widely supported transformation of Amer-
ica’s world role was the prize that waited if he succeeded. 

To keep a constant eye on the popular mood, Roosevelt regularly consulted
opinion polls, habitually scoured six daily newspapers as well as a variety of
media surveys, often paid close attention to the White House mailbag, and
eagerly read the gossipy material periodically supplied by the likes of John
Carter and Morris Ernst. Of course, FDR did not treat every piece of 
information equally. He valued Cantril’s data more highly than that of 
Republican-sympathizer George Gallup, while he deemed the views ex-
pressed by Walter Lippmann or the New York Times to be far more impor-
tant than those of inveterate “Roosevelt haters” such as the McCormick,
Hearst, or Patterson press. Nor did his sources for measuring opinion re-
main static over time. During , for instance, the OWI’s activities be-
came less important, while the following year Cantril’s influence waxed in
the period prior to polling day. But throughout the war, the president al-
ways retained a wide array of channels for measuring what Americans
thought about the main foreign-policy issues of the day.

In comparison to current standards, these mechanisms, still in their in-
fancy in the s, now appear somewhat crude. For one thing, Roosevelt
received few polls based on research into the attitudes of key focus
groups.5 Although his electoral successes were based on forging a coalition
of different interests—from organized labor and city dwellers, to Cath-
olics, Jews, and African-Americans6—the polls  he obtained were largely
issue based, and thus centered on whether or not the general public favored
measures like a second front or a negotiated peace, dismemberment or un-
conditional surrender. This was even true during the  campaign, when
Cantril’s data tended to emphasize the issues on which the president was
popular, rather than the sections of the population from which he was
likely to draw support. 

Unlike today, when a president facing a crisis is informed almost im-
mediately of the public’s latest response to any new development, the com-
pilation and dissemination of polls in this period was also cumbersome and
slow. As a result, polling data were only really useful for tabulating re-
sponses to the same questions over a long period of time, and then seeing if
a trend had emerged—for instance, was the public now more inclined to
support “Germany first” or reparations than it had been this time last
month or last year?7 It was all but worthless when it came to gauging reac-
tion during the periodic crises and outbursts of popular opposition. For in-

                    



stance, during the furor over “Darlanism” and the eruption over the 
Morgenthau plan, Roosevelt was supplied with no up-to-the-minute 
polls. Instead, he had to rely principally on what could be gleaned from the
press, and the views of just a few opinion makers could take on enormous
significance.

Constantly concerned about the state of American opinion, FDR also
made a number of efforts to educate and shape mass attitudes. His periodic
speeches and fireside chats were always carefully crafted, beautifully deliv-
ered, and usually reached a huge audience. His press conferences were also
well attended, even after his illness and preoccupation with security made
them less and less informative. More importantly, what strikes the contem-
porary observer is the extent to which reporters were often prepared to ac-
cept the president’s comments at face value. Indeed, for all of FDR’s con-
stant complaints that editors, columnists, and journalists were biased hacks
with little influence, most were perfectly willing to echo his description of
the Darlan deal as a “temporary expedient” or were easily satisfied by his
claim that there was no truth in their stories on the Morgenthau plan. 

Although behind closed doors the Roosevelt administration was gen-
erally an unwieldy amalgam of competing individuals, throughout the war
years it was nevertheless able to present a fairly united front to the outside
world. The president, it is true, rarely attempted to explicitly control the
output of other executive branches and agencies—a shortcoming that has
been given great prominence in the works of Allan Winkler, Michael
Leigh, and Clayton Laurie.8 But there remained a degree of tacit coordina-
tion in the government’s output on Germany, especially during ‒
when almost all officials reiterated the simple message that nazism and not
the German people were responsible for all the carnage and brutality. The
OFF and OWI, for instance, both scoured FDR’s speeches for clues on
how to pitch their own efforts, and on occasion even used his keynote ad-
dresses as an “information blueprint.”

Yet when it came to the actual content, the Roosevelt administration’s
publicity efforts were always highly cautious. The president might well
have been consistently worried that the public was slow to recognize the
extent of the danger, but he never once tried to rectify this by inciting it to
paroxysms of hatred. In fact, anxious not to go out on a limb and express
views that were clearly at odds with the prevailing public sentiment, he ha-
bitually refused even to name the actual aggressor until December .
Thereafter, the administration, worried that the public might not compre-
hend or believe atrocity stories, generally soft-pedaled the extent of Nazi
brutality. Concerned about fueling complacency, officials were also reluc-
tant to talk about the prospects of victory and the postwar world. And
forced to respond to charges that unconditional surrender was encouraging
the Germans to fight harder, they increasingly insisted that the mass of
Germans would be treated with a modicum of fairness after the war. 

Ultimately, then, although the Roosevelt administration fought World

             



War II in order to impose unconditional surrender on a particularly evil
foe, the relationship between the government and public opinion was very
different from that suggested by Walter Lippmann or George Kennan in
their classic books on American diplomacy. Indeed, rather than initially
seeking to manipulate and arouse a lethargic public by exaggerating the
danger Germany represented, Roosevelt’s information campaign was al-
ways highly cautious. Rather than the statesman’s views remaining static
while public sentiment hardened, it was FDR’s image of the enemy that
changed during , while mass opinion, in the absence of any new cues
from the administration, continued to blame the Nazis rather than the Ger-
mans. And rather than the statesman being trapped by the public hysteria
his own exaggerated rhetoric had whipped up, Roosevelt’s options were
actually narrowed by the cautious nature of his earlier message, by the fact
that he had not laid the basis for the popular acceptance of stringent meas-
ures. In short, throughout this period it was not a case of the statesman pur-
suing a restrained and unswerving line, while the public initially vacillated
and eventually pushed for total victory. On the contrary, it was the states-
man who became increasingly vehement in his demands for the complete
destruction of the enemy, while popular attitudes remained generally un-
deviating and more restrained, consistently dedicated to the view that only
nazism was the true enemy and that Germany should be allowed some in-
dustrial future.

The contrast with American attitudes toward Japan was particularly
striking. Here, a small group of officials who concerned themselves with
planning Japan’s future maintained a relatively benign view of the enemy
throughout the war. The president was not among their number, for he
largely abstained from the whole debate about Japan’s future. Apart from a
few brief exchanges with the Chinese leadership at the Cairo Conference
in November , where he agreed that Japan should be stripped of her
empire and forced to pay reparations, FDR preferred to focus on ensuring
Japan’s swift defeat after the culmination of the conflict in Europe, and
placed far more emphasis on securing the Red Army’s participation in the
Pacific war at an acceptable political cost.9 Almost by default, then, the
main postwar policy studies were carried out by a small group of State De-
partment officials, who were able to give free reign to their reintegrationist
tendencies. Following the lead of Joseph Grew, in May  one planning
committee effectively recommended keeping the Japanese emperor after
the war. Three months later, another committee drafted a memorandum
on the terms and conditions for Japan’s surrender. This insisted that the
Allies announce their intention to destroy Japanese militarism but not the
Japanese state, so as to “give encouragement to whatever democratic and
moderate elements still remain in Japan.”10

By adopting this line, State Department officials were clearly proceed-
ing against the current of American opinion. They were also proceeding in
a relatively even-headed and temperate fashion that was far removed from

                    



the expectations that the administration’s own overheated rhetoric had
helped to whip up. After all, officials from the president down had rarely
bothered to distinguish the Japanese people from its militaristic leadership;
some had even implied that the United States was fighting a race war
against the “yellow peril.” Small wonder, then, that by  there was little
support for a soft peace for Japan. In one poll published at the end of the
year,  percent of respondents even suggested that every member of this
race should be exterminated.11 Thus a chasm also emerged between the
government and the public over Japan. But whereas on the German prob-
lem it was the president who preferred sterner measures and was ultimately
reigned in by a more prudent public, on Japan it was the State Department
that held the more benign view, while most Americans, fed on a diet of
anti-Japanese propaganda, increasingly demanded a punitive peace.

What impact did all this have on actual outcomes? At the most fundamen-
tal level, public opinion exerted little influence on FDR’s basic image of the
German enemy. Admittedly, in the last months of , the public’s over-
whelming opposition to the deployment of an AEF did encourage FDR to
emphasize the optimistic strand of his thinking, at a time when such confi-
dence was increasingly at odds with actual events. Similarly, in  the lin-
gering liberal criticism over “Darlanism” also reinforced his growing ten-
dency to dread rather than hope for an internal implosion. But in both cases
public opinion was by no means the decisive factor underpinning the pres-
ident’s beliefs. Far more important were other developments—in the early
period, the clear examples of Nazi perfidy and aggression, as well as FDR’s
conviction about the internal fragility of dictatorships; and in the later
years, the dynamics of alliance politics, a whole raft of new evidence, and
the transformation of the German problem itself. For the most part, then,
Roosevelt was not a situational politician in the sense that his belief system
fluctuated in line with the public mood; he was not merely an unprincipled
opportunist—a “chameleon on plaid”—who would do whatever was
popular.12 Rather, he had some general beliefs about the enemy, and al-
though these started to shift in  (as the international environment and
nature of the problem changed), these assumptions nevertheless played an
important role in determining what policies he preferred, from “Germany
first” to the effectiveness of bombing and psychological warfare, from pas-
toralization to dismemberment and truncation.

Regarding the actual policy choices adopted, there were certain con-
ditions and circumstances when public opinion also had a minimal impact.
Whenever mass sentiment appeared ambivalent or far from fervent, FDR
certainly felt freer to follow his own personal proclivities, as was the case
with the Germany-first strategy in . Nor did FDR have any qualms
about ignoring the vehement opposition that frequently came from diehard
divisionists and “Roosevelt-haters.” In , for instance, he dismissed the
importance of negotiated-peace sentiment with the disdainful comment

             



that such attitudes were only held by those who wanted to win the war if
Britain, the U.S.S.R., and himself were also defeated. Two years later, he
likewise simply ignored the criticisms of extreme groups, such as Peace
Now, which were calling for the complete abandonment of unconditional
surrender and the conclusion of an armistice with the Third Reich. How-
ever, outbursts and eruptions from Roosevelt’s political supporters were a
very different matter, as FDR’s acute sensitivity to the liberal charges of
“Darlanism” clearly demonstrates. The president also recognized that he
could not pursue a particular course in the face of deep-seated and over-
whelming popular opposition from across the political spectrum—espe-
cially when it was a highly salient issue, such as planning Germany’s defeat
and then its future. Until Pearl Harbor, he therefore excluded the possibil-
ity of America’s full and formal involvement in the war on the grounds that
this was just not acceptable to a majority of the public. Three years later, he
quickly backed away from pastoralization when faced with the popular out-
cry over the Morgenthau plan leak.

At the third and final level, the timing and implementation of particu-
lar policies, public opinion played a particularly important role, but not al-
ways in the way that other historians suggest. It is commonplace in the lit-
erature to depict the domestic environment as having a negative, deadening
effect on policy, restraining the president and preventing him from under-
taking a preferred course of action. Although in many respects this was
clearly true during the war years, for FDR was a master at biding his time,
waiting for popular opposition to die down before he forged ahead with his
desired policy, Roosevelt was also an extremely creative leader. Recog-
nizing that action spoke louder than words, he sometimes sought to expe-
dite certain measures in an attempt to shift popular opinion.13 In , he
pushed to get U.S. troops fighting Germans as soon as possible, partly in
the hope that this would eradicate defeatism, place support for “Germany
first” on a sounder footing, and fire the public’s imagination about the war.
Then, in January , one of his reasons for making the dramatic flight to
Casablanca was to highlight the shrinking of the globe and the fact that the
United States could not ignore the outside world in an age of air power.
And once in Africa, he enunciated unconditional surrender, principally be-
cause he believed this would defuse the ongoing debate over “Darlanism.”
In all these cases, it is important to note, FDR was not cynically looking for
any policy that would distract the public from embarrassing revelations or
bolster support for himself and his policies. Rather, he already favored an
immediate offensive in Northwest Africa, since this would relieve pressure
on the Soviets, while his support for unconditional surrender flowed natu-
rally from his conviction that it would be futile to compromise with the
mendacious Nazis. In these instances, then, the actual policy choice was not
made out of a desire to distract public opinion, but Roosevelt’s decision to
hasten its implementation clearly was.

                    



Aftermath: The Immediate 
Postwar Legacy, ‒

In the weeks after FDR’s death, the war in Europe came to a swift conclu-
sion. On April , American and Soviet troops triumphantly met at Torgau
on the river Elbe; five days later, Hitler was also dead, having committed
suicide in a bunker beneath the rubble of Berlin. The remnants of the
Third Reich struggled on for another week, but finally, on May  and , the
fighting came to an end after German representatives signed the docu-
ments of unconditional surrender at two ceremonies in Rheims and Berlin.

At long last, the United States could concentrate all its attention on
Japan. Even with the bulk of their resources directed against the Weh-
rmacht, the army and navy had already made great strides in the Pacific
war. During Roosevelt’s last weeks, large-scale bombing raids had incin-
erated vast swathes of Tokyo, MacArthur had recaptured the Philippines,
fulfilling his pledge to return, and the marines had landed on Okinawa,
sparking a fierce battle to capture an island just  miles southwest of
Japan. Clearly, the Japanese empire was tottering, but would it be possible
to end the war without an invasion of the Japanese home islands? As offi-
cials under the new president contemplated this question, the legacy of
FDR’s publicity efforts cast an important shadow over their deliberations.

By July, Stimson and Grew were convinced that Japan’s early capitu-
lation could be achieved by giving the Japanese people “the impression
that unconditional surrender may not be as bad a matter as they had first
believed.” In Stimson’s opinion, the Allies should reiterate the familiar old
formula that Japan would not be enslaved or destroyed. More controver-
sially, the secretary of war also advocated issuing a public pledge that Japan
could retain its emperor as a constitutional monarch.14

To a certain extent, Stimson’s suggestions were reminiscent of the
pressure Roosevelt had faced a year before. Then, as now, the prospect of
a costly invasion was prodding presidential advisers to recommend elabo-
rating on unconditional surrender in such a way as to weaken the enemy’s
will to resist. The main difference was that Stimson was now urging that
the United States go one stage further. By promising the Japanese that they
could keep their emperor, he was proposing to amend unconditional sur-
render in a way that might raise all the old charges of “Darlanism.” He was
also flying in the face of recent polling data, which indicated that a clear
majority of Americans wanted a harsh peace in the Pacific, with most fa-
voring the “harsh” treatment of the emperor.15

This, at least, was the conclusion reached by James F. Byrnes, the new
secretary of state and a “born politician,” acutely alert to fluctuations in the
popular mood. It was a view shared by Archibald MacLeish, now an assis-
tant secretary of state, but also the liberal former director of the OFF, as
well as Cordell Hull, now in retirement, but called on for advice and still
smarting at all the attacks he had suffered in  and . Truman was

             



quick to listen to their warnings. Having no desire to arouse the ire of the
American public, he issued the Potsdam Declaration on July , which
proclaimed the need for unconditional surrender and reassured the Japa-
nese they would not be enslaved, but studiously avoided any mention of re-
taining the emperor. Less than a month later, when the Japanese sued for
peace after the atomic explosions at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the American
response again skillfully skirted the question.16 “Only after Japan had ca-
pitulated,” John Dower points out, “did the maintenance of the emperor
become feasible.” In the fury of war, “such moderate ideas were politically
unpalatable.”17 Roosevelt’s public utterances had helped see to that.

Throughout , moderate occupation policies in Germany were politi-
cally unpalatable, too, largely because the memories of the concentration
camp horrors continued to weigh heavily on the American mind. In May,
the State Department’s Office of Public Affairs found that opinion makers
now thought the task of occupation was being “made more difficult by the
German people, who, according to most commentators, remain ‘unrepen-
tant’ and unconvinced of their ‘guilt’ even in defeat.”18 Among the mass
public, meanwhile, more than  percent felt that Germany was “just wait-
ing for a chance to try it again,” while other polls revealed a sharp increase
in support for harsh measures. Popular approval of reparations, for in-
stance, shot up from  to  percent between February and May ,
while only  percent were now willing to continue rationing in order to
enable the German people to buy enough food to maintain health—a con-
trast with the  percent who took this position even after D-Day.19

Throughout the summer and fall, the media then picked up on signs of
an ominous laxity in American occupation policies. In August, a report by
Earl G. Harrison, a former U.S. commissioner of immigration, uncovered
the disturbing fact that large numbers of displaced persons, including many
Jews, were still in concentration camps and asked “whether the German
people, seeing this, are not supposing that we are following or at least con-
doning Nazi policy.”20 A short while later, the New York Times ran a story
emphasizing the army’s “lackadaisical attitude” toward denazification, a
claim that appeared more than justified when General Patton, now in
charge of the occupation in Bavaria, publicly suggested that  percent of
Nazis were not true believers—“just camp followers who had come in be-
cause they had been coerced.” “This Nazi thing,” he continued in an even
more provocative vein, “is just like a Democratic and Republican election
fight. The thing was that these damned Nazis got other people by the scruff
of the neck and other Germans just didn’t have the guts to go back.”21

The sense of outrage by a press and public less willing than Patton to
blame only a select few for the concentration camp atrocities was palpable.
Among journalists, the State Department’s Office of Public Affairs
recorded at the start of October, there was mounting “dismay at the con-
tinued employment of Nazis in responsible positions in the government

                    



and business.” More broadly, a series of polls conducted during the fall
found the American public concerned that the Germans were being treated
too leniently.

The usual cast of liberals, though not surprised by these reports,
quickly grasped the opportunity to push even harder for a harsh peace.
The likes of Harley Kilgore and PM magazine, for instance, grumbled at
length about the Allies apparent reluctance to dismantle IG Farben, while
in October Henry Morgenthau published his polemic, Germany Is Our
Problem, which made a sustained and vehement plea for Germany to be
rapidly and irrevocably pastoralized.22

In this vengeful atmosphere, the Truman administration went out of
its way to reassure the public that the Germans were receiving suitably
stern treatment. At the Potsdam Conference in July, the new administra-
tion privately backed away from harsh measures such as partition and ex-
tensive deindustrialization, and would only accept a reparations agreement
that was a far cry from what had been on the agenda back at Yalta—to the
obvious disappointment of the Soviets.23 In public, however, Truman was
anxious to accentuate the punitive aspects of the Potsdam Protocol. “The
German people,” he insisted on his return, are only “beginning to atone for
the crimes of the gangsters whom they placed in power and whom they
wholeheartedly approved and obediently followed.” To make sure they did
not reoffend, he continued, the Allied reparations scheme would “take out
of Germany everything with which she can prepare for another war.” The
remaining German industry would then “be centralized in order to do
away with concentration of economic power in cartels and monopolies.
Chief emphasis is to be on agriculture and peaceful industry.”24

In October, the administration also decided to publicize the harsh di-
rective that formed the basis of American occupation policies. Originally
drafted in the fall of , when the Treasury’s influence was at its height,
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In general, would you say that 
the Allied program for the 
treatment of Germany is too, 
hard, about right, or not hard 
enough? Oct. ,  (%) Oct. ,  (%) Nov. ,  (%)

Too hard   

About right   

Not hard enough   

No opinion   

Sources: State Department, “Fortnightly Survey of American Opinion on International
Affairs,” Survey Nos. , , and , October , October , and November , , entry
L, box , RG , NA.



this was replete with phrases such as “Germany will not be occupied for
the purpose of liberation but as a defeated enemy nation” or that the occu-
piers must take no steps “designed to maintain or strengthen the Germany
economy.” Morgenthau was quick to praise Truman for this decision,
pointing out that it would “give the American public the opportunity to
back you up in seeing that the Potsdam agreement is carried out.”25

The public certainly seemed in the mood to endorse stern measures.
Whereas in  the media had lambasted anything that smacked of dein-
dustrialization, now, in the aftermath of the concentration camp revela-
tions, the reaction was very different. As the State Department recorded in
the wake of Truman’s Potsdam speech, “greatest attention has been given
to the Germany settlement which had been approved as a ‘harsh’ and ‘re-
alistic’ program for preventing future German aggression and which has
been characterized as similar to the Morgenthau plan.”26

Yet the new president was never really a true believer in the need for a
harsh peace. Truman had always opposed the Treasury’s pastoralization
policy, believing that Germany would require “some industry” after the
war. Privately, he also considered Morgenthau to be a “blockhead, nut,”
and in June and July  he first moved to exclude the Treasury from in-
ternal policy debates on Germany, before accepting Morgenthau’s resigna-
tion on the eve of the Potsdam Conference.27

The following year, Truman and his advisers then began to reassess
the whole thrust of America’s German policy. The reasons for this were
manifold. For one thing, conditions within Germany were so bad that in
order to prevent disease and starvation the Americans were having to im-
port large amounts of food and material into their zone, at a cost to U.S.
taxpayers of roughly $ million a year. Increasingly, there was also a
growing fear that communism might thrive amidst the economic chaos of
zones occupied by the western powers. Even during the war, relations be-
tween the United States and U.S.S.R. had often been strained. But now,
with the Nazi threat gone, the adhesive that bound the two powers to-
gether quickly evaporated. Worse still, Stalin suddenly seemed bent on ex-
panding his influence, for he was obviously consolidating Soviet control
over eastern Europe, clearly probing in Iran, and apparently sponsoring
communist activity in Italy, France, and Greece. Moreover, with memories
still fresh of how political extremism had flourished amidst economic
chaos in the s, it seemed all too possible that the suffering peoples of
Germany and Western Europe might in their desperation turn toward
communism. This, at least, was the view of a growing number of officials
in the Truman administration. It was also the considered opinion of the
British ally, who, more vulnerable to the economic pressures of occupation
and also more sensitive at this stage to the looming Soviet threat, worked
hard to provoke a reassessment of American policy so that it focused on
the containment of Soviet, rather than German, power.28

                    



As American priorities started to shift, so did government rhetoric.
Whereas in  Truman was at pains to stress that “absolute insurance
against German or Japanese aggression—ever again—comes first,” two
years later the president and his spokesmen were emphasizing that “the
restoration of Europe involves the restoration of Germany.”29 Significantly,
in seeking to justify this fundamental policy change, Truman and his aides
were greatly helped by their predecessors’ publicity efforts. For the Roo-
sevelt administration had developed two broad images of the enemy, both
of which could be used in the very different circumstances of ‒.

On the one hand, FDR’s wartime focus on the ideological nature of the
Nazi danger now provided his successor with a series of ready-made
themes that could easily be transferred and deployed against the new threat.
It certainly did not take too much imagination to start pointing out that the
Soviet regime was also brutal and totalitarian, that it trampled in the rights
of its own people and used concentration camps to inspire terror. Nor was
it much of a leap to begin exploring the parallels between the intentions
and capabilities of the two —how both seemed bent on controlling Eu-
rope, how the loss of this continent would pose a “threat to the very exis-
tence of the U.S.,” and how the Communists like the Nazis employed fifth-
column agents to spread their pernicious ideology. “There isn’t any
difference in totalitarian states,” Truman revealingly told reporters in May
. “I don’t care what you call them, Nazi, Communist, or Fascist.”30

Of course, during the war Roosevelt’s focus on the ideological nature
of the Nazi danger had ultimately worked to his detriment, for his failure to
educate the public about his hardening attitudes toward the German nation
had left many Americans unprepared to support radical measures like dein-
dustrialization. By  and , however, this “failure” suddenly proved
a boon to his successors as they began to contemplate using German in-
dustry to balance against the new Soviet threat, for they could draw upon
the familiar old phrases that FDR had himself used throughout the war
years. Shedding the harsh rhetoric uttered in the immediate aftermath of
the liberation of the camps, Truman and his advisers therefore began to
point out that “Hitler and his minions” were the only real villains. Care had
to be taken to ensure that Germany was thoroughly purged of the Nazi in-
cubus and that safeguards were in place to prevent future rogue leaders
from running amok. But once this had been achieved, there was no real
reason why Germany could not be revived and rehabilitated. This was the
thrust of Byrne’s famous speech in Stuttgart in September . “The
American people have no desire to enslave the German people,” he de-
clared in a phrase reminiscent of FDR’s words back in  and . Al-
though the Germans would have to endure short-term hardships brought
on by Hitler’s deeds, the United States had “no desire to increase those
hardships or to deny the German people an opportunity to work their way
out of those hardships so long as they respect freedom and follow the paths
of peace.”31

             



The following year, officials made similar claims when arguing the
case for the Marshall Plan. Due consideration was still given to the need to
reassure the public that Germany must be adequately monitored, including
supranational controls over the Ruhr to ensure the revival of the German
economy but not the German threat.32 But spokesmen for the Marshall plan
also contended that Germany could be easily reintegrated into a broader
European system, not least because the German people —far from being
inherently militaristic or authoritarian—were actually no different from
their counterparts across the continent. As Dean Acheson succinctly put it
on one radio show: “The sixteen countries we are talking about, with west-
ern Germany, which we call western Europe for short, are the homes of 
million people —industrialists, industrious, industrialized highly skilled
people.”33

There was naturally some public opposition to the expression of such
benign sentiments, especially among liberals connected with the SPWW
and former-FDR advisers such as Henry Wallace.34 Yet increasingly, these
voices were pushed to the fringes of the public debate. This was partly be-
cause America’s hatred of Germany soon paled next to its growing fears
about the Communist menace, and this quickly ensured that anyone asso-
ciated with punitive plans for keeping Germany weak was viewed sus-
piciously as a pro-Soviet dupe —either a naïve idealist or a communist
stooge, whose aim was to create a vacuum in Europe into which the Red
Army could march. But it was also due to the fact that, in the absence of a
sustained anti-German information campaign, the public’s hatred of the
Germans soon proved to be ephemeral. 

During , many Americans retained a lingering suspicion of the
old enemy, which clearly stemmed from the atrocity revelations of a year
before. Naturally, there was also widespread support for the twelve death
sentences meted out to the Nazi leaders at the Nuremberg trials in Octo-
ber. Yet even in , pollsters who scratched below the surface quickly
found reasons to conclude that the American image of Germany was not
entirely negative. According to one poll, for instance, a clear majority of
the public believed that only a “small part” of the German people was
“cruel and brutal.” Similarly, GIs who had experienced Europe firsthand
revealed that they were more favorably impressed by the German enemy
than they were by the French ally; the Germans scored particularly high
when it came to virtues such as “cleanliness” or “industry and enter-
prise.”35 By the start of , as passions began to cool still further, Amer-
ican attitudes became even more benign. According to one poll,  percent
of Americans felt friendly toward the German people, compared with only
 percent who felt unfriendly, while another survey revealed that no less
than  percent of Americans now wanted the United States to help get
German peacetime industry going again.36

Such attitudes did not force Truman and his advisers into a full-scale
policy reassessment. Far from it. As officials set about devising the Mar-

                    



shall plan, which they hoped would revive the European economies, in-
cluding that of western Germany, their thoughts were focused principally
on the chaotic conditions in Europe, the prospect that Communists might
capitalize on this, and a growing awareness that it was vital to harness the
industry of western Germany to the task of European reconstruction. But
officials did believe that the problem of reconstruction could “be met only
if the American people are taken into the complete confidence of the ad-
ministration.” They also recognized that they faced a difficult legislative
battle to obtain an aid package worth approximately $ billion from a budget-
minded, Republican-dominated Congress. In this context, it clearly helped
that the mass of Americans had few qualms about reviving Germany, a
country that, with the Nazis removed, they now had little to squabble
with.37

The Europe that soon emerged after the war was therefore very dif-
ferent from the one that Franklin Roosevelt had worked hard to achieve,
for he had come to loathe the Germans and had hoped to continue cooper-
ating with the Soviets. But FDR’s cautious crusade had nevertheless played
a role —albeit small and inadvertent—in helping to ensure that the Amer-
ican people now supported their government’s attempts to deal with this
new and uncertain world. Indeed, the images and arguments Roosevelt had
used to depict the Nazi menace proved extremely useful to Truman and his
aides as they sought to rally the public to meet the new Communist dan-
ger. Equally, FDR’s failure to whip up anti-German hatred ultimately (if
unwittingly) helped to ensure that his successor had greater domestic flex-
ibility to turn yesterday’s enemy into today’s friend.

So within just two years of his death, the international environment
was a far cry from what Roosevelt had envisaged. But at least America was
playing its part. Isolationism, the “misguided” creed FDR had long battled
against, was finally dead.
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